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Abstract

The present study seeks to examine the effects of co-flow, confinement and a shaping jet on the mixing and com-

bustion characteristics ofa precessingjet flow. In particular, scientific analysis is used to investigate the physical

mechanisms by which the control and optimisation of heat transfer and pollutant emissions from natural gas burn-

ers for rotary kilns can be achieved. To achieve these aims, a range of experimental techniques in reacting, non-

reacting, confined and unconfined conditions have been employed. The precessingjet, in conjunction with a shap-

ing jet, is shown to provide continuous control of mixing characteristics and corresponding combustion character-

istics. Hence tl.re optimum mixing characteristics for the maximum heat transfer and minimum emissions and the

conditions under which the precessing jetnozzle produces such mixing characteristics are determined. A scaling

procedure is also proposed for the precessing jet nozzle that, for the first time, provides a method to relate the

results of small-scale isothermal mixing experiments to operating rotary kilns.

Flow visualisation using a two colour planar laser-induced fluorescence technique in an unconfined, isothermal

environment is used to demonstrate that a central axial jet is the most effective form of shaping jet for controlling

tlre mixing from a precessing jet nozzle. The characteristics of the combined jet flow are shown, by a selni-quan-

titative image processing technique, to be controlled by the ratio of the central axial jet momentum to the combined

jet momentum, denoted bylç¡¡=Gç¡í(Gp¡+Gc¡ì. The flow visualisation results aìso demonstrate that, when the

momentum ratio is in the range 0<f cAJ<0.2. corresponding to low proportions of flow through the central axial

jet, the combined flow field visually appears to be "precessing jet dominated". For momentum ratios in the range

0.23<ICAJ <1, the flow appears visually to be dominated by the features of the central axial jet.

T¡e effect of a central axial jet on the characteristics of a precessing jet flame is assessed in an unconfined envi-

ronment by recording the visible flame luminescence photographically. The results demonstrate that a significant

change in the flame volume, length and width is achieved by varying the proportion of central axial jet to total flow

rate and hence the momentum ratio, lç47. These parameters were correlated with changes in the global residence

tirne, radiant fraction and NO, emissions based on scaling criteria from the literature. These correlations suggest

that, consistent with the flow visualisation results, fhe momentum ratio, lg¡7, controls the combustion character-

istics, which in turn change significantly in the precessing jet and central axial jet dominated flow regimes'

Confined combustion experiments are undertaken in a pilot-scale cement kiln simulator to quantify the heat flux

a¡d NO, emission characteristics as a function of the combined precessing jet and central axial jet flows and to

compare them with that of a conventional burner in a well controlled, confined facility. These experiments dem-

onstrate that the central axialjet provides good control over the heat flux profile, consistent with the experience in

industrial installations. Furthermore, the heat transfer from a precessing jet burner is shown to be enhanced relative

to a conventional burner ancl the NO, emissions reduced if the relationship between heat transfer, emissions and

process interaction is taken into account.
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To quantify the mixing characteristics of each of the above flows and so to provide ìnsight into the characteristics

of relatively ,.good" and "bad" mixing for the optimisation of combustion in rotary kilns, concentration

measuremelÌts are performed in a confined, isothermal environment. The effect of co-flow, confìnement and the

central axial jet on the mixing from a precessing jetnozzle are also assessed. The experiments are performed in a

water-tunnel using a quantitative planar laser-induced fluorescence technique to provide measurement of a

conserved scalar. The effect of the central axial jet is quantified with respect to its influence upon concentration

decay, concentration fluctuations, jet width and probability distribution functions. The effect of co-flow and

confinement are also quantified by measurement of the concentration decay, concentration fluctuations, jet width

and probability distribution functions. The data is used to develop equations relating the flow conditions and

geometry to the mean concentration on thejet axis and jet spread. These equations can be used to describe the entire

rnean concentration distribution in the far field of the precessing jet flow. Based on the modelling equations, a

scaling procedure is proposed that provides a method to scale the precessing jet flow, i.e. to relate isothermal

laboratory scale investigations to full scale plant. The scaling procedure is based on a hrst order assessment of the

separate effects of confinement, velocity ratio and mass flow ratio on the scalar mixing. The final scaling parameter

represents an additional correction to a modified form of the well known Thring-Newby scaling criterion which

distorts the mixture fraction ratio, i.e. the air-fuel ratio, in the model from that in the industrial scale' This correction

enables similarity of the jet mixing characteristics to be preserved while correcting for the geometric distortion of

the confinement ratio. The new scaling procedure is used to show that the isothermal concentration measurements

are representative of the mixing conditions within the pilot-scale combustion facility and hence that the scaling

procedure is appropriate for the precessing jet nozzle.

The optimum combustion characteristics of the precessing jer.nozzle, defined as the maximum heat transfer and

minimum NO, emissions, are shown to occur at the maximum momentum ratio that still, generates a flow

characterised as precessing jet dominated. The mixing characteristics associated with high radiation and low NO'

emissions are shown, by the quantitative mixing experiments, to be associated with the maximum mean

concentration and the wi¿est range of instantanteous concentrations measured on the jet axis of any flows produced

by t¡e combined precessing jet and central axial jet flows. This suggest that such mixing characteristics are desired

from any natural gas burner for the rnaximum heat transfer and minimum ernissions in a rotary kiln. The optimal

mixing characteristics for the maximum efficieny and lowest emissions from a gas-fired rotary kiln are hence

slrown to be generated by the precessing jet-central axial jet nozzle al a momentum ratio of 0.17< ICAJ <0'23'
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downstream of the nozzle tip. Pure PJ fluid is red, pure CAJ fluid is yellow. Mass flow

proportion isytç¡¡=307o, momentum ratio is lc¡'-}.29, conditions as per Table 3-1. Every

second fratne shown, t=l/1000s exposure time.' .

Video images of the 5mm diameter acljacent axial jet with the precessing jet. Pure PJ fluid is

red, pure AAJ fluid is yellow. Mass flow proportion ìs'q4¡¡l5%q momentum ratio is

1oo=0.07, conditions as per Table3-1. Every second tiame shown, t=l/1000s exposure

time. . .

Video images of the annular shaping jet witlr precessing jet. Pure PJ fluid is red, pure ASJ

fluid appears yellow-green in this sequence. Mass flow proportionisty6¡=4OVo, momentum

ratio is f¿s"¡=0.04, conditions as per Table 3-1. Every second frame shown, /=l/1000s

exposure time.. .

The concentration half-widths of combined precessing jet and central axial jet flows,

determined from local normalisation of every pixel to the maximum value in each row.

Images shown are fbr the 5mm, intermediate length CAJ insert. Refer to Table 3- I for the jet

conditions.

Variation in jet spread-angle for the cornbined precessing jet and central axial jet tlows with

CAJ proportion, Vcn¡ = rfr"or./(rl*¡ + rnç4¡) , for different CAJ exit diameters and Reynolds

number conditions. Àlso shown is the variation in spread-angle for the annular shaping jet..

Variation in jet spread-angle for the combined precessing jet and central axial jet flows with

momentum 1i¡tio, lç¡¡=Gcu(Gp¡+Gctr), for different CAJ exit diameters and Reynolds

number conditions. Also sþown is the variation in spread-angle for the annular shaping jet.

The trend line is basecl on a line of best fit through all data, excluding the data for tyror=1ggo7o

and data points greater than l0 degrees tïom the mean trend.

Instantaneous images of the visible flatne structure froln an unconfined PJ nozzle at different

proportions of central axial jet to total flow rate. The fuel is propane at a constant input of

Z)kW, t=lt250s camera exposure time,/8 aperture setting. Flow conditions: (a) yg¡y=O7o,

lctj=0; (b) y6,¡y=30%o, lç4¡=0.36; (c) tVcu=S\o/o, lç¡¡=0.57 and (d) YctL=100"/o,

lcü=l'
Time-averaged images of the visible flame from an unconfined PJ nozzle at different

proportions of central axial jet to total flow rate. The fuel is propane a[ a constant input of

20kV/, ¡=8s exposure time,fl22 aperture setting. Flow conditions: (a) y6¿7=OVo,lç¡¡=O; (þ)

tlrç¡¡=157o, lc¿.1=0.19; (c) y6¿7=30Vo, lror=9'36; (d) Vc¡.1=50Vo, lcAJ=0'57; (e)

Vc¡F75Vo,16'¡.¡=0.80 and (Ð tyç¡¡l0\7o,f c¡fl (aperture of fl19).

Time-averaged ilnage of the base of the flarne fiom an unconfined PJ nozzle 
^t VcAJ=ÙEo.

The fuel is propane at a constant input of 20kW, l=8s camera exposure fi]me,f/27 aperture

setting.

Cornparison of the constant value signal intensity contours defining the edge of the flame

from the time-averaged images of the base of the PJ nozzle flame at different y¿'¡7.

Momentum ratios are slrown in Table 4-l
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Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-6

Figure 4-7

Figure 4-8

Chapter 5

Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-3

Figure 5-4.

Figure 5-5

Figure 5-6.

Figure 5-7

Figure 5-8

Figure 5-9

The variation in flame volume' normalised to the value at l¿'¿'¡=0' with momentum ratio at

constant total fuel flow rate. The "exact" method is based upon the area within the contour

defining the time-average flame edge and the "conical approximation" is based upon the

simplitied equation derived by Turns and Myhr (1991). See Table 4-l for jet conditions. The

dashed line indicates the transition from PJ to CAJ dominated flow regime.

The variation in signal intensity of the visible flame radiation, normalised to the value at

ICA=O, with momentum ratio at constant total fuel tlow rate. The integrated signal is based

on ih" ru1¡ of the measured pixel intensities within the flame volume. See Table 4-1 for jet

conditions. The dashed line indicates the transition from PJ to CAJ dominated flow regime. ,

The variation in flame length, normalised to the value at fc¡y=O, with momentum ratio at

constant total fuel flow rate. See Table 4-l forjet conditions. The dashed line indicates the

transition from PJ to CAJ dominated flow regime.

T¡e variation in maximum flame width, normalised to the value atl¿¡¡=0, and the ratio of

flame width to length with momentum ratio at constant total fuel t'low rate. See Table 4-l tbr

jet conditions.The dashed line indicates the transition from PJ to CAJ dominated flow regime.

Profifes of the radiative heat flux, Qr,,,¡, fro'n precessing jet flames with various proportions

of central axial jet to total flow rate, yça"¡. The arrow indicates the axial distance which the

peak in the heat flux profile is shifted by variation of axial jet proportion. Conditions: 2MW

fuel input, 84ffC pre-heat, see Table 5- I for momentum ratios, 16¿7.

profiles of tþe radiative heat flux, Qro¿, from precessing jet flames with various proportions

of central axial jet to total flow rate, {6¡¡ compared to a low recirculation flame (MCB-

CC0.6) and a typically good recirculation flame (MCB-CC2.7) from a multi-channel burner.

Conditions: 2MW fuel input, 640"C pre-lteat, see Table 5-l for momentum ratios, l¿'¡7. . . . .

profiles of the temperature at the inner surface of the kiln wall, Ç, for precessing jet flames

with various proportions of central axial jet to total flow rate, y6'¿y. Conditions: 2MW fuel

input, 840"C pre-heat, see Table 5-1 for momentum ratios, 16¿7..

profiles of the temperature at the inner surface of the kiln wall, Ç, for precessing jet flames

at vÍrrious proportions, {6,47, compared to a low recirculation flame (MCB-CC0.6) and a

typica¡y good recirculation flame (MCB-CC2.7) frorn a multi-channel burner. Conditions:

2MW fuel input, 640"C pre-heat, see Table 5-l for momentum ratios, fç47.

Concentration contours of carbon monoxide measured in the kiln simulator for the precessing

jet burner with y.or=25 7o (PJ-ty25-640 flame). Contours are in steps of 0.57o. See Table 5-

I for thejet conditions..

Concentration contours of NO, measured in the kiln silnulator for the precessing jet burner

wirh \'CAJ=25V' (PJ-t4r25-640 flame). Contours are in steps of 25ppm. See Table 5-l for the

jet conditions

Concentration contours of carbon monoxide measured in the kiln simulator for the multi-

clrannel burner with typically good recirculation (MCB-CC2.l flame). Contours are in steps

of O.5Vo. See Table 5-l for the jet conditions. . .

Concentration contours of NO, measured in the kiln simulator for the multi-channel burner

witlr typically good recirculation (MCB-CC2J fltme). Contours are in steps of 25ppm. See

Table 5-1 for the jet conditions.

Concentration contours of carbon monoxide measured in the kiln simulator for the multi-

clrannel burner with low recirculation (MCB-CC0.6 flame). Contours are in steps of 0.5Vo'

See Table 5- I for the jet conditions.. . .

Concentration contours of NO* measured in the kiln sitnulator tbr the multi-channel burner

with low recirculation (MCB-CC0.6 flarne). Contours are in steps of 25ppm' See Table 5- I

for the jet conditions.
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Figure 5- I l.

Figure 5- 12.

Figure 5-13.

Figure 5-14.

Figure 5-15.

Figure 5-16.

Chapter 6

Figure 6- l.

Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-3

Figure 6-4

Figure 6-5.

LDA measurements of the axial component of velocity lm from the inlet baffle pÌates with

only secondary air flowing and a coal flame from the Multi-Channel Burner (CEMFLAME3

condition 850-NG). In the no-flame condition a small amount of primary air was passed

through the MCB. The MCB was tested with the burner in two angular positions, to check the

contribution of the burner to any asymmetry. The burner housing was flush with the inlet

baffle plate.

LDA measurements of the tangential cornponent of velocity lln from the inlet baffle plates

wit¡ only seconclary air tlowing ancl a coal flame from the multi-channel hurner. Conditions

as for Figure 5-l l. .

Variation in NO" emissions with total heat flux throttgh the kiln walls for the precessing jet

(pJ) and multi-channel burner (MCB) configurations. To account for the effective increase in

tiln tength an¿ hence increased resiclence time of tlre combustion products in the kiln, a

correction lras been made to the measurecl NO, emissions fiom the flames where the PJ

burner is mounted flush with the inlet baffle plate, indicated by tlre symbol *. . . .

Variation in NO, emissions (normalised to tlre procluction rate) with heat input from a 300

ton/day gas-fired rotary cement kiln. The original burner produces a high velocityjet offuel

an¿ is compared to a precessing jet using the adjacent axial jet burner at various flow rate

proportions, V¡u, to provide flame shaping

Variation in NO, elnissions witlr procluction rate in a 750 ton/day gas-fired rotary celnellI

kiln. The turbulent jet diffision type burner incorporates rnultiple gas jets and is cotnpared to

a precessing jet burner with central axial jet for flame shaping. Averaged data points are faken

frLrn opprãiimately three months continuous operation of each burner. Secondary air

temperature is approximately 1000'c. Datâ courtesy of Lafarge (canada).

Variation in NO" emissions with input fuel energy at constant specific fuel consutnption in a

?50 ton/day gas-iìred rotary cement kiln. The constant specific tuel consumption selected for

each burnei ãorresponds to tþe most common operating condition of each burner. Operating

range for the turbulent diffusion jet burner = 5,350-5,500 MJ/ton, PJ burner = 5,400-5'550

MJ/ton.

Correction ¡nages usecl in the image processing of raw PLIF images tiom the PJ3902

experiments: (a) Absorption correction image, 4,7; (b) Intensity distribution, corrected for

absorption, I¡.¡xG¡/A¡¡. The colourmap usecl to represent each image is normalised to the

minimum and maiimum values to show the relative distribution of actual values.

The typical location of tlre regions used in the image processing procedure to calculate the

laser power (LP ref, Pr,), background concentration (BK ref, rR,,) and lOÙVo jet fluid tbr tlte

pipe jet (Jet Ref, C ,r¡). Tlte images are false-colour representations of raw PLIF images. . ' . .

Variation in the Batchelor scale, ),6, and Kolmogorov scale, )'¡, relative to the spatial

resolution of the camera, L, with axial distance for the principal jet types used in tlìe present

pLIF experiments. For the "worst case" calculation of the PJ nozzle, the jet is assumed to

expancl at the same rate as a simple jet issuing from the inlet orifice of the nozzle chamber.

Foi the "realistic" calculation a constânt spread half-angle of 40" is assumed tfom the PJ

nozzle exit.

False colour images of the spatial distribution of the instantaneous, mean and RMS of the jet

concentration, (, from the present pipe jet measurements' Conditions: Reynolds

number=28,200, co-t'low velocity Uu=0.06m/s, jet diameter d=9.45mm, water-tunnel cross-

section=500x500mm.

Inverse of tlre mean concentration on the jet centreline, (., for the present pipe jet

lneasurements compared with the results of other liquid (Sc-1000) and gaseous (Sc-l) phase

pipejet investigations. Refer to Figure 6-4 and Table 6-6 for thejet conditions.

The scaled mean centreline concentration, 1x(r, fbr the present pipe jet lneasurements

compared with the results of otlrer'liquid (Sc-1000) and gaseous (Sc-l) phase pipe jet

investigations. Refer to Figure 6-4 and Table 6-6 for the jet conditions..
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Figure 6-7

Figure 6-8

Figure 6-9.

Figure 6-10.

Figure 6- l l.

Figure 6-12.

Figure 6-13.

Figure 6-14.

Figure 6- 15.

Figure 6-16.

Figure 6-1 7.

Figure 6-18.

Figure 6-19,

Figure 6-20

Tlre concentration halt'-width, r1¡2ld,for tlre present pipe jet measurements compared with the

results oforher liquid (Sc-1000) and gaseous (Sc-l) phase pipejet investigations. Retèr to

Figure 6-4 and Table 6-6 for the jet conditions'.

Tlre intensity of jet concentration fluctuations along tlte nozzle centreline, \r^r-rlE", for the

present pipe jet measurements comparecl with the results of other liquid (Sc-1000) and

gaseous (Sc-1) phase pipe jet investigations. Refer to Figure6-4 and Table 6-6 for tlre jet

conditions.

Radial profiles of the mean jet concentration normalisecl to the value on the centreline,\l\r,

at different axial locations downstrearn of the jet exit fbr the present pipe jet lneasurements.

Refer to Figure 6-4 for thejet conditions'

Radial profile at x=40d of the mean jet concentration normalisecl to the centreline value, (/(.,
for the present pipe jet measurements comparecl with results in the far field of other liquid

(Sc-1000) and gaseous (Sc-l) phase pipe jet investigations. Ref'er to Figure 6-4 and

Table 6-6 for the jet conditions.

Radial profiles of the RMS of jet concentration fluctuations normalised to the value on the

centreline, Êr,J\r,rr-r, at different axial locations downstream of the jet exit for the present

pipe jet measurements. Retèr to Figure 6-4 tbr the jet conditions' . '

Raclial profile at x=50d of the RMS of jet concentration fluctuations normalised to the

centreline value, (,.,,,"/€r,r¡s-., fbr the present pipe jet measurements compared with results in

the far field of othei liquid (Sc-1000) and gaseous (Sc- I ) phase pipe jet investigations. Refer

to Figure 6-4 and Table 6-6 forjet conditions.. . .

Instantaneous images of the scalar concentration field of a precessing jet nozzle: (a) Newbold

(lgg7), Reynolds number=20,500, free jet in air; (b) Present experiments, dp¡3Smm PJ

nozzle, Reynolds numbee66,l00, Uu=Q.QS¡¡/s co-flow, D¿,,r/dp¡=12'9 confinement in

water. Axial and racllal distances are nonnalisecl to the diameter of the PJ nozzle inlet orifice

in both images.

Comparison of the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axis, (r7, of a PJ nozzle fbr the

present technique and the Mie-scattering technique of Newbold (1997) and different simple

jet conditions. See Figure 6-13 and Table 6-6 for the jet conditions. Axial distance is

normaliseil to the cliatneter of the PJ nozzle inlet orifice, d,,, for the PJ nozzle jet flows. . ' . .

Cornparison of the jet concentration half-width, r¡plclu, of a PJ nozzle fbr the present

technique and the Mie-scattering technique of Newbold (1997) and different simple jet

conditions. See Figure 6- l3 and Table 6-6 for the jet conditions. Axial distance is normalised

to the diameter of the PJ nozzle inlet orifice, d,,r, for the PJ nozzle'

Comparison of the far tìeld radial profiles of mean jet concentration normalised to the value

on the jet axis, (/(¡r, of a PJ nozzle for the present technique and that of Newbold ( 1 997). See

Figure 6-13 for thejet conditions.

Comparison of the far tìeld radial profìles of RMS jet concentration fluctuation norlnalised

to the value on the jet axis, \r,,r-l\r,,^ -la, of a PJ nozzle for the presenf technique and that of

Newbold (1997). See Figure 6-13 for the jet conditions.. . .

Comparison of the concentration fluctuation intensity on the jet txis,\rnrr-¡,r/\.¡,¡of aPI nozzle

forthe present technique and that of Newbold (1997) and different simple jet conditions. See

Figure 6-13 and Table 6-6 for the jet conclitions. Axial distance is normalised to the diameter

of the PJ nozzle inlet orifice, d,,r, for the PJ nozzle jef flows'

False colour images of the spatial distribution of instantaneous, mean and RMS jet

concentration, (, from tl.re dp7=3$¡¡m PJ nozzle' Conditions: PJ flow only ('4rç¡t=07o)'

Reynolds number=66, I 00, D¿rr/dp¡=10.3, (a) U,lU 
"-p¡=0.035, 

and (b) U,,lU 
"-p¡=0.055. 

The

band at the bottoln of tlre images is tlre tape joining the two halves of the duct together.. . . .

False colour images of the spatial clistribution of instantaneous, mean and RMS jet

concentration. [, from the lp¡3Smm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only ('4rç¡¡=0qo),

Reynolds number=66, 100, D¿u"/dp¡=10'3, (a) Uolu"-p¡=0'098' and (b) uolU"-p¡=0'196' The

band at the bottom of the images is the tape joining the two halves of the duct together.. . ' .
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Figure 6-21 Illustration of the effect of the ratio of co-flow velocity to jet velocity on the structure of flow

from a precessing jet nozzle: (a) at low velocity rutios, U,r/U"-pJ<0.055, the helix of flow

structures formed by the motion of the exiting jet collapse on top of each other close to the

nozzle exit and the large-scale structures detected by the PLIF teclrnique are observed to

merge; (b) athigh velocity rutios, UulUo-pJ>O.098, the helix of flow structures is stretched out

and hence does not collapse, the relative distance between large-scale structures is increased

and merging is reduced.

Fig1¡re 6-22. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axis, (¡,
of the dp13Smm PJ nozzle. conditions: PJ flow only (tyç¡¡=ovo), Reynolds

number=66, I 00, D ¿,,r/ d p¡=I0.3. . .

Figure 6-23.

Figure 6-24.

Figure 6-25.

Figure 6-26.

Figure 6-27

Figure 6-28

The radial distribution of mean jet concentration, normalised to the mean concentration on

the jet axis, \l\¡o,at different axial distances downstream of the dpy=l8mm PJ nozzle exit.

Conditions: pi flow only (tyç¡¡=\Vo), Reynolds number = 66,100, D¿u"/dpt = l0'3,

UolUn-p¡=0.055. . . .

Tlre effect of co-flow velocity ratio on fhe concentration fluctuation intensity, \r*r-.¡ol\.¡u, on

the jet axis of the drr=3gmm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¿7=0%), Reynolds

number=66,1 00, D r¡u"/ d p¡=I0.3. . .

The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentration half-widfh, r¡¡2ldp¡, of the

dpf3Smm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (ys¡y=oûlr), Reynolds numbee66,100,

D¿r"/dp¡10.3.. . . .

False colour images of the spatial distribution of instantaneous, mean and RMS jet

concentration, (, from the dpJ=38mrn PJ nozzle' Conditions: PJ flow only (tyç¡¡ÙVo)'

Reynolds number = 66,100, uulU"-p¡=0.055 (Uo = 0.06mis), (a) Dr¡,,rr/dp¡=7 '6 and

(b) D¿rr/dp¡=12.9.. .

The effect of confinement on the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axis, f¡u, of the

dpL=38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¡y=07o), Reynolds number = 66,100'

U¡u"_p¡=O.055 (Ur=0.06m/s). Axial distance from the nozzleexit is normalised to the PJ

nozzle chamber diameter, dpl' . . .

The effect of confinement on the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axis, (¡r, of the

tlpp3SmmPJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (\16'47=07o), Reynolds number = 66,100,

U ul[J 
"_p¡=0.Q55 

(U,r=0.QS6/s). Axial distance from the nozzle exit is normalised to the duct

diameter, Drturr..
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Figure 6-29. The effect of confinement on the concentration fluctuation intensity on the jet axis,

\nrr_,ìnl\io, of ilte dpr=3ïmm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¿7=0%), Reynolds

number=66,100,U ulU 
"-p¡=0.055 

(U¿.=0.06m/s). Axial distance is normalised to the PJ nozzle

chamber diameter, dpt.. . . t57

Figure 6-30 The effect of confinement on the concentration half'-width, r1¡2/dp¡, of the drr=33mm PJ

nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (yç¿7=0%), Reynolds number=66,100, UllU"-p¡=0'05J
(Ur=O.06m/s). Axial distance is normalised to the PJ nozzle chamber diameter, dpl. . . . . . .

The effect of contìnement on the concentration half-width, ,,y'dpt of the d"r=38mm PJ

nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (yc'¿r=O7o), Reynolds number=66,100' U'lU"-p¡=O'196

(Uu=0.2l6mts). Axial distance is normalised to the PJ nozzle chamber diameter, dpt. . . . . .

Figure 6-31

Figure 6-32. False colour images of the spatial distribution of instantaneous, mean and RMS jet

concentration, (, from the r/p7=l$6¡¡ PJ nozzle. Conditions: U¿=0.06m/s, D¿u"t/dp¡=10.3,

md/m0=18.4' (a) ty¿¡¡=157o, fc,47=0.05 and (b) tyr4¡=257o, lIAL=O.I7' The band at the

bottom of the images is the tape joining the two halves of the duct together.

Figure 6-33 False colour images of the spatial distribution of instantaneous, mean and RMS jet

concentration, Ç, from the r/p7=l$rnr¡ PJ nozzle. Conditions: Uo=0.06m1s, D¿urr/dp¡=70.3;

@) tiIcAJ=4\Eo,lç¡¡0.45, m¿/mo=l$.Á, and (b) tyç¡¡lÙj%o, f¿'¡"¡=1.0, m¿/m¡¡=122. The

band at the bottom of the images is the tape joining the two halves of the duct together.. . . .

Figure 6-34. The effect of CAJ proportion, Vc¡¡ on the mean jet concentration on the jet axis, (¡r, of the

dpF3Smm PI nozzle. Conditions: Ur=0.06m/s, Dr¡,,r/dp¡=10.3, mu/mo=13.4 except for

'4t ç4¡=l00Vo (CAJ only, m¿/nts=l)))'
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Figure 6-35.

Figure 6-36

Figure 6-37

Figure 6-38.

Figure 6-39

Figure 6-40.

The effect of CAJ proportion, VCAy, on the concentration fluctuation intensity,

tlre jet axis of lhe drr=38mm PJ nozzle' Conditions: Uu=0'06m/s, D

m¿t/m0=18.4 except for t{ç¡¡=l00%o (CAJ only, nd/m0=122).'

The effect of cAJ proportion, vc¿¡ on the concentration half-width, r1¡2/dp¡, of the

dpf3Smm PI nozzle. Conditions: Uu=0.06rn/s, D¿,,r/dp¡=10.3' mr/ms=18.4 except for

tlr ç¡ ¡=l00%o (CAJ only, m d/m0=122)'

The effect of jet type and CAJ proportion, Vc,4¡ on the probability distribution functions of
jet concentration on the jet axis, pdfl\).Conditions: (a) Pipe jet, Reynolds numbee28,200,

co-flow velocity uu=0.06m/s, no confinement; (b)-(e) dpF3SmmPJ nozzle,co-flow velocity

Uo=0.06m/s, D¿ur/dp¡=7}.3, mr/m618.4 except for r¡6'¡7=l00Vo (m¡/m6=l)Z)' ' ' '

The effect of co-flow velocity and confinement on the probability distribution functions of

the jet concentration on the jet axis, pdfl\), of fhe dt¡=3$mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: (a)-(b)

pJ only flow, Reynolds number66,100, Dduc/(lpFl0.3i (c)-(d) PJ flow only, Reynolds

number=66,1 00, U ulU 
"-p¡=0.055 

( U4=0'06m/s). .

Comparison of the probability distribution function of concentration on the jet axis

normalised to the local mean jet concentration in the far field of the pipe jet and r/p7=l$¡¡6

PJ nozzle (x/d,,¡,,"=50, x/dpyl2). Conditions: Re,,i,ro=28,200, Rept=$6,190, Uu=g'96*7t,

Dr¡,,,.,/d.p¡=12.9.. . . .

Comparison of the probability distribution function of local jet concentration on the jet axis

in the far field of the pipejet and PJ nozzle. Conditions as for Figure 6-39.. .

The effect of co-tlow velocity on the probability distribution function of concentration on the

jet axis normalised to the local mean jet concentration in the far field of the dp7=l$6¡¡ p¡

nozzle (x/dpyl2). Conditions: PJ flow only, Reynolds number=66,100, D¿r"¡/dpr=10.3.. . .

The effect of co-flow velocity on the probability distribution function of the local jet

concentration on thejet axis in the far field of tbe PJ nozzle. Conditions as for Figure 6-41'

The effect of confinement on the probability distribution function of concentration on tl.re jet

axis normalisecl to the local mean jet concentration in the far field of the /¡,y=38mm PJ nozzle

(x/r)p¡=12).Conclitions: PJ flow only, Reynoldsnumber=66,100,UolU"-p¡=0'055'

Er^r-.¡ul\.¡u, on

¿u"/dp¡=10.3,
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Figure 6-41

Figwe 6-42.

Figure 6-43

Figure 6-44. Tlte effect of confinement on the probability distribution function of local jet concentration

on tlre jet axis in the far field of the PJ nozzle. Conditions as for Figure 6-43. . .

Figure 6-45 The effect of CAJ proportion, VcA¡ on the probability distribution function of concentration

on the jet axis normalised to the local mean jet concentration in the far field of the dpy=J$6¡¡

PJ nozzle (x/etp¡=l2). Conditions: Dr¡,rrr/dp¡=10.3, Ur,=Q.Q$1'¡11s, mr,/m618.4 except for

tY ¿ ¡ ¡= 100 Vo (m u/m o= l))¡'
Tlre effect of CAJ proportion, Yc¡t, on the probability distribution function of jet

concentration on the jet axis in the far tìeld of the PJ nozzle. Conditions as tbr Figure 6-45 . .

principal regions and mixing conditions tbr the flow from a precessing jet nozzle in a

confi ned, co-flowin g environment.

Variation in the tär fielcl concentration decay constant, K1, with confinelnent for different

ratios ofco-flow velocity tojet exit velocity and constant precessingjet nozzle conditions: PJ

flow only (tltç¡¡=\Vo), Reynolds number=66,100'. . . .

Variation in the far fielcl concentration virtual otigin, xs,/Dr¡ur,, with the ratio of co-flow

velocity to jet exit velocity for different confinement and constant precessing jet nozzle

conditions: PJ flow only (y6¡7=0%)' Reynolds number=66' 100' ' ' ' '

Variation in the reciprocal of the far field jet spreading rate, K2, with the mass flux ratio of

co-flowing fluiil to jet fluid fbr different confinements and constant PJ nozzle conditions:

precessing jet flow only (yç¿7=07o), Reynolds number=66,1 00' ' ' ' '

Variation in the tàr field jet spreading rate virtual origin, xs,2ldp¡, with the mass flux ratio of
co-flowing fluid to jet fluid for different confinements and constant PJ nozzle conditions:

precessing jet flow only (tltç¡¡=07o), Reynolds number=66, 100' ' ' '

Figure 6-46.

Figure 6-47

Figure 6-48

Figure 6-49.

Figure 6-50

Figure 6-51
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Figure 6-52. Variation in the far field concentration decay constant, K1, normalised to the value at f¿'4y=0,

with the momentum ratio 1617 for different contìnemellts and constant mass flux ratio. The

data for D¿,rr¡/tlp¡=1.6 and Dr¡u"/dp¡=12.9 are corrected fbr the effects of confinement,

relative to D¿,r,./dp¡=|0.3, using Equation 6-26.The bold line indicates the line of best fìt to

the data (excluding D¿rr/clp¡=1.6), the dashed line indicates the transition from PJ to CAJ

dominated flow regime.

Figure 6-53 Variation in the far tìeld concentration decay virtual origin, xs,llD¿rtt, with the momentum

ratio 16¿ nts and The data for D¿urr/dp¡=1 '6

and Dr¡u" for the relative to D¿rr/dp¡=10'3

using Eq .2 the d value at lcy=}'The bold

lines indicate the line of best fit in the respective flow regime, the dashed line indicates the

transition from PJ to CAJ dominated flow regime.

Figure6-54. Variationinthefarfìeldjetspreadingrate,K2,withthemomentumratiofc'¿Tfordiff'erent
conhnements at constant mass flux ratio. The data fbr D¿u"/dp¡=7.6 and D¿,,rr/dp¡=12.9 arc

corrected for the effects of confinement' relative lo D'¡"'¡/dp¡=10'3 using Equation 6-28' For

f ¿¡¡<0.2the data is normalised to the value atlç¡¡=0. The bold line indicate the line of best

fit in the respective flow regime, the dashed line indicates the transition from PJ to CAJ

dominated flow regime.

Figure 6-55. Variation in the far fielcl jet spreading rate virtual ortgrn,xs,2/dp¡, with the lnomentum ratio

f6,¿7 for different confinement ratios at constant tnass flux ratio. The data t'or D¿,tr/dp¡1.6

aii D¿urr/dp¡=12.9 xe corrected for the etïects of confinement, relative to D¿u"t/dp¡=7}.3

using Equatio¡6-29.Forlça¡0.2 the data is normalised to the value at |CAJ=0. The bold

lines indicate the line of best fit in the respective flow regime, the dashed line indicates the

transition from PJ to CAJ dominated flow regime'

Tlre effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the mean 2To jet concentration contour of the

clp¡3ïmm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (ry6'4y=07o), Reynolds numbee66,100,

òrrr¡drr=t0.3. The approximate location of the break points for the two jet conditions that

touch the duct wall are also illustrated'

Tlre radial location of the "break" point of the 2Vo jet concentration contour normalised to the

duct half-width, r6rnuy'(Dr¡urfZ) withthe mass flux ratio ofjet fluid to co-flowing fluid. Break

points are shown for both the near laser side (right hand side of the images) and far laser side

(left hand side of the images).

Tlre conelation between the predicted axi al location of the2Vo jel concentration "break" point

an¿ t¡e measured location of the break point fiom experimental data. Perfect correlation is

indicated by tlre dashed line, 5x. '

Comparison of isothermal jet concentration measurements and CO concentration in

combustion experiments for PJ flow only (ry6'¡7=0%)' Isothermal conditions: Rept=$6'1gg'

390m duct: {JolUo-p¡=0.055 and Dr¡,,"/r)p¡=70.3, 490mm ducl: U,tlUn-p"¡=0'035 and

D¿,,r/dp¡12.9. Combustion conditions: 2MW fuel inpttt, D¿,,r/dpJ=13.5,640"C pre-heat:

tJulLlo_p¡=0.050, 840'C preJreat: U,l(lo-p¡=0.063. The corrected isothermal concentration

profileisbasedonavalueofK=0.Ssforthereferenceconcentrationratio,seeTable6-9...

Comparison of isothermal jet concentration measurements and CO concentration in

combustion experiments for the PJ nozzle with t{ç¡¡=25Vo' Isothermal duct and combustion

conditions as for Figure 6-59, but incorporating cAJ proportion and with u,lu"-p¡=Q.QJ) ¡¡
420"C pre-heat (for y6'47=0Vo). . '

Figure 6-56

Figure 6-57

Figure 6-58.

Figure 6-59.

Figure 6-60.

Appendix A

Concentration contours of carbon monoxide measured in the pilot-scale kiln for the

precessing jet bumer with flow only through the PJ nozzle (yrç¿¡=}Vo) at a secondary air pre-

lreat temperature of 640"C (PJ-y0-640 flame). Contours are in steps of 0.57o and the colour

map is identical to tlìat used for all the in-flame CO results. The dashed line indicates the

boundary of the in-flame measurement region.
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Figure A-2. Concentration contours of NO, measured in thepilot-scale kiln for the precessing jet burner

with flow only through the PJ nozzle (tvg¡¡=}Vo) at a secondary air pre-heat temperature of
640"C (PJ-y0-640 flame). Contours are in steps of 25ppm and the colour map is identical to

that used for all the in-flame NO, results at 640'C pre-heat. The dashed line indicates tlte

boundary of tl're in-flalne measurement region'

Concentration contours of carbon monoxide measured in the pilot-scale kiln for the

precessing jet burner with flow only through the PJ nozzle (Vct.f}%) at a secondary air pre-

heat temperature of 840'C (PJ-y0-840 flame). Contours are in steps of 0.5Vo and the colour

map is identical to that used for all the in-flame CO results. The dashed line indicates the

boundary of the in-flame measurement region'

Concentration contours of NO" measured in the pilot-scale kiln tbr the precessing jet burner

with flow only through the PJ nozzle (,!t ça¡=\vo) at a secondary air pre-heat temperature of

840.C (PJ-ry0-640 flame). Contours are in steps of 25pprn, but the colour map is changed due

to the higher NO, concentrations at 840'C pre-heat. The dashed line indicates the boundary

of the in-flame measurement region.

Concentration contours of carbon monoxide measured in the pilot-scale kiln for the

precessing jet burner with central axial jet (YC¡f25ok,lc¡,-}.25) at a secondary air pre-

heat temperature of 420"C (PJ-\1f25-420 flame). Contours are in steps of 0.57o and fhe colour

map is identical to that used for all the in-flalne CO results. The dashed line indicates the

boundary of the in-flame measurement region.

Concentration contours of NO" measured in the pilot-scale kiln fbr the precessing jet burner

with central axial jet (tyça¡=25%,lcu=0.25) at a secondary air pre-heat temperature of
420"C (PI-ty25-420 flame). Contours are in steps of 25ppm and the colour map is identical to

that used for all the in-flame NO" results at 640'C pre-beat. The dashed line indicates the

boundary of the in-flame measurelnent region'

Concentration contours of carbon monoxide measured in the pilot-scale kiln for the

precessing jet burner with central axial jet (Ycu=25o/o,lcu=0.25) at a secondary air pre-

lreat temperature of 840"C (PJ-V25-840 flame). Contours are in steps of 0.57o and the colour

map is identical to that used fbr all the in-tlame CO results. The dashed line indicates the

boundary of the in-flame measurement region.

Concentration contours of NO" measured in the pilot-scale kiln for the precessing jet burner

with central axial jet (\rs¡¡=ZíVo,lc¡F0.25) a[ a secondary air pre-heat temperature of
840'C (PJ-ry25-840 flarne). Contours are in steps of 25ppm, but the colour map is changed

¿ue to the higher NO" concentrations at 840"C pre-heat. The dashed line indicates the

boundary of the in-flame measurement region.

Figure A-3

Figure A-4.

Figure A-5.

Figure A-6.

Figure A-7
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Appendix C

Figure C- l. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axis, (r7,

of the dp¡=38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (tlrsa¡=j%o), Reynolds

number=66, I 00, D,¡,,,./cl p¡=7.6. . . . .

Figure C-2. The eft'ect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentfation fluctuation intensity, \r^r-.¡ol\.¡u, on

tlre jet axis of the drt=38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¡7=07o), Reynolds

number=66,100, Dr¡ur/dp¡='1 .6. . . .

The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentration half-width, r.¡2ldp¡, oT the

dpf3Smm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¿.¡=0%), Reynolds numbee66,l00,
D¿,,"/dp¡=7.6

The eft'ect of co-flow velocity ratio on the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axis, (¡u,

of tlre dp-3Smm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (tlrç¡¡=jVo), Reynolds

number=66,1 00, D r¡,,r/d p¡=12.9. . .

Tlre effect of co-flow velocity ratio oll the concentration t'luctuation intensity, \rurr-¡u/\¡o, on

the jet axis of the 38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (ty6.¡.¡=0%), Reynolds

number=66,1 00, D,¡,rr,ld p¡12.9. . .

Figure C-3.

Figure C-4
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Figure C-6. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentration half-width, r1¡2ldp¡, of the

dp¡=38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (ys¿7=0%), Reynolds numbee66,l00,

D¿u,./d.p¡=72.9.. . . .

The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axis, (,¿,

of the 28mm PJ nozzle' conditions: PJ flow only (ry6'¿7=07o)' Reynolds number62'400'

D¿u"/dp¡=10.4.. . . .

The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentration fluctuation intensity, \r^r-¡ol\¡o, on

the jet axis of the 28mm PJ nozzle. conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¡7=07o), Reynolds

number=62,400, D r¡,r"/ cl p¡=10.4. . .

The effect of co-tlow velocity ratio on the concentration half'-widtlt, r ¡¡2ldp¡, of the 28mm PJ

nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¡7=07o), Reynolds number=62,4o0, Dr¡ur/dp¡=I0'4' ' '

Figure C-7

Figure C-8

Figure C-9

Figure C- 10. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axts, \¡,
of the 28mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (ry¿'¡7=0%), Reynolds numbee62,400,

D¿,,,.fdp¡73.9... '.
Figure C- I 1. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentration fluctuation intensity, \r^r.¡olE.¡o, on

the jet axis of the 28mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¡7=0%), Reynolds

number=62,400, D r¡,,r/ d p¡13.9. . .

FigureC-12. Theeffectofco-flowvelocityratioontheconcentrationhalf-width,r¡¡2ldp¡,ofthe28mmPJ
nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y¿¿7=0%), Reynolds number=62,400, D¿u"/dp¡=13'9' ' ' '

Figure C-13. The effect of confinernent on the inverse mean jet concentration on tlre jet axis, (¡o, of the

dp-3Smm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y¿'a7=0%), Reynolds number = 66,100,

U olU r-p¡=O.035 (Uu=0.633rn/s). Axial distance from the nozzle exit is normalised to the duct

diameter, D¿urr' ,

Figure C-14. The effect of conlinement on the concentration fluctuation intensity on the jet axis,

\r^n¡o/\'u, of the drr=38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'a7=0%), Reynolds

nurnb"r=66,100, U,,lU"-p¡=0.035 (Ur,=0.038m/s). Axial distance is normalised to the PJ

nozzle chamber diameter, dpl. . . .

FigureC-15. Theeffectof confinementontheconcentrationhalf-width, r1¡2/clp¡,of thedpT=38mmPJ

nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¡7=0%), Reynolds number=66,100, Uulu"-PJ=0'035

(U u=0.038m1s). Axial distance is normalised to the PJ nozzle chamber diameter, dpt . . . . . .

Figure C- I 6. The eft'ect of confinement on the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axis, (,7, of the

dp-3SmmPJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y¿'¡7=0%), Reynolds number = 66,100,

U ,,1(J 
"_p¡=0.098 

( U,,=Q. I Q$m/s). Axial distance from tlre nozzle exit is normalised to the duct

diameter, Drturr. .

Figure C-17. The effect of confinement on the concentration fluctuation intensity on the jet axis,

\r*r-¡nlE¡u, of the drr=38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6.47=0%), Reynolds

number=66,100, UulU"-p¡=0.098 (Ud=O.108m/s). Axial distance is normalised to the PJ

nozzle chamber diameter, dpl. . - .

Figure C-l8. The effèct of confinement on the concentration half'-width, r1¡2/dp¡, of the dp¡=3ïmm PJ

nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6¿7=0%), Reynolds number=66,100, UolU"'p¡=0'09$

(Uu=Q.108m/s). Axial distance is normalised to the PJ nozzle chamber diameter, dpt. . . . . . ,

Figure C- 19. The effect of confinement on the inverse rnean jet concentration on the jet axis, (¡r, of the

dp.¡=38lnm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (yc'¡y=O%), Reynolds number = 66,100,

IJ,,lU 
"_p¡=0.147 

(tJ,,=Q.lS2mls). Axial distance from the nozzle exit is normalised to the duct

diameter, D,lurr. .

Figure C-20. The eftect of confinement on the concentration tltrctuation intensity on tlre jet axis,

\r^r-¡ol\.¡o, of the dp¡=38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¡7=0%), Reynotds

number=66,100, {J,,lUu-p1--0.147 (Uu=0.162m1s). Axial distance is normalised to the PJ

nozzle chamber diameter, dpl. . ' .

Figure C-21. The effect of confinement on the concentration half-width, r1¡2/clp¡, of the dp¡=39rnm PJ

nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (ryç¡7=Ool'), Reynolds number=66,100, UulU"-p¡=o'l!'l
(Uu=0.162m1s). Axial clistance is normalised to the PJ nozzle chamber diameter, ,lpt . . . . .
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FigureC-22.

Figure C-23.

Figlure C-24.

Figure C-25.

Figure C-26.

Figwe C-27.

Figure C-28.

Figure C-29.

Figure C-30.

The effect of confinement on the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axis, (r2, of the

dpJ=38mmPJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'a7=0%), Reynolds number = 66,100,

U olIJ 
"_p¡=0.196 

(U tF}.2l6mls). Axial distance from the nozzle exit is normalised to the duct

diãmeter, D,turr.. "'233

The effect of confinement on the concentration fluctuation intensity on the jet axis,

\r^r_¡uaÇo, of the dp¡=38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¡7=0%), Reynolds

nu-6".=00,t00, UulIJ"-p¡=0.196 (Uu=0.216mls). Axial distance is normalised to the PJ

nozzlechamberdiameter, dpl.... """233
The effect of confinement on the concentration half-width, r 1¡2/d.p¡, of the d"r=33mm PJ

nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'¿7=07o), Reynolds number=66,10o, UulUn-p¡=0'lÇ$

(lo=0.2l6mls). Axialdistanceisnormalised tothePJnozzlechamberdiameter, dpt. ..'.....234

The effect of CAJ proportion, VC¿y, on the mean jet concentration on the jet axis, É¡r, of the

38mm PJ nozzle. Conditjons: co-flow velocity U¿=0. 108m/s, confinement D¿u"r/dp¡=7.6,

massflux raliomrr/m6=18'4'.. ' "" " '235

The effect of CAJ proportion, VCA.¡, on the concentration fluctuation intensity, \r^r-.¡u\¡u, on

the jet axis of the r/"r=l$¡¡m PJ nozzle. Conditions: co-flow velocity Uu=0'108m/s,

conlrnement D¿rr/dp¡=T.6, mass flux tatio mrr/mo=18.4. " . " " " '236

The effect of CAJ proportion, Vc,4¡ on the concentration half-width, r1¡2/dp¡, of the

dp¡38mm PJ nozzle. conclitions: co-flow velocity ur=O.108m/s, confinement

óurr¿drr=l .e, mass flux tatio m¿/m618'4" ' ' ' ' '236

The effect of CAJ proportion, Vce¡ on the mean jet concentration on the jet axis, (,7, of tlre

3gmm pJ nozzle. Conditions: co-flow velocity Ua=0.038m/s, confinement D¿,,r/dp¡=10.9,

massflux ratiom¿/mo=18.4.... """237
The effect of CAJ proportion, VCA;, on the concentration fluctuation intensity, \rrr-.¡u/E¡u, on

the jet axis of the d"r=33¡¡m PJ nozzle. Conditions: co-flow velocity Uu=0'038m/s,

confinement D¿u"r/clp¡=10'9, mass flux ratio m¿/mg=l$/'' ' ' ' '237

The effect of CAJ proportion, Vc¿¡ on the concentration half'-widfh' r1¡2/dp¡' oÏ the

dp-3Smm PJ nozzle' conditions: co-tlow velocity uo=0'038m/s' confinemenf

ó¿u"¡rlrr=t0.9, mass flux ratio m¿/mo=l$'4" ' ' '238
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Notation

Abbreviations and Constants

Adjacent Annular Jet

Annular Shaping Jet

Central Axial Jet

Charge-Coupled Device

Emission Index of Nitrogen Oxides

Fluidic Precessing Jet

Multi-Channel Burner

Mechanical Precessing Jet

Neodium Yttrium Aluminium Garnet laser

Probability Distribution Function

Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence

Root Mean Square

Signal to Noise Ratio

Stefan-B oltzm ann constant = 5. 67 x 1 0-8W I m2 .K4

AAJ

ASJ

CAJ

CCD

EINOJ

FPJ/PJ

MCB

MPJ

Nd:YAG

PDF/pdf

PLIF

RMS

SNR

o

Roman Symbols

4,.¡

b

b¡¡(r)

b¡¡(x)

b ¡í (')

b ¡í (*)

B¡.Ì

c,c

C¡i

crql

d

dc

dc¡t

dE

do,

dpt

d2

D

Correction for the spatial distribution of absorption of laser intensity

Absolute path length (m)

Position of pixel (ij) along the r-axis of a CCD camera image

Position of pixel (i.7) along the x-axis of a CCD camera image

Corrected position of pixel (ii) along the r-axis of a CCD camera image

Corrected position of pixel (ii) along the x-axis of a CCD camera image

Spatial distribution of the background noise of a CCD camera

Fluid concentration

Fluid concentration measured at pixel location (l,r)

Reference concentration representing 100% jet fluid

Jet exit diameter (m)

Centre-body diameter (m)

Central axial jet exit diameter (m)

Momentum or effective diameter of a jet (m)

PJ nozzle inlet orifice diameter (m)

PJ nozzle chamber diameter (m)

PI nozzle exit orifice diameter (m)

Molecul ar diffusion coefficient (m2ls)
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Drtuct

Dkitn

f
lp

F

G

Gcu

G¡.¡

Gpt

Gshuping

Go

Ii¡

Io

K1

K2

lc¡t
lr

1,.

Ic

L

L

Ltto^o

nx

lù

mu

m6

Pn

D
' mII

Prrro

PrqÍ

o

Qru,l

Qh,,

Qwall,ah,t

Qwuil.,emit

Q¡Iu^o

o,.
-.t

r

Diameter of a confining duct (m)

Diameter of a kiln (m)

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency of precessional motion (Hz)

Fluorescence intensity

Jet source momentum (N or kg.m/s2)

Momentum of the central axial jet at the jet exit (N or kg.m/s2)

Spatial distribution of the gain response of a CCD camera and optics

Momentum of the precessing jet calculated at the upstream orifice inlet to the nozzle chamber

(N or kg.m/s2)

Momentum of the shaping jet at the jet exit (N or kg.m/s2)

The excess momentum flux of a jet relative to the surrounding co-flow (N or kg.m/s2)

Spatial distribution of laser intensity

Incident laser intensity

Concentration decay constant

Spreading rate (slope) of the jet concentration half-widtll

Protrusion distance of the central axial jet exit from the face of the centre-body (m)

Local length scale in a flow (m)

Distance between the upstream face of the centre-body and the inlet orifice of the PJ nozzle cham-

ber (m)

Momentum radius of a jet in a co-flow (m)

Chamber length of tlre PJ nozzle (m)

Spatial resolution of a measurement probe or volume (m)

Flame length (m)

Craya-Curtet scalin g parameter

Mass flow rate (kg/s)

Mass flow rate of co-flow/secondary fluid (kg/s)

Mass flow rate of jet fluid (kg/s)

Instantaneous laser power in image n

Minimurn instantaneous laser power in a set of images

Maximum instantaneous laser power in a set of images

Calculated reference laser power for the correction of laser power fluctuations

Rate of energy transfer (W)

Total measured rate of radiant energy transfer (W)

Rate of total heat transfer through the kiln simulator walls (W)

Rate of radiant energy absorbed by the kiln simulator walls (W)

Rate of radiant energy transfer emitted by the kiln simulator walls (W)

Rate of radiant energy transfer directly emitted by the flame (W)

Energy input in the fuel (W)

Span-wise (radial) location in cylindrical co-ordinates (m)
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rccD

fhr¿ak

Size of the CCD array in pixels along the r-axis

Radial distance from the PJ nozzle axis at which thejet edge "breaks" due to the effects of confine-

ment (m)

Jet centreline concentration half-width (m)

Ocular distance of the optical system of a CCD camera

Average signal strength from the laser power reference cell

Average signal strength from thejet retèrence concentration cell

Spatial distribution of fluorescence intensity

Background dye concentration

Time (s)

Non-adiabatic flame temperature ('K)

Wall surface temperature (oK)

Becker scaling parameter

Fluid velocity (m/s)

Bulk mean fluid velocity (m/s)

Bulk mean velocity of co-flow/secondary air or water (m/s)

Estimated velocity of the precessing jet at the exit of the nozzle chamber (m/s)

Velocity of the precessing jet at the inlet orifice to thePJ nozzle chamber (m/s)

Flame volume (m3)

Axial width of the centre-body (m)

Maximum flame width (m)

Stream-wise (axial) location in cylindrical co-ordinates (m)

Axial distance from the PJ nozzle exit at which the jet edge "breaks" due to the effects of confine-

ment (m)

Size of the CCD array in pixels along the x-axis

Virtual origin based on the inverse concentration (m)

Virtual origin based on the jet concentration half-width (m)

r l/z

Jc

s2

S cref

si¡

R

t

Tf.

Tw

TIt

u

U

u4

U e-PJ

U,,,

v¡to^o

wc

?'"*"
xhre¿k

xccD

xO, I

xo,2

Greek Symbols

c)(,

Þ

x

Xr

^
e

€

T

o

f'F

Constant of proportionality in the equation relating the Kolmogorov and Batchelor lengtlr scales

Ratio of the laser power signal strength to thejet reference concentration signal strength

Non-dimensional axial distance on the jet axis, = (z-20,1)/d"

Flame radiant fraction

Difference

Extinction coefficient of a fluorescent dye

Emissivity

Non-dimensional radial distance from the jet axis, = r/ (z - zs,2)

Quantum efficiency of a fluorescent dye

Momentum ratio based similarity parameter for swirl and bluff-body nozzles
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Ratio of shaping jet momentum to the sum of the momentum of the precessing jet, calculated at the

upstream orifice inlet to the nozzle chamber, and shaping jet = Grt op¡ne/(GRr + G.r,nping)

Ratio of central axial jet momentum to the sum of the momentum of the precessing jet, calculated

ât the upstream orifice inlet to the nozzle chamber, and central axial jet = G"orl(Gr, + Gça¡)

Reference concentration ratio scaling parameter

Resolution length scale (m)

Batchelor length scale (m)

Kolmogorov length scale (m)

Experimental uncertaintY

Thring-Newby parameter

Fluid density (kg/rn3)

Standard deviation

Global flame time scale (s)

Batchelor time scale (s)

Laser pulse-fluorescenðe time scale (s)

Laser pulse repetition rate and camera frame rate (s)

Conserved scalar jet concentration

Conserved scalarjet concentration measured at pixel location (ij)

Mean jet concentration

Root mean square of jet concentration fluctuations

Mass proportion of tl.re total jet flow rate through the slraping jet = ñ"r,nping/(frRJ + ñrhnping)
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Chapter 1
Introduction

l,.L Background and Motivation

L.1.1 Combustion of Fossil Fuels and the Environment

Recent research has demonstrated a strong correlation between changes in the composition of the Earth's

atmosplrere since the aclvent of the industrial revolution and global climate clrange (IPCC' 1995). An

overwhelming proportion of the change in the composition of the atrnosphere is due to pollution generated by the

combustion of fossil fuels such as coal, oil ancl natural gas (Prather and Logan, 1994). Combustion of fossil fuels

generates carbon dioxide, CO2, water, H2O, and trace amounts of other compounds including nitrogen oxides,

NO' sultur oxides, SO", carbon monoxide, CO, ancl hyclrocarbons in different quantities depending upon the

conditions of combustion. Concern over the production of these pollutants focusses on global problems such as the

greenhouse effect and depletion of the ozone layer, and on local problems such as acid rain and photochemical

smog. Awareness of the impact of combustion generated pollution on the environment and health lras led to the

regulation of atmospheric emissions from industrial plants by many national governments. For example Europe

has introduced the Large Combustion Plant (LCP) directive and the USA has introduced the 'Reasonably Available

Control Technology' (RACT) legislation (Mullinger, 1994). In order to meet the requirement of decreased emis-

sion levels while also satisfying the comrnercial pressure to increase energy efficiency and rate of production, the

optimisation of combustion to match the requirements of a particular process has becolne pâramount.

L.1.2 NO, Emissions

Nitrogen oxides are particularly targeted in the regulation of atmospheric pollution as fossil luel combustion is the

largest single global source of NO" an<l has lecl to a fourfold increase in the source of tropospheric NOr (Prather

ancl Logan, 1994). NO, is the single most important oxidant in the atmosphere and can affect human health througlt

ozone production, is the rnajor component of smog ancl can cause the acidification of rain. NO, is also classed as

a greenhouse gas and was estimated to account for67o oftheenhanced greenhouse effect in the 1980s (Sloss, 1991

in Bowman, 1992).

NO, is generated in a flame via the "thermal", "prompt" and "fuel" routes. Fuel NO, is produced by the oxidation

of organic r.ritrogen containing compounds in the fuel and is therefore produced principally in coal and oil flames

and is generally absent from natural gas flames. Prompt NO" production is defined as NO that is formed at a rate



faster than that calculated from the simple equilibrium thermal NO mechanism due to the rapid fixation of atmo-

spheric nitrogen by hydrocarbon fragments. Thermal NO, is formed by the combination of nitrogen and oxygen

from tlre atmosphere and becomes significant at temperatures above 1400"C. The basic mechanism for thermal

NO, is the Zel'dovitch reaction of molecular oxygen and nitrogen radicals. The high activation energy of the

Zel,dovitch reaction and its strong depenclence on oxygen availability and residence time means that the production

rate of thermal No, is strongly dependent on the local flame temperature and oxygen concentration. Bowman

(1992) has shown that the maximum procluction rate of NO can be expressed as:

4IP = l.4sx torTr-r/2"*p(-j21q9ì Equation 1-1

Due to the exponential dependence of Equation 1-l on temperature, the most concentrated source of combustion

generated NO" emissions are industries that require high flame temperatures. The highest industrial flame temper-

atures are obtained in glass-melting furnaces, in which peak temperatures are over 2000'C and gas temperatures

relnain above lg00'C for a significant,proportion of the furnace residence time resulting in emissions typically in

the range 900 to 2800p pm at 3Vo 02 (Nakamura et al., 1993). Transportation is also a significant source of NO'

emissions due to the combustion conditions in internal combustion engines. It is estimated that in the USA, trans-

portation engine emissions accounted for 42Vo by weight of all anthropogenic air pollution in 1980 and 44% by

weight of all NO, emissions (EpA, 1982 in Marks, 1996). Rotary kilns also contribute significantly to global atmo-

spheric pollution due to relatively high NO, emissions and the emission of dust and carbon dioxide from the raw

feed in cement kilns. A recent OECD report estimates that the cement industry alone contributes 5Vo of global

energy and process related CO2 emissions (Ellis, 2000). Global cement production in 1995 was estimated to be

1.45 billion tons, generating l.l billion tons of CO2 emissions (Ellis,2000). Rotary kilns for lime production are

estimatecl to account for a further 2Vo of globalCO2 emissions. The contribution of rotary kilns to global NOr emis-

sions is likely to be somewhat greater than these proportions due to the higlr flame temperatures required for high

heat transfer (Mullinger, 1994).

1.1.3 Rotary Kilns

Higl-r temperatures are required for the processing of a wide range of materials including lime, alumina, nickel,

zinc, cement, chrome ore and chrome oxide, clays, petroleum coke, titanium dioxide and mineral and tar sands.

High flame temperatures are required to achieve the high radiant heat transfer rates necessary to drive the chemical

reactions which transform these raw materials, such as the cìinkering reaction in cement production, which only

occurs at temperâtures above 1400'C. Rotary kilns are relatively efficient at high temperature radiant heat transfer

and can ac¡ieve the required reaction temperatures in a continuous process. Hence they are currently the most

effective means for processing such minerals.

A schematic diagram of a typical rotary kiln plant for cement production is shown in Figure l-1. The kiln itself

may be from 30 to 230m in length, and 2 to 8 metres in internal diameter, consisting of a brick-lined steel sheÌl

which is inclined at about 2" to the horizontal. To induce the feed to rnove through the kiln, the wl'role kiln is rotated
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at about one revolution per minute. Fuel, through a burner nozzle, and combustion air around it enter co-axially

from the lower end of the kiln, so that they move in a direction opposite to that of the bed material. The clinkering

reaction in a cement kiln is exothermic (releases energy) and occurs at telnperatures of around 1450"C in the "burn-

ing zone" (the ¡ottest region of the kiln where the product glows). Tlre calcining reaction takes place in the back

half of the kiìn at about 800"C and is endothermic (absorbs energy). The combustion air is usually pre-lreated to

between 400.C and 1000"C by passing the hot product through a cooler. Peak flame temperatures of around 2000"C

are typically achieved. Optimum clinker quality is achieved using a relatively short, hot burning zone close [o the

exitoftlrekiln(Ono,1980).Thecostofenergycanrepresentupro40%ofthecostofcementproduction,sothere

is considerable commercial pressure to increase productivity and energy efficiency'

1.L.4 Low Emission Burners for Rotary Kilns

T¡e production rate of NO" emissions within a flame is cletermined by the temperature, oxygen availability and

residence time experienced by the gases within a flame volume. These variables are interdependent and vary with

time an¿ space in a flame depending on the mixing characteristics of the burner-furnace system and the feedback

from the process. Hence most techniques to minimise NO, emissions seek to either reduce the flame temperature,

especially the peak flame temperature, or to modify the flame stoichiometry.

AwiderangeoflowNOrburnershavebeendevelopedforthepowerindustry(Bowman, 1992;Garg, 1994).How-

ever, techniques such as flue gas recirculation and combustion staging are not generally applicable to rotary kilns

because of the increased mechanical complexity required to implement them and the requirement for high radiant

lreat transf'er which necessitates relatively high flame temperatures (McQueen et a\.,1995). Hence NOr control in

rotary kilns is usually attempted by controlling the mixing characteristics between the fuel and the air. However,

many attempts to produce low NO" kiln burners have met with limited success because the reduction in emissions

is ac¡ieved by poorer mixing of the tiel and air, resulting in inadequate heat transfer to the product feed and the

flame irnpinging on the walls of the kiln, reducing both product quality and production (Mullinger, 1994). To

design an effective low NO, rotary kiln burner it is therefore necessary to limit the local oxygen concentration and

peak temperatures in the flame, yet at the same time ensure that mixing rates are sufficiently high to obtain adequate

heat transfèr from the flame to the clrarge. Since the burner design significantly influences the mixing within a

flame, it is one of the most critical components of a kiln system'

In a rotary kiln environment, a complex feedback mechanism exists between the process and the flame, so that the

NO, emissions are dependent upon these heat transfer processes in additìon to the mixing characteristics of the

burner and t¡e aerodynamics in the kiln. The significance of the thermal fèedback between the flame, the process

and the walls is well illustrated by the fact that NO, emissions have been used as an important control parameter

in cernent kilns, since the ternperature of the hottest part of the clinker bed affects both the quality of the cet¡enf

clinker and the thermal NO" emissions (Lowes and Evans, 1989). The interdependence between the heat flux

requirements of the clinker and the ternperature of the flame implies that for an optimal rotary kiln burner design,

minimisation of NO, emissions cannot be achieved without consideration for the optimisation of the thermal pro-

file (Nathan and Manias, 1995; Nathan and Rapson, 1995). Viskanta (1991) identifies that heat transfer and pol-
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lutant emissions are also intimately coupled in other high temperature industries such as glass manutãcture,

c¡emical processing and materials processing industries, and hence must be tackled simultaneously.

Near.ly all rotary kiln systems are dissilnilar from each other due to differences in geometry suclr as kiln shell slrape,

firing hoods, clinker coolers and otlìer factors such as fuel type and composition of the tèed. Hence the optimurn

firing configuration varies from plant to plant as well, yet the overall objective is the same: maximise product qual-

ity, rate of production, energy efficiency and achieve complete combustion with minimal polluting emissions.

Hence to achieve these aims, for the reasons outlined above, the correct amount of heat must be transferred to the

becl at each stage of the process by controlling and optimising the flame shape and radiant fraction for each plant

a¡d process. A burner that provides adequate adjustment and control of tlame shape to optimally match the require-

tnents of a particular application and installation will therefore be of major benefit in achieving the maximum effi-

ciency and minimum emissions.

Arecentlyclevelopecltypeof burnerwhichusesaPrecessingJet(PJ)nozzle(Nathan etal.., 1998,Luxtonetal.,

1991) procluces a short, intense heat flux profile which makes it ideal for rotary kiln applications. Industria[ instal-

lations of the pJ burner also incorporate a secondary jet for flame shaping which can achieve substantial changes

in the ¡eat flux profile of rotary cement kilns and hence match the optirnal lequirements of a particular kiln (Hill

et at.., 1995). However, while the characteristics of the PJ burner with shaping jet have been demonstrated in prac-

tice, neither the mechanism for the benefits nor the details of how the two t'lows interact are fully understood'

Advancing this understanding tbr optimisation and predictive capability, is the major lnotivation for the present

investigation.

'a
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1.2 The Optimisation of Combustion in a Rotary Kiln

1.2.1 Mixing and Combustion

All combustion processes have the following stages which, in order, are: mixing, ignition, chemical reaction and

dispersal of products. The rate of combustion of natural gas in industrial flarnes is limited by the slowest of the

above stages, which is the rate at which the reactants are mixed within specified concentration ratios corresponding

to the flal¡mability limits. Hence the colnbustion is said to be "mixing limited" and control of combustion is

achieved by control of the underlying mixing phenomena. The emissions and luminosity characteristics of a flame

are strongly influenced by the mixing field through their dependence upon residence times at a given local temper-

ature and mixture fraction.

The dominant mechanism for the mixing of fuel and air in most burners is by jet entrainment. Entrainment results

from the combined action of the gulping or enfolding of ambient fluid by large coherent eddies and the small-scale

turbulent diffusion processes which mix the reactants at the molecular scale (Brown and Roshko, 1974)' McManus

et at. (1990) concluded tltat" control over the formation of these (large-scale) structures presents a possible means

to enltance the turbulent transport processes afrècting mixing and entrainment rates in these flows and in similar

reactingflows". Gutmark et aI. (1989,1990) also emphasised that the ability to control the dynamics of a turbulent

flow and redistribute the energy between different turbulent length scales could enhance the bulk mixing of air and

fuel selectively at locations where they should be mixed while maintaining the high degree of small-scale mixing

required for a high rate of energy release. Small-scale mixing is important because although large-scale structures

are critical for mixing in non-premixed f'lames, bulk mixing is not sufïicient and small-scale turbulence leading to

the rnolecular mixing of reactants is crucial for complete cornbustion. The irnportance of controlling the spectrum

of turbulence scales as well as just the turbulence intensity or the nozzle momentum in providing optimum mixing

for minimising emissions and maximising radiant heat transfer has also been highlighted by Nathan et al. (1997).

1.2.2 Control of Combustion

The basic builcling block of most gas burners and mixing investigations is a high velocity turbulent jet of fuel issu-

ing frorn a,'simple" axisymmetric nozzle. The mixing from a simple jet is characterised by small-scale turbulent

mixing generatedby intense shearin the jetmixing layers, wlrich results in high local telnperatures in flames and

accompanying high levels of thermally generated NOr. Simple jet t'lames are also relatively long and it is very dif-

ficult to a_djust the flame s¡ape frorn sucl'r a burner nozzle as the flame length typically scales with the nozzle diam-

eter (Hawtlrorne et al.,l95l).

The rate of lnixing from a simple jet can be altered by exciting the large-scale structures present in a turbulent flow.

This can be achieved by using acoustic, mechanical or fluidic forcing. Acoustic and mechanical modes of excita-

tion of structures in jet flows for the "enhancement" of mixing have been known for some time' For example,

pareklr et al. (1987) used clual-mode acoustic excitation to produce a bifurcating jet, Badri Narayanan and Platzer
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(1 987) used oscillating vanes on either side of a jet to increase the spreading rate of a non-reacting jet. Lovett and

Turns (1990) used strong axisymmetric pulsing to significantly change the structure of a free, vertical turbulent jet

diffision flame. However, acoustic and rnechanical excitation methods do not allow continuous control of mixing

as they are restricted to either a limited operating range or planar geometry. They also have practical limitations

for industrial application.

A range of fluidic means for altering the mixing from a simple jet have also been developed. A method for altering

the rnixing characteristics of a jet that has found wide application in industrial systems is the use of swirl. Swirl

improves flame stability due to the formation of a central recirculation zone and achieves fast mixing at tl.re bound-

aries of this zone. The high flame stability of swirl burner flames makes thetn amenable to NO, reduction strategies

such as staged combustion in boilers. Control of the rnixing and flatne characteristics is achieved by varying the

swirl number, which results in four broad types of flames dependent on the influence of the recirculation zone on

flame stabilisation (Claypole and Syred, 1982). Chen et al. (1990) has demonstrated that flame properties from a

swirl burner in which air is swirled around a central jet is achieved by controlling the vortex strength of the swirling

flow and the fuel jet momentum. This results in a degree of control that is not possible in simple jet flatnes.

Another widely investigated method fbr controlling combustion with good flame stability is by using a bluff-body

nozzle. T¡is nozzle consists of a central fuel jet issuing into a surrounding annular air flow. Large-scale, time-vary-

ing structures have been observed in bluff-body stabilised flames and in isothermal conditions (Namazian er al.,

1992). Bluff-body flames can be characterised as either air-flow or fuel-jet dominated, depending on whether the

annular air velocity is high or low and hence whether the fuel jet penetrates the recirculation region (fuel-jet dom-

inated) or is turned back (air-jet dominated). Four different flame types have been demonstrated by Namazian ¿f

aL. (1992), depending on the velocity ratio. Chen et al. ( 1990) has demonstrated that a momentum ratio based sitn-

ilarity parameter can be used to characterise the flow and flatne properties of bluff-body and swirl nozzles with a

central fuel jet and hence this a universal controlling parameter fbr all jet flows with recirculation.

Swirl burners can be designed to incorporate low-NO, emission features and to produce a heat release profile

appropriate for boilers. However these low emission burner designs are not generally applicable in rotary kilns due

to the different heat release profile requirements, the need for high radiant heat transfer which necessitates rela-

tively lrigh flame temperatures, and their complex design and control. The precessing je|nozzle is both mechani-

cally simple and has significant advantages in rotary kiln applications. Industrial installations have also

demonstrated that a secondary fuel jet can be used to alter the mixing and hence flame shape to match the optimal

process requirements.

1.2.3 Optimisation of Mixing for Combustion

T¡e optimal combustion properties and hence the optimal mixing characteristics of a burner nozzle depend on the

relative importance of heat transfer (radiation or convection), flame size (large or small) and emissions (nitrogen

oxides or carbon monoxide). Hence the variation in the literature as to what constitutes "good" or "bad" mixing

depends to an extent on the different models that have been developed to correlate heat transfer, flame size and
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emissions and the application of the model. For example, in some interpretations, rapid mixing of fuel and air is

considered to be best: "Recirculation is accompanied by þigþ turbulence intensities and enhanced turbulent mixing

rales,' (Sclrefer et al., 1987) or "The btuff-botly and the swirlvctnes ... can improve thefuel-air mixing rates and

thereby significantly shorten the flame" (Chen et al., 1990). Hence a thermal scaling criterion for turbulent jet

flames, which correlates a reduction in NO, emissions with a reduction in the flame lengtlt and global residence

time, has been derived by Chen and Driscoll (1990). In this model a short flame with high mixing rates is consid-

ered optimal. In contrast, Mi et al. (1997) have shown that the gross precession of a jet increases the large-scale

mixing between the jet and the surrounding flow and simultaneously reduces the mean flow strain rate, thereby

suppressing the generation of srnall-scale turbulence. This mixing, which could be labelled "poor" based on the

previous interpretations, has been shown to increase radiant fraction and decrease NO, elnissionsby l5Vo to 257o

in unconfined flames (Nathan et al.,1996).

Newbold et aI. (2000) has reviewecl the many scaling models developed for correlating NOr emissions, radiant

fraction and flame volume of unconfined flames and compared these models with measurements from a wide range

of burner types. The results demonstrate that, for all burner types, an increase in radiant fraction correlates with an

increase in global residence time and a decrease in global strain (Newbolcl et al., 1997). The production râte of NO

is shown to correlate with the global flame temperature. Hence the reduction in NO, emissions by strongly recir-

culating flows from swirl and bluff-body burners, relative to those from turbulent jet flames, is inferred to be a con-

sequence of the recycling of NO. However, these flames also have high CO emissions and a higlt ratio of NO2/NOt

due to the increased mixing rates in the recirculation dominated flow regime. Precessing jet flames are found to

reduce NO, emissions compared with turbulent jet flames, a result that is attributed to an increase in the global

residence tirne and radiant fraction, consistent with the scaling model of Turns and Myhr (1991). Hence Newbold

( 1997) concludes that tl'tis "trend implies that the effect of radiation on the ten'tperature of jet flantes can become

.sígnificant when the structure of jet turbul.ence, and hence the mixing clnracteristics, hcLve been modifieel to reduce

the characteristic strain rate of the reLlctingflow. It also provides a nrccltanism whereby NOremissions can be

rerltrcecl and radiant heat transfer increased sim.uLtaneously by proper controL of turbulent mixing parameters."

A r.ange of burner types have been developed and applied in rotary kilns, each with widely different mixing char-

acteristics ancl, in turn, differing heat flux and NO, emission characteristics. However no single comparison of per-

formance exists under well defined conditions. The respective mixing characteristics of burner types has also yet

to be quantified. Therefore, the second major aim of the present research is to develop an understanding of what

the optimal turbulent mixing parameters are for tlre optimal radiant heat transfer, flame shape and emissions in a

rotary kiln and how these parameters can be controlled via the interaction between a shapingjet and a precessing

jet.
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1.3 The Precessing Jet l{ozzle

Precession describes the motion of ajet (or another body) about an axis other than its own. Precession occurs in a

Fluidic Precessing Jet (FPJ) nozzle due to a natural fluid dynamic instability within an axisymmetric nozzle fol-

lowing alarge sudden expansion (Nathan et al., 1998; Luxton et a1.., 1991), see Figure 1-2.Tbe exit angle, fre-

quency and direction of rotation of the emerging jet can change greatly with time (Nathan, 1988). Hence in order

to control the frequency, direction and exit velocity of the precessing jet and thereby advance the fundamental

understanding of the effect of precession on mixing, a Mechanical Precessing Jet (MPJ) has been developed which

produces many similar flow characteristics (Nathan et aI., 1997). The nozzle investigated in the present research

is the fluidic nozzle, which is denoted by the abbreviation "PJ" throughout the remainder of this thesis.

1.3.1 The Effect of Jet Precession on Mixing

Jet precession is characterised by a dimensionless Strouhal number relating tlre precessional frequency to the jet

velocity and geometric nozzle size. Control of the mixing and combustion characteristics is realised in an MPJ

nozzleby varying the Strouhal number, Stp=fpd/U,whered is the jetexit diameter, U is the jetexit velocity and{,

the frequency of rotation of the jet. At low Strouhal number (Srr<0.01) the cold-flow mixing characteristics are

somewhat analogous to a fully pulsed jet (Schneider et al., 1997). At high Strouhal number (St,>0.03), the jet

assumes a helical path and mixing occurs on the scale of the jet helix. The original jet completely loses its identity

within l0 diameters of the nozzle exit (Schneider et al., 1997). The velocity decays rapidly and is an order of mag-

nitude greater than that of a non-precessing jet flow. Nobes (1997) has delnonstrated that, relative to a non-precess-

ing jet, the flow from a high Strouhal number regime MPJ nozzle reduces the concentration decay rate, increases

fhejet spreading rate, increases the intensity ofconcentration tluctuations and broadens the range ofconcentrations

measured on the jet axis. This is consistent with the results of Nathan et aI. (1997), wl'to showed that jet precession

in the high Sr, regime acts to increase the size of the largest scale of mixing and to shift the energy in the spectrum

of turbulence toward these larger scales and away from the fine scales.

The flow produced by naturally occurring precession cannot be controlled in the same manner as that from an MPJ

nozzle. The characteristic Strouhal number of precession from the commercial design of aPJ nozzle, whose geo-

metric ratios are fixed, is a constant, Srr=9.93, based on the momentum of the jet entering the chamber, see

Equation 1-2, where p is the density of the jet fluid, dp¡ is the diameter of the PJ nozzle chamber and G,,, is the

momentum of the jet from tl.re inlet orifice to the nozzle chamber. The frequency of precession depends to a minor

extent on the geometry of the nozzle and the Reynolds number. The emerging jet does not fill the exit plane of the

PI nozzle and leaves at angles between 45'and 60'. An extensive description of the PJ flow and the conditions

under which it arises is given by Nathan et al. (1998).

= 0.08

_a
f,,^/p dp:'

^F;
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The mixing characteristics of the fluidic precessing jet have been shown to differ significantly from those of simple

jet flows and are consistent with the mixing characteristics of the high Sb regime of the MPJ nozzle. V/ithin a short

clistance from the PJ nozzle exit, the velocity of the jet fluid is reduced by two orders of magnitude relative to the

velocity at which it enters the chamber. This is associated with the formation of large-scale roller structures in the

near field, close to thenozzle, resulting in turbulence of a scale many times that of the nozzle. The large-scale struc-

tures result in enhanced large-scale engulf'ment of ambient fluid and suppressed fine-scale mixing between the jet

and the ambient fluid streams (Newbold, I 997). Hence significantly more ambient fluid is found on the jet centre-

line of a precessing jet flow compared with a simple turbulent jet (Newbold and Nathan, 1998).

The differences between the mixing of the simple jet from the inlet orifice of the PJ nozzle and the mixing with the

addition of the PJ chamber have been quantified by Newbold ( 1997) ftom unconfined concentration measurements.

These results indicate that the addition of the PJ chamber results in the concentration decay along the jet axis being

halved, tlrejet spreading rate being almost doubled and the intensity ofconcentration fluctuations along thejet axis

being increased by about 5OVo.The increase in the size of the large-scale structures was quantifìed by calculation

of the macroscopic length-scales and in particular the integral length scale of the concentration fluctuations, which

increased by a factor of 2. The distribution of mixed fluid concentrations on the jet centreline was also tbund to

increase. The local strain rate (based on the aspect ratio of the integral length scale calculations) was found to

decrease.

1.3.2 The Effect of Jet Precession on Combustion

Tl1e change in mixing characteristics with Strouhal number in an MPJ nozzle have been shown to correspond to

significant changes in the combustion characteristics, as expected. In the low-,tr, regime, the flames are non-lumi-

nous, short and broad compared with conventional flames. In the high-S/r, regime, the flames are highly luminous

and of a slrape which is between that of a conventional jet flame and the low-Sr, flame (Nathan et al.,1996).The

radiant fraction is found to increase with Sr, in proportion with the visible flame luminosity. The emissions of NO,

were also fbund to be functions of Jr' with a maximum reduction oT 25Vo compared to conventional flalnes. The

lifçoff height is reduced by a factor of 5 to 10 relative [o a conventional jet flame and there is a corresponding

increase in flame stability.

Extensive investigations into the properties of unconfìned flames from PJ nozzles have been performed by New-

bolcl et al. (1997) and Newbold and Nathan (1998). High speed image sequences from vertically fired PJ flames

show significant differences compared with momentum dominated flames. Large-scale buoyant structures are

observed to dominate the mixing and entrainment of surrounding fluid in the region downstream from the stabili-

zation region of the open flames. Oscillations in the flame length due to the burning out of the large-scale buoyant

structures closely resemble the "puffing" oscillations observed in pool fires. The oscillations in the flame length

are also deduced to indicate that the strain rate at the flame tip is reduced by an order of magnihrde compared with

momentum dominated flames. At the same time, the global residence time is also incleased. The reduced strain

rate and increased residence time correlate with an increase in the radiant fraction, reduced flame temperature and
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recluced NO, emissions from precessing jet flames (Newbold et a|.,1997). This is consistent with the findings of

Turns ancl Myhr ( l99l) and the result of Nath an et al. ( 1996) for flames tiom an MPJ nozzle.

1.3.3 Precessing Jet Burners for Rotary Kilns

Tlre lriglrly luminous flame from aPJ nozzle produces a short, intense heat flux profile which makes it ideal for

rotary kiln applications. Industrial installations of the PJ nozzle have produced remarkable benefits, consistent with

the recluction in emissions and increase in radiant fraction measured at the laboratory scale. The PJ nozzle has been

fbund to improve the stability of natural gas flames significantly and reduce NO* emission s by 30-60% (Manias

and Natlran, 1993, lgg4) while simultaneously increasing the radiation from the flame relative to conventional

burner flames (Nathan and Luxton, 1992; Nathan et aL. 1993). The higher radiant heat transfer from the flame

results in a shorter heat flux profile leading to reduced exit gas temperatures, reduced dust losses, increased pro-

cluction of 3-11% ancl savings in specific fuel consumption of 3-87o (Nathan and Manias, 1995; Videgat 1997).

As the characteristic Strouhal number of precession from a fluidic precessing jet nozzle is constant, the rnixing and

¡ence combustion from an PJ nozzle cannot be varied easily by altering this flow. Initial installations of the PJ in

rotar.y kilns making procluct produced suclr a short heat flux profile that the stability of the kiln operation was

reduced (Manias and Nathan, 1993). The flame also spread so rapidly that it irnpinged on the raw material resulting

i' poor product quality. Hence in order to alter the flame shape and so to avoid these problems and matcl.r the opti-

mal thermal profìle in a rotary kiln, several modifications were made to the basic PI nozzle shown in Figure l-2.

Control of the mixing and combustion was achieved by combining the PJ flow with a shaping jet, such as an annu-

lar or axial fuel jet, to modify the flalne shape. Rapson et al. (1995) and Hill et al. (1995) have demonstrated that

the interaction of a precessing jet and a secondary jet for flame shaping can achieve substantial changes in the heat

flux profile of rotary cement kilns. However, while the performance of the PJ burner with annular or axial shaping

jet has been demonstrated in commercial operation, the most effective type of shaping jet and the physical mech-

anism for control of the flame properties is not understood. Hence, in order to control and optimise the flarne char-

acteristics of a PJ nozzle, the present study seeks the form of a single controlling parameter that can be used to

characterise the interaction between precessing and shaping jet f'lows and its effect on the combustion and mixing

properties of tl.re combined flow.

1.3.4 Modelling of the Precessing Jet Burner

In addition to understanding the effect of shaping the flow from a PJ nozzle on the rnixing and combustion char-

acteristics, it is also desirable to be able to predict the performance of a PJ burner in a given kiln installation so that

the flalne shape can be matched to the optimal process requirements. Despite the growth in computer modelling,

physical modelling in small-scale test facilities is still technically the lnost efIèctive method f'or determining flame

shape and characteristics in rotary kilns (Mullinger, 1999).

An i¿eal model of a combustion system should maintain complete similarity of the t'luid mechanics, heat transfer

and chemical processes from the plant to the small-scale test facility. However, as the requirements of similarity
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t¡eory are so numerous and indeed many of the requirements are often conflicting, exact scaling of a combustion

process is practically impossible. Hence the partial modelling approach, in which similarity of the most important

parameters is maintained while others are relaxed, is often the only option available to study combustion systems

(Spalding, 1962).

Useful modelling of many combustion systems can be undertaken in isothermal conditions, to investigate the mix-

ing, and in combustion facilities, to investigate the flame properties. Most scaling criteria for small-scale combus-

tion modelling of burner designs aim to ensure similarity of the turbulent mixing conditions is acl.rieved, usually

by employing either constant velocity or constant residence time scaling criteria (Smart and Morgan, 1994). These

rnethods seek to ensure similarity of the large macro-scale turbulent mixing processes and the global chemical

reaction times in a flame respectively, but necessarily compromise on the Reynolds number.

A range of scaling criteria have been developed for the small-scale combustion and isothermal modelling of con-

ventional burner flames in an enclosure which restricts the amount of air available for combustion. A feature of all

jets is that, due to their excess momentum over the surroundings, they entrain sufficient fluid to satisfy the entrain-

ment capacity of the particular jet. Wrile free j ets encounter no limit in the quantity of entrainable f'luid, enclosed

jets clo. A situation can arise with a jet in a confined co-flow in which the entrainment capacity of the jet exceeds

the supply of co-flowing fluid and the phenomenon of recirculation takes place. In the case of a simple turbulent

jet flame in a rotary kiln, recirculation is the most important factor for determining the flame shape and length.

The most widely used criteria for characterising the degree of recirculation in ducted jet systems were developed

by Tlrring and Newby (Thring and Newby, 1953), Craya and Curtet (Curtet, 1958) and Becker (Becker et al.,

1963). These criteria have been validated for the modelling of large-scale industrial flows in small-scale models in

which air or water is the working fluid (Mullingel 1999). The Thring-Newby parameter, 0, was originally devel-

ope<l for moclelling momentum dominated flames in furnaces by distorting the burner nozzle size in the model to

take into âccount density dift'erences in the full-scale kiln. It consists of two components: a correction for the rel-

ative confinement based on the change in densities from the combusting environment to the isothermal model

(Equation l-3) and the calculation of the Thring-Newby criterion (Equation l-4):

or'=orÆ Equation 1-3.

Equation 1-4.

where d6is the characteristic nozzle diameter, D¡¡¡,ris the kiln diameter, p¿ is the density of the jet fluid at the

nozzle exit (i.e. the fuel in a burner), p¡ is the average density of the combustion products at the end of the flame

and nts and mu are the mass flow rates of the jet fluid and co-flowing fluid respectively. The distorted nozzle diam-

eter, dj, simulates a¡ozzle through which fluid of the density of the entrained fluid flows but with the same mass

flow rate and momentum as that of the actual jet. If the mass flux ratio is maintained constant between the full-

scale and the model, the Thring-Newby criterion reduces to keeping the ratio between tbe distorted nozzle diameter

and kiln diameter constant, as long as the nozzle diameter is small relative to the characteristic dimension of the

^ rño + Iil^ do'
U=- 

-
lh, Dr. itn
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confined volume, i.e. ds'/Dki,,<0.05. However, the Thring-Newby density correction shown in Equation 1-3

usuaf ly results in anozzle diameter in the model typically 2-3 times greater tlran the actual nozzle diameter (e.g. at

a flame temperature of 2300"K). Hence the Thring-Newby parameter is not generally used for kiln modelling since

the value of d6'lD¡¡¡,,is commonly greater than 0.05.

Tlre Craya-Curtet parameter, m, ancl Becker parameter, Th, arc considered the most suitable scaling criteria for

modelling of enclosed flames by Moles ¿l at. (1972). Both tl.reories were specifically developed for the modelling

of an enclosed flame by solving the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations in the far held of a simple jet by assum-

ing tlre jet can be treated as a point source of momentum. Recircuìation is shown to occur f'or ¡ø> 1.5 and Th<0.4.

Moles et al. (1972) therefore concluded from a review of the typical operating conditions of a wide range of rotary

kilns that "the rotary kiln system to be of medium to low recirculatory intensity" . Hence typical values of the sim-

ilarity parameters in cement kilns are:

. Thring-Newby parameter: 0.35 < e < 0.80.

. Craya-Curter parametet: 2.0 <lrr < 10.0.

. Becker parameter: 0.20 <Th < 0.45.

The main assumption in the derivation of the Craya-Curtet and Becker similarity parameters is that the burner

nozzle canbe treated as a point source of momentum. This enables the diameter of the nozzle to be distorted relative

to the kiln witl1out significantly aftècting the flow. This is an appropriate assumption for a simple, axisymmetric

jet nozzle but cannot be assumed a priori to be appropriate for the precessing jet nozzle, as previous experiments

lrave slrown that the flow field from an PJ nozzle differs significantly from the flow field of a simple jet and the

mixing ancl entrainment characteristics are not momentum dominated, see Section 1.3.1. Hence the Craya-Curtet

and Becker scaling criteria cannot be assumed to be valid in the modelling of precessing jet flows in rotary kilns.

The Tl-rring-Newby scaling criterion does not assume tlre mixing characteristics of a particular jet type as it is based

on a simple assumption of the physical behaviour of a jet. Hence N atharn et al. ( I 995) have proposed that a modified

Tlrring-Newby parameter can be applied to the modelling of precessing jet flows in rotary kilns. The modified form

of the Thring-Newby parameter corrects for the relative difference in density between the jet fluid and co-flowing

or secondary fluid, pu, instead of the clensity of the combustion products, P¡' The density of the co-flowing fluid is

used by Nathan et al. (1995) in order to preserve the mixing characteristics of the precessing jet in the near-burner

region, by maintaining the momentum and mass flow ratios constant in the small-scale non-reacting model and the

large-scale reacting facility. This correction also avoids the uncertainty associated with calculating an average den-

sity of combustion products in a flame. However, the modified Thring-Newby scaling criterion for the precessing

jet ¡as not been tested. Therefore, at present, no validated criterion exists to relate small-scale model results using

aPJ nozzle to industrial applications and consequently the ability to predict how a PJ burner will perform in a given

kiln installation is limited. Hence the third major aim of the present research is to understand the behaviour of the

rnixing from a PJ nozzle in a confined, co-flowing environment so that a rnodel to accurately predict the charac-

teristics of a flame from PJ nozzle in an operating rotary kiln can be developed.
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Figure L-2. A schematic diagram of the fluid motions within an axisymmetric fluidic precessing jet nozzle'
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1.4 Thesis Outline

1.4.1 Research Objectives

Optimisation of combustion in rotary kilns is necessary to simultaneously reduce atmospheric pollution caused by

the emission ofnitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide and increase fuel efficiency. Due to the interaction of the pro-

cess and flame, differences in kiln geometries and changes in the process requirements, the optimal flame sl.rape to

match these needs also clranges. The precessing jet burner has been shown [o have a significantly different flow

field to other types of burners, resulting in a stable, luminous, low tetnperature flame which can be easily shaped

to suit the process requirements of a rotary kiln.

The majority of previous research on the precessing jet burner has focussed on trying to describe and understand

the characteristics of the flow field produced by an unconfined precessing jet acting alone. There has also been

significant fundamental research into tl.re properties of the flow generated by a rnechanically rotated precessing jet

which is analogous to the fluidic precessing jet. However most industrial designs of the precessing jet burner utilise

a fluidic precessing jetnozzle with a secondary jet for flame shaping. The interaction between a shaping jet and a

precessing jet has not hitherto been investigated. The effect of contìnement and co-flow velocity on the mixing and

combustion from a pJ nozzle has also not been investigated previously. Vy'ithout such knowledge it is not possible

to provide reliable prediction of flame shape or to optimise tlre burner configuration for a given process require-

ment. Hence the specific objectives of this research are:

. To investigate the turbulent mixing processes that arise from the interaction of a precessingjet and shapingjet

and their efTect upon the combustion properties of the combined flow.

. To investigate the effects of confinement and co-flow on the reacting flow and non-reacting flow from a pre-

cessing jet nozzle.

. To develop a model for the prediction and control of a gas-tired burner with a colnbined precessing jet and

shaping jet flow in a rotarY kiln.

. To characterise the interaction between a shaping jet and a precessing jet to assess how turbulent mixing

parameters can be controllecl for the optimisation of radiant heat transt'er, flame slrape and emissions.
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L.4.2 Thesis Structure

Tlre aims of the thesis have been addressed by conducting both non-reacting mixing studies and combustion exper-

iments. The mixing studies were performed in water facilities to allow more detailed quantitative measurement

than is possible in flames. Combustion experiments were performed to quantify the flame shape, emissions and

heat transfer characteristics of the PJ nozzle with shaping jet. Details of the apparatus and jet nozzles used for each

experiment are described in Chapter 2.

Flow visualisation of the interaction between the jet from a PJ nozzle and different shaping jets is described in

Chapter 3. A two colour Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) technique in an unconfined, isothermal envi-

ronment provided a simple and effective means for determining the separate effect of an annular jet, an adjacent

axial jet and a central axial jet on the mixing from a PJ nozzle. The central axial j et is found to be the most effective

means for controlling the combined jet flow field. A semi-quantitative image processing technique is also used to

detnonstrate that the ratio of shaping jet momentum to the combined jet momentum controls the spreading rate and

size of the large-scale structures in the combined flow.

The effect of a central axial jet on the characteristics of a PJ flame were assessed in an unconfined environment

using the visible flame luminescence. The results, outlined in Chapter 4, demonstrate that a significant change in

the flame volume, length and width can be achieved by varying the proportion of central axial jet to totâl flow rate

and hence tlre momentum ratio. These parameters are correlated with changes in the global residence time, radiant

fraction and NO, emissions based on scaling criteria froln the literature and suggest that the heat transfèr and emis-

sions can be optimised by control of the momentum ratìo.

Conhned combustion experiments undertaken in a pilot-scale cement kiln simulator are described in Chapter 5.

These experiments quantify the heat flux and NO, emission characteristics of a combined precessing jet/central

axial jet burner relative to a conventional burner in a well controlled, confined facility. The results confirm the

experience in industrial facilities that the central axialjet provides good control over the heat flux prohle. The heat

transfer from a pJ burner is also shown to be enhanced relative to a conventional burner and the NOr emissions

reduced ifthe relationship between heat transfer, emissions and process interaction is taken into account.

To quantify the mixing characteristics of eacl.r of the above f'lows, and so to provide insight into the characteristics

of .,good" ancl "bad" mixing for combustion in a rotary kiln, concentration measurements were performed in a con-

fined, isothermal environment. The effèct of co-flow, confinement and the central axial jet on the mixing from the

combined precessing jet and central axial jet flows were assessed separately. The experiments were performed in

a water-tunnel using a quantitative PLIF technique to provide measurement of a conserved scalar marking the jet

fluicl. The results presented in Chapter 6 are used to develop a scaling criterion and hence to provide a predictive

model for the average mixture field from aPJ nozzle. Ttre mixing characteristics associated with high radiation and

low NO, emissions are also quantified and are consistent with the results of the other experimental investigations.

Chapter 7 clraws together the results presented in Chapter 3 to ClÌapter 6, presents the overall conclusions of the

researcl.r conducted in this thesis and recommendations for further work.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Apparatus

2.1 Experimental Jet Nozzles

2.1.1 Precessing Jet Nozzles

The precessing Jet (pJ) nozzle studiecl in the present investigation is based on a fluid dynamic instability within an

axisyrnmetric chamber following a large sudden expansion. In its simplest form, the PJ nozzle consists of an inlet

orifice-cylindrical chamber-exit orifice geometry, see Figure l-2. Hill et al. (1992) and Nathan et al. (1998)hwe

shown that this geometry results in two bi-stable flow modes: an asymmetric precessing jet mode and a sytnmetric

.,axial jet" mode. In the asymmetric precessing jet rnode, the local jet emerging through tlre sudden expansion is

deflected asymmetrically to the inside of the chamber wall. The jet is detlected across the nozzle axis at an angle

between 45" and 60. when it encounters the lip at the exit orifìce and azimuthal pressure gradients within the nozzle

c¡amber cause the point of attachment of the initial jet and therefore the whole flow field to rotate about the jet axis

and hence precess. The initial flow field outside the nozzle is dominated by turbulence of a scale many tilnes tlrat

of ll-rcnozzle,resulting in very large-scale mixing between the jet and surrounding medium. The angle, frequency

and direction of rotation of the exiting jet can fluctuate significantly with time (Nathan, 1988; Nathan et al.,1998).

To rnaximise tfie occurrence of the PJ mode over the axial jet mode, Hill et al. (1992) identified an optimum geom-

etry for the PJ nozzle. The optimal geometry includes a centre-body within the nozzle chamber, see Figure 2-1.

The aclclition of the centre-body results in a significant reduction in the amount of ambient t'luid that is entrained

into the chamber but cloes not alter the essential character of the precessing motion of the exiting jet or the external

flowfielcl.TheprobabilityofthePJmocleisefÍectively I iftheReynoldsnumberof thejetthroughtheinletorifice

to the nozzle chamber is greater than 20,000. The design ofthe fluidic PJ can be scaled for any size, based on the

ratio of each {imension to the chamber diameter, dp¡. The optimum geometric ratios, as determined by Hill

(2000a), are included in the confidential Appendix B'

In order to shape the flame producecl by a PJ nozzle so that it better matches the requirements of a particular

process, several control techniques have been developed. Nathan et al. (1991) used a co-annular gas stream around

the outsicle of the PJ burner whicl'r caused some increase in the flame length and decrease in the spread of the flame

witlr increasing flow through the annular jet, see Figrne2-2. The rnost recenf concept, which is also the most

prevalent form of shaping jet in industrial installations of the PJ burner, is the Central Axial Jet (CAJ) design' in

wlrich a seconclary fuel flow stream is introduced through the centre-body along the nozzle axis, see Figure 2-3.
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¡¿lll et al. (1995) ancl Rapson et al. (1995) have shown that relatively small proportions of gas,

VcA¡ = ñcAJ/(rhpJ+rirça¡) <30Vo, are required through the CAJ to achieve very substantial changes to the

spreading angle and flame length. Consequently the PJ-CAJ conltguration is chosen for detailed investigation in

the present studY.

All pJ nozzle configurations used in the present experiments conform to the optimum geometric proportions fbund

by Hill et al. (1992) to yield a maximum stability of the PJ flow mode. Tlre complete dimensional ratios of all

experimental pJ nozzles are presented in investigated in Appendix B. A summary of the inlet conditions and sizes

of the critical diameters are included in Table 2-I.The nozzles are characterised in the text by reference to the

clrarnber diameter, dp¡. Defails of tlre experimental nozzle designs are presented in the following sections.

2.1.1.1PJ Nozzle for Unconfined Flow Visualisation

Two pJ nozzles, both with dp144mm, were used for the unconfined isothermal flow visualisation experiments'

The first nozzle, which did not incorporate a CAJ, is the same design as that used by Newbold (1991). This nozzle

was used for visualisation ofthe effect of annular and adjacent axial shapingjets. The second nozzle is also iden-

tical in dimensions to Newbold's nozzle, but incorporates feed pipes to supply fluid to the CAJ. Three fèed pipes

connect the CAJ to a common manifold located outside and at the rear of the PJ nozzle and then to a supply hose.

The diameter and length of the CAJ nozzle tip can be altered by using interchangeable inserts that can be screwed

into the centre-body. Both PJ nozz\es were mounted on a common inlet oritice section. A 950mm long one inch

nominal bore pipe was mounted in-line and connected the PJ nozzle to a supply hose.

2.1.1.2 PJ Nozzles for Confined Quantitative Concentration Experiments

Two PJ nozzles were used for the quantitative isothermal concentration experiments. The main nozzle, dp¡38mm,

incorporates an annular arrangement to supply jet fluid to the CAJ via three symmetrical pipes which also locate

and support the centre-body. The second nozzle, dpL=28mm, does not incorporate a CAJ. A smootlr contraction

inlet of the required dimensions for each nozzle was connected to a common supply pipe, wl.ricb was a 1000mm

long one inch nominal bore pipe. The geometric ratios fbr both nozzles are identical, including the "bluff-body"

ratio of the diameter of the fàce of the nozzle to the chamber diameter'

2.1,.1.3 PJ Nozzle For Unconfined Flame Visualisation

The PJ nozzle used for the open flame visualisation experiments is the same as that used by Anderson and Johnston

(1997). The fuel to the CAJ is supplied through an annular chamber to the centre-body via three f'eed pipes. The

inlet to the PJ nozzle chamber is a conical contraction,
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2.L.I.4PJ Nozzle for Pilot-Scale Combustion Experiments

A rlrr=56yn^pJ nozzlewas used for the pilot-scale combustion studies. The inlet orifice diameter of drr=1O.Jpln

was sized to provide 1007o of the thermal input (l60kg/hr) using natural gas at 200kPa' The CAJ diameter was

selected to match the diameter ratios typical of those used in industry so that the momentum ratio of CAJ to PJ is

comparable with the isothermal experiments. Fuel to the CAJ was supplied via an annular chamber and two feed

pipes, which also locate the centre-body. Unlike many industrial installations, the experimental burner does not

include a co-annular primary air channel.
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Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of the precessing j.etnozzl,e with centre-body showing the dimensional notation

used here. Note that u rnngË of diftereni confìgurãtìons of the inlet orifìce are used in the present investigation.

Table 2-1. Summary of the inlet conditions and ratios of the critical diameters for the experimental precessing jet

nozzles used in the present investigations. The complete geometric ratios are compared with the optilnal

geometric ratios derived by Hill et at. (1992) in Appendix B. The notation for the dimensions are shown in

Figure 2- 1, except for dç¡¡ the internal diameter of the central axial jet nozzle.

Dimension Isothermal Experiments Combustion

Description Notation
Visualis-

ation
Confined PLIF

Visualis-
ation

Pilot-Scale

Chamber diameter (mm) dp.t 44 38 28 l0 56

Upstream orifice diameter dn,/d. p¡ 0.t7 0.20 0.20 0.2 0. 19

Öentral axial jet diameter
(see Figure 2-3)

dcty'dpt 0.09-0.14 0.12 0.15 0.13

Inlet conditions Sudden

oritìce
Smooth
contr.

Smooth
contr.

Conical
contr.

Rounded
contr.
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Figure 2-2. Schematic diagram of the precessing jet nozzle with an annular shaping jet for flame shaping.
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Figure 2-3. Schematic diagram of the precessing jet nozzle with a central axial jet for flame shaping. In_the

coñfiguration shown, fluid to tlre central axial jet is supplied via an annular channel and two symmetrical feed
plpes.
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2.1.2 Conventional Jet Nozzles

In order to benchmark the properties of the PJ nozzle, various ret'erence nozzles were required for each

experimental technique. For the unconfined cold flow visualisation and unconfined flame visualisation

experiments, the jet issuing from the central axial jet nozzle alone was used as tlre reference condition. To validate

the tecl.rnique for the quantitative PLIF experiments, a pipe jet was used, while a conventional type burner nozzle

was used as the reference condition for the pilot-scale experimental investigation.

2.1.2.L Pipe Jet for Confined Quantitative Concentration Experiments

A pipe jet was used to validate the quantitative concentration measurement technique described in Section 2.2.3.

A pipe jet was selected as it is a class ofjet flow that has been widely investigated by previous researchers and

provides well defined exit conditions. A pipe jet also minimises the complexity associated with the external bound-

ary layer and bluff-body effects arising from a smooth contraction nozzle in a co-flow.

The pipe jet used for the validation experiments is a 9.45mm internal diameter, l4.Omrn external diameter brass

pipe, l000mm (106 diameters) in length. The pipe was connected to supply hoses by a barbed tail fitting which

was fitted with a honeycomb screen to reduce any swirl in the inlet flow. The exit of the pipe was sharpened to a

knife edge with an external chamfer of approximately 10" to render insignificant any possible external boundary

layer and bluff-body effects on the downstream mixing from the jet.

2.'1,.2.2 Conventional Burner Nozzle for Pilot-Scale Combustion Experiments

T¡e conve¡tional burner, used to provide a basis for comparison with the PJ burner, is a generic (International

Flame Research Founclation generic Multi-Channel Burner (MCB), shown in Figarc 2-4. For further details on the

MCB nozzle design see van de Kamp and Smart (1992). There is provision for a wide combination of swirl and

axial flows on both the gas and the air-streams in this design. In the pilot-scale trials 65Vo of fhe 2MW thermal input

of narural gas was fed through channel 2 (1O3kg/hr) ancl35% through channel 0 (57kglh$. The primary air supply,

channel l, has a swirled component imparted by 45" swirl vanes, to provide a stable flame anchored close to the

burner tip. Two different flames were generated from the MCB nozzle by varying the amount of primary air

tlrrough channels 2,4 and 5.
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Figure 2-4. Schematic diagram of the multi-channel burner used for the pilot-scale.cement kiln simulator
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2.2 Isothermal ExPeriments

z.2.lPlanar Laser-Induced Fluorescence Fundamentals

The study of the diffusion of a passive scalar quantity, such as temperature or concentration, in a turbulent flow

has been investigated widely because of ìts relevance to the fundamental understanding of fluid mechanics. It is

also used in the design of industrial heat exchangers, mixing devices and colnbustion equipment. Planar Laser-

Induced Fluorescence (pLIF) is a powerful and non-intrusive technique which is used in the present isothermal

experiments to investigate the rnixing of a passive scalar from different jets with their surroundings. One experi-

ment uses pLIF as a flow visualisation technique and the other uses PLIF for quantitative measurement of concen-

tration. Both isothermal experiments were performed in water using different laser sources and different

fluorescent dyes to mark the jet flows.

pLIF involves recording the light emitted by a fluorescent substance within a measurement volume. The intensity

of the fluorescence is proportional to the intensity of the light source and the concentration of the fluorescenI sub-

stance within the measuring volume. The basic principles of PLIF as apptied in the present experiments are well

docutnented by authors such as Guilbault (1973) and Walker (1987). When excited by tlre absorption of a photon

tiom a laser source, an electron of a fluorescent molecule is excited from the ground state to a higher singlet state.

'Wit¡in an extremely short time, of the order of 10ns, fluorescence occurs if the electron falls back to the ground

state from the lowest vibrational level in the singlet state. The photon emitted as part of this de-excitation has a

longer wavelength than the original absorbed photon. This process is known as Stokes fluorescence. During the

delay between photon absorption and emission, the molecule spins randomly. Hence, for a typical fluorescent mol-

ecule, this ensures that the fluorescence is randomly polarised and the intensity is independent ofdirection.

Tl're relationship between fluorescence intensity, F, and molar concentration, c, is given by

p = QIo(1 -"-tb") Equation 2-1.

where Q is the quantum efficiency (the ratio of emitted to absorbed energy), /¿ is the incident laser intensity, e is

the molar absorbtivity and á is the absolute path length. Theoretically, the fluorescence intensity should increase

with increasing incident light intensity. In practice, photo-decomposition of a fluorescent satnple can occur, limit-

ing the emitted intensity. For very dilute concentrations, Arcoumanis (1990) has shown that Equation 2-1 can be

reduced to:

F = 2.30loebc Equation 2-2.

Hence, at low concentrations, the fluorescence intensity varies linearly with the molar concentration of fluorescent

clye and laser light intensity, reaching a maximum at higher concentrations. According to Vy'alker (1987), linearity

exists over fìve orders of magnitude of dye concentration, beyond which attenuation is no longer small and the flu-

orescence intensity can actually decrease (the inner-cell effect). In order to correct for the effects of attenuation, a

fluorescent dye and laser system for PLIF experiments must also obey tl.re Beer-Lambert Law. The Beer-Lambert
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law governs the absorption oflight as a laser beam passes through a fluorescentmedium, causing fhe fluorescence

signal to diminish exponentially. Hence the choice of fluorescent dye and its concentration to match the laser

source for linear characteristics with respect to intensity, concentration and absorption is crucial for obtaining accu-

rate PLIF results.

Quantitative PLIF provides two-dimensional measurement of the distribution of concentration in a flow. To

accomplish quantitative measuretnent, a laser beam is formed into a laser-sheet and aligned with the jet centreline

or another selected geometric plane. The fluorescence generated by the interaction of the laser sheet and fluorescent

dye hence marking thejet fluid is captured by a camera. Karasso (1994) notes that the PLIF signal or recorded

image depends on the spectroscopic processes, the optical arrangement (laser sheet and collection optics) and tlle

c¡aracteristics of the imaging sensor. For the purposes of quantitative concentration measurements, each of these

factors affecting the PLIF signal must be quantified and corrected for by suitable image processing to yield the cor-

rect molar concentration of the fluorescent marker. For flow visualisation purposes, exact determination of the dye

concentration is not required and hence corrections for the optics and imaging system are not necessary. In all cases

it is highly desirable that the laser-dye system be linear with respect to concentration and absorption.

The major limitation of performing PLIF experiments in water is that the spatial resolution of the measurements is

often much poorer than the smallest length scales in the flow being investigated. For measurements of the concen-

tration of a passive scalar, the Batchelor scale represents the smallest physical scale at which scalar gradients exist

in a turbulent flow. The Batchelor scale, À¿, can be estimated using the expression:

^?< 
_A<

l¡ = cxl*Re "'-Sc "" Equation 2-3.

wlrere /, is the local length scale of the flow, ,i?e is the Reynolds number, Sc is tlre Schmidt number and cr is a con-

stant of proportionality. Adequate spatial resolution of PLIF experiments in water is extremely difficult to achieve

because the Schmidt number of fluorescent dye in water is about Sc=1000, approximately three orders of magni-

tude greater than in air. For example, typical PLIF measurement resolutions are of the order of 500pm, while typ-

ical Batchelor scales in liquid turbulent flows are of the order of lpm. Breidenthal (1981) has shown that any

measurement technique that does not resolve down to the Batchelor scale results in an over-estimate of the actual

amount of mixing. Therefore, this presents a limitation and source of error in the present aqueous PLIF experi-

ments.
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2.2.2 Unconfined Flow Visualisation lJsing Tlvo-Colour PLIF

Flow visualisation of the interaction between a precessingjet and a shaping jet was conducted using PLIF in a large

water tank. The PLIF technique enabled the use of two different dyes, whicb fluoresce at different wavelengths, to

mark the shaping and precessing jets and hence highlight the interaction of the jets and their respective influence

on the combined flow mixing characteristics. The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 2-5. PLIF image

sequences and image processing results are presented in Section 3'3.

The PJ nozzle was directed vertically downwards into a water tank of dirnensions 750x750x1500mm. The PJ

nozzfe chamber diameter is drr=44^^ so the confinement is very low. The nozzle was lnounted on a frame sepa-

rate frorn that of the tank. The nozzle exit was 800mm below the surface of the water, which was maintained at a

constant level by a knife edge lip on the top ofthe tank that drains excess, overflowing fluid. The recirculating flow

induced in the water tank is estimated to have a velocity of less than lt/o of tbe local mean centreline velocity, based

on the conservation ofmass flux through a horizontal plane.

Three types of shaping jet were investigated. Of most interest is the Central Axial Jet (CAJ), located in the centre-

body of the PJ nozzle. Various CAJ inserts allowed the length of the exit and the diameter of the jet to be changed

so that tlre jet location and momentum could be varied independent of the flow rate. An Adjacent Axial Jet (AAJ)

5mm in diameter, located parallel to the PJ nozzle axis and 29mm from it, was also investigated. The dp¡=4{1¡v¡¡

PJ nozzle (without CAJ) was used for the AAJ experiments and to investigate an Annular Shaping Jet (ASJ). For

the ASJ experiments, the annularjet consisted of an annular gap created by a larger perspex pipe section located

by three grub screws around the outside of the PJ nozzle (50mm inner diameter, 56mm outer diameter). The annular

jet was supplied via a supply hose with meshes and screens to ensure the annular distribution of flow was uniform

at the jet exit.

The dyes marking the jet flows were mixed in two separate 200 litre capacity storage tanks adjacent to the main

working tank. A Fischer and Porter rotameter was used to measure the flow to the precessing jet nozzle, with a

l-GNSVT-644 float in a l-27-G-10 tube. The flow to the shaping jet (CAJ, AAJ, or ASJ) was monitored by a Fis-

cher and Porter rotameter with a l/2-GSVT-444 float ina ll2-27-G-10 tube. The nominal accuracy on the rotame-

tersis-.2Vo of the maximum capacity. The flow rate through the CAJ was maintained as nearly constant as possible

within the range of flow ratios investigated. By varying the mass flow rate through the PJ, the proportion of CAJ

to total flow rate, and thus the momentum ratio, was altered.

A lmm ttrick light sheet was produced from an Argon-Ion (Spectra Physics) laser. The laser was operated in multi-

line mode and the output power was estimated to be 2.3W. The laser sheet was aligned to pass through the centre-

line of tltenozzle. The mixing characteristics in a plane perpendicular to the nozzle centreline were also investi-

gated by rotating the laser optics through 90" to produce a horizontal laser sheet and hence a transverse cross-

section through the flow field. Rhodamine B, (concentration: 0.045mg/L), which fluoresces red, marked the PJ

fluicl and fluorescein (concentration: 0.04mg/L), which fluoresces yellow, marked the CAJ fluid. Rhodamine 6G

(concentration: 0.04mg/L) was also used to mark the precessing jet on its own. The concentrations used are within

the limits recommended by Arcoumanis (1990) for a linear response to the incident light and also take into consid-
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eration the higher quantum efficiency of fluorescein compared to rhodamine B. Hence, as the laser attenuation is

not significant, for the purposes offlow visualisation the recorded signal intensity ofthe fluorescence can be used

as a direct measure of the jet concentration.

Temporal sequences of the flow visualisation images were recorded on Hi-8 digital videotape by a "lipstick" video

camera (panasonic WV-KS 152) with zoom lens (Sony 125-75mm f/1.8). A Pentax SLR camera with zoom lens

(Tamron 80-200mm) using Fuji ISO-800 film was used to capture lrigh quality still images of the flow field. Both

cameras were positioned normal to the laser sheet, as close as possible together and focussed on the laser sheet so

that their imaging windows were almost identical. The precessional frequency was sufficiently slow for the fram-

ing rate of the video camera (25 frames per second) to capture multiple images during each precessional cycle'

To minimise spurious illumination, data acquisition was performed with the room darkened. Two water filters were

used in tandem to filter the supply water. Since the tank has no co-flow, the run time was limited to about two min-

utes. Background fluorescence became significant with longer run times. The tank water was emptied after each

run and replaced with clean water for every jet condition investigated. An exposure time of l=l/1000s was suffi-

cient for both video and photographic images to adequately freeze the motion of the exiting jets. A high-pass opti-

cal filter to remove scattered laser light from the acquired PLIF images was found to cause a significant reduction

in signal intensity, making it extremely difficult to obtain acceptable images at an exposure time of l/1000s' In

addition, the high-pass filter reduced the visual contrast between the fluorescent colours of the two dyes in video

and photographic images. Many other published PLIF investigations use some form of filter to reduce the effect of

scattered laser light. However, Stapountzis et at. (1992) did not use a fìlter as they concluded that elastic scattering

was small due to tl.re similarity in shape of fluorescence versus distance curves. Prasad and Sreenivasan (1990)

clemonstrated that filtered and unfìltered PLIF results only differ in the peak wavelengtl.t detected and the measured

intensity. Hence it was concluded that, for the purposes of flow visualisation, it was acceptable not to use a fìlter

provided care was taken to minimise the presence of bubbles and particles so tl'rat the amount of scattered Iight was

minimised.

Images were digitised using a colour frame grabber on a PC-compatible computer. The images were captured at a

resolution of 640x480 pixels in RGB 8-bit colour format and stored as bitmaps.
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a sihaping jet and precessin-g jet by one and two colour planar laser-induced fluorescence on the nozzle centreline.
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2.2.3 Confined Quantitative Concentration Measurement

2.2.3.1 Experimental APParatus

Experiments to determine the effect of co-flow and confinement on the passive scalar mixing field from a precess-

ing jetnozzle were undertaken in the water-tunnel facility shown in Figure 2-6. The effects of co-flow, confine-

ment and central axial jet flow proportion on a precessing jet flow were determined by quantitative measurement

of the jetconcentration. A large region was imaged ancl statistical information has been calculated based on these

lneasurements. euantitative measurelnent of the jet concentration was achieved using a PLIF technique based on

the laser-dye system used by Karasso and Mungal (1996, 199'la) for the investigation of shear layers. The results

of tlre quantitative PLIF investigation are presented in Section 6.4 and Section 6.5.

The closed-circuit water-tunnel shown schematically in Figure 2-6 provided a uniform co-flow around the jet noz-

zles. The working section of the water-tunnel is made of perspex and has dimensions of 0.5x0.5x2.0m. Calibration

of the water speed in the working section to the frequency of the pump recirculating the water in the tunnel ensures

the co-flow velocity can be precisely controlled. A series of perforated plates, a honeycomb section and mesh

screens are used to condition the flow which emerges from the pump outlet and provide a uniform velocity profile

at the exit of the contraction section. A weir at the return end of the tunnel ensures a constant water level is main-

tained in the working section.

Tlre d"r=33¡n m and flrr=Zgmm PJ nozzles described in Section 2.1.1.2 were used in the water-tunnel experiments.

A simple jet flow produced from a 9.45mm cliameter pipe, see Section 2.1.2.1, was used to validate the PLIF exper-

imental technique. The precessing jet and simple jet nozzles were supplied with dye from a 200L external supply

tank and controlled via a rotameter (Fischer and Porter l-35-G-10 tube with a l-GSVT-69 floaQ with a nominal

accuracy of +2% of thefullscale.Theflowtothecentralaxialjetof the3SmmPJnozzle wassuppliedfroma

second 200L external supply tank and also controlled via a rotameter (Fischer and Porter 314-27-G-10 tube with a

3/4-GNSVGT-54-T60 float). The same pumps used in the flow visualisation experiments supplied the jet f'luid

from the storage tanks through tlre rotameters and the jet nozzles'

The jet nozzles were mountecl in the contraction section of the water-tunnel so that they were coincident with the

axis of symmetry of the working section. The nozzles were mounted by two vertical airfoil sections to an overhead

frame that was connected in turn to the water-tunnel frame. Two extra horizontal airfoil supports were required for

the pJ nozzles to prevent horizontal vibration ofthe nozzle tip. A cylindrical shroud was used to enclose the supply

pipe and hoses of the dp7=l$r¡¡¡ PJ nozzle to avoid flow separation in the co-flow.

The effects of confinement were investigated by using three different acrylic perspex tube sections. The 2ln long,

290mm internal diameter tube and the 390mm ID tube, consisting of two 0.5m long sections taped together, were

mounted on vertical supports to ensure that tlley were concentric with the working section and jet centrelines. The

490mm ID tube did not require any external support as it tjlled the working section of the water-tunnel exactly. All

perspex tubes had a wall thickness of 5mm. The leading edge of all tubes was shaped to form a parabolic profile
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to rninimise t'low disturbance. The leading edge of each tube was located approximately 50mrn downstream from

the start of the working section. The exit plane of the jet nozzles was located approximately l50mm downstream

from tl.re same ref'erence point. Just under one half of each tube was covered in black "contact" to provide a uni-

formly dark ancl non-reflective background for the captured images. As the index of refraction of water and perspex

is nearly identical, any optical distortion due to the tubes is confined to the very edge of the cylinders. A perspex

sheet was mounted on top of the free surface to provide a transition interface between the water and air and so avoid

perturbations in the water surface that would otherwise distort the image detected by the camera.

The laser used for the quantitative PLIF experiments was a Nd:YAG laser (Coherent, Infinity 40-100). The funda-

mental wavelength of the laser was frequency doubled to 532nm and the pulse duration was approximately 3ns'

The laser was operated at its maximum energy output (250mJ/pulse at 532nm) and a repetition rate of 1OHz for the

simplejetexperiments andíHzfbrtheprecessingjetexperiments.Thetelescopeinthelaserheadof thelnfinity

was removed to prevent possible back reflections which would damage other optical components in the laser sys-

tem. T¡e laser beam was focussed by a lm focal length spherical lens located 1.25m from the jet centreline and

then spread by a l2.5mm negative cylindrical lens. The horizontal laser sheet was approximately 0.5mm thick at

the jet centreline and aligned to pass through the axis of the jet nozzle. A second Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Sure-

lite II, 23gmJlpulse at 532nm) was used for some of the final experiments due to problems with tl.re operation of

the Infìnity laser.

A biochemical molecular tracer, 5(&6) carboxy-2',7'-dichlorofluorescein, was used as the fluorescent marker for

the quantitative PLIF experiments. This follows the finding of Karasso and Mungal (1991b) thatthis dye is the only

one to display linear fluorescence behaviour with respect to concentration and absorption when excited by a

Nd:YAG laser. However, in order to obtain a sufficiently high signal, a much higher concentration of 3.Smg/I-

(7.9x10-6 M) was used for the present experiments compared to the concentration used by Karasso of 0.6mg/L

(1.4x10-6 M). Preliminary tests demonstrated that at the significantly higher dye concentration the carboxy-dichlo-

rofluorescein dye still obeyed linear fluorescence characteristics. The only limitation of the dye is its high cost

(-$tOO per l00mg), which meant that the conservation of dye was a very important consideration in planning and

implementing tþe experiments. Recent experiments by Law and Wang (2000), which investigated the mixing of a

pipe jet in water, indicate that rhodamine B may also suitable (and much cheaper) for quantitative PLIF experi-

ments using a Nd:YAG laser. However, this information was not available before the present experiments were

planned and conducted.

The carboxy-dichlorofluorescein dye was dissolved in methanol in a glass beaker befbre being added to the main

supply tank and thoroughly stirred to obtain a uniform concentration. If both supply tanks were required for the

precessing jet and central axial jet, mixed dye was transferred from the main tank to the second tank to ensure a

consistent concentration. The tunnel and supply tanks were filled with filtered tap water with a pH of 7.2. Due to

the large volume of water in the water-tunnel it was not possible to buffer the system at a pH above 8. As carboxy-

dichlorofluorescein is highly dependent on pH at this value, it is possible that tlrere are some effècts of pH on the

present results.
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The emitted fluorescence caused by the interaction of the laser light and fluorescent dye was collected at right

angles to the laser sheet by a camera positioned above the water-tunnel. The image capture system consisted of a

Ko{ak MegaPlus ES I .0, class I camera connected to a PC-compatible computer via an EPIX image capture board.

The MegaPlus CCD array consists of 1008x1018 pixels of size 9.0x9.0prn with lO-bit greyscale resolution.

Although the exact size of the imaged area is unique for each case, it is approximately 505x510mm so the nominal

pixel resolution based on the imaged area is about 500x500pm. Space limitations above the tunnel and the large

imaged area necessitated the use of a one inch, l2.5mm fixed focal length, f/\.4 Fujinon wide-angle lens (model

CF12.5A). The lens was operated at an f-stop of f/2.0 to ensure images had a good signal to noise ratio. A long-

pass filter (OG-550, Melles Griot) was placed in front of the cameta lens to block scattered light from the laser, but

allow the longer wavelength fluorescence to be detected by the camera.

The camera was triggered by the laser so that the fluorescence from each laser pulse was captured. Each image was

then transferred into the computer's RAM. A maximum of 152 images could be held in the RAM before being

transferred to the computer hard-clrive for temporary storage. Due to the need to conserve dye, the jet was stopped

while images were transferred from the RAM to the hard-drive. The camera was operated with the factory back-

ground setting deactivated and in single-channel mode to reduce any additional noise generated by the camera.

2.2.3.2 Experimental Procedure

Over forty individual jet conditions were investigated in the quantitative PLIF study. A number of different condi-

tions were grouped together within an experimental "run", depending on the number of images required and the

f-low rate of the jet. The water-tunnel was refilled between each run and the camera and laser reset. Hence, to min-

imise experimental error between experimental runs, a systematic procedure was used to collect the raw experi-

mental images and to obtain the data required for the image correction procedures. Once the major components of

equipment were in position, the experimental procedure was as follows:

l. The jet was positioned in the water-tunnel and aligned with the centreline of the tunnel working section and

confining duct, if usecl. The fluorescent dye was mixed in the supply tanks to the required concentration.

2. 'tlrc laser sheet was aligned with the geometric axis of the jet.

3. Atargettestpatternwasmountedonthejetnozzleintheimagedregion.Thetestpatternwasusedtoensure

the laser slÌeet was correctly aligned with the geometric axis, to check that the camera was focussed on the

laser sheet and the camera was aligned correctly with the jet axis. It was also used as a reference to calculate

the spatial resolution of the experiment.

4. A small perspex reference cell containing dye from the supply tanks was positioned in the laser sheet and

irnage area, but outside the flow region. This reference cell was used to tnonitor the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations

in tlre laser power and to calculate the reference concentration of I0Oo/o jet fluid.

5. Air bubbles were cleaned from all surfaces, the rootn was darkened and a batch of images was taken with the

laser off to measure the background noise.
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6. The laser was turned on and allowed to reach a stable operating condition. The room was darkened and a batch

of irnages was taken with the laser on to measure the background noise.

7. If ttre experiment was with a precessing jet, a second reference cell was located near the nozzle exit. A batch of

images was taken with the laser on to determine the reference concentration for these experiments. The second

reference cell was removed.

8. The water-tunnel was set to the required co-flow velocity. The jet was set to the required flow rate and

checked to ensure that the dye concentration was stable at the nozzle exit.

9. A batch of images was recorded.

10. The jet was turned off while the batch of images was fransferred to the computer's hard-drive. Any air bubbles

that appeared on the perspex surtäces were also removed in-between batches.

11. Steps 8 to 10 were repeated until the background concentration became significant (typically about 4 or 5

batches). Some water was emptied tiom the water-tunnel and refilled with fresh water.

12. Batches of experimental data were recorded until there was no dye left in the supply tanks.

l3.The water-tunnel was turned ofi the working section containing the confining cylinder was sealed using plas-

tic lining and extra dye added to the enclosed volume. A small fish tank pump circulated the fluid in the sealed

volume for approximately one hour to ensure a uniform dye concentration. A set of images was then recorded

with the laser on to measure the spatial distribution of the laser sheet intensity.

l4.The water-tunnel was emptied and cleaned and the recorded images were fransferred to compact disc for per-

manent storage.
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2.3 Combustion Experiments

2.3.L lJnconfined Flame Visualisation

Visualisation of the visible flame envelope was performed to characterise the effect of the central axial jet on the

macroscopic properties of the flame from a PJ nozzle. Visualisation was accomplished by taking "instantaneous"

images of the flame using short exposure times and time-averaged images using long exposure times. The instan-

taneous and time-averaged photographs are presented in Section 4.3.

The geometry of tlte dp¡=7}mm PJ nozzle used for the unconfined flame visualisation experiments is detailed in

Table 2- l. The nozzle tip was orientated vertically upwards underneath an exhaust extraction hood. The nozzle tip

was positioned approximately 900mm above the floor and the exhaust hood is about 3m above the floor. The effect

of cross-drafts was minimised by placing the PJ burner within a 3mx3mx2.5m enclosure of heavy duty welding

curtains, with ventilation provided by a gap of 150mm at the bottom of the curtains. Black cloth was placed over

the rear curtain to ensure a unitbrm dark background for the photographs.

Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) was used as the fuel for the flame visualisation following the results of Newbold ¿r

aI. (L99'7),who found it produces a highly luminous flame of nearly uniform light intensity. LPG consists predom-

inantly of propane (C¡Hs), with a nominal heating value of 80MJ/m3. The bottled supply of fuel was controlled

using two rotameters. The gas supply to the PJ nozzle was metered using a Fischer and Porter l/2-27-G-I} tube

with a 1/2-GUSVT-414 float and the gas supply to the CAJ was metered using a Fischer and Porter ll2-21-G-10

tube with a I/2-GUSVT-414 float. The nominal accuracy of both flow-meters is +2% of the full scale. The total

flow rate to the burner was maintained at a constant input equivalent to 20kW while the proportion of fuel to each

jet was varied, to alter the flame shape.

The camera was positioned within the enclosure on a tripod and operated froln outside the enclosure by means of

a remote cable. Photographs were captured using a Canon EOS 50 SLR camera with a 35-105mmfl1.2 Ultrasonic

lens. Instantaneous images of the flalne structure were acquired witl.r an exposure time of t=ll250s and an aperture

of J/6.7 orll8 using ISO-400 colour film. Time-averaged images of the flame were acquired with an exposure titne

of /=Ssandanaperture ofJl22usingISO-l00colourfilm. Imageswerealsotakenzoomedinonthebaseof the

flame with an exposure time of t=8s and an aperture setting of Jl21 using ISO- 100 colour hlm. Each set of images

was developed using identical processing settings. The images were digitised using a Hewlett-Packard ScanJet

6300C colour scanner and identical scanner settings for each image set'
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2.3.2 Pilot-Scale Cement Kiln Experiments

The confined combustion experiments were conducted in the 2MW cement kiln simulator facility at the Interna-

tional Flame Research Foundation (IFRF), IJmuiden, The Netherlands, shown in Figure 2-1 . The experiments

enabled the flame characteristics from a confined precessing jet burner to be quantitatively determined in an envi-

ronment as close as possible to that which exists in a real cement kiln. The temperature, heat-flux and emission

measurements from the pilot-scale combustion investigations are discussed in Section 5.3.

A comprehensive description of the IFRF pilot-scale kiln simulator facility is given by van de Kamp and Daimon

(1996) and van de Kamp (1996). The facility is a refractory lined cylindrical combustor with air pre-heat and probe

access. It is non-rotating and does not make product. The load is simulated by a water-cooled shell designed so that

the typical heat flux is comparable with that in a full-scale cement kiln. However, the heat flux through the shell

cannot be controlled independently from the flame since the possible variation of the cooling water temperature is

negligible compared to the temperature differential across the refractory lining, which is about 1000'K. The test

section of the combustor has an internal diameter of 756mm and a length to internal diameter ratio of 15. Thus the

facility simulates a region corresponding to the "burningzone" (a term referring to the exothermic reaction in the

clinker and not to the flame) of a cement kiln or the calcination region of a lime kiln. The kiln shell is constructed

of fifteen water-cooled segments, each 707mm in length. Six access ports were used for in-flame lneasurements.

In the present investigation the thermal input based on fuel was 2.0MW and the co-tlowing combustion (or "sec-

ondary") air temperature was set to 640'C for the comparison of a precessing jet burner and a multi-channel burner.

The combustion air was heated by a gas-fired pre-combustor utilising a low NO, burner to minimise NO"emissions

entering the kiln. Pure oxygen is added to the flue gases from the pre-combustor to correct the oxygen concentra-

tion back to 2l%o by volume. The combustion air passes through a "U" bend between the pre-combustor and kiln.

Two high pressure-drop "baffle plates", made from castable refractory with 40mm diameter holes to give a block-

age ratio of 80Vo, are located at the inlet to the kiln. The baffle plates are intended to correct the non-unifbrmities

and secondary patterns introduced into the combustion air flow by tlre bends.

The experimental burners were scaled relative to typical full scale conditions using the constanI velocity similarity

criteria (Smart and Morgan, 1994). The nozzles were mounted within a refractory-lined and water cooled housing

and the burner tip was inserted a distance of 475mm (0.6 kiln diameters or l2 baffle hole diameters) downstream

from the "baffle plates" in order to minimise the effect of the turbulence generated by the baffle plate on the flalne.

Sufficient time was allowed between each bumer configuration to ensure tlre cement kiln simulator reached a

steady state condition.

All measurements were conducted using IFRF designed equipment (Chedaille and Braud, 1972). Radiative heat

flux was measured using a calibrated stainless steel water-cooled hollow ellipsoidal total radiation pyrometer

inserted into the kiln through access ports. The instrumenf measures total hemi-spherical radiation and thus

includes tl.re combined incident radiation from the flame and the furnace walls. The furnace refractory wall tem-

perature was measured using surface mounted thermocouples. From these temperatures and measurement of the

cooling water femperature, in colnbination with the physical properties of the refractory brick, a simple heat bal-
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ance can be used to determine the local heat flux. An alternative measure of the total heat flux is obtained by sum-

ming the contributions of each ellipsoidal radiation measurement, although this includes the total radiation from

the flame and that re-radiated from the walls.

In-flame gas species were sampled and water-quenched with a stainless steel water-cooled probe. On-line instru-

mentation was used to measure NO' 02, CO and CO2. Measurements of the in-flame gas species concentration

were conducted at six axial positions downstream of the burner tip. At each axial position ten radial measurements

were made for most of the flames investigated in detail. The flue gas emissions were measured just upstream from

the flue gas exit duct on the combustion chamber axis and thus are only an accurate measure of the total emissions

if the profile is uniform. A spatially averaged measure of emissions has therefore been calculated for comparison

with the single point data where possible.

All flame input settings with the exception of the exact supply settings for the CAJ were logged on the IFRF's facil-

ity data acquisition system. Wall temperatures, cooling water measurements for each segment and emissions were

also logged.
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Chapter 3
Flow Visualisation of the Interaction
Between a Precessing Jet and a Shaping Jet

3.1 Introduction

The use of a jet in combination with another flow to control tl're slrape of a flame is not new. Investigations of bluff-

body flames, in which fuel is supplied through a centraljet and air through a concentric annularjet separated from

the centlal jet by a bluff-body, have shown that a wide range of flame shapes can be produced, from "fuel-jet flow

dominated" to "air-flow dominated" (Narnazian et al., 1992). Li and Tankin (1987) found that the penetration of

the fuel jet into the bluff-body recirculation zone and hence the location of the fuel jet stagnation point correlates

with the momentum ratio of the fuel jet to air flow and the diarneter ratio of the fuel jet to blutËbody. An annular

swirling flow concentric with a fuel jet resembles, perhaps more closely, the present nozzle configuration. Chen et

aI. (1990) derived a momentum ratio based similarity parameter which enables flows from a swirl nozzle with cen-

tral jet to be compared with equivalent flows from bluff'-body nozzles. Chen et al. (1990) suggest that the ratio of

vortex-induced momentum ratio to the fuel jet momentum, l*, is a universal parameter for recirculating flows.

Industrial installations of the PJ nozzle have demonstrated that a PJ flow combined with a secondary jet can provide

flame shaping and alter the heat flux distribution in a rotary kiln (Hlll et a\.,1995). Commercial installations have

trialled annularjets, adjacent axialjets and central axialjets. A constant heat output from a PJ burner is achieved

by distributing tlre total flow rate between the PJ nozzle and the shaping jet at different mass proportions to achieve

different flame shapes. However no systematic investigation of the interaction between a shaping jet and a precess-

ing jet has been performed previously. Hence one aim of the present experiments is to conduct such a systematic

investigation and to assess the effectiveness of alternative means of shaping the flow fioln a PJ nozzle. The change

ìn mixing characteristics of the combined f'low at different proportions of flow through each jet are also assessed

and a parameter that characterises the change in mixing characteristics determined.

As the technical requirements to quantify scalar mixing in flames are far more extreme than for isotl.rermal condi-

tions, investigations of the mixing characteristics of burner designs are often hrst performed in isothermal (non-

reacting) conditions. Furthermore, before proceeding to a detailed quantitative study, it is often wise [o undertake

a preliminary qualitative study. The present experiments were hence designed [o investigate a wide range of jet

conditions and nozzle conf,rgurations using a flow visualisation technique. A significant advantage offlow visual-

isation is the ability to rapidly and relatively simply acquire instantaneous and spatially dense information about

large flow regions (Pashereit et al., 1992). Flow visualisation is also more adept at revealing information about
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large-scale coherent motions, such as those first detected by Brown and Roshko (1974), than are single point tech-

nlques.

Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) has been widely used for flow visualisation by other researchers to

investigate turbulent flows, most commonly using the passive scalar property of fluorescent dyes for concentration

measurements. For example, Yoda and Fiedler (1996) used PLIF for flow visualisation of a round jet in a uniform

counter flow and Dahm and Dimotakis (1987) used a PLIF technique in water to demonstrate the controlling role

played by large-scale structures in mixing and entrainment processes. Dahm et al. (1992) used two dyes which flu-

oresce at different wavelengths to visualize the structure of vortex patterns fìom coaxial jets and the dynamics of

their interactions. PLIF was used for the present experiments principally fbr this purpose, so tlrat the precessing jet

and the shaping jet could be marked separately and hence their interaction examined. Conducting the experiments

in water also results in a 14-fold reduction in flow velocities for the same Reynolds number as in air, allowing the

use of less expensive imaging equipment. Furthermore, the same PLIF technique has also been used previously

within the Department of Mechanical Engineering by Newbold (1997) and Schneider (1997) to investigate the flow

characteristics of fluidic and mechanically rotated precessing jet flows.
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3.2 Experimental Conditions

Details of the apparatus and jet nozzles used for the flow visualisation PLIF experiments are presented in

Section 2.2.2.Briefly, an Argon-Ion laser was used to create a thin laser sheet aligned with the centreline of the jet

nozzle. The nozzle was directed vertically downwards into a large, quiescent water tank. Rhodamine B was used

to mark the precessing jet fluid and fluorescein was used to mark the shaping jet fluid. Tbe fluorescence due to the

excitation of the fluorescent dye by the laser source was captured by a video camera and a still camera positioned

at right angles to the laser sheet. No optical hlter was used since this reduced the detected signal intensity and the

contrast between the fluorescence from the two dyes. The imaged area is approximately the same for all conditions,

about 240x180mm. Experiments were also performed with the laser sheet forming a trânsverse cross-section

through thejet by orientating the laser sheet perpendicular to thenozzle centreline and placing the video camera

underneath the water tank.

Tlre experimental program was devised to focus on the shaping characteristics of a Central Axial Jet (CAJ) issuing

from the centre-body of the PJ nozzle, because industrial trials have found this tnethod to be effective at controlling

r¡e flame shape. The effects of an Annular Shaping Jet (ASJ) and Adjacent Axial Jet (AAJ) on shaping the flow

from tlre PJ nozzle were also studied as these methods have been applied in operating rotary kilns. The PJ nozzle

used fbr all the present experiments has a chamber diameter of dp¡=!!y111and a sudden contraction orifice at the

inlet to the PJ nozzle chamber. Details of the nozzle and shaping jet designs are presented in Section 2. 1. l

The mass ratio of shaping jet flow rate to the total jet flow rate is defined bY V,nnpine = ir,r,nping/( . _ -....,...") .

Most experiments were performed at three ratios of shaping jet to PJ flow, r¡,¿orr¡r,r=l5Vo,30Vo and 407o. These

proportions matched typical ratios used in industrial installations of the PJ nozzle and also spanned the range of

flow types which could be generated by the experimental facilities. Other intermediate values of V.hdlri,,¡,í wete

investigated for some configurations. In the case of the CAJ and AAJ experiments, the mass flow through the shap-

ing jet was maintained as close to a constant value as possible and hence only the precessing jet cotnponent of the

total flow rate was altered. For the ASJ, higher flow proportions were investigated and the jet flow rates were

slightly different. The conditions for each shaping jet and corresponding value of Yrhapins are shown in Table 3-1.

For the CAJ, the effect of jet momentum was also examined by varying the CAJ diameter for the same mass flow

rate. The CAJ diameters investigated were 4mm, 5mm and 6.2mm. The effect of the axial position of the CAJ exit

was examined by using interchangeable jet inserts for the 5mm CAJ that protrude lmm, 5mm and lOmm from the

surfäce of the PJ nozzle centre-body.

Table 3-1 shows that the Reynolds numbers of the precessing jet, based on conditions at the inlet to the nozzle

chamber, was varied between 18,200 and 49,600 depending on the shapingjet proportion. Precession was ensured

for t{r¡ur¡rr=4\%o, when the Reynolds number was below the critical value of 20,000 for guaranteed precession,

by first increasing the flow rate to exceed the critical value and then lowering it to the required setting. The ratio

of sþaping jet momentum to the sum of precessing jet and shaping jet momentum, denoted by the symbol

lrhupir¡¡=G'hapinsl(Gp1+Gshaping), is also included in Table 3-1 as a momentum ratio is expected to be the domi-

nant parameter controlling the combined jet mixing, rather than the mass ratio,ryr¡ur¡n* The present form of the
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momentum ratio was selected as it spans a bounded range between 0 (precessing jet only) to I (shaping jet only)

rather than an unbounded range producedby aratio ofthe fbrm G"¡ur¡rrlGp¡, which approaches infinity asVshapins

approaches 1007o. The momentum of the shaping jet is calculated based on the bulk flow properties at the jet exit.

The momentum of the precessing jet is calculated at the inlet to the PJ chamber, as the flow conditions are well

defined at tlris plane. The momentum at the PJ nozzle exit, although physically the most appropriate scaling con-

dition, cannot be calculated due to the poorly defined character of the jet at the exit plane (Nathan and Luxton,

1991).

The frequency ofprecessing ofjet precession varies with flow rate, according to the definition of the Strouhal

number for the PJ nozzle given by }Jill et aI. (1992) in Equation 1-2. Hence for the present experiments$ is esti-

mated to vary between 03H2 and 2.3H2. Newbold (1997) has shown that, despite the precession frequency and

flow rate changing with Reynolds number, the spreading angle of the precessing jet flow is only weakly affected

within the range presently investigated.

It is widely known that a range of natural frequencies exist in a simple jet flow. It is necessary to assess whether

these frequencies in the shaping jet can couple with those in the PJ flow. Past research has shown that the mixing

of jets can be altered by applying axisymmetric forcing, characterised by the Strouhal number, Stcx=fd/U, where d

is the jet exit diameter, U is initial jet velocity andl is the frequency of excitation. Taking the forcing frequency of

the CAJ to be the frequency of precession, the Strouhal number of the "excitation" of the central axial jet, Sfr' can

be reduced to:

Equation 3-1.

Tl're excitation Strouhal number for the central axial jet is shown for the different jet diameters and shaping jet pro-

portions in Table 3-1. The results demonstrate that the Strouhal number of precession is several orders of magni-

tude lower at all conditions than the excitation Strouhal numbers associated with the vortex structures in a jet and

the Strouhal number range for axisymmetric excitation of jet structures, Sf""=0. 1-9.9 (Crow and Champagne, 1971;

Lovett and Turns, 1992). However Badri Narayanan (1987) has sl.rown that the Strouhal number for strong excita-

tion is quite different from the one associated with the natural disturbances in a jet. This was demonstrated by pro-

ducing significantly different mixing from a plane jet using twin vane excitation at a Strouhal number of

St"*=g.937, based on the jet width. This Strouhal number is still an order of magnitude greater tllan the excitation

Strouhal number due to the precession of the emerging jet from the PJ nozzle, 0.0005< Sl¿r <0.007. Hence excita-

tion of large-scale structures in the CAJ by the precessing jet, if present, occurs at a much lower Strouhal number

than for any of the excitation mechanisms outlined above. As the exiting jet is a three-dimensional fluidic forcing

mechanism and the precession frequency of the exitingjet is not constant, so the characteristic excitation Strouhal

number changes, such excitation of the CAJ may still have an effect on tlre combined jet mixing characteristics.

t= f-c- /
srex - o.o8 . J;. /""_ " 1.

.2
I
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Description Vslnping
(Vo)

Precessing Jet Shaping Jet Conditions

Reynolds
number

Reynolds
number

lct.t
Gshaping

GeJ + Grl nping

Sl",

PJ Only 0 49,600 0 0 0

4mm CAJ

l5 49,600 16,400 0.10 0.0018

30 20,400 16,400 0.39 0.0007

40 18,200 22,700 0.61 0.0005

5mm CAJ/5mm AAJ

15 49,600 13,000 0.07 0.0035

30 20,400 13,000 0.29 0.0014

40 l8,200 18,000 0.49 0.0009

6mm CAJ

l5 49,600 10,300 0.04 0.0070

30 20,400 10,300 0.zl 0.0028

40 18,200 14,300 0.38 0.0018

ASJ

15 34,500 1,100 0.02

40 24,400 1,100 0.04

50 20,300 r,400 0.08

Tabte 3-1. Experimental configurations and conditions fbr the PLIF flow visualisation experiments for different

shaping jets and different shaping jet proportions, Vshapins = úrhnping/(úpJ + úshaping) ' The momentum of the

PJ nozzle, Gp¡,is calculated at the chamber inlet; the m )mentum of the shaping jels, Gç¡¡, is calculated at the jet

exit. .Srr" is the Strouhal number of the "excitation" of the central axial jet based on the characteristic frequency of
the precessing jet motion.
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3.3 Flow Visualisation Results

Sequences from the video footage of the flow visualisation experiments are shown in Figure 3-l to Figure 3-9. The

images were obtained by frame grabbing each image fiom the video onto a computer and digitally enhancing the

colour characteristics of each image sequence to improve the contrast between the dyes marking the precessing jet

and slrapingjet fluid. The PJ nozzle can be seen protruding into the top ofthe irnaged region in each sequence.

3.3.1 Characteristics of the Combined Central Axial Jet and Precessing Jet

The video sequences and high quality still photographs shown in Figure 3-1 to Figure 3-7 highlight the dramatic

differences in the structure of the combined flow-field as the proportion of central axial jet f'low to total flow, y¿'¡y,

is varied. The images shown are for the 5mm CAJ diameter nozzle with the intermediate length (5mm protrusion)

insert. In the case of the precessing jet flow alone, Figure 3-1, the visually coherent structures generated immedi-

ately downstream from the nozzle are of a very large scale, spanning the widtlì of the flo\À,. The precession of the

exiting jet is visible as a flapping motion of the jet to the left and right due to the laser sheet slicing through the

three-dimensional movement of the jet. The initial spreading of the jet in the plane of the laser sheet is very wide

and large-scale structures emerge at a high angle to lhenozzle centreline. The large-scale structures cause ambient

fluid, sbown as large dark pockets, to be entrained into the jet very close to the nozzle exit. These features are sim-

ilar to those observed by Newbold (1997).

The effect of the CAJ attltç4¡=lJ/6 for the 5mm central axial jet (fc¡"¡=0.07) is illustrated in the still image,

Figure3-2a, and the sequence of video images in Figure 3-3. A noticeable change in flow characteristics can be

observed relative to the {6'¿7=0Vo case. The flow field retains the dominant features of the precessing jet flow

acting alone, as can be seen from the presence ofthe large-scale flow structures and the out-of-plane motions, indi-

cating large entrainment of ambient fluid. The two jets interact strongly, causing the jet fluid from the CAJ to also

precess strongly, although it does not spread as widely as the precessingjet fluid. The relatively high velocity of

the CAJ causes the convection velocity of the large-scale structures to increase and the average size of these struc-

tures to decrease, although they still span the full extent of the flow. The spreading of the combined jet flow has

been reduced and although some very large structures are expected because the precessingjet fluid emerges at a

wide angle, many of the smaller structures are drawn toward the CAJ and nozzle centreline.

At'\tcAl=3\Vo for the 5mm diameter CAJ (fc¡_/=O.29), the character of the flow is very different, see Figure 3-2b

and Figure 3-4. In this case, the flow field is now dominated by the CAJ. While the two jets still interact strongly,

the jet fluid from the CAJ appears to penetrate through the PJ flow. Hence the CAJ precesses only weakly and does

not deviate from the nozzle axis significantly. The spreading of the combinedjet flow has been decreased signifi-

cantly, as has the size ofthe largest-scale structures. The precessingjet still has a wide spreading angle within the

immediate region of the nozzle exit. The spreading of the PJ further downstream is curtailed by the central axial

jet, which entrains some of the precessing jet fluid, although much of tlte precessing jet fluid remains distinct.
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Ãtyrç¡¡=40Vo for the 5mm diameter CAJ (lcAJ=O.49),the flow field is completely dominated by the CAJ flow,

see Figure 3-5. The CAJ fluid does not exhibit any significant precession and any deflection from the centreline is

small. The precessingjet generates very few large-scale structures, and those that do leave the nozzle at an angle

to the centreline are entrained back into the central axial jet fluid by the time they leave the viewing area.

The video footage of a cross-section through the combined flow reveals additional information about the interac-

tion of the jets from the PJ nozzle and the CAJ. The images shown in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 were obtained one

chamber diameter (dp¡44mm) downstream from the PJ nozzle exit. Ar"ytç¡¡=l5Vo (fc¡"¡=O.07), Figure 3-6 shows

clearly the red fluid from the precessing jet moving about the nozzle centreline in a generally anti-clockwise direc-

tion. However, the movement of the jet is not smooth or regular. Instead, the jet appears to intermittently "burst"

througþ the plane of the laser sheet and "bounce" around the viewing area with a chaotic component so that thejet

is even observed to cross the centreline of the nozzle on some occasions. This is consistent with the observations

for 100% of the total flow through the PJ nozzle. Close examination of the pattern of movement of the jet fluid also

suggests a triangular pattern to the jet bursts and path. The triangular pattern coincides with the gaps between the

three feed pipes to the centre-body. Hence it appears that drag exefted by the CAJ feed pipes on the PJ flow is sig-

nificant, causing thejet to favour the locations between the feed pipes. The strong interaction between the PJ and

the shaping jet noted previously is also illustrated distinctly in Figure 3-6. The two jets clearly move together and

the CAJ fluid also appears to be "pushed" by the fluid from the PJ nozzle, so that it leads the movement of the

"bursts" of fluid across tlre end-view.

The cross-sectional PLIF experiments also reveal the distinct change in the flow field when Vc¿"¡ is changed from

l5Vo to 30Vo of the total flow for the 5mm CAJ (momentum ratio changes from f¿'4r=0.Q/ to f6.¿¡0.29). For

t{ç¡¡=30%o,the CAJ wobbles slightly as a large PJ structure passes and although some CAJ fluid is drawn into the

PJ fluid, the majority remains concentrated around thenozzle centreline, see Figure 3-7. The triangular pattern of

precessing jet movemenI is again observed.

T¡e results of the flow visualisation experiments using tlre long 5mm diameter CAJ insert (lOmm protrusion) and

short 5mm diameter CAJ insert (1mm protrusion) are not included in the cunent presentation. The flow visualisa-

tion images indicate that the axial location of the CAJ has a small but noticeable effect on the mixing from a PJ

nozzle. At low values of ry6,¿y, the overall flow field appears sìmilar but jet fluid from the short insert is broken up

rapidly and quickly mixes with the PJ structures while with the long CAJ insert, the jet fluid from the CAJ and PJ

remain more distinct. At higher values of ry6¿¡ the difference in the combined structures is less clear and the only

¿iscrepancy seems to be a reduction in the spreading of the jet with the long CAJ insert. Hence moving the axial

position of the CAJ exit downstream appears to decreases the interaction and merging of the CAJ and PJ fluid,

which visually makes the combined flow appear to be more CAJ dominated at the same mass flow proportion and

momentum ratio.
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Figure 3-1. Video images of precessing jet flow only, y¿'47=07o,1¿¡¡O, from the dpF44mm PJ nozzle (dye:
rhõdamine 6G, optical filter used). Refer to Table 3-l or jet conditions. Every second frame shown, elll000s
exposure time.
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Figure 3-2. High quality flow visualisation
length insert, central axial jet and precessing
exposure time. Refer to Table 3-l for detailed

photographs of tbe interaction of the 5mm diameter, intermediate
jet fluid. Pure PJ fluid is red, pure CAJ fluid is yellow, ell1000s
conditions : (a) t4r ç¡¡=157o, I c¡t=0.07 : (b) Y cu=307o, I ç¡¡=0.4.
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Figure 3-3. Video images of the 5mm diameter central axial jet, intermediate length insert, with the precessing
jet. Pure PJ fluid is red, pure CAJ fluid is yellow. Mass flow proportion is tyrot=15qo, momenhrm ratio is
l¿¡¡O.O7, conditions as per Table 3-1. Every second frame shown, ¡=l/1000s exposure time.
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Figure 3-4. Video images of the 5mm diameter central axial jet, intermediate length insert, with the precessing
jet. Pure PJ fluid is red, pure CAJ fluid is yellow. Mass flow proportion is tyç¡¡=3Ù%o, momentum ratio is
f ç¡¡0.29, conditions as per Table 3-1. Every second frame shown, e1l1000s exposure time.
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Figure 3-5. Video images of the 5mm diameter central axial jet, intermediate length insert, with the precessing
jet. Pure PJ fluid is red, pure CAJ fluid is yellow. Mass flow proportion is yrrot=4go7o, momentum ratio is
f ç¡¡=O.49, conditions as per Table 3-1. Every second frame shown, ¡=l/1000s exposure time.
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Figure 3-6. Cross-section PLIF experiments: video images of the 5mm diameter central axial jet, intermediate
length insert, with the precessing jet, one chamber diameter (dpF44mm) downstream of the nozzle t!1. Pury P_J

fluiã is red, pure CAJ fluid is yellow. Mass flow proportion ist4rç¡¡=l5%o, momentum ratio is lc¡l=0.O7,
conditions as per Table 3-1. Every frame shown, r=l/1000s exposure time.
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central axial jet, intermediate
eam of the nozzle tip. Pure PJ
omentum ratio is lCt¿=0.29,

rll1000s exposure time.
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3.3.2 Characteristics of the Combined Adjacent Axial Jet and Precessing Jet

Figure 3-8 shows a sequence of images illustrating the typical instantaneous flow structures created by the inter-

action of a precessing jet flow and an a-djacent axial jet. The proportion of the total tlow rate through the AAJ is

ty¡¡¡=75% (momentum ratio, l¿¡r=0.07) and hence the shaping jet characteristics are exactly the same as that of

the CAJ shown in Figure 3-3. Therefore, although the exit conditions of the shaping jets are slightly different, the

major difference between the CAJ and AAJ is the location of the jet exit. Despite the fact that the intensity of the

clye marking the precessing jet flow is not as great in Figure 3-8 (AAJ) as in Figure 3-3 (CAJ), it can be clearly

seen that the relative radial location of the origin of the two shaping jets on the mixing characteristics of the com-

bined jet flow is very significant. The AAJ has a much weaker influence on the overall PJ flow structure than the

CAJ. The two jets do not interact strongly together for most of the time and instead the flow field appears to be a

superposition of precessing jet and simple jet flows, except for the occasional interaction as a large structure from

the precessing jet passes through the AAJ'

The cross-sectional view through the flow-field of the PJ with AAJ, not shown here, also highlights the weakness

of the interaction between the two jets as described above. The AAJ fluid tends to remain on its geometric axis

while the PJ fluid precesses around its nozzle axis, so that tl.re two jets interact only when a burst of PJ fluid passes

clirectly into the path of the AAJ. Hence the adjacent jet does not appear to be effective for controlling the mixing

and combustion characteristics of a precessing jet flow.
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Figure 3-8. Video images of the 5mm diameter adjacent axial jet with the precessing jet. Pure PJ fluid is red, pure
AAJ fluid is yellow. Mass flow proportion is ty^t=15o7o, momentum ratio is f7¡4^¡O.Ol, conditions as per
Table 3-1. Every second frame shown, r=l/1000s exposure time.
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3.3.3 Characteristics of the Annular Shaping Jet and Precessing Jet

The mixing characteristics of the combined annular shaping jet (ASJ) and PJ flows were examined at slightly dif-

ferent conditions to those of the previous experiments. This was due to the need for a higher flow rate through the

ASJ to ensure a uniform distribution of velocity and concentration at the jet exit. The effect of ry¡t =407o (momen-

tum ratio l¡s"¡=0.04) on the instantaneous flow field is shown in Figure 3-9. The results demonstrate tlrat, even

with such ahigh proportion of flow through the shaping jet, the flow field is qualitatively similar to that with the

PJ nozzle on its own. At values of V¡syless than 30Vo,the jet exiting from the PJ nozzle entrains the annular jet

fluid fiom all directions so the annular fluid appears to "leak" into the flow field around the edges ofthe precessing

jet fluid. At moderate values of y¡57, such as that shown in Figure 3-9, the fluid from the annularjet quickly merges

with the farge-scale structures from the PJ nozzle so that the large-scale features dominate the mixing and there is

significant entrainment of ambient fluid onto the jet centreline. At values of y¡5,r greater than 50Vo (not shown),

the annular jet appears similar to a bluff'-body flow, with the precessing jet emerging from where the recirculation

zone would otherwise be located. Close to the nozzle exit the jets interact strongly so that, in general, the two flows

merge and the spreading angle is significantly reduced, with high velocity pufTì of precessing jet fluid still occa-

sionally penetrating the annular jet flow'

Tlre effect of the ASJ on the PJ flow is weak at t4t¡g¡=40%, as shown in Figure 3-9. The present experiments indi-

cate that, using the ASJ, a significant change in the flow field only occurs for tyag¡>S}%. The results presented in

Section 3.3.1 demonstrate that a much lower proportion of the total flow rate is required to produce a substantial

change in the jet structure using a central axial jet. However, in addition to the comparing the location of the shap-

ing jet it is also necessary to consider the momentum ratio of shaping jet to precessing jet for the ASJ and CAJ.

Vafues for tlre present form of the momentum ratio,l,r¡ur¡nr=G,r¡u,r¡r,rl(Gp¡+Grnop¡ru), are shown in Table 3-1' The

momentum ratio for the ASJ 
^t\tASJ-4\EI,l¡57=0.04, 

is of the same order as that from the CAJ al"\tCAJ=lsEo fot

all jet exit diameters, fc¡"¡=0.04-0. 1. The jet features at all these conditions are dominated by the precessing jet.

To achieve the same shaping jet momentum ratio at the same value of lyr¡urrt,g with an annular and axial shaping

jet requires that the jet exit area is identical. For the present PJ nozzle with a 5mm CAJ, this irnplies an annular gap

of 0.25mm, which is not practical as any small eccentricity, misalignrnent or machining error results in a large bias

of the exit flow, with a detrimental effect on the combined jet mixing characteristics.

The findings described above are consistent with the finding of Smith (2000) who also investigated the effect of

an annular jet on a PJ nozzle. The flow visualisation technique used by Smith was identical to the present experi-

ments but was fbr the purposes of developing a coal-fired precessing jet burner. Using a range of PJ nozzle and

annular geometries, Smith was able to deduce that " simiLarity in the interaction between precessing and annular

jets relies on the momentunt ratio between stredms, which controls entrainment rates, rather than on the instønta'

neous position of the emerging PJ flow. Likewise, sintilarity does not rely on maintenance of a constant ratio of

precession q,cle time-scate ( 1/Tt) to annular fluid residence time in tlte near burner zone" . Hence the momentum

ratio of shaping jet to a combination of the precessing and shaping jet ¿ìppears to be the principal controlling param-

eter for cletermining the features of the combined jet mixing field, consistent with the results for bluff-body and

swirling jet flows (Chen et al., 1990). A semi-quantitative image processing technique is used in the following sec-

tion to determine the relationship between the combined jet spreading rate and the momentum ratio.
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Figure 3-9. Video images of the annular shaping jet with precessing jet. Pure PJ fluid is red, pure ASJ fluid
appears yellow-green in this sequence. Mass flow proportion is yot =407o, momentum ratio is lot =9.94,
conditions as per Table 3-1. Every second frame shown, r=l/1000s exposure time.
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3.4Ímage Processing

3.4.1Introduction

The qualitative information obtained from the flow visualisation experiments about the structure of the jet turbu-

lence in the combined shaping jet and precessing jet flows can be extended to provide some semi-quantitative infor-

mation by suitable image processing. The present flow visualisation results are not suitable for obtaining

quantitative measurements of absolute mixture fraction due to the use of two different dyes and the limited laser

power which prevents good temporal resolution and limits the signal to noise ratio. However a semi-quantitative

procedure developed by Newbold ( 1997) can be used to calculate the jet half-width with reasonable accuracy. This

technique is sufficiently accurate to quantify large differences in flow features and so is adequate for the present

requirements, which are primarily comparative.

3.4.2 Image Processing Technique

The video footage of the flow visualisation experiments was converted to digitised still images using a colour

frame-grabber. The colours in each raw digitised image were enhanced to balance the signal intensity from the dif-

ferent dyes and then converted into an 8-bit greyscale format. The resolution of the digital images is 640x480 pix-

els, so the nominal spatial resolution is about 375pm per pixel in each dimension. The image processing was

conducted using a commercially available package, "Transform", froln Fortner Research Ltd. Using Transform, an

average of approximately 50 to 100 images was calculated for each flow condition. The images were taken from a

Iarge portion of video footage and hence provided independent measurements.

T¡e spreading rate of a jet has been quantified by other researchers by calculating the radial contour where the

mean concentration is exactly half the centreline value. Tl're half-width is also a measure of the scale of the largest

flow structures, assuming that large-scale coherent structures span the width of the jet (Tennekes and Lumley,

1972).D,¡e to the nature of the flow and the limitations of the present data, the local fluorescence signal intensity

was scaled relative to the maximum radial value instead of the centreline value. This normalisation allows for the

fact that the maximum concentration is not always located on the nozzle axis and for the fact that signal attenuation

¿ue to the Iaser passing through the dyed field causes the maximum signal to be located away fiom the jet axis'

Since each row of the mean digital image represents equal distances from the nozzle origin, the normalisation was

calculated along each image pixel row. The maximum angle of a light ray in the laser sheet to a pixel row is less

than 10", so the radial variation in laser intensity along each pixel row is small and hence the axial variations in

laser sheet intensity do not greatly effect the results. A reference for "pure" jet fluid is also not required.

The spreacling rate of the jet was determined by fitting a line of best fit through the O.5-maximum contourin the

imaged region beginning one nozzle diameter away from the nozzle fip and extending to approximately

xldrr=3-3.5 from the nozzletip. The spreading angle was defined as tlre maximum calculated angle from either

side of an average image of the jet (i.e. near to the laser or left hand side of the image and far fiom the laser or right
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hand side of the image). The spreading angle was generally based on the measurement closest to the incident laser

sheet due to the higher fluorescence signal strengths and hence better contours in this region. However, in some

cases for which the 0.5-maximum contours differed signifìcantly on either side of the nozzle centreline, an average

value was used.

3.4.3 Image Processing Results

The results of the image processing and averaging were generally satisfactory and the O.5-maximum contour pro-

vides a reasonable measure of the spreading of the jet. The reduction in spreading angle with increased mass flow

proportion through the CAJ, ì{.rcAJ, seen visually, is also evident in the processed results, e.g. Figure 3-10. For each

step change in Vc¿¡ the spreading angle changes by approximately 10'. The spread-angle of the combined flows

are plotted against vc,uinFigure 3-1 I for the different CAJ exit diarneters investigated, the ASJ experiments and

for a series of experiments in which the total flow rate was maintained constant andt4tç¡¡ was changed simulta-

neously. Figure 3-l I demonstrates that, altlrough the spread-angle generally decreases with increasing shapingjet

proportion for a given slraping jet configuration, there is no clear relationship between the spread-angle of the com-

bined flow and the mass ratios Vc¿"¡ or V¡s¡.

The effect of the shaping jet on the spreading rate of the combined flow from aPJ nozzle is demonstrated more

clearly wlren plotted against the momentum ratio lç¿¡=G¿¡¡l(Gp¡+G¿¡¡), see Figure 3-12' Figure 3-12 demon-

strates that for 0( f6.47 <0.6 the spread-angle varies linearly with the momentutn ratio for all the experimental con-

ditions. The regression coefficient for the line of best fit with momentum ratio was 0.70, compared to 0.44 fbr the

correlation with mass flow rate proportion. At high momentum ratios, 0.6( I.cA./ <1.0, the influence of the PJ flow

weakens and the spread-angle is approxirnately the same as the shaping jet alone. The spread-angle of the 5.Omm

CAJ on its own was measured to be 8". This is larger than tlre spread-angle of 6" determined by Becker et al.

(1967a) for an axisymmetric jet issuing from a smootlÌ contraction and the spread-angle of 5.5" deterlnined by

Newbold (1997) for a jet from an orifice using an identical technique to the present experiments. However, due to

tlre physical clesign of the CÃJ nozzle, see Figure 2-3, the initial conditions of the central axial jet are likely to result

in greater turbulence intensity and increasedjet spreading rate, consistent with the effect ofjet exit conditions on

tlre far field mixing characteristics determined by Mi et al. (2000a). Hence the agreement of the present measure-

ments with previous investigations, althougl.r not perfect, is reasonable.

Within the limits of the image processing technique and the limited range of conditions examined, the data used to

calculate the line of best fit provides satisfactory evidence that the momentum ratio between the shaping jet and

combined precessing and shaping jet,l Ctl, to a first order, controls the jet spreading rate. As the flow visualisation

results demonstrate that visually coherent large-scale motions occur across the entire width of the jet, Figure 3-12

also implies that the scale of the largest turbulent flow motions varies with the momentum ratio. A decrease in

spreading angle can also be expected to correlate with increasedjet velocity. For a burner nozzle, this would result

in the bulk of the flame volume being pushed further away from the nozzle tip.
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Figure 3-10. The concentration half-widths of combined precessing jet and central axial jet flows, determined
from local normalisation of every pixel to the maximum value in each row. Images shown are for the 5mm,
intermediate length CAJ insert. Refer to Table 3-1 for the jet conditions.
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3.5 Conclusions

A flow visualisation technique has been used to demonstrate that the initial scale of tlte largest turbulent motions

in a combined jet flow, incorporating a precessing jet and a shaping jet, can be controlled by altering the proportion

of flow rate through each jet. The proportion of flow through the shaping jet, relative to the total flow through both

jets, is denoted by v.¡nup¡ns. Visual images show that the two flows combine and that the largest motions span the

entire flow, so the jet half-width can be used a measure of the largest motions in the flow. Hence the results of a

semi-quantitative technique, based on the image processing of video images, demonstrates that the jet spread, and

therefore the size of the largest scale motions, is controlled by the ratio of shaping jet momentum to combined pre-

cessing jet and shaping jet momentum,lrhopirx=G,rhupinrl(Gpt¡6,thuping).This is consistent with the results of

Smith (2000) who investigated different annular shaping jet and PJ nozzle configurations and Chen et al. (1990)

and Li and Tankin (1987) for swirling and bluff-body flows with central fuel jets, although the form of the momen-

tum ratio and relationship with the combined jet characteristics is different.

The flow visualisation sequences and image processing calculations have demonstrated that the interaction

between a precessing jet and a shaping jet depends upon the relative momentum of the two jets. As a source of high

momentum, an axisymmetric "simple" jet requires the smallest proportion of the total combined tlow rate,\lÍ n-¡uu¡¡g,

to produce a significant change in flow characteristics and hence is the most effective form of shapingjet. However

the flow visualisation results have also shown that the effectiveness of a simple jet in altering the mixing clrarac-

teristics depends upon the relative location of the jet exit. Experiments using a Central Axial Jet (CAJ) located in

the centre-body of the PJ nozzle, demonstrated a broad spectrum of flow characteristics, from those typical of a

precessing jet flow to those typical of a simple jet flow, can be generated. Experiments using an adjacent axial jet,

in which the jet exit was located next to the PJ nozzle, demonstrated a limited ability to influence the overall mixing

characteristics. Increasing the length of the CAJ insert was also found to decrease the interaction with the precess-

ing jet flow, silnilar to increasing the momentum ratio of shaping jet to combined jet flow. Hence the CAJ with a

protrusion length of about one CAJ diameter or one-tenth of the PJ chamber diameter, or less, is considered to be

the most effective means for controlling the combustion characteristics of a PJ burner. The eft'ectiveness of the CAJ

is shown to be, in part, due to the excitation of flow structures in the CAJ by the precessing jet. The excitation of

the CAJ occurs at a Strouhal number associated with the precessing motion, which is at least an order of magnitude

lower than the values determined by previous investigators to excite the natural disturbances in a jet.

Observation of the flow visualisation results indicates that the jet fluid fiom the CAJ and PJ nozzles interact

strongly and merge. Increasing the CAJ proportion, ll.rcl7, increases the momentum ratio, fc'¡7 and causes a

¿ecrease in the amount of ambient fluid being entrained into the centre of the jet, a reduction in the angle at which

tl.re large-scale structures initially lnove away from the centreline and hence a reduction in the initial spreading

angle of thejet. The decrease in spreading angle is inferred to increase the speed at which the structures in the com-

bined flow are convected downstream, which would result in the flame being pushed furtl'rer downstream from the

nozzle lip. For momentum ratios in the range lcAJ<0.2 (corresponding to low ty6'¡7), the flow-field can be charac-

terised as precessing jet dominated, while at momentum ratios of approximately lç¡¡>0.23 the flow appears visu-

ally dominated by the features of the central axial jet. This compares with the results of the semi-quantitative
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technique for determining the spread-angle of the cornbined flows, which indicates that above momentum ratios

of 0.6 the spread-angle is approximately the sarne as that of a simple axisymmetric jet. V/ithin fhe range

01 lcu <0.6, the spread-angle is, to a first order, linearly dependent on the momentum ratio.
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Chapter 4
Measurement of fJnconfined Precessing Jet
Flame Dimensions

4.1Íntroduction

Global parameters wl.rich can be determined from photographs of unconfined flames lrave been used by previous

researchers as a relatively quick and easy method to evaluate the effect of dift'erent jet mixing conditions on com-

bustion. Long exposure times that produce time-averaged images have been used by Lovett and Turns (1990) to

show that pulsing a turbulent jet at different frequencies produces variations in the average length and maximum

widtlr of propane jet flames; Newbold et al. (2000) demonstrated that altering the mixing from a jet with constant

Tuel nozzle conditions but a range of different fluid mixing devices produces substantial clranges in the visible

flarne slrape; Nathan et al. (1996) has demonstrated that the Strouhal number of a mecl.ranically rotated precessing

jet burner can cause significant differences in the colour and shape of methane flames. Instantaneous images of a

flame, representing the instantaneous location of the stoichiometric surface, were used by Li and Tankin (1987) to

reveal the effect ofdifferent mixing conditions on the combustion from a bluff-body burner. High speed sequences

of instantaneous flame images have been used by Mungal et al. (1991) and Newbold et al. (1997) to reveal the role

of large-scale structures in determining the global and temporal properties of flames froln smooth contraction and

preces sin g j et nozzles respecti vely.

The simplicity of photographing an unconfined flame using either short or long exposure times belies some of the

important intbrmation that can be obtained from this technique. A number of authors have proposed correlations

between flame dimensions - typically the mean flame length, L¡Ia¡¡¿, tnaxitnum mean width, W¡¡u,r", and mean vol-

una, VÍtnn* which can be easily determined fiom time-averaged images - and the fraction of the input energy con-

verted to radiation, ¡n the non-adiabatic flame temperature,T¡; and theNO, emission index, EINO". Although

tþere has been considerable development towards the correlation of flame properties with geometrical and fluid

mechanical parameters, a single, consistent and satisfactory model has not yet been devised.

Sorne of the earliest measurements from an unconfined simple jet by Bilger and Beck (1975), found that charac-

teristic NO, production rates decrease with Reynolds number at constant jet Froude number. Explaining this seem-

ingly anomalous result has been a theme in many subsequent experimental and analytical studies (Turns and Myhr,

1991). For example, Bilger (1976) and Kent and Bilger (1977) developed the idea that superequilibrium oxygen

concentration broadened the reaction zone of NO, formation and was responsible for the Reynolds number depen-
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dency. Buriko and Kuzntsov (1978) conducted an experimental and analytical study of propanejet flames and con-

cluded that the Reynolds number dependence was due to the effects of flame radiation.

The observed experimental R¿ and.Fr scaling detected previously was not, lrowever, demonstrated in the seminal

experimental and theoretical correlation of flame geometry and properties by Peters and Donnerhack (1981). The

scaling model proposed by Peters and Donnerhack is based upon a flamelet model with a purely thermal analysis

that accounts for scalar fluctuations and neglects the effects of radiation, superequilibrium oxygen chemistry and

prompt NO. For these conditions, the NOr emission index for a turbulent jet flame is predicted to be equal to:

Equation 4-1.

where S¡r¿,¡ and e are constants that depend on the known thermal NO kinetics, the equilibrium gas concentrations

and the gas temperature, d.^is the momentum (or effective) jet diameter, p¿ is the air density and p57 is the density

of the stoichiometric mixture. Peters and Donnerhack also assumed that the time-average conserved scalar profiles

of the jet fluid are self-similar, implying that the volume of the thin, wrinkled (and strained) reaction zone should

scale with the cube of the flame length. Hence, via Equation 4-l, EINO, is predicted to scale linearly with the reac-

tion zone volume, which is expected to be proportional to a global residence time, t6 if the jet achieves self-simi-

larity. Hence, as flame length is proportional to d. for simple jets, thermal EINO' is predicted by the Peters and

Donnerhack model to scale with a global residence time given by tlre expression:

lli\
ElNo* = o.osz[!s*o,orb

Ll,"n'"
lcn -----i-

ud-

v 
f 1",n"tc* 
e¡

Equation 4-2.

wl.rere U is the velocity of the fuel at the burner exit and d is the diameter of the burner nozzle exit. Peters and Don-

nerhack also show that Reynolds and Froude numbers are significant factors in NO, production.

Turns and Lovett ( 1989) and Turns and Myhr (1 991) similarly characterised unconfined simple jet flames in ferms

of a global residence time, thereby demonstrating that flame radiation plays an important role in NO, scaling, con-

sistent with the concept advanced by Buriko and Kuznetsov (1978). In their model, the entire flame is considered

to be a uniform source of heat release and radiation and, as per Peters and Donnerhack (1981), propose that the

formation of nitrogen oxide in jet flames scales with a characteristic time scale in the flow that is in turn propor-

tional to the reaction zone volume. Physically the global residence time represents the time required for a stoichi-

ometric mixture of hot products to pass through a volume equal to that occupied by the visible flame. It is expected

to be proportional to the residence time in a final homogeneous eddy. Hence the general form of the relationship

between the global residence time and flame volume is given by the relationship:

where O¡ is the fuel input flow rate.
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Turns and Myhr (1991) simplified Equation 4-3 by assuming the flame volume from a simple jet nozzle can be

modelled as a cone, such that.

L'tot"w"'n't"
"o 

* 
uil'

"*".(orf = 44Fr3/s

Equation 4-4.

For lnomentum dominated flames, Turns and Myhr (1991) have demonstrated experimentally that tc is directly

proportional [o the convective time scale at the jet exit, dlu. For buoyancy dominated flames, the two time scales

are no longer directly proportional, with large changes in the jet exit convective time scale producing relatively

small changes in t6.

For some flame conditions, the predicted emissions based on the model proposed by Turns and Myhr (1991) differ

significantly from the actual emissions measured in laboratory experiments. This occurs for CjHg and C2H4 flames

with characteristic temperatures below approximately 2050K, which suggests that the relative significance of the

prompt NO, formation mechanism is greater in these luminous low temperature flames. The good agreement over

the rest of the range leads to the conclusion that radiation can indeed play a significant role in NO, formation and

should be an essential ingredient in models that seek to predict NO, emissions from jet flames.

In contrast to the above conclusion ofTurns and Myhr (1991), Rokke ¿t al. (1992,1994) developed an alternative

NO, scaling model that is derived solely from the underlying chemical kinetics, flamelet structure and buoyancy-

controlled turbulenrjet behaviour and did not explicitly include the effect ofradiant energy loss. Their model uses

a laminar diffusion method incorporating both thermal and prompt NO" mechanisms. Simplified expressions for

tl.re flame volume, chemical kinetics and a flamelet model are used to correlate NO, emissions from previous data

in the literature and new experimental results covering momentum and buoyancy dominated simple jet flames of

different sizes with strain rate and Froude number via the expression:

Equation 4-5

Rokke ¿r aI. hence conclude that the leading order parameter for NO, is the flame volume, which is proportional

b F;ts.

Another, more recently developed scaling model is that proposed by Broadwell and Lutz (1998). Their model is

based upon the hypothesis that NO tbrmation in flames takes place primarily in regions near the flame tip, where

the combination of high temperature and high concentrations of O and CH radicals inf'luence the thermal and

prompt mechanisms respectively. ftey develop a model that is independent of the flame sheet structure and show

that NO production is significantly influenced by radiation, controlling the temperature, and by buoyancy, which

controls entrainment. Broadwell and Lutz conclude that radiant losses and buoyancy both act to reduce the resi-

dence time, which explains how the t'lamelet model of Rokke ¿r al. is successful without explicitly considering

flame radiation. Their model predicts that the thermal NO mechanism is responsible for 7 5Vo of the total NO" emis-

sion from methane jet flames.
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The most recent review and experimental investigation of scaling models for flame properties has been conducted

by Newbofd et al. (2000) using propane. In this study, the scaling methods outlined previously were tested against

experimental measurements of flame geometry and emissions and radiation from flames produced by sirnple jet,

bluff-body, swirl and precessingjet burners. Newbold found that the correlation of radiant fraction with global res-

idence time detected by Turns and Myhr (1991) is valid for both momentum and buoyancy dominated turbulent jet

flames and the wide range of dissimilar burners investigated so that, for this fuel:

Xr* xc Equation 4-6.

This hnding is consistent with treatment of the flame as a uniform source of radiation and the assumption of an

optically thin flame, more typical of flames dominated by gas-chromatic radiation.

The correlation of flame radiation with residence time across a wide range of different flames demonstrates a cor-

relation between the non-adiabatic flame temperature, T¡ related to radiant losses from the flame and the flame

Iength, Lgo^u,rclatedtotheflamevolumeandmassflux(Newboldetal.,2000).Consistentwiththemodelof

Turns and Myhr (1991), Newbold et al. (1997) has shown that the increase in the flame radiant fraction and

decrease in NO" emissions from a PJ burner, compared to a simple jet flame is related to a decrease in the strain

rate at the flame tip. Newbold and Nathan (1999) demonstrates that the characteristic strain rate (the reciprocal of

the global residence time), is related to the size of the structures at the flame tip, which can be estimated from the

ratio of the flame width to the flame length. Hence the thermal NO" emissions, as characterised by the emission

index, EINO, can be estimated using the expression:

EINO* - 
wfln,r"
Lf 1",r"

Equation 4-7.

Newbold et at. (2000) has also demonstrated that, for the PJ nozzle, a reduction in flame length normalised to the

nozzle exit diameter coresponds to a reduction in the NO, emission index, attributed to a reduction in tbe global

strain rate and increase in the global residence time, such that:

EINOx * 
Lfl",r"

d
Equation 4-8.

where, for the PJ nozzle, d is the diameter of the inlet to the nozzle chamber.

Hence, while much of the development of models for scaling flame properties from measurements of flame dimen-

sions lras been based on research that used simple jet burners, Newbold et al. (200O) has demonstrated that appro-

priate scaling methods, in particular that of Turns and Myhr (1991), can be extended to other flames including those

from precessing jet burners. For example, Newbold et al. (2000) concludes that all of the global etnission models

discussed here provide reasonable agreement with the scaling of NO" emission indices for unconfined propane tur-

bulent-jet diffusion flames. However, the model is not complete. Departure of measured NO" emissions from

strongly recirculating flames (swirl, bluff-body nozzles) from the purely thermal prediction is attributed to inap-

propriate scaling of the reaction zone volume with the flame volume. In the case of the precessing jetnozzle,the

difference between measured and predicted emissions is attributed to the increased importance of the prompt mech-
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anism caused by a reduction in the flame temperature. Tlrerefore the correlation of NO" emission index with flame

geometry and residence time embodied in Equation 4-7 and Equation 4-8 can be expected to predict the trends in

the thermal NO, production, However they cannot provide an absolute prediction of NO, emissions and cannot

account for prompt NOr. Yet the model is still relevant to the present investigation because the flame temperatures

in the both pilot-scale and full scale rotary kiln burner installations are suclt that NO, is expected to be produced

overwhelmingly via the thermal mechanism.

Tlre analysis shown above demonstrates that simple measurements of the average flame dimensions can be used to

assess important flame properties that are relevant to the optimisation of a burner for industrial application. The

results of Section 3.4 demonstrated that the central axial let is the most efÏective means of altering the mixing from

aPI nozzle. The aim of the present experiments therefore, is to visualise flames from an unconfined PJ nozzle aL

different proportions of central axial jet, r¡r¿'¡7, and hence momentum ratio, lc¡t=Gcty'(GpfGctì, and so

deduce implications regarding the expected effect of y6'¿7 and f6¡7 on the radiant fraction, global residence time,

global strain rate and thermally generated NO" emissions.

'a
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4.2 Experimental Conditions

Tfre layout of equipment and apparatus for the present experiments is detailed in Section 2.3.1. BriefIy, a

/py=l0mm PJ nozzle with an annular supply of fuel to the central axial jet was positioned vertically underneath a

ventilation l'rood and isolated from the effects of cross-drafts by an enclosure of welding curtains. A camera was

positioned on a tripod within the ventilation enclosure and operated remotely to acquire instantaneous and long

exposure images of the flame. Instantaneous images of the entire flame were acquired witll an exposure time of

t=ll250s and an aperture setting of/8. Long exposure images were acquired with the shutter open for 8s and an

aperture of f/22 for the whole flame and with a /=8s exposure and an aperture of f/27 for the base of the flame. Each

set of photographs as developed and digitised using identical settings.

Liquid petroleum gas (LPG), i.e. commercial propane, was used as the fuel. The total flow rate through the PJ

nozzle and CAJ was maintained a[ a constanf rate so the flame output was always 20kW and hence only the mixing

of tlre fuel and air is altered. The full range of possible mass proportions, ì[647, from }Vo to l00%o were investigated,

as shown in Table 4-1, corresponding to the full range of momentum ratios, 16¿r=0-1. The output of 20kW was

the maximum flow rate for which the flame af"\rCAJ=IjjEy was guaranteed to be stable. Note that the Reynolds

number of the jet through the PJ nozzle drops below 20,000 
^LVcAJ=5jEo, 

which implies that the probability of jet

precession is slightly less than 7 for 50Vo<lrç¡¡ <l00%o. However the flame did not exhibit any visually detectable

intermittent behaviour, so this influence is deduced to be small.

The ¡=8s exposure images represent the time-averaged appearance of the t'lame. Hence the images of the entire

flame are used to calculate the mean flame length, width and volume. The images of the flame base are used to

measure the initial spreading of the flame and the lift-off height. These parameters were quantified by digitising

the flame photographs using a Hewlett-Packard colour scanner with identical exposure settings for each image

region. Image processing was then performed to convert the pictures to greyscale images and extract the contour

corresponding to the edge of the flame, which is a constant value corresponding to approximately 20Vo of the max-

irnum signal intensity. The flame length is defined as tlre distance from the nozzle tip to the maximum axial location

of the constant value contour, the flame width is the maximum width of the contour. The flame volume was esti-

mated by calculating the cross-sectional area from the number of pixels within the flame edge contour.

Table 4-1. Experimental conditions for the unconfined flame experirnents at different proportions of flow througlt

the central axial jet, y¿'¡7. The fuel is LPG (propane).

tltc¡l
(7o)

Precessing Jet Central Axial Jet
lc¡.1Jet Output

(kw)
Reynolds
number

Jet Output
(kw)

Reynolds
number

0 20 36,900 0 0 0

15 t] 3 1,300 3 7.400 0.19

30 t4 25,800 6 14,700 0.36

40 12 22,100 8 19,700 0.41

50 10 18,400 l0 24,600 0.51

75 5 9,200 15 36,900 0.80

100 0 0 20 49,200 1
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4.3 Results

4.3.L Instantaneous lmages

TIre effect of the central axial jet on the instantaneous flame structure from the PJ nozzle is illustrated in

Figure 4- I at selected values of y6.47. The dimensions of the photographs are approximately 650mmx980mm. For

VCAF\o/o the flame structure is very similar to that shown by Newbold et aL (1997) for a 44kW flame from a

d'¡l3mmP[ nozzle. Large "puffl' structures at the base and further downstream from the nozzle exit are visible,

with a narrow neck in the flame between the puffs. The dimensions of the puff structures are significantly larger

tlran the scale of the large-scale structures visualised in Section 3.3. Newbold et al. (1997) has demonstrated that

t¡e frequency of the "puffing" oscillations is much lower than, and not correlated with, the frequency of the pre-

cessing jet. Instead the puff structures are more similar to those observed from buoyant flames in pool fires.

As Vc¡y, and hence l¿¡7 is increased, the size of the puff structures decreases and the number of structures

observed within the flame increases. This is consistent with the results of Newbold (1997), who noted that two to

three structures are generally observed at any one time for a precessing jet flame, while in momentum dominated

turbulent jet flames Mung al et al. ( 1991) typically observed eight visible structures. The collection of photographs,

from which the images shown in Figure 4-l were selected, indicate that as y¿'¡7is increased, the structures at the

flame tip also become more blurred, suggesting an increase in the flame convection velocity. Hence it appears that

increasing y6,¿7 reduces the effecf of buoyancy on the flame characteristics and the momentum of the combined

jet flow becomes more significant.
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Figure 4-1. Instantaneous images of the visible flame structure from an unconfined PJ nozzle at different
proportions of central axial jet to total flow rate. The fuel is propane at a constant input of 20kW t=l/250s
camera exposure time,/8 aperture setting. Flow conditions: (a) yça7-07o,1ç¡¡=Q; (b)\ltCA¡=3IEI,lç¡¡0.36;
(c) Y c ¡F507o, I s¡J=0.57 and (d) Y cu=7007o, I cAL=7.
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4.3.2 Time-Averaged Images

The effect of varying \r¿¡¡ and hence 16'¿7 on the titne-averaged flame shape from a PJ nozzle is presented in

Figure 4-2.The images are eight second exposures of an experimental region with dimensions of approximately

650mmx980mm. The flames at low values of VC/.¡ possess the broad, bulbous flame shape also observed by New-

bold et al. (2000) for a fluidic precessing jet nozzle and Nathan et al. (1996) for a high Strouhal number mechan-

ically rotatecl precessing jet nozzle. Tlre appearance of the flames for {ç¡¡=757o and yç4y=100Vo (lrot=g.g a¡¿

lc¡"¡=1) are significantly different, with a much narrower width and slightly shorter length more cbaracteristic of

flames from simple turbulent jet nozzles.

A time-averaged image of the base of the flame is presented for tyrot=gqo in Figure 4-3. The effect of y647on the

structure of the base of the flame is demonstrated in Figure 4-4 by overlaying the constant value contours defining

the edge of the flames. The lift-off height of the flames is approximately constant at x/dp¡=2.J for all y¿,¡7. New-

bold et aL (1997) notes that photographic film is generally more sensitive to wavelengths in the orange part of the

visible spectrum than wavelengths in the blue part of the spectrum, which are likely to occur in the flame stabili-

sation region. However since the imaged region is a close-up of the base of the flame it is expected that the present

measurements are not very sensitive to colour. Using images of the entire flame, Newbold et al. (1997) estimated

thelift-off lreighttobex/dp¡=J.g-7.lfor a44kWflameatYcu=\Vo fromaPJnozzlewith dp¡=l3mm. Notethat

tlre extent of the imaged region of the isothermal experiments described in Chapter 3 was approximafely x/dp¡=3.5

ancl hence the present experiments demonstrate that combustion only occurs in a limited region within this axial

distance. For t4r ç¡¡3507o, the base of the flame appears as a "W'' shape with the region of the flame on the centreline

stabilising further downstream than the surrounding flame. This resembles the lobed structure at the base of the

rneclranically rotated precessingjet concentration field described by Nobes (1997).

Figure 4-4 demonstrates that the central axial jet has a signihcant effèct upon tlre initial spreading rate of the flame

from the PJ nozzle. The maximum flame spread occurs for t{ç¡¡=75Vo (fc¿¡=O.19) and is greater than that of the

PJ only flame. For tyça¡230Vo (|CAJ>0.36), increasing {6¡7 causes a progressive decrease in the flame spreading

rate, especially for tyç¡¡27 57o, at wltich point the flame resembles a momentum dominated flame ratl.rer than that

typical of a flame from a precessingjet nozzle. The observed change in the flame contour is in contrast to the results

of the isothermal experiments presented in Section 3.4.3, which found that the 0.5-maximum jet spread reduces

monotonically with y6¿7 and lc'47. However, this can be attributed to the fact tltat the flame boundary represents

the edge of the stoichiometric contour, while the 0.5-maximum contour is normalised to the maximum concentra-

tion at each axial position. The combination of the observed change in stoichiometric contour and 0.5-rnaximum

contour implies that the concentration decay, approximately on the jet centreline, is least rapid for t{ç¡¡=157o

(I.c¿v=0.19)'
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 4-2. Time-averaged images of the visible flame from an unconfined PJ nozzle at different proportions of
central axial jet to total flow rate. The fuel is propane at a constant input of 20kV/, r=8s exposure time, f/22
aperture setting. Flow conditions: (a) y¿¿7=0Vo,lç¡¡=0; (b) Ycu=l5Vo,lç¡¡=0.19; (c) Yc¡F307o,lctl=0.36;
(d) tyç¡¡=5j%o,lc,u=0.57; (e) \tc¡t=líVo, fcay=0.80 and (f) y6a7=l0o7o,l¿¡¡7 (aperture of f/19).

(e)
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Figure 4-3. Time-averaged image of the base of the flame from an unconfined PJ nozzle at ty ç¡çÙVo. The fuel is
propane at a constant input of 20k'W, l=8s camera exposure time, fl27 aperture setting.
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Figure 4-4. Comparison of the consLant value signal intensity contours defining the edge of the flame from the
time-averaged images of the base of the PJ nozzle flame at different yç¿y. Momentum ratios are shown in
Table 4-1.
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4.3.3 The Effect of the Central Axial Jet on Flame Dimensions

The variation in flame volume, length, width and visible radiation signal intensity are plotted in Figure 4-5 to

Figure 4-8 against the momentum ratio, 16'47, following the results of the isothermal flow visualisation experi-

ments, which indicate that this is the controlling parameter of the combined precessing and central axial jet flows.

The variation in average flame volume, normalised to the value atl¿¡¡-0, with the momentum ratio is presented

in Figure 4-5. The flame volume was determined using both the "exact" method based on the cross-sectional area

within tlre flame contour and the conical approximation of Turns and Myhr (1991), whereVpo*"u L¡¡u^"xú.po^".

The time-averaged images of the flames presented in Figure 4-2 demonstrate that the flame shape from the PJ

nozzle changes with CAJ proportion and hence the canonical approximation is not appropriate for the purposes of

comparison. Figure 4-5 indicates that the maximum flame volume occurs a[ lç4¡=0.79 (Yc¡f15%) and increas-

ing the momentum ratio further gradually decreases the flame volume. The flame volume is less than that of the PJ

only case for l6a7)0.36 based on the exact method andl¿¡¡>0.49 based on fhe conical approximation method.

This is consistent with the change in flow regime from precessing jet dominated to central axial jet dominated at a

momentum ratio of 16.¿.¡0.2-0.23 noted in the isothermal experiments.

For the present experiments, the fuel input energy was 20kV/ for all flame conhgurations. The analysis presented

in Section 4. 1 demonstrates that, for constant fuel flow rate, the global residence time, 16, and radiant fraction, 1r,

scale with the flame volume. Therefore Figure 4-5 also provides information about the variation in t6 and 2¿, with

momentum ratio. In particular, the maximum residence time and radiant fraction can be deduced to also occur at

lcu=0.19 and to decrease with momentum ratio for lcAJ>0.2. The flame volume and hence residence time and

radiant fraction are approximately 20% greater at lcÁJ=0.19 compared to the precessing jet on its own.

As each photograph was taken with the same camera settings and then processed and digitised with the same scan-

ner settings, the integrated signal from the entire flame volume represents a crude measurement of the visible radi-

ation from each flame. No saturation was present in the long exposure images. Hence, assuming the spectrum of

radiation from the flame does not change with y6'¿7, the integrated signal is a relative measure of the radiant frac-

tion. The variation in integrated signal intensity with momentum ratio, normalised to the PJ only case (l¿'4y=0) i5

presented in Figure 4-6. The maximum signal intensity of each image, normalised to the value at f6'¿7-0 is also

included as a further check on the trend in flame radiation. As different camera settings were used for the CAJ only

flame, the relative radiation could not be calculated for this case. The trend in integrated intensity follows a very

similar trend to the variation in radiant proportion deduced from Figure 4-5. The peak integrated intensity value

occurs for lcu=O.19 (yrça¡=15%o) and increasing the momentum ratio in the CAJ dominated flow regime causes

the intensity [o decrease approximately linearly. The maximum value of the normalised peak intensity also occurs

atfcÄ"/=O.19, but the decrease in peak intensity in the CAJ dominated flow regime is not as marked as thatbased

on the integrated intensity.

Tlre variation in mean flame length, normalised to the value atlç¡¡=0, with the momentum ratio is shown in

Figure 4-7. The variation in the mean flame length is broadly similar to the variation in normalised flame width

and volume with momentum ratio, Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-8. This normalisation indicates that tl.re flame length is

greatest for f arr=O.19 (\V cAJ=lsEo) and further increasing tlÌe momentum ratio results in a general decrease in the
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flame length, with the minimum value occurring wl.ren all the flow is introduced through the CAJ. The flame length

forlç¡¡>0.47 is less than for flow through the PJ nozzle only. The decrease in flame length with momentum ratio

in the CAJ dominatecl flow regime is much less than the decrease in f-lame volume or maximum flame width,

Figure 4-8.

The variation of flame width to length with momentum ratio, Figure 4-8, is very similar to the trend of flame

volume with momentum ratio, Figure 4-5, and intensity, Figure 4-6. The trend of W¡to^/LÍtu,r, to decrease with

f6¡7 in the CAJ dominated flow regirne implies that size of the puff structures in the flame decreases, the number

of large-scale structures increases and hence the characteristic strain rate in the flame increases. The maximum

flame width to length ratio at lcu=0]9 indicates that the flame strain rate is a minimum at this flow condition.

The present measurements of W¡tu^/Lttome=0.37 ar.VCAJ=\EI andW¡o^r/L¡l,,^o=O.17 at\tcAJ=700Eo compare with

tlre measurements of W¡tu^/L,¡to^n=0.3 for the PJ only flame and Wflunr/LJtu^"=0.18 for the flame from a simple

jet by Newbold et al. (2000). The close agreement in overall flame shape of the two measurements contrasts with

the significantly different normalised flarne lengths. The flame lengtl.r was measured by Newbold et aL. (2000) to

be L¡yo^"/dn¡200 for the PJ only flame and \tu*/d=217 for a simple turbulent jet flame, much shorter than the

present measurements of L¡7o^/dnr=351 and Lyo*/dclFLl5 respectively. The cause of this discrepancy is

unclear, but may be due to an error in scaling the measurements from the plrotographs to their actual physical

dimensions or the effect an induced co-flow due to the overhead ventilation hood. A scaling error does not affect

any of the trends deduced from the present results as all the measurelîents are normalised to the value at lcu=O.

It may also be because ofthe differentjet conditions at the upstream orifice in each experiment.

Newbold et aI. (2000) has shown that a reduction in EINO, for the PJ nozzle, compared to a flame from a simple

jet burner, correlates with a decrease in flame length normalised by the burner diameter. The increase in normalised

tlarne lengtlr detected in the present measurements, from Lyu^/dnr=35l for PJ only flow to L¡o^"/clç¡¡=415 for

CAJ only flow suggests that the thermal NO, emissions are higher for the CAJ only flame than the PJ only fJame.

However, it is not possible from Figure 4-7 to tnfer the effect of momentum ratio on NO, emissions because, for

a CAJ proportion in between the limits of tyç4¡--0Vo and {6'¿y=100%, if"is not clear what diameter should be used

to normalise the flame length. The effect of momentum ratio and CAJ proportion on NO, emissions is instead

deduced from the variation in global residence time, based on Figure 4-5, and the ratio of flame width to length,

Figure 4-8.

From the analysis outlined above it can be deduced that the variation of thermal NO, emissions with momentum

ratio and CAJ proportion is likely to scale inversely with the trend in the flame volume and the width to lengtlt

ratio. Hence the minimum thermal NO, emissions are expected to occur for f¿Ar=Q.lÇ (tyça¡=15Vo), and the emis-

sions to increase with momentum ratio in the CAJ dominated flow regime, lcAJ>0.2. The correlation between

flame radiation and temperature on the production rate of NO, via the thermal mechanism implies that the non-

adiabatic flame temperature should also vary with la4 in a similar fashion to EINOT. As described above, New-

bolcl et al. (2000) has demonstrated that the prompt mecbanism of NO, production can be significant in unconfined

precessing jet flames due to the lower temperature of these flames. However the inf'luence of prompt NO, is not

significant in the pilot-scale results and it is readily apparent that the trends in the open flame shape are consistent

with the measured trends in NO, emissions and radiation in the pilot-scale facility.
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Figure 4-5. The variation in flame volume, normalised to the value atlç¡¡0, with momentum ratio at constant
total fuel flow rate. The "exact" method is based upon the area within the contour defining the time-average flame
edge and the "conical approximation" is based upon the simplihed equation derived by Turns and Myhr (1991).
See Table 4-l for jet conditions. The dashed line indicates the transition from PJ to CAJ dominated flow regime.
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with momentum ratio at constant total fuel flow rate. The integrated signal is based on the sum of the meãsured
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from PJ to CAJ dominated flow regime.
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4.4 Conclusions

Instantaneous and time-averaged photographs have been used to visualise the effect of the central axial jet on the

length, width and volume of the flame from an unconfined precessing jef nozzle at constant total fuel flow rate.

The results demonstrate that the proportion of central axial jet mass flow rate,l{ç4¡, causes significant changes in

both the instantaneous flame structure and the average flame shape. Consistent with the isothermal results reported

in Section 3.4.3,the present results indicate the momentum ratio, ICAJ--GCA/(Gp¡+Gça), also controls the vari-

ation in combustion characteristics of the combined precessing and central axial jets. In particular, the relationship

of flame volurne, length, width and intensity with momentum ratio is different forlg¡J<0.2, the precessing jet

clorninated flow regime, and I sAÈ023, the CAJ dominated flow regime. Plrotographs of the base of the entire

flame demonstrate that the lift-off height and hence flame stability is not affected by the change in dominant flow

regime and is constant for 0< I CAJ <0.57 (07o3 ty ç¡¡ 350Vo). The present results also suggest a separate transition

occurs from buoyancy dominated flames to momentum dominated flames at a shaping jet momentum ratio of about

ICAJ>0.51 (yrç¡¡>S\Vo). This was deduced from the change in the number and the perceived velocity of structures

observed in the flame.

Within the PJ dominated flow regime, increasing the momentum ratio, f¿¿7, increases the spread and size of the

structures within the flame, while in the CAJ dominated flow regime the spread and size of the structures decrease

with increasing momentum ratio. Hence the spread and size of the flame are a maximum at Â momentum ratio

within the range 0.19< lcAJ<0.36. This trend is observed to be the case for the mean flame volume, flame length,

width and signal intensity. The measured variation in flame volume, length and width with momentum ratio have

been correlated with otherproperties ofunconfined flames based on scaling relationships described in the litera-

ture. The radiant fraction and global residence time are expected to tbllow the same trend with momentum ratio as

the flame volume and signal intensity. Hence the radiant fraction and global residence time are expected to be a

maximum in the range 0.19<lcAJ <0.36 and decrease with a further increase in momentum ratio. At the condition

producing the maximum radiant fraction and global residence time in the present experiments, lc¡y =0. 19, the

magnitude of these parameters is ded'uced to be approxim ately 207o greater than for the PJ only case and five times

greater than for the CAJ only case. The emission index of nitrogen oxides is predicted to follow an inverse trend

such that the minimum thermal NO, emissions are expected to occur in the range 0.19< I-c4"/ <0.36 and tÏrther

increasing the momentum ratio increases the NO, emission index. This is consistent with the measurement of the

flame length normalised to the jet orifice diameter, which implies the thermal NO" emissions for the CAJ flow only

câse are 20Vo greater than those of the PJ flow only case. The above results and deductions are consistent with the

measurements reported in Chapter 5 of heat flux and emissions of confined PJ burner flames in a pilot-scale celnent

kiln simulator.

At the momentum ratio lç¿¡=0.19, the flame volume reaches the maximum measured value of a factor of l.2l

greater than the PJ only case and the measured flame width to length ratio is also at its maximum value of 0.40,

compared to a value of 0.37 forthe PJ only case and 0. 17 for the CAJ only case. These results imply that at this

flow condition the global strain rate at the tip of the flame from the combined PJ and CAJ nozzle is a minimum.

Tlre momentum ratio of laor=O.19 is also close to the momentum ratio that defines the transition from precessing
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jet to central axial jet dominated flow regime detected in Chapter 3 oflç¡¡,0.2-0.23. The isothermal experiments

presented in Section 3.4.3 indicate that the O.5-maximum jet spread reduces linearly with momentum ratio for

lç¡¡<O.6. The present experiments demonstrate that the spread of the flame boundary and hence the stoichiometric

contour is a maximum atlCAJ=0.|9 and decreases with further increases in the momentum ratio in the CAJ dom-

inated flow regime. These results imply that the centreline concentration decay rate is a minimum at a momentum

ratio in the range O.l9<ICAJ <0.36. Hence the optimal condition for the maximum heat transfer and minimum

emissions from the PJ nozzle predicted from the measurement of unconfined flame dimensions is the same as that

measured in the pilot-scale facility.
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Chapter 5
Combustion Properties of Confined Pilot-
Scale Precessing Jet Flames

5.L Introduction

The ability to produce a wide range of flame types by combining a central axial jet with a precessing jet burner has

been demonstrated in Clrapter 4 and in commercial rotary kiln installations. Rapson et al. (1995) and Hlll et aL.

( 1995) for example, deduced that substantial cl.ranges in the heat flux profile of flames within a rotary cement kiln

can be obtained by varying the proportion of the total flow through the central axial jet. These deductions were

based on measured clifferences in kiln performance. However, the heat flux and NO, emissions of these combined

flows have yet to be quantified or compared with those of a conventional burner in a well controlled confìned facil-

ity. Hence the aims of the present experiments were to document the range of t'lame slrapes, heat t'luxes and NO,

emissions from the combined PJ-CAJ bumer and to compare them with those of conventional gas-fired burners in

rotary kilns.

Pilot-scale trials in a well controlled environment are often chosen as a cost etïective and reliable method to eval-

uate the effectiveness ofnew burner designs for use in an industrial environment. However the results ofreduced

scale experiments can only be related to full scale plant if similarity is rnaintained between the experiments and the

industrial application. Maintenance of complete similarity of all relevant dilnensionless parameters is not possible

in combustion modelling as many physical and chemical processes do not scale in the same manner. Hence the goal

is to ensure that similarity of the most important parameters is maintained (Spalding, 1962). Most scaling studies

aim to ensure similarity of the turbulent mixing conditions is acl.rieved, usually by employing either constant veloc-

ity or constant residence time scaling criteria (Smart and Morgan, 1994). These methods seek to ensure similarity

of the large rnacro-scale turbulent mixing processes and the global chemical reaction times in the flame

respectively, but necessarily compromise on the Reynolds Number. Additionally, pilot facilities cannot adequately

simulate the relationship between the f'lame and the furnace system, which differs between the model and industrial

scales. Since complete similarity between facilities of difÏerent scale can never be maintained, there is no unique

or universal "scaling criterion" to relate the results from a pilot-scale trial to operating plant, so that engineering

and scientific principals must be applied to scale flame properties such as heat f'lux and pollutant emissions.

Many of the studies specifically related to the scaling of NO, emissions from turbulent f'lames are based on circular

jets and other simple burner designs in open flame conditions. For example, Chen and Driscoll (1990) and Driscoll

et al. (1992) have shown that NO" emissions from open turbulent diffusion flames vary with global residence time,
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based on measured flame volume and radiant fraction, as has Nathan et al. (1996) for open precessing jet flames.

Turns and Myhr (1991) varied the emissivity of open gas flames by changing fuel type and developed a relationship

which scales a recluction in flame temperature, and hence NO* emissions, with increased radiant fraction. However,

the scaling of NO* emissions for practical purposes is more difficult due to the complex geometry of industrial

burners, the presence of high temperature furnace walls and pre-heated combustion air, which result in increased

emissions of NO, (Tomeczek et al., 1995).

The scaling of emissions from swirl stabilised confined natural gas flames in boiler type conditions has been inves-

tigated extensively as part of tlte "scaling 400" study. An analysis of the principal energy flows in the Scaling 400

flames by Weber (1996), suggests that the flame temperature and hence the NO, emissions, can be related to the

radiant fraction, tbe ratio of entrained combustion products to the inlet flow rate and the fraction of the total thermal

input extracted in the post-flame zone. For a furnace environment with system dependent heat sinks, the energy

analysis described above can also be used to show that NO" emissions from swirl stabilised natural gas flames in

cylindrical furnaces are directly related to the heat extraction rate. Hence Weber (1996) proposes that the primary

thermal similarity criterion in scaling from experimental to industrial scales, is to achieve identical furnace exit

temperatures. As part of the Scaling 400 program, Sayre et aI. (1994) also investigated a non-sooting flame in two

furnaces with similar aerodynamics but very different heat extraction rates. The flame in the water-cooled furnace

was shown to have lower flame temperatures and NO" emissions than that in the refractory lined furnace. They

attribute the different flame temperatures to different entrained furnace gas temperatures, which are in turn con-

trolled by radiant heat transfer, hence confirming the existence of a strong relationship between radiant heat trans-

fer and NO, emissions in both open and confined flames. Hsieh et al. (1998) demonstrated that excellent agreement

between the Scaling 400 model and measured NO* emissions can be achieved across a wide range of different

burner scales when the furnace heat flux characteristics and burner type, and hence mixing characteristics, are truly

similar.

Each of the above components of tlre Scaling 400 study were conducted under conditions in which every effort was

made to ensure mixing similarity at different scales. However pilot-scale facilities can also be used to compare the

flarnes from burners with intentionally different mixing conditions, as in the present study. In the past such studies

have tacitly assumed that changes in the mixing conditions do not influence other similarity criteria such as thermal

simif arity. For example, Beltagui et aI. (1993) conducted detailed measurements of the aerodynamics, heat transfer

and pollutant emissions of swirling natural gas flames over Â wide rauge of swirl numbers in a vertical cylindrical

furnace. However, the effect of swirl on NO, emissions was considered independently of the effect of swirl on the

heat flux profiles and heat extraction. Tomeczek et al. (1995) also did not consider any changes in heat transfer in

comparing the NO, emissions of two very different natural gas burners. Tlre present investigation addresses the

effect of different mixing conditions on thermal similarity by a comparison of flames with different mixing

conditions, both in a pilot-scale facility and in full scale plant. It should also be noted that the present investigation

is conducted in a rotary kiln environment, as distinct fïom atl the above studies, which were conducted in boiler

simulators.
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The present study also compares measurements from the pilot-scale facilities with those from full scale plant to

examine the effect of process-flame interaction on the relationship between heat flux and NOr emissions. In a

rotary kiln environment, a complex feedback mechanism exists between tl.re feed material and the flame, so that

the NO, emissions are dependent upon these heat transfer processes in addition to the mixing characteristics of the

burner ancl the aerodynamics in the kiln. The interdependence between the heat flux requirements of the feed mate-

rial and the temperature of the flame implies that for an optimal rotary kiln burner design, minimisation of NO'

emissions cannot be achieved without consideration for the optimisation of the thermal profile (Nathan and Rap-

son, 1995; Nathan and Manias, 1995)'

In an operating rotary kiln, the principal requirement is to achieve a specified time-temperature profile for the prod-

uct, which equates reasonably well to a specified wall temperature profile. If an increase in heat flux from the flame

can be ac¡ieved, for example by a modification to the fuel or burner, this allows an increase in the rate of product

throughput and lrence heat extraction, while the wall temperature profile remains more or less unchanged to main-

tain the product temperature within the specifications. By contrast, in most experimental kiln facilities, the heat

load of the product is usually simulated by careful choice of insulating bricks and a surrounding water cooled

jacket. The control over the wall surface temperatures that can be achieved by such a facility in response to varia-

tions in test conditions and hence heat extraction is negligible, so that wall temperatures increase with an increase

in flame radiant heat flux produced, for example, by a change in burner. Hence thermal similarity between the

experimental and the industrial scale, which is influenced by the thermodynamic feedback between the walls and

the combustion process will be compromised in a comparison between flames with different heat flux profiles' This

issue is also addressed in t¡e present study by a comparison of similar burners in a pilot-scale kiln simulator and

in operating rotary kilns.
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5.2 Experimental Conditions

The confined combustion experiments were conducted in a 2-MV/ cement kiln simulator facility at the Interna-

tional Flame Research Foundation (IFRF), IJmuiden, The Netherlands. A comprehensive description of the facil-

ity, measurement equipment and burner designs is given in Section 2.3.2. Experiments were conducted at a

combustion (or ,,secondary") air pre-heat temperature of 64ffC for the comparison of a PJ burner and a conven-

tional burner. This pre-heat temperature is typical of rnany cement and lime kilns, although some modern cement

pìants use temperatures as high as 1000"C. The result is to provide wall temperatures that are closer to those of lime

kilns than cement kilns. Additional experiments using the precessing jet burner alone were conducted at a pre-heat

temperature of 840"C.

T¡e experimental burners are a PJ nozzle with CAJ for flame shaping with dpr=J6¡m and an IFRF generic multi-

channel burner (MCB) design used as a conventional burner for comparison. Both burners were scaled using the

constant velocity similarity criterion. The different CAJ proportions, \[/64y, momentum ratios, f6¡¡ and settings

of the pJ burner investigated are shown in Table 5-1. The MCB nozzle was configured to provide two different

flames based on the extent of external recirculation between the flame and the kiln walls, as determined by calcu-

lating the Craya-Curtetparameter, ¡ø, see Sectionl.3.4. The Craya-Curtet parameter was alteredby varying the

flow rate of primary air to the MCB nozzle, which changes the momentum of the flame relative to the secondary

air and lrence controls the degree of external recirculation, see Table 5-1. Moles et aI' (1912) state that for

recirculation to occur, n4 mustbe greater than 1.5 and that good recirculation in practical kiln systems is observed

wlren 2.0< m <2.5. One of the present burner arrangements had m=0.6 (MCB-CC0'6), typical of an "under-recir-

culatory,' flame. The other flow condition had m=2.7 (MCB-CC2.7), to provide a typically good recirculatory

flame.

Table 5-1. Fuel and primary air flow rates for the two multi-channel burner configurations and the precessing jet

burner with diflèrent central axial jet proportions (Vcu). The notation for the precessing jet tlames also includes

the secondary air pre-heat temperature. Symbols inclicate: * - the burner tip was retracted flush with the inlet

baffle plates,while in all otl-rer cases the nozzle trp protrudes 475mm beyond the baffle; t - axial channel; f -

swirled channel.

Flame

Flow rates (kg/hr)

lctlFuel Channels Primary Air Channels

O-AT/PJ 2-^tc¡^J 1-S+ 3-A 4-L 5-A

}i4CB-CC2.7 57 103 107 0 107 107

MCB-CCO.6 57 103 20 0 20 20

PJ-yO-T640/840/840* 160 0 0

PJ-y8-T840* t47 t3 0.05

PJ-y13-T840* 139 2l 0.10

PJ-y15-T640/840 136 24 0.11

PJ-ryl9-T840* 130 30 0.1'7

PJ-W5-T640/840 120 40 0.25

PJ-rp31-T840 111 49 0.32
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Heat Flux Measurements

Figure 5-l and Figure 5-2 demonstrate clearly that the mixing characteristics of a burner nozzle can influence the

heat flux characteristics of a flame in a rotary kiln. The variation in radiative heat flux with axial distance along the

kiln simulator for differentt¡cu at a secondary air pre-heat temperature of 840"C is shown in Figure 5-1. This

quantifies that an increase in rltcu translates the heat flux profile downstream, consistent with trends found in

industrial kilns by Rapson et al. (1995) and Hill et al. (1995). The axial distance from the tip of the burner [o the

peak of the l.reat-flux profile increases by approximately one kiln diameter as Vc¡¡ is increased ftom 07o to 3l7o

(momentum ratio increased from I c¡F\ to I çot=9.32). The data also suggests that the peak heat flux is greatest

wllen yaor=15% (lrot=9.11). The difference between the minimum and lnaximum peak heat flux is about 3%,

see Table 5-2.Thrc effect of pushing the peak heat flux down the kiln by increasing \[ç¡¡crn also be seen in

Figure 5-2 which presents the data for 640'C air pre-heat.

The heat flux characteristics of the MCB and PJ burners at 640"C pre-heat are compared in Figure 5-2. It is evident

that two of the three PJ burner flames produce higher radiant heat flux than either of the MCB flames. The radiant

heat flux from the PJ-y0-T640 flame, as measured by the ellipsoidal radiometer, is lower than that produced by

the PJ-yl5-T640 and PJ-y25-T640 cases, in contrast to the radiant output measured for the comparable f'lames

with 840"C pre-heat (Figure 5-1). The trend in Figure 5-2 however, is consistent with the measured wall tempera-

ture profiles in which the PJ-r¡0-T640 flame also produces comparable heat flux with that of the MCB-CC2.7 flame

and lower heat flux than those of the PJ-yl5-T640 and PJ-y25-T640 flames, see Figure 5-4.

The shape of the heat flux profile of the typically good Craya-Curtet parameter MCB flame is broadly comparable

with that produced by the PJ burner flames. However it produces a peak heat flux, as measured by an IFRF ellip-

soidal radiometer, about 7Vo lower than that of the PJ-VI5-T640 and PJ-W5-T640 flames, see Table 5-2. The total

lreat release as measured by the integrated radiation measurements is l27o lower than the PJ burner flames,

altlrough it is only 3Vo lower as measured by the total heat transfer through the walls. The shape of the ru=0.6 MCB

flame is much longer than any of the other flames with a peak some two kiln diameters further down the kiln. The

peak heat flux is also much lower than the PJ bumer flames (approximately 12Vo).The total radiative and wall heat

transfer measured from the MCB-CCO.6 flame is 20Vo and 8Vo lower than that from the other f-lames, respectively.

This highlights the importance of external recirculation in achieving good burner design for a jet entrainment type

burner, as emphasised by Mullinger (1999).

Table 5-2 shows that the internal consistency in the trends of heat transt'er as measured by total radiative heat flux,

the total heat transfer through the walls and total calculated direct flame radiant energy, is good for the case with

640'C preJreat and poorer with 840'C pre-heat. The variation in total heat output with y6¿, is within 3Vo for each

technique, except for that determined by total radiation from the PJ-y100-T640 flame. Thus the dominant opera-

tional effect of changing Vc¡yis to "stretch" the slrape of the heat flux profile so that the peak heat flux location

and magnitude can be controlled, with a simultaneous influence on the total heat release.
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5.3.1.1Error Analysis

The ellipsoidal radiometer measures total hemispherical radiation incident on the instrument' Therefore the radia-

tion measurements presented in Table 5-2 include both the direct radiation from the flame and the indirect radiation

from the walls. To check the accuracy of the data, an energy balance of the dominant heat transfer paths in each

segment of the kiln, ignoring the effects of convection and absorption from the flame, was calculated. For each

segment, the difference between the total radiant energy measured by the ellipsoidal radiometer, Q ¡a¿, and the total

energy removed through the kiln simulator wall segments, Qbsy should equal the sum of the radiant heat absorbed

by the walls, Qwa¡,ah.t, and the radiant heat emitted by the walls, Qwul,emip such that:

Q.^¿ - Qlo.. = Qwall. abs * Qwnll, e¡nit Equation 5-1.

eb* is calculated from the rate of heat transfer to the cooling water flowing around the exterior of each kiln seg-

ment. Based on a constant wall emissivity of €,=0.68 and an equal value for the wall absorptivity, Equation 5-l can

be reduced to the relationship shown in Equation 5-2, where o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constanf a\d Tw is the sur-

face wall temperature measured in each kiln segment of the simulator facility:

Qrn¿-Q¡orr= (l +e)eoT*4 Equation 5-2.

The results of the heat flux and wall temperature measurements were used to calculate the values of the left and

riglrt hand sides of Equation 5-2. The discrepancy between the heat transfer difference, Q ro¿ - Q¡or* and the sum

of theradiantheatabsorbedandemittedbythewalls, Qwu¡,ahs*Qwutt,"mipis5.77o forallflameswithastandard

deviation of +3.3%. Considering the assumptions made in the calculations and analysis, the small discrepancy in

the energy balance represents excellent agreement of the measured results.

The above energy analysis also indicates that the direct flame radiation, Q¡o^", is equal to the difference between

the total radiant heat measured by the radiometer and the radiant heat emitted by the walls:

Qflnnr" = Qrad - Qwnlt, ernit Equation 5'3'

Tlre calculated values for the total radiant heat from each flame are slrown in Table 5-2 and show that the highest

radiant heat transfer for each air pre-heat temperature occurs for PJ flames with VCAJ=I5 -25Vo (l ç¡¡=0. I I -0'25).

The flames from the MCB nozzle are also shown to produce significantly less radiant heat (approximately l5%),

consistent with the total radiation and total wall heat transfer measurements.
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Flame

Peak radiant heat flux, Qro¿ Integrated wall heat release

Value Location
Net measured
radiation, Qro¿

\{all temperature
differential, p¡r",

Calculated direct
flame radiatioln, Q¡tant

(kWm2) (xlD¡nn) (kw) (kw) (kw)

PJ-ry0-T640 344 2.5 4,983 1,295 2,907

PJ-yl5-T640 388 2.7 5,383 l,3ll 3,203

PJ-ry25-T640 379 3.1 5,289 1,3 15 3,083

MCB-CC2.7 356 2.6 4.707 1,278 2,669

MCB-CCO.6 335 5.0 4,288 r,204 2,581

PJ-y0-T840 454 2.2 6,394 1,442 3,503

PJ-ryl5-T840 4s8 2.6 6,351 1,437 3,532

PJ-y25-T840 444 3.2 6,446 1,429 3,681

PJ-y31-T840 450 3.0 6,411 t,435 3,617

PJ-y0-T840* 1,459

PJ-ry8-T840* r,466

PJ-ryl3-T840* 1,433

PJ-y19-T840* 1,425

Table 5-2. Summary of the peak l.reat flux and total heat release produced by all PJ burner and MCB flames at

640"C and 840"C pre-heat. The total radiant heat from the flame is calculated tiom a heat balance of the main heat

transfer paths in each kiln segment. A correction has been made for the effective increase in kiln length and hence

total heat flux when the burner is mounted flush with the inlet baffle plate, as indicated by the symbol *.
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Figure 5-1. Profiles of the radiative heat flux, Qro¿, from precessing jet flames with various proportions of central
axial jet to total flow rate, tyc'¡7. The arrow indicates the axial distance which the peak in the heat flux profile is
shifted by variation of axial jet proportion. Conditions: 2MW fuel input, 840'C pre-heat, see Table 5-l for
momentum ratios, f6'47.
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Figure 5-2. Profiles of the radiative heat flux, Qro¿,from precessing jet flames with various proportions of central
axial jet to total flow rate, {¿47, compared to a low recirculation flame (MCB-CC0.6) and a typically good
recirculation flame (MCB-CCZ.1) from a multi-channel burner. Conditions: 2MW fuel input, 640"C pre-heat, see
Table 5-l for momentum ratios, f6'47.
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Figure 5-3. Profiles of the temperature at the inner surface of the kiln wall, T* for precessing jet flames with
various proportions ofcentral axialjetto total flow rate, \r6a7. Conditions: 2MW fuel input, 840"C pre-heat, see
Table 5-l for momentum ratios, f6'¿y.
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Figure 5-4. Profiles of the temperature at the inner surface of the kiln wall, Ç, for precessing jet flames at various
proportions, \tc4J, compared to a low recirculation flame (MCB-CC0.6) and a typically good recirculation flame
(MCB-CC2.7) from a multi-channel burner. Conditions: 2MW fuel input, 64fC pre-heat, see Table 5-l for
momentum ratios, f¿¿7.
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5.3.2 In-Flame Measurements

In-flame measurements of gas species concentration were made by traversing the gas sampling probe across the

full diameter of the pilot kiln through access ports. Ten radial measurements were made at each of the six access

ports. Due to the large number of measurement points and the time required to achieve a stable measurement at

each location, complete maps of the gas species concentration are only available for three flames: the two multi-

clrannel burner flames MCB-CCO.6 and MCB-CC2.'7 and one precessing jet flame, PJ-y25-640. Partial concentra-

tion maps were recorded for some other precessing jet cases and are presented in Appendix A.

Concentration maps of in-flame NO, and carbon monoxide for the three cornplete measurements are presented in

Figure 5-5 to Figure 5-10. A consistent colour-map is used for each gas species. In the case of carbon monoxide,

no data is presented below a concentration 0.5% as this contour level is defined by Beltagui et al. (1993) to repre-

sent the edge of a flame and hence represents the boundary of the flame volume in the present results.

5.3.2.1CO Emissions

The in-flame concentration of carbon monoxide, CO, is shown for the three complete data sets in Figure 5-5,

Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-9. The flame volume, as defined by íhe 0.5Vo concentration contour, shows that the flame

from each burner confìguration occupies a significant proportion of the pilot-scale kiln simulator. In an operating

rotary kiln manufacturing product, the kiln length is typically 15-30 diameters, giving more opportunity for com-

plete burnout than occurs in the present kiln simulator.

Flame asymmetry is clearly visible in each burner configuration, though it is most evident in the MCB-CC2.7

flame, which has a high degree of swirl. The volume of the flame from the PI nozzle is approximately twice that

of the MCB-CC2.7 flame, although the latter has a significant and long tail which runs along one side of the kiln

and is not fully burned out by the last measurement station. By contrast the volume of the MCB-CC0.6 flame is

much larger than the other three flames so that burnout is not complete within the kiln. The asymmetry in the CO

measurements can be attributed principally to residual bias in the co-flowing air stream. Laser Doppler Anne-

memtry (LDA) measurements conducted after the present experiments indicated that the velocity profile of the co-

flowing air lm from the baffle plate was biased to the positive or right hand side of the kiln, see Figure 5-11, and

a slight tangential or swirling component was present, see Figure 5- 12, despite the mitigating influence of the baffle

plates.

Measurements of the in-flame CO concentration were carried out over a limited region within the kiln simulator

for precessing jet burner flames at 840'C pre-heat (PJ-I¡0-T840 and PJ-y25-T840). Comparison of the CO profiles

from this data, shown in Appendix A, and Figure 5-5 indicates that the air pre-heat temperature and hence co-flow

air velocity does not have a significant effect upon the precessing jet flame volume attyç¡¡=25Vo. The limited data

available to compare the effect of the central axial jet demonstrated that the concentration of CO is significantly

lowered along the kiln wall at approximately two kiln diameters from the burner tip. This indicates that increasing

the proportion of central axial jet reduces the proximity of the flame volume to the kiln walls and the concentration
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of carbon monoxide present on the walls. This is particularly relevant to the manufacture of cement (and to a lesser

extent lime) as it is known that reducing conditions are detrimental to clinker properties.

5.3.2.2 NO, Emissions

The jn-flame NO, profiles are shown in Figure 5-6, Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-10. The profiles are characterised by

a peak at about 4 to 6 kiln diameters from the burner tip and a general trend of increasing concentration of NO,

with axial distance, consistent with the significance of residence time in the dominant thermal mechanism of NO"

formation in kilns (Hsieh ¿r al., 1998). The in-flame profiles show significant asymmetry, consistent with the

carbon monoxide measurements, reinforcing the conclusion that the single point "flue" measurements may not be

a representative value of the true NO, emissions for each flame in which flow asymmetry is evident.

The location of the peak NO, concentration region in the PJ-ry25-640 and MCB-CC2.? flames correlates with the

location of the flame boundary, as defined by the0.5Vo CO concentration contour. The peak NO, region is just

witfrin the flame tip of the PJ nozzle flame with\VCAJ=zsVo and in between the edge of the main flame volume and

the extended tail down the right hand side of the kiln of the MCB-CC2.1 flame. The location of the peak NO, con-

centration in the MCB-CC0.6 flame however, is close to the location of the peak CO concentration and not near

the end of the flame, consistent with a significantly different combustion environment in this flame. The peak NO,

concentration measured in the PJ nozzle flame is 890ppm. The peak NO, concentration measured in the conven-

tional burner flames are lower, 767ppm in the MCB-CCZ.7 flame and 390ppm in the MCB-CC0.6 flame.
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Figure 5-5. Concentration contours of carbon monoxide measured in the kiln simulator for the precessing jet
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t4r¿¡¡=257o (PJ-y25-640 flame). Contours are in steps of 25ppm. See Table 5-l for the
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Figure 5-11. LDA measurements of the axial component of velocity lm from the inlet baffle plates with only
secondary air flowing and a coal flame from the Multi-Channel Burner (CEMFLAME3 condition 850-NG). In
the no-flame condition a small amount of primary air was passed through the MCB. The MCB was tested with the
burner in two angular positions, to check the contribution of the bumer to any asymmetry. The burner housing
was flush with the inlet baffle plate.
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X'igure 5-12. LDA measurements of the tangential component of velocity lm from the inlet baffle plates with
only secondary air flowing and a coal flame from the multi-channel burner. Conditions as for Figure 5-l l.
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5.3.3 Flue Gas Emission Measurements

The total flue NO, and carbon monoxide measurements in the pilot-scale facility are presented in Table 5-3.In this

table, one set of data is taken from the single point measurement in the last segment of the kiln and one from an

integrated average, based on fhe cross-sectional area, of the traverse through the access port tirthermost down-

stream from the burner tip. Integrated average values are only presented forthose conditions in which full traverses

were undertaken. The single point data is higher than the integrated data by 12.5+2%, showing good agreement

and providing an expected trend of increased NO" witlr increased residence time since the single point data was

measured further down the kiln than the measurements at the last axial location shown in Figure 5-5 to Figure 5-10.

Table 5-3 shows that the total NO, emissions from the PJ bumer flames are broadly cornparable with those from

the MCB-CC2.7 f1ame. A trend of increased NO, emission with ry¿.¡7 is evident such that the PJ-y0-T640 flame

shows a 20Vo rcduction in NO, emissions relative to the MCB-CC2.7 fla'me based on the single point data, while

the PJ-y25-T640 flame shows a l5Vo increase. The trend of increased NO, emission with y6'¿7 is consistent with

a trend of increasing flue temperature with increasing {g¡7, coresponding to a longer heat flux profile. The level

of CO emissions at the end of tl.re pilot-scale facility is an indication of both the air to fuel ratio used in the exper-

iments and how near the combustion process is to completion. In au ideal facility operated at the stoichiometric

ratìo of air to fuel and with perfect mixing of the fluids, the CO emissions far downstream of the burner tip would

be zero. For the present facility, in which case the excess air levels were constant and the measurement point the

same, the trend of CO emissions to decrease with increased VCA,¡ suggests the degree of intimate mixing of air and

jet fluid is increased and combustion is closer to completion'

The lowest NO, emissions are produced by the low Craya-Curtet parameter MCB flame, consistent with generally

reduced wall temperatures and poor heat flux, suggesting lower flame femperatures. The poor heat flux profile and

output of the MCB-CCO.6 flame would preclude it from application in a rotary kiln for efficient production. The

relatively higlr CO emissions measured from the MCB-CC0.6 flame compared to tlte other flames further illus-

trates the poor combustion characteristics of an "under" recirculating flame.

In contrast to the trend at 640"C air pre-heat, in whiclt NO, emissions increase with increasin gV c¡¡, when the pre-

heat temperature is 840"C no consistent trend is found in the effect of Vc/J on NO, emissions for the case with the

burner puslred 475mm past the baffle plate (Table 5-3). The measured levels are all within +l}Vo of each other. In

contrast, by retracting the tip of the burner so tl.rat it is flush with the baffle plate, which results in increased fine

scale turbulence in the combustion air in the near burner zone, a clear trend of decreasing NO, emissions with

increasing Vc¿"¡ is seen. The trend in this case is opposite to that found at 640"C with the burner protruding 475mm

into the kiln. Although the case of the burner mounted flush with the baffle plate is unlikely to occur in real rotary

kilns, it does illustrate that both the scale and intensity of turbulence in the secondary air has a significant influence

on NO, generation in a flame.
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Flame

Flue NO, emissions Flue CO emissions
Flue gas

temperatureSingle point
measurement

Integrated
aYerage

Single point
measurement

Integrated
average

(ppm) (ppm) (vo) (7o) cc)

PJ-y0-T640 621 0.45 t,425

PJ-r¡15-T640 807 0.24 |,454

PJrlr25-T640 886 803 0. l8 0.29 1,467

MCB-CCZ.7 113 678 0.t4 0.44 I,418

MCB-CCO.6 320 283 0.34 0.68 t,433

PJ-r¡r0-T840 1,991 0.45 t,410

PJ-ryl5-T840 1,77 4 0.37 I,481

PJ-\r25-T840 2,028 1,666 0.21 0.28 I,488

PJ-y3l -T840 1,921 0.22 1,489

PJ-yO-T840x 2,104 1,756 0.31 0.47

PJ-y8-T840* t,964 0.38 1,535

PJ-yl3-T840* 1,691 0.50 1,508

PJ-V19-T840* 1,510 0.55 t,512

Table 5-3. Flue gas temperatures and ernission levels (corrected to 3Eo 02) tbr all MCB and PJ burner flames at

clifferent r¡¿¡y and secondary air pre-heat temperatures. The symbol, *, indicates the burner was mounted flush

with the inlet baffle plate.
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5.4 Flame and Process Interaction

The present finding that NO, emissions from PJ burner configurations in the pilot-scale facility are broadly com-

parable with those of the conventional MCB nozzle appears, at first sight, to contradict previous findings in indus-

trial installations in which NO" emissions have been found to be lowered. For example, Manias and Nathan (1993,

1994) and Videgar (1997) found that the replacing an original "conventional" type burner witl.r a PJ burner resulted

in NO, emissions being reduced by 30-60%.This apparent discrepancy between results from the pilot-scale facility

and those in industrial plant are attributed to the different thermal environment in the experimental facility and

industrial installations, as is demonstrated below.

The signihcance of considering the control of heat flux in experimental kilns that do not make product, and in

accounting for different heat flux characteristics produced by different burners, is clearly evident in Figure 5-13.

Figure 5-13 plots the relationship between total axial heat flux and NO, emissions for a given type of burner nozzle

in the pilot-scale facility. A clear trend of increasing NO" emissions with increasing heat flux is evident for a given

type of burner nozzle. This is because, for the pilot kiln with a fixed wall heat transfer coefficient, an increase in

heat flux inevitably results in increased wall temperature fbr a constant air pre-heat temperature. However, it is also

evident that there is a significant difference in the relationship between the NO, emissions and the heat flux fbr the

MCB compared with that of the PJ burners. This diffèrence can only be attributed to the different mixing charac-

teristics of the two nozzles since all other parameters (e.g. air pre-heat temperature and tìel flow rate) are identical.

It is this different relationship which is deduced to be consistent with trends found in industrial installations. The

same trend is evident in the measurements of flames at 840"C pre-heat, where a different relationship between NO"

emissions and heat flux is found for the case with the burner mounted flush with the baffle and that when the burner

tip is retracted - a result also attributable to differences in mtxtng.

The importance of control of heat flux in maintaining thermal similarity is well illustrated by comparing the above

trends with the relationship between heat flux and NO, emission in operating plants. Figure 5-14 shows the varia-

tion in NO, emissions with heat input from a 300 ton/day gas-tìred rotary kiln (Manias and Nathan, 1993).

Although not precisely the same as heat flux, heat input is used in the comparison of industrial data as it equates to

the heat extracted by the product and kiln and is more easily measured than the heat flux profile. The original burner

in this kiln was a high velocity single channel axial burner. The PJ burner nozzle was mounted with the high veloc-

ity axial burner adjacent to it so tlìat any ratio of the two flows could be obtained. Hence while the configuration

is broaclly comparable with that in the present pilot-scale investigation, there is a significant difference in that the

axial jet was mounted adjacent to the PJ nozzle, rather than co-axially. Figure 5-14 demonstrates that, in an oper-

ating rotary kiln, NO, emissions fiom a PJ flame are very weakly dependent on heat input, in contrast to the trend

in the simulator, in which increased heat flux resuÌts in increased wall temperatures. The difïerence in trend arises

from the fact that in the operating plant, increased heat flux is compensated by increased throughput to maintain

similar product and wall temperatures. Thus a change in total heat input of 87o results in only a75Vo change in NO,

emissions, while in the simulator, a cl.range in heat flux of 2Vo results in a 20Vo change in NO, emissions.
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An alternative data set for comparing the differences in combustion performance of a conventional and precessing

jet burner can be obtained from recent installations in two very similar gas-fired rotary kilns, both nominally rated

to produce 750 tons of cement clinker per day. Nathan and Manias ( I 995) have shown that NO" emission reduc-

tions of 25-30% were achieved in Kiln 2 after a burner using multiple jets to generate a weak swirl was replaced

by a PJ burner without a CAJ. The most recent installation of a PJ burner incorporating a CAJ for flame shaping,

replacing an identical original burner in Kiln I also demonstrates a reduction in NO, emissions in the order of about

20Vo for a typical production rate, see Figure 5-15.

During the commissioning of Kiln l, the effect of varying {ç4y was not assessed so that a direct comparison of

NO" emissions to energy input for each burner setting, as in Figure 5-14, is not possible. However, a comparison

of NO, emissions against fuel input can be made at constant specific fuel consumption, see Figure 5-16. The "con-

stant" specific fuel consumption for each burner was selected on the basis of the most common operating specific

heat consumption range. Figure5-16 dernonstrates that increased energy input into the kiln results in a slight

decrease in NO, emissions, in contrast to the trends in the pilot-scaÌe facility, Figure 5-13. For the precessing jet

burner an increase in total heat input of 7% results in a'l% reduction in NO, emissions. Hence as the input energy

into the kiln increases, the production level also increases such that the wall temperatures remain approximately

constant and the NO, emissions clecrease slightly. Tlle relationship between heat flux and NOr emissions fbr the

original burner and the PJ burner are also similar, although the PJ burner has a slightly lower NOr level' In practice,

Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 imply that for a given tonnage of cement, the PJ burner results in abott 20Vo lower

NO" emissions.

A comparison of Figure 5-13, Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-16 demonstrates that a different relationship between NO'

emissions and heat flux exists in an operating rotary kiln, in which the control of the kiln results in the wall tem-

perature profile being maintained more or less constant, and the present pilot-scale kiln, in which the wall temper-

ature cannot be independently controlled. While the total heat flux is, at best, a crude way of accounting for the

complex heat flux profile and its interaction with the flame, it is nevertheless useful. For example, it is interesting

that extrapolation of the data from the PJ flames to provide the same heat flux output of the MCB-CC2.7 flame (see

Figure 5- 13), equates to a 487o reduction in NO, emissions. Alternatively, if the comparison i s based on the total

racliative heat flux, the equivalent reduction in NO, emissions is about 37Vo. Wbile any extrapolation must be

treated with caution, these reductions are in the same range as found in many industrial installations of the PJ

burner, for example at the Ash Grove Durkee cement plant (Videgar,1997), although slightly higher than those in

Figure 5-15. This result underscores the importance of considering heat flux and NO, emissions together in any

comparison of the performance of different bumers in experimental facilities. It also highlights the importance of

considering the control of heat flux in maintaining thermal similarity in pilot-scale facilities.
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5.5 Conclusions

A comparison of the relationship between heat flux and NO, emissions for two different burner designs has been

conducted in a pilot-scale kiln simulator and in operating rotary kilns. Measurements in the pilot-scale facility indi-

cate that for a secondary air pre-heat temperature of 640'C, flames from a precessing jet burner produced more total

heat tbr the same NO, emissions compared to a multi-channel burner configured to provide strong external recir-

culation. The general shape of the heat release profile of the flame fiom the multi-channel burner with typically

good external recirculation (MCB-CC2.7) is comparable with those of the PJ burner f'lames. However the shape of

the heat release profile from a low recirculation flame (MCB-CCO.6) is signifìcantly different, peaking some two

kiln diameters further downstream. Tlre peak heat flux from the I|i4CB-CCZ.I flame was TVolowet than that of the

PJ burner flames. Based on the measured wall surface temperatures, the heat transfer through the kiln walls shows

that the PJ burner flames also typically produce 37o more total heat release than the MCB-CC2.7 flame over the

fìrst ten kiln diameters, and TVo more total heat release than the MCB-CC0.6 flame. Using the radiation measure-

ments, tlre PJ burner flames produced 72Vo more total radiation heat release than MCB-CCZ.1 flame 
^nd20Eo 

tnore

than the MCB-CCO.6 flame.

The heat flux measurements clearly demonstrate that good control of the heat flux profile of a precessing jet tlame

can be accomplished by varying the ratio of central axial jet fuel flow rate to PJ fuel flow rate and hence the

momentum ratio. Increasing the proportion of CAJ to total gas flow, \.164¡ over the range 0-31Vo (lç¡¡=0-0.32)

pushes the heat flux further down tlre kiln by approximately one kiln diameter and also broadens the profile so that

the peak heat flux is slightly reduced. The total heat release varies by approximately 37o, depending on yç¿7, with

tlre lrighest total heat flux appearing to be produced from flames with V6AJ=15 -25Vo (l ç¡¡0.1 l-0.25). This result

is consistent with the observations in Section 4.3 which indicate that the flame volume and hence radiant fraction

is maximised with the same range of flow proportions and momentum ratios. The trends in the high momentum

burners are consistent with previous predictions based on the Craya-Curtet parameter: the high momentum, low

recirculation flame (MCB-CC0.6) has poor heat transfèr, low NO" and high CO emissions and the high Craya-

Curtet flame has good heat transfer characteristics and good burnout. The in-flame measurements of gas-species

concentration, although limited, also highlighted the differences between the flames from the PJ burner and the two

multi-channel burner flames.

When considered in isolation, the trends in NO, emissions from the MCB and PJ burners in the pilot-scale facility

appear to be irreconcilable with those obtained in full scale operating rotary kilns. However, it has been tbund that

a comparison of the relationship between the heat flux and NO, emissions enables reasonable agreement to be

found in the trends of the performance of the different burner systems when compared in the difTerent facilities.

The results also highlight the difficulties in maintaining thermal similarity between experimental facilities and

operating plant. This is particularly true when comparing either different combustion systems, for example those

with different mixing characteristics, or when the control of heat flux in the pilot facility is ditl'erent t'rom that in

the operating plant.
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A crude method of describing the relationship between heat flux and NO, emissions is proposed by plotting total

heat flux through the walls against total NO, emissions. Extrapolation of the heat flux from the PJ burner to equal

that from the comparable typically good multi-channel burner flame (MCB-CC2.l), results in an apparent reduc-

tion in NO, emissions of 35-50To, the same order as those measured in full-scale plant. This result demonstrates

that different types of mixing within a flame can result in a different relationship between NO" emissions and heat

flux with all other parameters held constant, for both the pilot-scale facility and the operating plant.
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Chapter 6
Mixing Characteristics of a ConfÏned
Precessing Jet Flow

6.1 Quantitative Measurement of Concentration

6.1.1Introduction

A rotary kiln and burner system can be idealised as a jet of fuel issuing into a concentric confining cylinder with a

surrounding uniform co-flow of air. Extensive investigations by previous researchers have demonstrated that the

proximity of the confining walls and the velocity of the co-flowing stream can have a significant impact upon the

behaviour of an enclosed flame and hence the operation of a rotary kiln.

In the case of a confined simple turbulent jet, the dolninant factor governing flame characteristics is the degree of

recirculation induced in a rotary kiln due to the interaction of the duct walls with the natural entrainment of the jet.

The most widely used criteria for characterising the degree of reciroulation in ducted jet systems are the Thring-

Newby, Craya-Curtet and Becker parameters, see Section 1.3.4. The Craya-Curtet and Becker scaling criteria,

which assume the jet can be treated as a point source of momentum in the fàr field, are considered by Moles er ø1.

(1912) to be the best methods for modelling enclosed flames. However, due to the fundamentally different nature

of the mixing of a precessing jet from that of a simple jet, the Craya-Curtet and Becker scaling criteria cannot nec-

essarily be applied to precessing jet flows. Nathan et al. (1995) has suggested that a modified form of tlre Thring-

Newby criterion is suitable for modelling the PJ nozzle, but this has yet to be tested. Hence, there is at presen[ no

validated scaling criterion for the PJ nozzle to relate small-scale model results and industrial applications. The prin-

ciple airn of the present investigation is therefore to develop and validate such a model fbr the behaviour of a ducted

PJ tlozzle with shaping jet. A further aim of the experiments is to quantitatively determine the effect of the central

axial jet on the mixing from a PJ nozzle and incorporate this into the modelling criterion. The effect of the central

axial jet is also quantified to investigate the optimum combustion properties and mixing characteristics of a pre-

cessing jet flow in a confined, co-flowing environment.

To develop a model ofthe characteristics ofa confined PJ flow, it is necessary to assess quantitatively the separate

effects of co-flow velocity, confinement and shaping jet ratio. The effect of a co-flow and confinement and hence

recirculation on the mixing characteristics of simple jet nozzles has been widely investigated by previous research-

ers. For example, velocity measurements were made by Yule and Damou (1991) and Khodadadi and Vlachos

(1989) and extensive measurements of the mean and fluctuating components of the concentration of a passive
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scalar tracer have been made by Becker et aL (1963, 1965 and 1967b). All these experiments used single point tech-

niques. However, two-dimensional imaging has the advantage of capturing the instantaneous spatial distribution

of the mixing field, which is advantageous for the highly transient and three-dimensional nature of the flow from

aPJ nozzle. The instantaneous meâsurement of the two-dimensional distribution of the velocity ireld from a pre-

cessing jet using a technique suclr as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) has severe limitations and difficulties due

to the wide {istribution of magnitude and direction of velocity in the flow from a PJ nozzle (Newbold, 1997). Scalar

measurements are not subject to these problems because there is no directional sensitivity.

6.1.2 Quantitative PLIF

Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) is a powerful, non-intrusive technique for the measurement of passive

scalar concentration and hence is chosen for the present investigation. PLIF is a well developed diagnostic tool in

fluid mechanics. Examples of quantitative measurements of the concentration of a jet in water include Dahm and

Dimorakis (1990), Dimotakis et al. (1983), Law and V/ang (2000) and Papanicolau and List (1988). The technique

used by Karasso and Mungal (1996, 1997a) for the investigation of plane and curved shear layers is the basis of

the PLIF technique chosen for the present study.

T¡e pulsed Neodium Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (Nd:YAG) laser and carboxy-dichlorofluorescein dye system

used by Karasso and Mungal (1996, 1997a) was selected for the present PLIF experiments due to the need to

acquire instantaneous, time-resolved images of the jet concentration field. For a continuous laser, the temporal res-

olution of a PLIF image is determined by the shutter speed of the camera, which is usually limited by the laser

power and hence fluorescence signal strength. A typical value for the temporal resolution of a continuous laser

PLIF system, such as that used for the two-colour experiments described in Chapter 3, is 1ms, which is not ade-

quate to temporally resolve the fluid motions near to the jet exit. For a pulsed laser, such as the Nd:YAG laser, the

temporal resolution is determined by the pulse duration and fluorescence time scale, which are both typically less

than lQns. As the smallest time scales in a turbulent flow are greater tl.ran these time scales, the PLIF images so

acquired are fully temporally resolved. The Nd:YAG laser also offers the advantage of considerably more energy

tlran tlre Argon-Ion source used for tl.re flow visualisation experiments in Chapter 3. Karasso and Mungal (1991b)

þave demonstrated that a Nd:YAG laser (at approximately 40mJ/pulse) produces at least two orders of magnitude

more energy per exposure than a 20W Argon-Ion system in which the laser beam is swept through the imaged

region. Hence, in order to acquire two-dimensional images of the scalar mixing field of a PJ nozzlein a co-flowing,

confined environment, the Nd:YAG laser is clearly the superior choice as the excitation source.

The selection of an appropriate fluorescent dye for a particular laser source is vital for ensuring the acquired PLIF

images can be used to determine quantitatively the jet concentration throughout the experimental region. Karasso

and Mungal (1997b) examined the selection of an appropriate dye for PLIF measutements with the Nd:YAG laser

and found that a commonly used dye, fluorescein, was unsuitable for quantitative measurements as it did not obey

the Beer-Lambert Law governing absorption decay. They found only one dye suitable for use with the Nd:YAG

Iaser: 5(&6)carboxy-2'7'-dichlorofluorescein. Hence, this dye was chosen for the present experiments.
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6.1.3 Quantitative PLIF Image Processing Fundamentals

The raw fluorescence signal detected in a PLIF experiment is a function of the jet concentration, camera optics and

laser intensity distribution. Following the notation used by Karasso (1994), the signal intensity detected by a

camera aligned at right angles to and focussed on tl.re plane of a laser sheet can be expressed by Equation 6-1. The

overbar symbol in Equation 6-1 refers to an acquired two-dimensional image, i and j are the column and row index

respectively for the pixel under consideration, B¡¡ refers to the camera's background noise, G¡i is the camera's fixed

pattern gain and includes the collection optics and câmera non-uniformities, /¡¡ is the spatial distribution of laser

intensity, tQCi¡ is the spatial distribution of fluorescence intensity and R is the background concentration of the

image flow field:

Sij = B¡j+G',(I,,[0C'.,1 +R) Equation 6-1.

Assuming a linear relationship between dye concentration and fluorescence intensity, then Q, the effective quantum

efficiency, is constant and Equation 6-1 can be reduced to Equation 6-2.The concentration ofjet fluid can then be

calculated by applying Equation 6-3:

c'j X
I

I,j
Equation 6-2.

('.¡
Cij _

Cr"f - R
Equation 6-3.

where Crn¡.is the reference concentration, usually determined in a region of the image where lO}Vo dye fluid is

known to be present.

Equation 6-1 demonstrates that, in order to determine quantitatively the concentration of dye in the flow being

investigated, each of the conection factors, B¡i Gi¡, 1¡¡, Crn¡and R must be known. Hence the camera background

noise, the camera gain and the spatial distribution of laser intensity distribution must be measured across the

imaged area of each experiment. The procedures taken to account for all of these systematic corrections in an image

are described in Section 6.2.2.
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6.2 Quantitative PLIF Technique

6.2.1 Experimental Apparatus

A detailed description of the experimental apparatus used for the quantitative PLIF experiments, including thejet

nozzles, is given in Section 2.2.3.Briefly, the jet nozzle was aligned on the axis of symmetry of a 0.5x0.5m cross-

section, closed-circuit water-tunnel. Fluorescent dye stored in supply tanks of limited volume, was pumped through

thejet at flow rates controlled by Fischer and Porter rotameters. The horizontal laser sheet from a Coherent Infinity

40-100 Nd:YAG laser was aligned through the jet axis with the intensity distribution configured to minimise the

reduction in fluorescence signal along the jet axis by matching the intensity profile to the decay in jet concentration

as much as possible. The laser was operated at its maximum power output of 250mJ/pulse at 532nm and a repetition

rate of 1OHz for the validation experiments and 6Hzfor the precessing jet experiments. A Kodak MegaPlus camera

was positioned at right angles to the laser sheet and a Fujinon CFl2.5A wide-angle lens was used to focus the flu-

orescence image onto the large CCD array of the camera. Images were captured in batches of 152 images, which

were temporarily stored in the RAM of the camera's controlling computer and then transfèrred for permanenf stor-

age on the computer's hard-drive. The jet flow was stopped in between capturing each batch of images. Perspex

tubes of different diameters were used to provide ditferent levels of confinement relative to the jet and the fre-

quency of the water-tunnel pump was adjusted to provide control over the co-flow velocity.

6.2.2 Image Processing Corrections

6.2.2.L Correction for Background Noise, B,j

Forthepresentexperiments,twomeasurementsofthecamerabackgroundnoise, B¡¡,wereacquired.Thefirstmea-

surement was taken with the laser off and the room darkened while the second measurement was performed with

the room darkened and the laser operating exactly as for the data collection procedure. The camera settings were

identical to those used in acquiring the data images. A total of 152 images were acquired and averaged to determine

the camera background noise.

6.2.2.2 Correction for Camera Gain Effects, G7

The camera gain effect, G¡¡, is a product of the performance of the camera CCD anay and the transfer function of

the optical system described in detail in Section 2.2.3. Accurate determination of the present camera gain effects

was difficult due to the requirement of generating a perfectly uniform illuminated target. However, as

Equation 6-2 shows, it is not necessary to determine the camera gain response and laser intensity distribution sep-

arately, although this was done by Karasso (1994), as long as a measurement incorporating both elements can be

used to determine the product I¡lGi¡.The procedure to meâsure this product accurately is described in

Section 6.2.2.4. An estimate of G¡¡ is still necessary to correct the measurement of I¡¡G¡.¡ for the effects of dye

absorption as described in Section 6.2.2.5.
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Non-uniformities in the Fujinon lens and MegaPlus CCD array were tested by measuring the response of the

camera when viewing an approximately uniformly illuminated target. The camera settings were as used in exper-

iments, but with the lens unfocused. A total of 152 images were acquired and averaged and the camera's back-

ground noise subtracted to determine the spatial distribution of the camera's gain response, G¡¡. At an f-stop of/2

the spatial gain response is not uniform as progressively less light is detected by pixels in the CCD array the greater

their distance from the centre of the image. Although the response becomes more uniform at larger f-stops, a higlrer

f-stop also reduces the signal intensity detected by the CCD and significantly lowers the signal-to-noise ratio of the

experiments. Hence an f-srop of f/2 was chosen for all the present experiments'

6.2.2.3 Correction for Geometric Distortion

Due to the wide-angle lens used in the PLIF experiments, geometric distortion is present at the edges of the images.

This is evidenced by a slight "barrelling" of the true image. To determine the true measuremenf location of each

pixel, tlre geometric distortion due to the optical lens must be corrected. The method presented by Lu et al. (1994),

as shown in Equation 6-4 and Equation 6-5, was used to account fbr the optical distortion and reconstruct each

image. An image of a target test-pattern was used to quantify the level of distortion and the accuracy of Lu's

method.

b'r'(r) = b¡i(r) Equation 6-4.

'a

2 (r)
b¡.¡'(x) = b¡i(x)

2
rccD

Equation 6-5

whereb¡¡(r)andb¡.dx) arethepositionsof pixel(ij)alongther-axisandx-axisrespectively, b¡.i(r)andbn'(x)are

the corrected pixel positions, s" is the ocular distance and rççpand xcco are the height and width of the CCD array

in pixels. Note that the cylindrical co-ordinate system is used here such that x represents distance parallel to the

main flow direction and r represents radial distance.

6.2.2.4 Correction for Laser Spatial Intensity Distribution,lT

The spatial distribution of the laser intensity varies signihcantly throughout the image area of each experimental

configuration. This is principally due to the Gaussian distribution of intensity caused by spreading a laser beam

into a two-dimensional sheet using a cylindrical lens. The laser operation, streaks caused by scratchest in the per-

spex surfaces of the water-tunnel and cylindrical ducts and absorption through the experimental region also

affected the spatial intensity distribution. For the reasons discussed in Section 6.2.2.2 the laser intensity distribution

and camera gain effects were measured simultaneously in the present experiments.

t. Note thât the walls of the tunnel were polished to reduce many scratches, but some optical distortion still remained.

2
+

+
2

sa
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The combined product I¡¡xG¡¡ was measured with the combined optical arrangement, including ducts, for each con-

figuration by recording the fluorescence signal intensity generated when either the entire water-tunnel or a section

of the water-tunnel was at a uniform dye concentration. Measurements in which the entire water-tunnel was at a

uniform concentration were conductecl at selected intervals during and at the conclusion ofeach experimental run.

For these measurements the tunnel was left running fbr several minutes to circulate the fluid and ensure uniform

dye concentration. For measurements when only a closed off section of the tunnel was used, extra dye was added

to increase the signal strength of the measurements. A separate small fish-tank pump was then left running to mix

the fluid within the sealed section for approximately an hour to ensure uniform dye concentration. The laser and

camera were operated as during the data collection stage. The raw images were checked for fluctuations in the

laser's operation and any spurious images eliminated. A small perspex cell containing a fixed concentration of flu-

orescent dye was used to monitor the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in laser power. Approximately 152 images were

acquired for every different experimental arrangement and averaged, correcting for variations in laser power, P,

and background noise as shown in Equation 6-6. As the dye concentration is uniform, the recorded signal, S;¡,

depends only on the laser intensity distribution and the camera gain effects. However, as the laser signal passes

through tl're image area some of the lightis absorbed due to the interaction of the dye and the laser. Correction for

tlris absorption is required to determine the true product of I ¡¡ and G¡¡.

t P-^. -Iij*Gij = ; I fr(Si¡,,,-B¡¡)
Equation 6-6

t= I

6.2.2.5 Correction for Absorption

Tl.re absorption of a linear laser-dye system fbr PLIF experiments is characterised by the Beer-Lambert law. As

outlined in Section 6.1.2, Karasso and Mungal (1997b) found that the only dye that is suitable for quantitative PLIF

experiments with a Nd:YAG laser source is carboxy-dichlorofluorescein, whose absorption characteristics follow

the Beer-Lambert Law.

In order to calculate the absorption for each experimental contìguration, it is necessary to separate the intensity

clistribution and camera gain effects. The camera gain distribution, G¡¡, was estimated as described in

Section 6.2.2.2. The corrected laser intensity distribution image was then calculated from I,, = (G¡.i x I¡¡)/G', . The

change in signal intensity due to absorption was then calculated between two points by applying the approximate

form of the Beer-Lambert Law for a laser beam passing between two points (i=0 to i=k, in intervals of Âr), tlrrough

a uniformly dyed medium, as shown in Equation 6-7, where e is the molar absorbtivity of the dye and C is the con-

centration of dye in the imaged region.

I-q

Ioj
I i=0

k

,"^.1I = exp[-k(eCÀr)]exp
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One measurement point was chosen just to the near-laser side of the duct (right hand side of the images) and the

otherjust to the far-laser side of the duct (left hand side of the images) so that any optical attenuation ofthe fluo-

rescence signal due to the perspex cylinders is eliminated. Each point lies on the same pixel row which is coincident

with the direction of propagation of the laser sheet. The signal intensity was averaged over five pixel values in the

same row, centred around the measurement point.

The theoretical change in signal due to absorption was calculated from the absorption characteristics for carboxy-

dichlorofluorescein dye with a Nd:YAG laser determined by Karasso and Mungal (1997b) and Equation 6-7.The

distance between the measurement points (kÅr) was calculated from the resolution of each experiment (-500pm).

The concentration of each condition was calculated based on the estimated quantity of dye present in the water-

tunnel or sealed off segment. The dye concentration used in the intensity distribution measurements varied between

0.06x10-6M and 1.8x10-6M, or a factor of 0.04 to 1.2 relative to that of Karasso. Hence it is expected that even

though the experimental arrangements are vastly different, tl.re absorption behaviour of the dye should be identical.

The lowest concentrations correspond to measurements of the background concentration in the middle of experi-

mental runs and the highest concentrations correspond to cases in which extra dye has been added to a sealed off

segment. The theoretical change in signal due to absorption is compared to the measured change in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1. Comparison of the theoretical and measured change in fluorescence intensity in the spatial intensity

distribution measurements due to the effects of absorption'

Experimental Run
Name

Dye Concentration
(relative to Karasso)

Measured Intensity
Change (I¡n,lIn"or)

Theoretical Intensity
Change (I¡orllnror)

SimpleCon t.t2 0.53 o.73

PJ3901 - background 0.t1 0.93 0.96

PJ3901 - doped 1.25 0.73 0.64

PJ3902 - background 0.17 0.89 0.94

PJ3903 - background 0.14 t.02 0.95

PJ39Ocofl - background 0.10 1.05 0.96

PJ2902 - background 0.10 0.91 0.97

PJ2903 - background 0.l1 0.88 0.91

PJ2903 - doped 1.13 0.75 0.73

28PJ290 - background 0.07 0.91 0.98

28PJ290 - doped 0.58 0.80 0.85

28PJ390 - background 0.09 0.84 o.91

28PJ390 - doped 0.32 0.78 0.89

Swirl - background 0.14 0.98 0.96

Swirl - intensity 0.29 0.97 0.92
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A number of experimental conditions are nof listed in Table 6-1. The PJ4901 intensity distribution measurements

are not listed as the perspex duct filled the entire water-tunnel cross-section and hence it was not possible to mea-

sure the effect of absorption independent of the effect of signal attenuation due to the duct interface. The simple jet

experiments used to validate the PLIF technique are not included due to the effect of reflections from the rear

water-perspex-air interface. In the absence of any duct to disrupt the optical path of the laser sheet, the reflections

from the rear interface were sufficiently strong to cause the laser intensity distribution to appear to increase with

distance in the experimental region. Reflections from the rear interface were detected at various intensities in a

number of other experimental configurations. However they were most significant in the validation case. A reflec-

tion between the rear interface and the far-laser side of the duct, where it is terminated, Iocally increases the laser

intensity in the PJ3903 and PJ390cofl cases so that the fluorescence signal between the near and far sides appears

to increase.

Table 6-1 indicates a number of important results. The first and most critical point is that, with consideration given

to the effect ofreflections and refractions from each perspex surface, the nature of the camera gain measurement

and the estimation of the actual background concentration, there is very good agreement between the theoretical

and measured absorption. Hence it is possible to incorporate a correction for absorption in the calculation of the

productof thelaserintensitydistributionandcameraeffects, I¡¡xG¡¡. Thesecondpointisthatthehighestamounf

of absorption present in an experiment has been quantified and is of the order of 4Vo across the width of the duct

at the end of an experimental run, when the background concentration is highest.

The theoretical absorption for each condition was calculated across the image array, A¡¡. This was then incorporated

into the calculation of the true product of the laser intensity distribution and camera gain effects:

1r,, x G¡¡)' = Equation 6-8.

The effect of absorption on the measurement of /¡¡G¡¡ is illustrated in Figure 6-1. Figure 6-1a shows the calculated

theoretical absorption for the PJ39O2 case and Figure 6-1b shows the combined intensity distribution and camera

gain distribution for the PJ3902 configuration, which has been corrected for absorption.
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Figure 6-1. Correction Images used in the image processing of raw PLIF images from the PJ390? experiments:
(at Absorption correction image, A¡¡: (b) Intensity distribution, corrected for absorption, I¡¡xG¡lA¡¡..T.he
colourmapused to represent each imafe is normalised to the minimum and maximum values to shÓw the rèlative
distribution of actual values.
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6.2.3 Image Processing Procedure

The image processing procedure was consistent for every condition, altl.rouglt there is a significant difference in

t¡e calculation of the reference concentration for the simple jet case and precessingjet cases. The first step in the

irnage processing was to determine the systematic corrections outlined in Section 6.2.2fot each experimental run:

Table 6-2. The image processing procedure to determine the systernatic correction images for background noise,

absorption, camera gain response and laser sheet intensity distribution.

Step Image Processing Procedure Mathematical Implementation

I Review all raw images and discard any spurious images with sig-

nificant changes in the laser sheet distribution or incorrect image

capture.

2 Calculate the average camera background noise with the laser off.
s"r, = iI r,,,"

k

J Calculate the average camera background noise with the laser on.
8"" = *I r,r,"

k= I

4 Calculate the combined product of the laser intensity and camera

gain distributions:

4a Determine the instantaneous laser pulse power for every image,

P n, by weraging the signal strength over a number of pixels (wxå)

in a reference cell at a fìxed dye concentration'

¡+wx+h

P" = ;h I I (s,:,n-Borr,i¡)

r = r j = x

4l) Calculate laser reference power - the mean laser pulse power. n
IP,"r=i)P,'

4c Determine the bounds of the 95Vo confìdence range of the Gauss-

ian clistribution of laser pulse powers. Images with laser powers

outside the limits defined by P^¡nand P^o*are excluded from sub-

sequent image processing.

Pn,in = Pref - 1.96xPrns

P,nn* = Pref+ 1.96 xPrnrs

5 Correct and average the intensity images

5a Determine the instantaneous laser pulse power for every image,

Pr,, by averaging the signal strength over a number of pixels (wxå)

in a reference cell at a fixed dye concentration.

r+wx+h
I

P^ = iII I I (s,¡.',-Borli¡)

r = f J = x

5b If P ,,¡,, < P tr < P nro(, correct fbr pulse to pulse power fluctuations.
(I x c)ij,n - ItJ(a,.,, 

n -Bon, i¡)

5c Calculate average intensity and camera gain distribution.
n

I

(IxG)¡¡ = ; f (lxc)ii,n
k=l

5d Calculate theoretical absorption distribution. 4,,

5e Calculate true intensity and camera gain distribution, corrected for
absorption in the experimental measurement.

(I x c)'ij =
(I x G)ii

A'j
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The image processing to determine the corrections for camera noise and laser intensity and camera gain distribution

were only calculated for each experimental run as the corrections for each experimental condition are the same for

each run in which the configuration of the laser, camera and jet is the same. The next step was to conduct the image

processing on the actual data to determine the averagejet concentration for a particular experimental condition.

Table 6-3. Image processing procedure for the calculation of the average jet concentration of an experiment. The

procedure is similar for the calculation of the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the concentration fluctuations.

The location of the regions used to monitor the laser power fluctuations, P' the background concentration, iR' and

intlrecaseofthesimplejet,thereferenceconcentration,Crn¡;areshowninFigure 6-2for thevalidationexperiment

using a simple jet and a typical precessing jet case.

Step Image Processing Procedure Mathematical Implementation

1 Determine reference laser powers (see steps (4a-4c) in the pro-

cessing procedure for corrections).
= Pre.¡; Pa¡¡¡' P^*

2 Correct and average the intensity images:

2a Determine the instantaneous laser pulse power for every image,

Pr,, by averaging the signal strength over a number of pixels (wxh)

in a reference cell at a fixed dye concentration. " 
= ;h ¡ ¡ {sr:,n-Borr,ii)

r = rJ = x

2b I1 Pmin< Pn< P^^, correct for pulse to pulse power fluctuations

and laser intensity distribution and camera gain distribution to cal-

culate the concentration distribution.

I - 
Pr"r(Sii,n-Bon,ii)

"i.i,n- Pn (lxG)-'¡j

2c Determine the instantaneous background concentration, Rr,, by

averaging the concentration over a number pixels (wxh) in a des-

ignated region in the image where no jet is present.

r+wx+h
IRn=**]ìII",¡,"

l = f I = x

-1 Determine the reference concentration:

3a If the experiment is of a simple jet, average the concentration over

a number pixels (wxlr) in a designated region in the image within
the jet potential core (l 007a jet fluid).

r+wx+h

c,", = *h I I c,.,,^

r = rJ = x

3b If the experiment is of a precessing jet, repeat steps 1-2b for the

images taken at the start of the experiments with the reference cell
containing 100% jet fluid.

Cjetref¡,. n

3c Determine the average signal strength from the laser power refer-

ence region (wxlr). ., = ;| | | cjetrer,,,n

r = rJ = x

3d Determine the average signal strength from the jet reference cell

region (w'xh').

r'+ w'x'+ h'

S","r=o/h f I c.ietref,,,n

i=r,j=x,

3e Calculate the ratio between the laser power signal strength and the
jet reference signal strengtlt.

o S"r"f
'sP

3f Calculate the reference concentration for the experiment. Cr", = PxPn

4 Determine the instantaneous jet concentration
- 

cii,n-Rn
(,.i, 

n Cr"f R

5 Average the instantaneous jet concentration measurements.
n

_t
('t =nI(,¡,^

k= I
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Figure 6-2. The typical location of the regions used in the image processing procedure to calculate the laser
power (LP ref , P), background concentration (BK ref, Rr) and 1007o jet fluid for the pipe jet (Jet Ref, Cr").Tbe
images are false-colour representations of raw PLIF images.
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6.3 Sources of Experimental Error

6.3.1 Spatial Resolution

The accurate measurement of mean local passive scalar concentration requires that the measurement volume be

small compared to the local instantaneous concentration gradient. Accurate measurement of scalar concentration

fluctuations requires that the measurement volume must resolve the instantaneous local concentration gradients.

The Batchelor scale, l"¿, is the smallest scale at which scalar fluctuations occur. If the resolution of the measure-

ment probe is larger than the Batchelor scale then the Root Mean Square (RMS) of concentration fluctuations will

be underestimated as fluctuations smaller than the probe volume cannof be measured. The Kolmogorov scale, À¿,

is the smallest scale at which velocity fluctuations occur in a flow and is given by Equation 6-9, where rRe, is the

local Reynolds number and I, is the local length scale of the flow, which is proportional to the axial distance from

tltenozzleexit for a jet (i.e. Dahm and Dimotakis (1990) assumel"=Q.44* to calculate the local length scale of their

jet flow):

l,o = R"^0751* Equation 6-9.

Tþe Iargest Kolmogorov scales in the present experiments are approximately l00pm. Miller and Dimotakis (1991)

defìne a velocity field spatial scale, 1., which is some multiple, a, of À¿, where o has a value of approximately 25

(Dahm and Dimotakis, 1990; Miller and Dimotakis, 1991). The Batchelor scale, l"¿, which is the smallest scale at

which scalar fluctuations occur, is related to the velocity field spatial scale by the Schmidt number, Sc, the ratio of

the relative importance of turbulent transportation and molecular diffusion in a fluid, see Equation 6-10:

_û5
À¡ = Sc "-Àr Equation 6-10.

The Kolmogorov and Batchelor scales in a jet flow vary with axial distance from the jet exit due to the dependence

of Equation 6-9 on the local length scale of the flow. The relative resolution of an experiment, defined as Ll)r¡, for

tlre Batchelor scale and Ll),"¡for the Kolmogorov scale, where L is the largest dimension of the probe resolution,

therefore also vary throughout the flow field. The Batchelor scale is resolved if Ll),h<l and the Kolmogorov scale

is resolved if Ll),"k<l . Figure 6-3 presents the variation in Ll)r¡rand Ll)"¡along the jet centreline for the principal jet

types investigated using the present PLIF technique. The Schmidt number of carboxy-dichlorofluorescein dye in

water is assumed to be Sc=1,900 for the present calculations, based on the measurement of D=5.2x10-6 cmzls for

fluorescein (Ware et aI., 1983 in Karasso, 1994). The local length scale in the flow for the PJ nozzle was calculated

based on the method of Newbold (1997), in which the jet is assumed to expand at the same rate as a simple jet from

the inlet orifice of the nozzle chamber, and an approximate but more realistic measure in which a constant spread

half-angle of 40" is assumed.

In the present experiments the resolution was about tlre same in all three dimensions. The nominal imaged dimen-

sions of each pixel in the CCD aray varied from L=496ltm to L=5 tOpm depending on the experimental configu-

ration. The spatial resolution out of the plane of the laser sheet is defìned by the sheet thickness, which was
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approximately 500pm 
^t-thenozzle 

centreline, where most statistics ¿Ire calculated. Figure 6-3 demonstrates that

tlre measurement resolution is between one and two orders of magnitude greater than the Kolmogorov and Batcl.r-

elor scales anywhere in the imaged region.At the furthest measuremenI point from the jet exit the Batchelor scale

is approximately 8 times smaller than the measurement resolution and the Kolmogorov scale is approximately 5

times smaller than the measurement resolution. Hence the finest scales of velocity and scalar fluctuations are not

resolved. This results in lower values of concentration fluctuation and scalar dissipation rates than the true values'

However, the velocity field spatial scale, 1", is resolvecl in most of the imaged area, except for the immediate vicin-

ity of the nozzle exit for all jet types.

6.3.2 Temporal Resolution and Statistical Independence

Tlre temporal resolution required to resolve the Batchelor length scale is defined by the Batchelor time scale, t¿:

Equation 6-11

where ø is the local velocity and À,6 is the local Batchelor scale. The temporal resolution of the present experiment

is clefined by the laser pulse duration of 3ns plus the fluorescence lifetime of approximately 10ns, so that

lputs¿=l3ns. The Batchelor and Kolmogorov time scales in the current experiments were estimated based on the jet

f'low rate and spreading angle. The rutio of lputs" to the smallest time scales, which occur at the jet exit, is shown

in Table 6-4, illustrates that the Batchelor and Kolmogorov time scales are well resolved for all jet types.

Jet t¡, (ns) t¿ (ns) 16lxpuße r¡l"Cpulse

Simple 5.3 5,190 8.4E-06 l.5E-07

Central Axial 5.2 5,625 l.5E-05 7.2F-07

Precessing 24.r 26,293 l.4E-06 6.9E-08

Table 6-4. Estimated ratios of Iaser pulse-fluorescence duration (xputr) to experimental time scales for fhe

principal jet types investigated. Values less than I indicate complete independence.

For calculating statistical properties it is necessary to ensure statistical independence of the data. Hence another

equally important temporal consicleration is the independence of successive images. This is determined by the

fiame rate of tþe camera reÌative to the flow velocities and the imaged area. The most important criterion t'or image-

to-image independence is tlrat based on the convection velocity of the large-scale structures in the flow. This

requires that the time between images be greater than the time scale for a typical large-scale structure in the flow

to move past a fixed point in space, xconv¿c. In addition, pixel-to-pixel independence requires that a fluid particle

must not be detected in the same pixel from one image to the next. This requires that the time between images

exceeds the time for the flow to cotnpletely traverse a pixel, xpixat:In the present experiments, the need for inde-

pendence had to be balanced with the need to conserve dye, reduce the accumulation of dye in the image back-

grouncl and tlte limited volume of the supply tanks. Hence the very low camera frame rate required for complete

indepenclence based on the convection of a complete structure between successive images, x¡*or", wàs not practi-

\
u

,[b
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cal. Nevertheless reasonable independence is assured by maintaining the laser repetition rate and camera frame

¡atc, a¡.¡ame greater than Sxxpixetin all cases, as shown in Table 6-5. Also shown in Table 6-5 is the comparison of

tlre image capture time scale compared to the time scale for one complete cycle of precession, T¡¡rec. Since typically

several hundred images are collated, the statistics are averaged over at least 30 (and more typically at least 100)

large structures and cycles of precession.

Jet
Frame Rate

(fps)
x¡ro,n/xpr"" 'Lframd Lpixel tframd tconvec 1¡rornrlxi,nog"

Simple l0 5.71 0.28 0.12

Central Axial 6 9.51 0.035 0.15

Precessing 6 0.48 9.51 0.05 0.0r

Table 6-5. Estimated ratios of laser pulse repetition rate and camera frame rate (t¡ru*) to different jet time scales.

Values greater than I indicate complete independence. xpixt¡ and xin ot" îrë the time required for a fluid particle,

based conservatively on the lowest co-flow velocity, to traverse the length of a pixel or image length respectively'

xr,,,,r", is the time required for the slowest moving structure at the end of the imaged region to trâverse a fixed

point.

6.3.3 Limited Number of Measurements

The number of PLIF images that could be used to calculate flow statistics was limited in the present measurements

by the amount of memory in the camera's computer, the cost of dye and the number of different jet conditions

investigated. The magnitude of the uncertainty associated with a tìnite number of data point can be estimated using

tlre formula given by Yoda et al. (1994):

u = r(:À Equation 6-12.

where ¡r is the uncertainty, n is the number of independent concentration meâsurements and o is the standard devi-

ation of the measurements. For the present simple jet measurements, o is about 0.2, giving an uncertainty of

approximately l.2Vo for 1100 images. For the precessing jet experiments the number of irnages used depends on

the jet condition. The present measurements indicate o is about 0.3 in the far fìeld of a precessing jet flow, giving

an uncertainty of approximately 1.87o for 1100 images, 3.4Vo for 304 images and 4.97o fot 152 images.

6.3.4 Laser Sheet Intensity Distribution

TIre correction for the laser sheet intensity distribution, /¡¡, see Section 6.2.2.4, represents the largest source of error

in the image processing of raw PLIF images to obtain quantitative values of jet concentration distribution. Instan-

tûneous deviations from the mean intensity distribution, changes in the mean intensity distribution from the actual

jet experiment and the measurement of the intensity profile and the effècts of absorption all contribute to the overall

error. The effect of instantaneous intensity deviations was reduced by inspecting individual PLIF images and dis-

carding those with gross intensity fluctuations observed in the background. This error was further reduced by elim-

inating any images witl.r an instantaneous laser power outside the range of one standard deviation greater or less
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than the mean laser power signal, based on the measurement from the laser power reference cell. For most exper-

imental conditions the standard deviation of laser power signal was less than 4% of tbe mean value and the effect

ofinstantaneous intensity distribution fluctuations on the final results is negligible.

The error due to changes in the intensity distribution in the jet experiments and the measurement of the intensity

profile at the end of the experiments was primarily caused by slight movements of the experimental apparatus,

although changes in the laser operation may have also had an effect. This error was checked by comparing back-

ground measurements during and after the experiments. For most confìgurations, if the final measurement was not

suitable, an intermediate background measurement was used. However, this was not possible in the experiments

conducted in the 490mm duct and as a result there is a slight peak in the concentration measurements in the middle

region of these images. There was also a slight change in the intensity distribution of PJ390cofl experiments,

restricted to just the very downstream end of the image region, which could not be accounted for.

The effect of absorption of laser intensity across the laser sheet is addressed in Section 6.2.2.5 . This demonstrated

that the maximum contribution of absorption across the width of the imaged region is aboul"47o. The contribution

of absorption to the overall error in the spatial intensity distribution correction was reduced by including a correc-

tion in the calculation of the laser intensity distribution. However, a separate effect of absorption is to reduce the

signal from the reference cell used [o correct for laser power fluctuations. Inspection of the reference cell signal

indicated t|at, allowing for the effect of actual laser power fluctuations, the signal intensity from the reference cell

decreases by approximately l-Z%o over the duration required to acquire eight batches of 152 images and hence the

effect of absorption is minimal. This also indicates that any effect of photo-bleaching of the fluorescent dye in the

reference cell is also negligible.

6.3.5 Signal to Noise Ratio

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is relevant to the intensity resolution of the fluorescence signal. In the present

study, careful orientation of the laser sheet intensity profile with respect to the concentration decay from the dit'-

f'erent jets resulted in a maximum SNR of the raw PLIF images of approximately 25 for the majority of the pre-

cessing jet investigations and the validation experiments. These were obtained using the Inhnity Nd:YAG laser.

The SNR of the raw images was about 20 for the experiments using the 28mm PJ nozzle due to the use of a different

laser. T¡e Surelite Nd:YAG laser, used in these latter experiments, was operated at a non-optimal repetition rate

resulting in lower signal than was possible with the Infinity Nd:YAG laser.

6.3.6 Summary

The analysis presented above has quantified the main sources of uncertainty in the present PLIF experiments. The

main sources of procedural error occurs in those runs when the number of images captured is only 152. The laser

sheet intensity distribution correction provides another source of error. The main source of resolution error is that

which is common to all liquid-phase PLIF experiments - the large Schmidt number of fluorescent dye in water,

which results in a separation of the concentration and velocity scales. The present experiments are shown to have
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a spatiâl resolution which is significantly poorer than the scale of the smallest concentration fluctuations, the Batch-

elor scale and the scale of the smallest velocity fluctuations, the Kolmogorov scale. Nevertheless the present spatial

resolution is comparable with that of other PLIF investigations such as Dahm and Dimotakis (1990). The Nd:YAG/

dichloro-fluorescein system has been shown to completely resolve the time scales associated with velocity and

scalar fluctuations in the jet flows investigated. Hence tlre instantaneous images of the passive scalar concentration

are eftèctively ,,frozen" . On the scale of the measurement resolution, an image pixel, the images of concentration

distribution are independent while at larger scales independence of the measurements is necessarily compromised

due to ot¡er experimental factors. Therefore the accuracy of mean jet concentration calculations is expected to be

good, while the accuracy of concentration fluctuation calculations should be satisfactory but slightly lower than the

actual values, sufficient to quantify the gross characteristics of the flow field from a PJ nozzle for the present pur-

poses. However, an estimate of the overall uncertainty is difficult due to the unique combination of possible errors

and jet conditions in each experimental contiguration. Hence the simple jet experiments, in addition to validating

the pLIF technique, provide a means of assessing the uncertainty experimentally by comparing fhe present mea-

surements with previous results for a simple jet condition.
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6.4 Experimental Validation

6.4.L Introduction

6.4.1.1 Properties of Axisymmetric Simple Jets

The present experimental technique is validated by comparing the results from the investigation of a simple, axis-

symmetric jet with those from previous studies. The turbulent transport of a conserved scalar from a circular free

jet has been investigated widely for many years both because of its wide industrial application and its significance

as a class of turbulent flow.

According to the classical theory of the distribution of a passive scalar from a round, momentum-driven, free-tur-

bulent jet, the mean and fluctuating concentration fields should display self-similarity with increasing normalised

downstream distance, X = (x -xo,)/d* where x is the distance from the jet exit in cylindrical co-ordinates, x6,1

is the virtual origin of the jet flow in the far held and d, is the jet momentum diameter. The mean concentration, (,

ofjet fluid on the nozzle centreline should decay as 1-1, such that in the far field, the inverse concentration on the

centreline can be expressed as:

I 1/x-xo.r\
-=-l 

-l

Ç Kr\ dr,/ Equation 6-13.

where K7 is a decay constant determined by experiment. The spreading of a free-turbulent jet, can be quantified by

calculating the concentration half-width of the jet, r 1¡2, which is defined as the radial location at which the concen-

tration is exactly half the centreline concentration. In the far field, the jet spread should become self-similar and

hence can be expressed as:

'l! = ç,(\:-*ol\ Equation 6-14.
4 -'"t dc )

where K2 is the spreading rate determined by experimenl and xs,2 is the jet-spread virtual origin determined from

tlre far held data. The radial profiles of the mean and RMS concentration fluctuations, \rms, aÍe self-similar when

plotted against the appropriate normalised dimension, 1 = r/(x - xo, z), wlrere r is the distance from the jet centre-

line. This implies that the fluctuation intensity of jet concentration on the nozzle centreline, \r^rl\, also termed the

unmixedness, should approach a constant value in the jet far field. Values for the virtual origins, xs,ld and x6,2ld,

decay constant, K.¿, and spreading rate, K2, determined in previous jet experiments are summarised in Table 6-6

for a variety of single point, linear and planar techniques in both gas and aqueous mediums. Values for the asymp-

tote of concentration fluctuation intensity and the ratio of the maximum RMS to centreline RMS, Er-"/Em¡,ï-c are

also included in Table 6-6.

While the Reynolds number is the major similarity parameter in non-reacting jet flows, other factors have recently

been found to have a secondary influence on the far field mixing characteristics. However such a wide variety of

different initial conditions, different bounclary conditions, different experimental techniques and different spatial
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resolutions have been used in previous jet experiments (see Table 6-6) that it is difficult to separate out their respec-

tive influences and so explain the wide spread in the data. Indeed, it is only recently that Mi et al. (2000b) demon-

strated conclusively that significant differences exist throughout the scalar tìeld of a jet issuing from a smooth

contraction relative to that from a long pipe. They also showed that these differences explain many of the apparent

discrepancies between previous data sets. However, the role of molecular diffusion, as characterised by the

Schmidt number, Sc=vlD, the ratio of turbulent to molecular diffusivity, is less clear in jets, despite the large dif-

ference between aqueous (Sc-1000) and gaseous (Sc-1) mediums. As the present experiments are found to suggest

an influence of Schmidt number on the mixing from a simple jet, the role of Schmidt number in mixing is reviewed

in detail.

6.4.1.2 The Effect of Schmidt Number on Mixing

Evidence for the effect of Schmidt number on mixing can be readily fbund in the results of shear layer experiments.

Koochesfahani and Dimotakis (1985) found that the probability of observing unmixed arnbient fluid on the centre

of liquid mixing layers is 70Vo, compared to 6Vo in gaseous layers at comparable Reynolds numbers. Broadwell

and Mungal (1991), in reviewing previous experiments, found the mixed fluid composition to be more uniform

across a liquid shear layer than in a gaseous layer, indicative of a Schmidt number effect even at high Reynolds

number. Mungal and Dimotakis (1984) showed that ramp-like features exist in the instantaneous time traces of

product concentration in gaseous shear layers, while no such features are detected in the liquid shear layer experi-

ments of Koochesfahani and Dimotakis (1985). Broadwell and Mungal (1991) propose a two-stage Lagrangian

model to explain the mixing of shear-layers and jets based on discrete, large-scale engulfment of ambient fluid and

large-scale unsteadiness in the flow. The effect of Schmidt number is accounted for by the contribution to the

mixing by the diffusion layer, or Taylor scale, which is negligible in high Schmidt shear layer experiments and

significant for low Schmidt number shear layers. Finally, Karasso and Mungal (1996) in comparing the mixed fluid

distribution from a shear layer in water and gas experiments, concluded that molecular diffusion has a significant

effect and hence it "becomes imperative to incorporate this Schmidt-number dependency in ntodels and calcula-

tions of scalar mixing in any turbuLentflow".

The effect of Schmidt number on the mixing from fìee jets is, however, less clear. Some results demonstrate an

obvious effect of Schmidt number on mixing in turbulent jets. For example, Dahm and Dimotakis (1990) estimate

that in the limit of perfect spatial resolution of aqueous jet experiments using PLIF, the fraction of the jet centreline

in the far field occupied by ambient fluid decreases from nearly 30% to less than 4Vo as the Reynolds number is

increased from 1,500 to 5,000. No pure ambient fluid is measured on the jet centreìine in experiments using gas

jets at comparable Reynolds numbers. Dahm and Dimotakis (1990) also note that, in time traces of the jet fluid

concentration on thejet centreline, the characteristic large-scale rarnp-like features reported in gaseous turbulent

jets are not observed in liquid-phase jets, consistent with the observations in shear layers. Dowling and Dimotakis

(1990) demonstrate a Schmidt number effect (at constant Reynolds number) off the jet centreline by an increase in

the normalised value of the RMS of the concentration fluctuations. This is deduced to be due to a reduction in dif-

fusivity (associated with the increase in Sc) causing an increase in the local concentration fluctuation at thejet edge.

On tl.re centreline, Miller and Dimotakis (1991) show that in high Schmidt number jets the RMS of concentration
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fluctuations decrease with increasing Reynolds number and do not reach an asymptotic value by Re=24,000. In

low Schmidt number jets however, the concentrations fluctuations do not change significantly with Reynolds num-

ber. Dimotakis (2000) concludes that as "lower fluctuation levels correspond to more homogeneous míxing ... we

see that, at least for the case of a tiquid-phase jet, the flow transitions to a more well-nüxed state as the Reynolds

number is increased, as in the slrcar layer, even though in a more gradual ntannen" This Schmidt number effect

is deduced to be due to molecular diffusion in low-Sc jets bridging recently entrained reservoir-fluid filaments at

low Reynolds numbers, improving homogenisation, while for high-Sc jets, higher Reynolds numbers are required

to increase tl-re molecular mixing by increasing the surface-to-volume ratio of fluid filaments.

TI.re variation in concentration fluctuations with Reynolds number reported by Miller and Dimotakis (1991) is con-

sistent with a narrowing in the normalised far field probability distribution. This implies that in liquid phase jets,

the "flame length", defined by a specihed jet-ambient fluid mixture fraction, should decrease with increasing Rey-

nolds number. The finding that simulated flame length varies with Reynolds number in liquid jets contradicts pre-

vious research, which suggests that this quantity is independent of Schmidt number and Reynolds number, at least

above a critical Reynolds number. Kristmanson and Danckwerts (1961) and Wilson and Danckwerts (1964) fbund

the simulated flame length of jets in water and air is different. Wilson and Danckwerts (1964) conclude that the

simulated flame length is 9 percent greater for water jets compared to air jets, consistent with the notion that if all

other flow and fluid quantities are fixed, increasing the Schmidt number can only decrease the rate of molecular

mixing and the amount of mixed fluid, thereby resulting in longer simulated flame lengths.

The observations noted above for jet and shear layers are perhaps best summarised by Miller and Dimotakis (1991),

who state that"experimental and theoretical arguments in the lastfew years suggest that tlrc turbulent nüxing pro'

cess is sensitive to the value of the molecular dffision cofficients, even at Reynolds numbers typically regarded

as high. We recogníse that this remains a controversial proposal, at this writing, especially in the case of turbulent

jet mixing." One of the main difficulties with the concept of the Schmidt number altering jet entrainment is that

there is no clear physical mechanism whereby a change in Schmidt number can result in a change to the bulk

entrainmentrate of ambientfluid by ajet and hence overall flow statistics such as the rate of decay of mean con-

centration on the centreline, K1(Dahm and Dimotakis, 1990). In addition, the two-stage Lagrangian model pro-

posed by Broadwell and Mungal (1991), which demonstrates that the Schmidt number alters the bulk entrainment

in slrear layer experiments, also shows that tbe Schmidt number should not alter the centreline entrainment char-

acteristics of a jet. This is consistent with the observations of Dowling and Dimotakis (1990) which show no dif-

fèrence in the far field probability distribution function of liquid or gaseous jets.

6.4.1.3 Previous Studies of the Scalar Mixing from a Ttrrbulent Simple Jet

Despite the fact that there is evidence that the Schmidt number may have a significant, albeit secondary influence

on the mixing characteristics of a jet, the wide variety of different jet exi t conditions, boundary conditions, exper-

imental techniques and spatial resolutions of previous simple jet investigations has made it difficult to separate out

a possible Schmidt number effect. To address the difference in scalar rnixing of jets, the results of previous simple

jet experiments summarised in Table 6-6 are organised according the jet type and phase (i.e. liquid or gas) of the
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jet and ambient fluid. The results are separated based on the type of exit conditions following the analysis of Mi ¿l

al. (2000b), which demonstrated that the far field characteristics of a simple jet from a smooth contraction nozzle

differ from those from a pipe flow. The experiments conducted using gas-phasejets are separated from those using

liquid-phase jets to illustrate any differences due to the change in Schmidt number.

The most extensive range of data available to compare the effects of Schmidt number on the mixing from a simple

jet is for smooth contraction nozzles. For measurements in air, the average inverse concentration decay constant,

K1,ts 4.845 (standard deviation, o=0.587) and the average jet spreading rate, K2, which is less sensitive to exper-

imental errors, is 0.1125 (o=0.0144). For measurements in water, the average inverse concentration decay con-

sranr, K7, is 5.537 (o=0.638) and the average jet spreading rute, K2, is 0.1120 (o=0.0033). Hence it appears that the

change in Schmidt number from liquid to gas phase, may have an effect of increasing K I and slightly decreasing

K2, consistent with a reduced mixing rate. The measurement of K¡=$.JA, by Papanicolau and List (1988) for a

smooth contraction nozzle may therefore be partly attributed to the effect of Schmidt number and not just experi-

mental error as proposed by the authors.

The data available to compare the effect of Schmidt number is less extensive for pipe jets. From measurements in

air, the average concentration decay constantis K t=4.61 (o=0.382) and the averagejet spreading rate is Kr=Q. I Ql9

(o=0.0151). Only two measurements of the concentration decay constant are available for pipe jets in water, Law

and wang (2000) and Dabm and Dimotakis (1990), with an average value of K1=5.36. (Note the value reported by

Law and Wang (2000) of K¡J)$ has been corrected here for the momentum diameter, assuming a fully developed

pipe jet). There are also only two measurements of the jet spreading rate of pipe jets in water, Law and 'Wang (2000)

and Chu et al. (1999) with an average value of K2=0. 109. Hence the effect of the change in Schmidt number from

air to water for pipe jets appears also to increase the value of K7 by l6%, consistent with the increase of l47o deter-

mined for jets from smooth contractions. It should be noted that the jet used by Dahm and Dimotakis (1990) was

a smooth contraction followed by a pipe section 8 diameters in length and hence the exit conditions are likely to

be between those of a pipejet and a smooth contraction jet, but closer to those of a pipejet since it usually takes

about I0 diameters to attain similarity in the mean data. The jet used by Law and V/ang (2000) \vas from a long

pipe and their PLIF technique is very similar to the present experiment, as it also used a MegaPlus CCD camera

and Nd:YAG laser, but with rhodamine B as the fluorescent dye tracer. Law and V/ang (2000) demonstrated that

the properties of the Nd:YAG/rhodamine B PLIF system are linear with respect to concentration and absorption.

It is important to note that following the results of Mi et al. (2000b), tlÌe concentration decay constant should be

higher and thejet spreading rate lower for pipejets than for smooth contraction jets. This is satisfied for the average

values of K2but not for the average value of K¡, probably due to the high value determined by Papanicolau and

List (1988) of K,=6.34 for a smooth contraction jet in water, who acknowledged that experimental errors may have

contributed to this value. Thejet spreading rate for pipejets also appears to be greater in water than in air, contra-

dicting the findings fbr smooth contraction jets. The present experiments, intended as a validation case fof the

quantitative PLIF technique, provide further statistics to assess the effèct of Schmidt number on the mixing from

a jet.
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6.4.2 Validation Experiments

The equipment and procedures used in implementing the quantitative PLIF technique for the simple jet validation

experiment are described in detail in Section 2.2.3. A,well defined initial condition for the simple jet was achieved

by using fully developed pipe flow. A pipe with a length of more than 100 diameters (l000mm long, 9.45mm inter-

nal diameter pipe) was selected for this purpose. The Reynolds number at the jet exit based on the bulk jet flow

velocity was 28,200. The jet was aligned with the axis of symmetry of the water-tunnel working section and the

laser sheet was aligned to the geometric axis of the nozzle. A rod containing a fixed concentration of fluorescent

dye to monitor the laser power fluctuations was located in the image area and incident with the laser sheet, but suf-

ficiently far away from the jet so that it did not disturb the flow. Eight batches of 152 images were collected, cor-

responding to a total of 1216 images of data. Image processing to calculate the instantaneous, average and

fluctuating jet concentration fields was performed according to the procedures outlined in Section 6.2.3.

TIre water-tunnel was operated at a slight co-flow, approximately ZVo of the bulk jet exit velocity. The effect of this

slight co-flow on the jet mixing can be estimated using the "momentum radius", /r, defined by Maczynski (1962):

a

l"' -Go
f PnUn2

Equation 6-15

where pu is the density of the co-flowing stream, Uu is the velocity of the co-flow and G6 is the excess momentum

flux of the jet relative to the co-flow. The co-flow has little effect on the jet if, at a distance ¡ from the nozzle exit,

x/1, is less than one. Assuming a uniform flow at the jet exit, Go = ?rporo2(tJo/lJr- l)UolU^, where 0 indicates a

property at the jet exit, and the maximum valle of x/1" is 0.13 for the present simple jet experiment. Hence fhe co-

flow has negligible influence on the jet asymptotic state.

The momentum diameter, dr, or effective diameter of a simple jetnozzle has been shown to collapse the results of

a wide variety of experiments using different nozzle designs and jet-reservoir densities (Dowling and Dimotakis,

1990). Although the velocity profile at the exit to the pipe used in the present experiments has not been measured,

rhe momentum diameter was corrected following the findings of Mi et al. (2000b) that dç0.99xrl for fully devel-

oped pipe flow, where / is the physical jet exit diameter.
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6.4.3 Results of the Validation Experiments

6.4.3.1Planar Data

The spatial distribution ofthe scalar mixing field from ajet can be characterised by instantaneous, mean and fluc-

tuating jet concentration measurements. A typical instantaneous image and images of the mean and RMS of the jet

concentration from the pipe flow are shown in Figure 6-4. A consistent colour map spanning the range 0< 6 <0.5

is used for the instantaneous and average images, where white represents pure, unmixed ambient fluid and black

represents concentration values greater than (=0'J'

The instantaneous image shown in Figure 6-4 reveals the large-scale structures and local, instantaneous deviation

from symmetry in the developing and far field regions that has been noted by Dahm and Dimotakis (1990) and van

Cruyningen et at. (1990). The average and RMS images are symmetrical about the jet axis and also exhibit the same

features noted by previous planar simple jet investigations. No unmixed fluid is visible on the jet centreline, con-

sistent with the photographs and trends of Dahm and Dimotakis (1990) for a Reynolds number above 20,000. A

more detailed comparison of the present results with previous simple jet investigations is made in the following

section by plotting statistics ofthe concentration measurements along radial and axial profiles through thejet flow

field.

6.4.3.2 Statistical Analysis

Figure 6-5 plots the inverse concentration on the jet centreline, 1/(., compared to other reported measurements of

pipejets in water (Sc-I000) and air (Sc-1). The present results demonstrate the expected inversely proportional

relationship between distance from the nozzle and the mean concentration. A line of best fit through the data for

xldr>20 defines the relationship between the mean concentration and non-dimensional axial distance to be:

I I /x-0.84\
F - 6.36\ d- ):c¿

Equation 6-16.

The value of the centreline concentration decay constant determined here, K¡$.J$, is higher than the values

reported in the literature, see Table 6-6, which are between 4.16 and 5.44 for gaseous pipe jets and the measure-

ments in water by Dahm and Dimotakis (1990) in which K7=J.{1 and Law and'Wang (2000) in which K7=J.ll.

The location of the virtual origin, xs,1/d=0.84 lies within the values reported in the literature of -l to 5.8 for gaseous

pipe jets.

The jet spread is quantified by determining the concentration half-width, ry2. The half-width was calculated using

an average of the values for each side of the nozzle cenlreline (i.e. the near-laser and far-laser sides of the jet cen-

treline) at a given axial location. The normalised half-width, ry2ld, is plotted as a function of axial distance in

Figure 6-7 and compared to other data for pipe jets. The graph shows a constant rate of jet spread, with a linear

relationship found to be:

Y = o.og+(t-o.otì Equation 6-17.¡; -""-\ dÊ )

-a
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The rate of jet growth, Kz=0.094, is at the lower end of the rates determined previously in gaseous pipe jet exper-

iments, which vary from 0.089 to 0.132, see Table 6-6. This is consistent with the low rate of concentration decay

along the jet centreline. The present measurement of jet spreading rate is also lower than the value of K2=0.104

determined by Chu et al. (7999) and Kr=g.1gg determined by Law and Wang (2000), which are the only other data

for comparable pipe jet experiments in water. The location of the concentration half-width virtual origin,

xs,2ld=O.05, is within the values reported in the literature of -0.35 to 4.3 for gas-phase pipe jet experiments.

The radial profiles of mean and fluctuating jet concentration, ( and Çr,r' normalised to the centreline value, are

shown in Figure 6-9 to Figure 6-12. Within the axial extent of the present experimental region, the radial profiles

have become identical, indicating the jet has reached self-similarity. As for the centreline inverse concentration and

jet half-width, the present results compare well with previous investigations f'or pipe jets, the only difference being

a slightly narrower spread of the present data.

One of the best tests of the accuracy of an experimental technique for the investigation of the scalar concentration

from a jet is the intensity ofjet concentration fluctuations, Er^r-"1\", or unmixedness. The concentration fluctuation

intensity along the jet centreline is compared to other pipe jet measurements in Figure 6-8. The results indicate that

the profile of the concentration fluctuation intensity is very similar to the gas-phase measurements of Pitts and

Kashiwagi (1984) and Birch et al. (1978), although the value of the far field asymptote is lower for fhe present case.

This is consistent with the spatial resolution not resolving the concentration fluctuations at the Batchelor scale. The

present prohle of \r^r-"1\r, is greater than the liquid-phase jet measurements of Nakarn tra et aI. ( 1982) and Dahm

and Dimotakis (1990) but less tl.ran the measurements of Law and Wang (2000), who also used a PLIF technique

in water. The asymptotic concentration fluctuation intensity value in the jet far field of the present experiments is

\rrr,r_rl\r=0.794, compared to values shown inTable 6-6, which vary from 0.15 to0.225 for liquid-phase pipe jets

and 0.21 to 0.23 for gas-phase pipe jet experiments.

6.4.4 Discussion

The statistical analysis of the mean and fluctuating components of jet concentration shown in the previous section

demonstrate that the results of the present pipe jet experiments compare well with the results obtained by other

researchers. The consistent difference in all the results is that the present measurements indicate that the jet is nar-

rower, with lower rates of the mean concentration decay and spreading, resulting in a higher value of the decay

constant, Kl,andlowerjetspreading øte,K2, thanforprevious pipejetmeasurements. Thecontributionof exper-

irnental error [o these differences will outlined first, followed by a discussion of the effect of differences in exper-

imental conditions.

There are a number of potential experimental factors tlìat may contribute to the different results of the present and

previous investigations. Great care was taken to align the camera fbcal plane and the laser sheet, so any overall

error due to this source is expected to be small. The large spatial resolution compared to the Batchelor scale is also

expected to have a minimal effect on the calculation of K7 and K2 due to the reasons outlined in Section 6.3, which

show a resolution effect should only affect the measurement offluctuation calculations and other higher order sta-
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tistics. An error in the calculation of 700Vo jet fluid would have a significant effect upon the centreline jet mixing

statistics, but will not effect the normalised calculations such as the jet spreading rate and radial profiles. As the

diffèrence in centreline and normalised statistics of the present measurements and previous experiments are con-

sistent, the effect of an error due to the reference concentration is expected to be small. Another possible source of

error is the limited experimental region, which only extends to just over 50 jet nozzle diameters, compared to much

f arger regions investigated in the literature. However, Mi et al. (2000b) have shown that a pipe jet is fully developed

by x/d=50, although smooth contraction jets required more distance, x/d=70. The present measurements indicate

tlre radial profiles of mean and fluctuating concentration have become self-similar by x/d=20, so that measurements

downstream of this location are in the far field.

We return now to the issue of the influence of Schmidt number discussed in Section 6.4.1.2. The present measure-

mentof K7=6.36isgreaterthantheaveragevalueingaseouspipejetmeasurements of Kt=4.6l,consistentwithan

increase due to the postulated Schmidt number influence on gas and liquid jets described in Section 6.4.1 .2. How-

ever the present value of K7 does not agree with tlre previous liquid phase measurements of Dahm and Dimotakis

(1990), KF5.4l,andLawand'Wang(2000), KF5.3l.Consistentwiththeincreasedconcentrationdecayconstant,

tlre present measurements also yield a lower spreading rate, K2=Q.QÇ4, relative to both fhe average measurement

for gaseous pipe jets, Kz=O.7019 and the measurements in water by Chu et al. (1999), Kz=0.104, Nakamura ¿f al.

(1982), Kz=O.114, and Law and Wang (2000), Kz=O.108'

The present value for the centreline decay constant in a pipe jet is very similar to the value determined by Papani-

colau and List (1988) of K t=6.34 for a smooth contraction nozzle using a simultaneous velocity and concentration

measurement technique. While the authors attributed this relatively high measurement to experimental calibration

errors, this deduction was based on the fact that it differed from previous measurements. It is therefore possible

that the effect of Schmidt number may be a primary reason for the high measurement. Dahm and Dimotakis (1990)

use an integral mass balance and self-similarity analysis in which the theoretical vale of K.¡ was determined to be

5.15 with a maximum possible value of 5.70. Hence while there is strong evidence that the Schmidt number plays

a role in jet mixing, it is also clear that there are diffèrences between the present data and previous measurements

conducted in water. To address this, the differences in physical arrangement of the jet and experimental facilities

are examined.

It is well known that the spread angle and decay rate are a function of the ratio of co-flow to jet velocity. They are

also effected by the presence or absence of a solid surface through which a jet protrudes. Although the calculation

of the momentum radius in Section6.5.1.l indicates that the present co-flow is significantly lower than that

required to alter the mixing characteristics and hence the calculated statistics within the imaged region, there is a

difference in the boundary conditions of the present experiment and those of Dal-rm and Dimotakis (1990) and Law

and Wang (2000). The experiments of Dahm and Dimotakis (1990) and Law and Wang (2000) were both con-

ducted in enclosed water tanks, which results in an induced counter-flow when the jet is in motion. In addition, the

jet exit was located close to the free surface of the water in these investigations. Both of these conditions will act

to increase the jet mixing and spreading rate compared to the effect of the unrestricted supply and co-flow of ambi-
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ent fluid in the present case and hence will, at least in part, account for the higher present value of K7 and lower

value of K2.

6.4.5 Conclusion

Tlre present implementation of a novel quantitative PLIF technique using a Nd:YAG Iaser with carboxy-dichlorot'-

luorescein dye has been compared with results reported in the literature of the centreline and radial statistics of a

passive scalar issuing from a simple jet. Separating the results of previous simple jet investigations according to

the nozzle type (smooth contraction or pipejet) and phase (liquid or gas) provides strong evidence that the Schmidt

number is important in determining the bulk mixing characteristics of simple jets. The results of the present tech-

nique, which indicate that the jet is narrower and the concentration decay rate is lower than previous pipe jet mea-

surements, can therefore be attributed, at least in part, to the significant difference in Schmidt number when

comparing mixing experiments conducted in water and in gases. The disparity between the present results and

those of comparable experiments investigating pipe jets in water using a PLIF technique are attributed to differ-

ences in the conditions of the ambient medium. Hence the pipe jet experiments clearly demonstrate that the present

implementation of the Nd:YAG/carboxy-dichlorofluorescein PLIF system is an appropriate and accurate technique

for the quantitative measurement of passive scalar concentration from a jet.
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First Author Technique xld pdp* UJUo Sc R"¿ K1 xg,7ld K2 xs,2ld
E,L
\mst\rrc-c
maximum

etL
9ms+t\c Experimental Boundary

Conditions

Smooth Contraction
Jet into a quiescent enclosure

Co-flowing iet into a reservoir

No details

Free iet

Free iet with exhaust hood

Free air iet

Free heated air jet

Free heated air iet

Heated air iet, from flat surface

Heated free jet, disk around

exit

Jet up into water-tank

Jet uÞ into water-tank

Jet uÞ into water-tank

Jets

Lockwood 19 0-50 0.54 0 0.1 5.44 2.0 0.t32 2.0 r.26 0.2r No details

Free iet

Jet into a ouiescent enclosure

Jet into an enclosure

Jet into an enclosure

Free iet with a co-axial air flow

Free heated air iet

Co-flowins iet in wind-tunnel
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Co-flowing iet in water-tunnel

Jet into water tank, near surface

Jet into wâter tank. near surface

Co-flowins iet in water-tùnnel
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024
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0.194
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0.089
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0.094
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2.4

0

-0.68
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3.5

0

2.16
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.t1

0

4.35

5.8
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-l
2.4

4.73

0.99
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0

0

0.84
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4.30
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4.63
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4.5
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0.7
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0.7
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0
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0.65
0.95

1.0

0.98- r.0

0.98- 1.0

0.56

t.552

1.02

0.55

1.6

0.85

0.66

r.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

30-50

20-80

2-40

0-32

0-50

0-90

0-40

0-64

0-100

0-27

8-t t0
16-40

0-98

0-70

20-60

2-31.5

0-30

15-30

0-70

0-80

0-300

10-100

0-300

40-80

0-53

Ravleish scatterins

Ravleieh scatterins

Mie scattering

Mie scattering

Mie scâtterins

Mie scatterine

Cold-wire

Cold-wire

Cold-wire

Thermometry

Acid-Alkali

Thermomet¡y

LIF

Raman scattering

Ravleieh scattering

Rayleigh scattering

Ravleish scatterins

Ravleieh scatterine

Cold-wire

Cold-wire

Dve-absomtion

LIF
LIF
PLIF

PLIF lwate¡)

Richa¡ds (1993)

Dowlins (1990)

Grandmaison (1982)

Becker (1967)

Ebrahimi (1977)

Nobes 11997)

Chua (1986)

Mi (2000b)

Wilson (1964)

Consin (1950)

Averaqe v¡lrre

Kristmanson (1961)

Papa¡ricolau (1987)

Paoanicolau 11988)

Birch (1978)

Richards ( 1993)

Pius (1991)

Pius 11984)

Dver (1979)

Mi (2000b)

Antonia (1974)

Avo¡¡ca v¡lrro

Nakamura 11982)

Chu 11999)

Dahm 11990)

Law (2000)

Average value

Present

t)\o

* - Indicates the concentration half-width spreading rate was estimated from l/e-concentration contour values.
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Figure 6-5. Inverse of the mean concentration on the jet centreline, (., for the present pipe jet measurements
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6.5 Precessing Jet Experiments

6.5.1 Experimental Design

6.5.1.1 Precessing Jet Conditions

To assess independently the effects of confinement and co-flow on the combined PJ and CAJ flows, while also

minimising the quantity of dye used, careful selection of experimental configurations and conditions was neces-

sary. A matrix of test cases was developed in which the nozzle geometry and jet flow conditions were kept constant

while the co-flow velocity and confinement were varied, see Table 6-7. Two nozzle were used, a dp"¡=38mm PJ

nozzle and a dp¡=2gmm PJ ¡ozzle. The non-dimensional geometry of both nozzles was identical. Section 2.1.1

provides full details of the designs. All the conditions shown in Table 6-7 were investigated for constant nozzle

conclitions with 1007a of the ttow through the precessing jetnozzle. The Reynolds number at the inlet orifice of the

nozzle chamber was 66,100 for the dpF3SmmPI nozzle and dp¡=6).,y',00 for the 28mm PJ nozzle. The imaged

region conesponds to approximately one duct diameter for the least confinement and 1.7 duct diameters for the

highest confinement. This region represents the near-field of the flames investigated in the pilot-scale cement kiln

simulator, see Section 2.3.2, where the concentration of carbon monoxide is highest and the heat-flux profile

increases rapidly with distance from the burner nozzle exit'

6.5.1.2 Scaling of Precessing Jet Nozzles for the Present Experiments

The PJ nozzle dimensions, flow rates, co-flow velocities and duct diameters of the presenf experiments were

selected to overlap with the scaled conditions from a number of combustion facilities. The primary reference tbr

calculating the geometry and experimental conditions of the present experiments is the pilot-scale combustion

facility outlined in Section 2.3.2, altltough consideration was also given to installations of the PJ burner in operat-

ing cement kilns.

Methods (i.e. models) for scaling the dynamics of large-scale industrial combustion facilities to isothermal, labo-

ratory scale conditions have been reviewed in detail by Moles et al. (1972) and Rhine and Tucker (1991). The three

most important modelling criteria fbr enclosed jet systems are the Thring-Newby, Craya-Curtet and Becker theo-

ries, see Section 1.3.4. The Craya-Curtet and Becker similarity parameters have been validated for the rnodelling

of momentum dominated burner designs in which the burner nozzle can be treated as a point source of momentum.

Previousresearch(e.g.Newbold etal., 1996) andtheflowvisualisationresultsof Chapter3demonstratethatthe

mixing of jet and ambient fluids by a precessing jet cannot be characterised solely by the momentum of the jet at

its origin. Hence the jet flow in the far field cannot be treated as originating from a point source of momentum. The

Craya-Curtet and Becker similarity pârameters were estimated for the PJ nozzle in the pilot-scale combustion

experiments using some simplifications. However the co-flow velocities or duct dimensions required in the small-

scale isothermal experiments to achieve the required similarity parameter values were not sensible as they were

signifìcantly greater than the physical dimensions and pump capacity, confìrming that these parameters are inap-

propriate scaling methods for the confined PJ nozzle.
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Following the failure of the Becker and Craya-Curtet parameters to provide an appropriate scaling methodology

for a confined pJ flow, a modifiecl form of the Thring-Newby parameter, geometric scaling and constant velocity

scaling were considered, as they can be applied irrespective of the jet mixing conditions. The modified Thring-

Newby parameter, 0p7, proposed by Nathan et aI. (1995) and discussed in detai I in Chapter 1.3.4, consists of a cor-

rection for the nozzle geometry based on the change in densities from the combusting environment to the isother-

mal model (Equarion 6-19) and the calculation of the Thring-Newby criterion (Equation 6-18). The modified

Thring-Newby parameter maintains mixing similarity in the near-burner zone by maintaining the momentum ratio

and rnass flow ratio of jet to co-flowing fluid in the large-scale reacting facility and small-scale non-reacting model'

ao' = an /Po Equation 6-18'
"{ P^

Equation 6-19.

whered.sisthecharacteristicnozzlediameter, D¡¡¡risthekilndiameter,ppisthedensityofthejetfluid(i.e.the

fuel in a burner) at the inlet orifice, po is the density of the co-flowing fluid (i.e. the secondary air in a rotary kiln)

and m6 and muare the mass flow rates of the jet fluid and co-flowing fluid respectively'

The modified Thring-Newby parameter is based on a simple assumption of the physical behaviour of a jet and

hence does not assume any particular mixing characteristics ofajet type. Therefore it can be applied to any burner

nozzle design, as long as the nozzle diameter is small relative to the characteristic dimension of the confined vol-

ume, i.e. (J0'lD kih<O.}s, which is generally the case in rotary kilns. While the ratio of internal dimensions of the PJ

nozzle areidentical in the isothermal model and the pilot-scale kiln simulator, the exit flow from the PJ nozzle is

poorly understood and is not well represented by a single nozzle dimension. As a result two Thring-Newby values

have been calculated, corresponding to the two extreme nozzle diameters, that of the inlet orif,rce to the PJ nozzle

chamber, d,,, andthe diameter of the PJ nozzle chamb er, dp¡, as shown in Table 6-'7 for the small-scale isothermal

model and Table 6-8 for the pilot-scale rotary kiln simulator. Commercially sensitive values of the Thring-Newby

parameter and other scaling criteria for industrial installations of the PJ nozz.le are shown in the confidential attach-

ment Appendix B. The model conditions were designed to ensure an extensive overlap with the values of 0p7 in

the combustion cases. In particular the values of 0p7 for the ø/p.¡=3$¡¡¡¡ PJ nozzle in 390mm duct at 0.06m/s co-

flow (38pJ-d390-u060) and drr=2gy¡ym PJ nozzle in the 290mm duct at 0.044mls (28PJ-d290-u044) are almost

identical to the value of 0p7 in the pilot-scale combustion experiments. It is also important to note that the values

of gpy in the industrial installations, see Appendix B, are substantially lower than the typical values in cement kilns

calculated by Moles et al. (1972), inclicative of the differences due to the correction relative to the density of the

secondary air instead of the average density of combustion products in the flame.

Geometric similarity requires that the ratio of kiln to burner dimensions is maintained from the full-scale to the

model. As for the Thring-Newby parameter, two geometric ratios can be calculated: kiln or duct diameter to PJ

clramber diameter, dp¡, andkiln or duct diameter to PJ orifice diameter, d,,r.Tab\e 6-7 shows the values of these

ratiosforthedifferentmodelductdiameters, Dr¡u",.ComparisonofTable6-7,Table6-3andAppendixBindicates

that the 38mm pJ nozzle in the 490mm dÚct (D¿ur/dp¡=12.9) and the 28mm PJ nozzle in the 390mm duct

^ rno + rñ^ do'
orr=-* 

*,
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(D¿ur/dp¡=13.9) are geometrically similar to the cornbustion installations. The experiments with the 38mm PJ

nozzle in the 290mm dluct (D¿urf dpç7 .6) do not overlap directly any combustion installation, but examine a more

highly confined case than is found in present rotary kilns.

Similarity in the mixing processes between the jet and co-flowing fluid close to the nozzle exit at different scales

can be achieved by keeping the ratio of co-flow velocity, U u, to the characteristic nozzle velocity constant in the

full-scale and model facilities. This is termed constant velocity scaling. For the PJ nozzle, the characteristic nozzle

velocity can again be calculated in two ways: at the inlet orifice of lhe nozzle chamber where the velocity is known

exactly, (J ,,r, oÍ using an approximate exit velocity, U ,-p¡. For the present calculations the approximate exit veloc-

ity from aPI nozzle is estimated to be one-eighth of the velocity at the inlet orifice of the nozzle chamber based on

the PIV measurements of Nobes et al. (2O00). A comparison of the conditions in the isothermal model and com-

bustion facilities in Table 6-7, Table 6-8 and Appendix B respectively shows that there is a significant overlap in

the velocity ratios UolU"-p¡andIJ,,,lU"-p¡ implying that the mixing processes within the region investigated in the

present small-scale tests span the range of those in the large scale facilities.

For the dpF3SmmPJ nozzle, a co-flow velocity was calculated for each duct-nozzle geometry such that the mass

flux ratio of co-flowing fluid to jet fluid, molms, was approximately constant (test conf,rgurations 38PJ-d290-u108,

38PJ-d390-u060 and 38PJ-d490-u038 in Table 6-7). The mass flux ratio for these configurations was approxi-

mately the same as in the pilofscale combustion experiments, rnolm6=18.1. These test conditions were intended as

basef ine conditions for comparing scaling effects on the mixing from the PJ nozzle. The effect of the central axial

jet on the scalar mixing field was investigated only at these baseline co-flow velocities and confinements' The

28PJ-d290-u080 and 28PJ-d390-u044 cases were also intended as baseline test conditions but at a reduced scale,

altlrough the mass flux ratio of molm6=19.6 for each case is slightly higher than the value of mu/m6=13.4 ¡o, ¡¡"

38mm PJ nozzle configurations.

Tlreeffectofvaryingtheconfinementratio, D¿ur/dpl,atconstantco-flowvelocityand co-flowvelocityratio,

UJU"_p¡, at constant confinement, are presented in the following sections. The present data is also compared with

tlre scalar measurements from a fluidic precessing jet nozzle performed by Newbold (1997), in order to further val-

idate the PLIF technique and compare the effect of inlet conditions on the mixing downstream of the PJ nozzle exit.
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Duct Co-Flow Flux Geomctric Ratio Velocity Ratio Thring-Newby, 0p7 Numl¡er
Tcst Condition

Name
Diameter Velocity Ratio

(md/mr,,)
Chamber PJ Inlet PJ Exit P.I Inlet of

(mm) (m/s) (D¡¡¡/tlp¡) (Dkíhldo) (a nlU 
"-p¡)

Chamber PJ Inlet Images

lSmm PJ Nozzlc

l8PJ-d290-u038 290 0.038 6.44 7.6 38.7 0.035 4.3 I x l0-3 0.l-5I 0.0299 304

lsPJ-d290-u060 294 0.060 t0.t7 7.6 38.7 0.055 6.80x lo-3 0.144 0.a284 152

lSPJ-d290-ù 108 290 0 r08 l 8.31 7.6 38.7 0.098 I 2.3x I 0-3 0.138 o 0273 r52

18PJ-ci29O-l¡162 290 0.162 27.47 7.6 38.7 0.147 18.4x l o-3 0.136 0.0268 t52

lSPJ-d290-u2l 6 290 0.216 36.63 '7.6 38.7 0.t96 24.5xlo-3 0.135 0.0266 t52

ì8PJ-d390-u038 390 0.038 I 1.65 10.3 52.0 0.035 4.3 lx l0=r 0.106 0.0209 304

ì8PJ-d390-u060 390 0.060 t8.40 10.3 52.0 0.055 6.80x I 0-3 0 103 0.0203 t2t6

ì8PJ-d390-u I 08 390 0.1 08 f3.12 10.3 52.O 0.098 12.3x l0-3 0.100 0.01 98 304

ì8PJ-d390-u I 62 390 0.162 49 68 10.3 52.0 0.t47 18.4x l0-3 0.099 0.0196 r52

ì8PJ-d390-u2 l6 390 0.2t6 66.24 10.3 52.0 0 t96 24.5xlO'3 0 099 0.0195 152

ì8PJ-d490-u038 490 0.038 18.40 t2.9 65.3 0 035 4 3lxl0-r 0 082 0.016 I 304

lSPJ-d490-u060 490 0 060 29.05 12.9 65.3 0.055 6.80x I 0-3 0.080 0.01-58 304

lSPJ-d490-u 108 490 0.108 52 28 t2.9 6-5.3 0.098 I 2.3x I o-3 0.079 0.0 r 56 t52

ì8PJ-d490-u I 62 490 0.162 78.42 t2.9 65.3 0.t47 I 8.4x l0-3 0.079 0.0 t 5-5 152

lsPJ-d490-u2 I 6 490 o.216 104 56 12.9 65.3 0.196 24.5xlo-3 0.078 0.0155 t52

ZSmm PJ Nozzle

LSPJ-d290-'¡044 290 0.044 10.78 10.4 52.7 0.031 3.88x l0-:i 0.t06 0.0207 104

ZSPJ-d290-u080 290 0.080 19.-59 t0.4 52.7 0.0-56 7.05x10-3 0. l0t 0.0 r 99 304

ZSPJ-d290-u 108 290 0.108 26.45 to.4 52.7 0.076 9.-5 lxl0-3 0.100 0.0 t 97 152

28PJ-d290-u 162 290 0.162 39.68 t0.4 52.7 0.114 t4.3x l0-3 0.099 0.0 r 94 t52

lSPJ-d390-u044 390 0.044 19.49 t3 9 709 003t 3.8 8x I 0-:r 0.075 0.01 48 304

l8PJ-d390-u080 390 0.080 35.44 t3.9 70.9 0.056 ? 05x I 0-3 o 074 0.0145 304

l8PJ-d390-u 108 390 0.1 08 47.84 13.9 70.9 0.076 9.5 lx l0-3 0.073 0.0144 152

lSPJ-d390-u I 62 390 0.162 7 L'76 13.9 70.9 0.1l4 l4.3xl0-3 0.073 0.0143 t52

Table 6-7. Tfie duct size and co-flow velocities of the PJ nozzle experimental conditions. Also shown are the

values of the scaling parameters: geometfic ratio, velocity ratio and modified Thring-Newby parameter calculated

for the inlet jet to the PJ nozzle and the chamber diameter or estimated exit velocity conditions. The highlighted

rows indicate the baseline conditions with approximately constant mass flux ratio of co-flowing fluid to jet fluid.

The nurnber of images are for precessing jet flow only (ty6a¡=OVo)-

Facility

PJ
Chamber
Diameter

(mm)

Duct
Diameter

(mm)
Velocity

(m/s)

Mass
Flux
Ratio

(mülmo)

Geometric Ratio Velocity Ratio
Thring-Newby,

opt

Chamber
(D¡¡¡,,1ùp¡)

PJ Inlet
(Dkihtldt,f)

PJ Exit
(uotue_Pl

PJ Inlet
(u ,,rlu 

"_p¡)

Chambcr PJ Inlet

IFRF 56 156 4.64 18.1 13.8 12.0 0.051 18.3x l0-r 0.105 0.0197

Table 6-8. Geometry and conditions of tlìe PJ nozzle experiments conducted in the pilot-scale rotary kiln

simulator. Also shown are the values of the scaling parameters: geometric ratio, velocity ratio and modified

Thring-Newby parameter calculated for the inlet jet to the PJ nozzle and the chamber diameter or estimated exit

velocity conditions. Retèr to Appendix B for the geometry and conditions of industrial installations of the PJ

nozzle.
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6.5.2 Comparison with Previous Data

The only previous quantitative measurement of the concentration of a passive scalar mixing from a fluidic precess-

ing jet nozzle was performed by Newbold (1997). A planar Mie scattering technique in air was applied to tlÌe mea-

surement of the jet concentration from a PI nozzle with a Reynolds number of 20,500 at the inlet orifice of the

nozzle chamber issuing into an unconfined, quiescent environment. Results from the present investigation have

been comparecl to the results obtained by Newbold and jet conditions corresponding to the t'low from the inlet ori-

fice. Tlre normalisation convention aclopted by Newbolcl for tl.re axial distance from the PJ nozzle exit, y=xl6lo,

wlrere x is the distance from the inlet orifice of the nozzle chamber and tlr,ris the diameter of the inlet orifice is

used for the present iomparison. Note that in subsequent sections the axial distance is normalised to the PJ nozzle

chamber diameter an{ the exit orifice of the PJ nozzle as this is considered to be a more appropriate for the devel-

opment of a scaling criterion.

6.5.2.1Planar Data

An image of the instantaneous spatial distribution of scalar concentration measured using the present technique is

compared with a similar image from Newbold (1997) in Figure 6-13. The images are displayed at approximately

the same dimensionless size, based on normalisation of the axial and radial distances to the dialneter of the inlet

orifice of the PJ nozzle and the colourmap used to represent the jet concentration is also the same for both images.

The results {emonstrate the same characteristic flow features of the precessing jet field described in Section 3'3,

i¡ particular the presence of large-scale structures that dominate the flow field, entraining ambient fluid deep into

the jet towards the jet axis.

6.5.2.2 Jet Axis Statistics

Inspection of the images of the planar distribution of the average and RMS of jet concentration indicate that there

is a slight bias to the left of the image (away from the laser source) in the 38mm PJ nozzle and a significant bias to

tlre riglrt of the image (towards the laser source) in the 28mm PJ nozzle. A PJ nozzle is a fluid 'amplifìer', so that

any small bias in the inlet flow or chamber geometry is amplified in the emerging flow. Bias can arise from a dis-

turbance in the inlet orifice or from eccentricity between the orifice and nozzle chamber. In order to accounf for

the bias in t|e results, the 'Tet axis" has been used as the reference co-ordinate for subsequent calculations rather

than the nozzle geometric centreline. The jet axis is defined as the line of best fit through the centre of the nozzle

exit and the radial position ofthe maximum local concentration at each axial location corresponding to a pixel row

in the camera CCD array.

Statistics af ong the jet axis for the 3 Srnm PJ nozzle in tl.re least confined case (D,¡ur/dp¡= 12.9) with U,,/U 
"-p¡=Q.QJJ

(Uu=0.06m/s) have been compared with the unconfined, free jet results of Newbold (1997) and with other simple

jet measurements. The simple jet investigated by Newbold (1997) corresponds to the inlet orifice used in the PJ

nozzle of tl.rat investigation. Note that the nozzle inlet for the present PJ nozzle is a smooth contraction. Hence the

smootlr contractionjet investigated by Nobes (1997) is used as a reference case for the effects of precession on the

inletjet ofthe present experiments. The experiments in air of Nobes (1997) are used as the reference data because
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insufficient information was available for liquid-phase jet investigations. The raw data was also readily available

from Nobes and the experimental technique was the same as used by Newbold.

The inverse of the mean jet concentration shown in Figure 6-14 demonstrates a number of similarities and differ-

ences between the present results and tl.rose of Newbold. One common feature is that the majority of the data is

linear so that in the far held the mean concentration is inversely proportional to the distance from the inlet orihce

of the nozzle chamber. The slight "bump" in the middle section of the present data is caused by a small error in the

laser sheet intensity distribution correction, see Section 6.3.4, and is not a result of any jet, co-flow or confinement

effect. The rate of decay is much lower for the present measurements than for the results obtained by Newbold. In

addition, the present results indicate thatthe far field decay is preceded by an initial very rapid concentration decay

in approximately the first nozzle diameter from the nozzle exit which is not detected by Newbold. One contribution

to this difference may be the relative spatial resolution of the experiments. Although the spatial resolution is

approximately 500pm per pixel for both techniques, the size of the PJ nozzle used by Newbold was r/p7=lJr¡¡¡

compared to lp7=lg¡¡1¡ for the present experiments, so the spatial resolution relative to the PJ nozzle is effectively

a factor of 3 better in the present experiments. Hence in the near-field close to the nozzle exit, the steep gradient in

mean concentration may be better resolved by the present measutement technique. However another, possibly

more significant cause of the discrepancy between the experiments is the different methods used to calculate the

reference concentration for determinin g l00Vo jetf\tid. The use of PLIF in the present experiments allowed the use

of a reference cell of dye to determine the signal value corresponding fo 100%o jet fluid, while Newbold's Mie-

scattering technique does not allow such a reference. In the absenca of a better alternative, Newbold assumed that

the maximum signal in a 3x3 pixel area at the nozzle exit corresponded to l0O% jet fluid. The present measure-

ments, although affected by reflections in the region very close to the nozzle exit, indicate an average concentration

of approximatety ÇOS% at this point. However, there is significant fluctuation in the maximum concentration.

These two difference suggest that the present measurements are more reliable than Newbold's in the near nozzle

regron.

The mean centreline decay in the far field of the PJ nozzle was derived by Newbold to be given by the relationship:

å= ,ot( O-+ro.ad")
Equation 6-20.

while the relationship for the present configuration of the PJ nozzle is derived to be:

-l-(\--L+¿1.¡d I
I 1.5\ dn, or)

I
E
ç

Equation 6-21.

Although the difference between the far field concentration decay rate measured by Newbold, Kt=5.88, and the

present experimental technique, KFll.5, is significant, it is important to note that there is a similar difference in

the decay rate ofthe two referencejets. Newbold's results indicate that precession acts to roughly halve the con-

centration decay rate from a sudden contraction orifice, KF2.23. Tlre present results indicate the concentration

decay rate from the PJ nozzle is roughly half that of a smooth contraction nozzle, KF5.52 as measured by Nobes

(1997) or KF5.537 based on an average of previous liquid-phase jet experimental results, see Table 6-6. Hence
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the differences in jet inlet conditions of each PJ nozzle may account for the apparent discrepancy. The calculation

of the reference concentration, as outlined previously, may also contribute to the change in decay rate. A third

reason for the difference in far field concentration decay rate is the effect of Schmidt number. As outlined in

Section 6.4, the increase in Schmidt number between water and air decreases the óentreline decay rate of simple

jets by an estimated l57o.Tl'tis is consistent with the trend in the difference between the present inverse concentra-

tion decay rate and that measured by Newbold, although the magnitude of the difference is too large to be due to a

Schmidt number effect alone.

Calculation of the jet concentration half-width shows good agreement between the present data set and that of New-

bold. Figure 6-15 demonstrates that both measurement techniques record a very rapid initial jet spread, followed

by a more gradual rate of jet growth, so that the characteristic width of the PJ nozzle jet is much greater than that

of a jet issuing from the nozzle inlet (i.e. with the chamber section removed). The jet spread of the present mea-

surement is slightly less than that reported by Newbold. In explaining these differences it is necessary to consider

the separate effects of Schmidt number, confinement and co-flow, The radial distribution of the mean jef concen-

tration for the present experiments at the same co-flow, Uu=0.06m/s, and different confinements, D¿,,r,ldp¡=103

and Dr¡rr/dp¡=IZ.9, are compared with Newbold's measurements in Figure 6-16. The radial profiles are taken at

approximately the same non-dimensional axial location and are plotted using the same normalisation scheme for

the radial distance as used for the simple jet. The results indicate that the effect of confinemen[ and co-flow in the

present measurements are more significant than any Schmidt number effects as the D¿,,r/dpJ=12.9 case approaches

tlre profile of Newbold's free jet closerthan thatatDr¡ur,ldpJ=10.3. All radial proltles follow a Gaussian type dis-

tribution of mean concentration. The plot of radial RMS distribution, normalised to the value on the jet axis,

Figure 6-17, also demonstrates a slight effect of confinement onthe D¿ur/dp¡=I2.9 confìguration and a stronger

effect on the D¿ur¡ldp¡=l0.3 configuration. Otl.rerwise, the radial profiles of Er^, follow the typical double peak

distribution observed in other jet flows.

The intensity of jet concentration fluctuations on the jet axis is shown in Figure 6-18. Both the present results and

those of Newbold demonstrate a peak close to thenozzle exit. However, the peak is much sharper and closer to the

nozzle exit for the present measurements compared to that of Newbold. The combination of improved spatial res-

olution relative to the PJ nozzle size and improved normalisation method for the reference concentration are suffi-

cient to explain this difference. Note that the magnitude of any Schmidt number effect on the scalar fluctuations

fiom a jet, as described in Section 6.4.1.2 and Section 6.4.3.2, would be too small to account for this difference.

Also, the effect of Schmidt number on the spatial resolution would cause the present measurements to underesti-

mate concentration fluctuations, which does not account for the differences between the present measurements and

those of Newbold. Figure 6- 18 also demonstrates the difference in concentration fluctuation intensity on the jet axis

for an orifice jet and smootl'r contraction jet, which are also characterised by apeak close to the jet exit. Botlt the

present measurement technique and that of Newbold (1997) demonstrate that the fluidic precessing jet nozzle

increases tlre asymptotic value of \rn r-¡ul\¡u in the far field by approximately 507o comparcd to a jet issuing from

the PJ nozzle inlet orifice with the chamber section removed.
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Figure 6-13. Instantaneous images of the scalar concentration field of a precessing jet tozzle: (a) Newbold
0t9T, Reynolds number=20,5ü), free jet in air; (b) Present experiments, dpJ=38mm PJ nozzle, Reynolds
number=6ó,10}, Uo=9.9661s co-flow, D¿u"/dp¡=12.9 confînement in water. Axial and radial distances are

normalised to the diameter of the PJ nozzle inlet orifice in both images.
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Figure 6-14. Comparison of the inverse mean jet concentration on the jet axis, f¿, of a PJ nozzle for the present
technique and the Mie-scattering technique of Newbold (1997) and differerit simple jet conditions. See

Figure 6-13 and Table 6-6 for the jet conditions. Axial distance is normalised to the diameter of the PJ nozzle inlet
orifice, don for the PJ nozzle jet flows.
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Figure 6-17. Comparison of the far field radial profiles of RMS jet concentration fluctuation normalised to the
value on the jet axis, Er^JEr^r-¡o, of a PJ nozzle for the present technique and that of Newbold (1997). See
Figure 6- I 3 for the jet conditionS.
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6.5.3 The Effect of Co-Flow Velocity on the Mixing from a PJ Nozzle

6.5.3.1 Qualitative TFends from Planar Data

The effect of co-flow velocity on the spatial distribution of the instantaneous, average and RMS of the jet concen-

tration distribution from the 38mm PJ nozzle is illustrated in Figure 6-19 and Figure 6-20 for the D¿ur/dp¡=10.3

confinement. The results indicate that increasing the relative co-flow velocity reduces the spread of the jet and

impingement upon the confining walls. At the lowest ratio of co-flow to PJ nozzle exit velocity, UulU 
"-p¡=0.035

(U r,=O.038mls co-flow), visual observation of sequences fïom the raw PLIF images shows jet fluid moving slightly

upstream and recirculating at the point of impingement, i.e. where the jet first comes in contact with the duct walls.

For Uol{/"_p¡20.098 (Ud>0.108m/s) jet fluid still comes into contact with the duct walls, but there does not appear

to be any recirculation. Increasing the co-flow also causes the pitch of the "helix" generated by the precession of

the emerging jet to lengthen in the far field, as illustrated in Figure 6-2I. At a low co-flow velocity ratio, the large-

scale turbulent "puff' structures and the helix to merge near to the nozzle exit. A higher co-flow velocity ratio

causes the helix to stretch downstream from tbenozzle exit, so that the puff structures become separated and merg-

ing of the helix is reduced or delayed.

6.5.3.2 Jet Axis Statistics

The effect of co-flow velocity on the distribution ofjet fluid is quantified by determining the inverse concentration

decay and concentration fluctuation intensity on the jet axis as well as the jet concentration half-width for each

experimental condition. The results for the D¿ur/dp¡=70.3 confinement are presented here as an example. The

results at confinements of D¿ur¡ldp¡=7.6 and D¿ur/dp¡=12.9 are included in Appendix C.

As outlined in Section 6.5.2,the concentration fluctuation intensity and mean jet concentration decay along the jet

axis for the present PJ nozzle results are characterised by two major features. The inverse mean concentration is

characterised by an initial, very rapid and constant decay rate which ceases at a point labelled the "elbow" point,

approximately xldpt=1.3-1.5 from the nozzle exit. At distances further downstream of the elbow point the jet con-

centration decays at a more gradual and constant rate such that the inverse concentration is inversely proportional

to the distance along the jet axis. The fluctuation intensity is characterised by a high peak at approximately the same

location as the elbow point and then asymptotes to a single value. Hence the region prior to the elbow point is

labelled the jet near-freld and the region in which the jet radial profiles collapse to a single profile defines the jet's

far field, wlrich begins downstream of the elbow point, at aboúxldr¡=4, see Figure 6-23. Figure 6-23 also detnon-

strates that the radial profile of meanjet concentration from the PJ nozzle is characterised by a Gaussian distribu-

tion.

Figure 6-22 indicates that in general, the rate of inverse concentration decay in the near-field and far field does not

change with the co-flow velocity ratio. However, the magnitude of the inverse concentration is shifted higher as

the velocity ratio increases, so that at a given axial location the value of the inverse concentration increases witlt

increasing co-flow velocity. The exception to this trend for all duct diameters appears to be at UolU"-p¡=0.055
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(Ur=0.06m/s). There is no clear explanation for this phenomena. In the case of the D¿urrldp¡=l0.3 confinement the

concentration measurements at OulUr-p¡=0.055 were conducted in a separate experimental run and l216 images

were collected for image processing, while either 752 or 304 images were used for the other co-flow conditions,

so the experimental uncertainty is greater for these case.

The effects of co-flow velocity ratio on the intensity of concentration fluctuations,\r*'-.¡ul\.¡uare clearly illustrated

in Figure 6-24. As the ratio of co-flow to jet velocity increases, the maximum value of the distinctive peak at the

end of the PJ nozzle near-field increases, but the location of the maximum fluctuation intensity does not change

significantly. The breadth of the peak is stretched out with increasing co-flow velocity and the asymptotic value of

fluctuation intensity in the far field also increases.

The average jet concentration half-widths are compared at different co-flow velocity ratios for D¿ur/dp¡=l0.3 con-

finement in Figure 6-25. The effects of the velocity ratio on the jet spread are not readily visible in Figure 6-25,but

can be more easily compared by calculating the line of best fit in the far field to define the rate of jet spread and

the virtual origin of the line of best fit. These calculations demonstrate that increasing the co-flow velocity ratio

reduces the far field spreading rate slightly and moves the virtual origin upstream. There does not seem to be any

clear effect of co-f'low velocity on thejet spreading in the near-field of thejet nozzle.

The trends and behaviour described above are consistent with the results of investigations into the effect of co-flow

velocity on the mixing from a simple axisymmetric jet if the range of experimental conditions and the significantly

different mixing produced by the PJ nozzle are taken into account. The principal studies of co-flowing jets include

the velocity measurements by Maczynski(1962), Antonia and Bilger (1973) and Nickels and Perry (1996) and the

measurements of the scalar concentration field by Becker et al. (1963) and Chu et al. (1999). Note that Becker's

investigation was of a confined jet flow, so recirculation effects became significant at certain flow conditions.

These investigations have shown that, at a suff,rciently high ratio of co-flowing velocity to jet velocity, the mean

radial profiles of velocity and concentration achieve similarity in the far-field but do not collapse to a universal

self-preserving state. Under these conditions the velocity and concentration half-widths are also shown to vary non-

linearly with distance from the source, while at low velocity ratios the mixing conditions can be separated into the

components of a jet superimposed on a uniform co-t'low'
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(a)

(b)4oo

Figure 6-21. Illustration of the effect of the ratio of co-flow velocity to jet velocity on the structure_of flow from a

prãcessing jet nozzle: (a) atlow velocity ratios,Urf U"-pl<0.055, the helix of flow structures formed bythe motion
òf tne exlling jet collapse on top of eaðh other clôssto-the nozzle exit and the large_-scale structures detected by
the PLIF tecñnique are observed to merge; (b) at high velocity ratios, U olU 

"-pJ>0.098, 
the helix o{ fl.ow structures

is stretched out ãnd hence does not collãpse, the relative distance between large-scale structures is increased and

merging is reduced.
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6.5.4 The Effect of Confinement on the Mixing from aPJ nozzle

6.5.4.1Qualitative TFends from Planar Data

The effect of confinement on the instantaneous, average and RMS distribution of jet concentration is illustrated in

Figure 6-26 at confinement ratios of D¿rr,ldp¡=1.6 and D¿u"/tlp¡=12.9 and a constant a ratio of co-flow to jet

velocity of (Jol(Jn_p¡=0.055. Refer to Figure 6-19b for the results at a confinement of D,¡urf dpFlj3. The instan-

taneous images suggest that, while confinement exerts little influence on the initial jet trajectory from the nozzle

exit (i.e. spreading), the effect is significant in the local region where thejet impinges instantaneously against the

wall, increasing the local spreading angle. Impingement in the regionxldp¡<I0 is only occasional for the confine-

ment of D¿ur/dp¡=12.9, but is continuous at a confinement of D¿urrldp¡=7.6. Large-scale flow structures are evi-

dent in all cases and the presence of ambient fluid is observed downstream from the plane of impingement. The

axial position at which puffs of jet fluid impinge against the wall is approximately the same for D ¿ur,ld p¡=l 0.3 and

Dr¡rr,.rldp¡=72.9.

6.5.4.2 Jet Axis Statistics

T¡e effect of confinement on the mixing from the PJ nozzle is demonstrated by comparing the inverse concentra-

tion decay and concentration fluctuation intensity on the jet axis as well as the concentration half-width at a con-

stant velocity rutio of IJ ulU 
"-pJ=0.055. 

The trends of the effect of confinement at other velocity ratios are consistent

with this result and are included in Appendix C'

Figure 6-27 indicates that, as the ratio of duct toPJ nozzle diameter increases, the profile of the inverse je[ concen-

tration along the jet axis is shifted downwards, so that increasing the confinement decreases the mixing rate. Con-

finement does not appear to alter the near-field concentration decay. However, if the duct diameter is used as the

characterjstic length scale to normalise the axial distance instead of the nozzle diameter, as in Figure 6-28, the jet

axis inverse concentration profiles collapse onto the same line. This demonstrates that, downstream from the elbow

point, tlre mixing rate scales with the duct diameter rather than Íhenozzle diameter. This result is consistent at all

velocity ratios except the lowest, UolU"-p¡=Q.Q35 (Ur,=0.038m/s).

The effect of confinement upon the concentration fluctuation intensity on the jet axis is illustrated in Figure 6-29.

In the case of the fluctuation intensity it appears that the nozzle diameter is the most appropriate normalisation

length scale because the main feature, the large peak, is a function of the nozzle characteristics, not the duct. This

is also demonstrated by the fact that the maximum value of the peak fluctuation intensity, the location of the max-

ilnum and the breadth of the peak are not altered by the confinement ratio. The asymptotic value of the fluctuation

intensity in the far field does not seem to be significantly altered by the confinement.

The effect of confinement on the jet concentration half-width, Figure 6-30 is more complex. For xldp64 the half-

width profiles seem to scale best with the nozzle chamber diameter, while further downstream the profiles are most

similar when normalised by the duct diameter. Although it cannot be shown from Figure 6-30 alone, the effect of
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confinement is recluced as the ratio of co-flow velocity to jet velocity is increased and the concentration half-width

contours collapse onto a single curve, see Figure 6-3 1.
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6.5.5 The Effect of the Central Axial Jet on the mixing from aPJ nozzle

6.5.5.1 Qualitative TFends from Planar Data

The effect of the central axial jet on the scalar concentration field from the 38mm PJ nozzle is demonstrated by

examination of the results obtained at a constant co-flow velocity of U o=9.96^¡s and D ¿u"f dp¡=l0.3 conhnement,

shown in Figwe 6-32 and Figure 6-33. Refer to Figure 6-l9b for the results with just precessing jet flow only at

the same co-flow and confinement. Tl1e main feature of these images is the reduced spreading and hence impinge-

ment on the duct walls as the CAJ proportion, VC¡¡, is increased. Note that the ratio of co-flow velocity to PJ nozzle

exit velocity is not estimated as the effects of the CAJ on the characteristic jet exit velocity from the PJ nozzle are

presently unknown.

6.5.5.2 Jet Axis Statistics

Tlre effect of the central axialjet on thejet axis concentration statistics is illustrated in Figure 6-34 to Figure 6-36

for a co-flow velocity of Ur=Q.Q66 ls and D¿ur/dp.¡=10.3 confinement. The results obtained at approximately the

same mass flux ratio, mu/mo=19.4 and confinements of D¿u"/dp¡=1.6 (Uo=0.108m/s) and D¿ur/dp¡=129

(uu=0.038m1s) are shown in Appendix C.

The effect of the CAJ proportion, VC¡y, on the inverse jet concentration on the jet axis can be clearly seen in

Figure 6-34. Note that the axial distance in these figures is normalised by the PJ nozzle diameter, which is consis-

tent, although the appropriateness of this length scale reduces as the proportion of flow through the CAJ nozzle

tendsto l007o. A¡low CAJproportion (O<tyç¡¡<207o)therateof concentrationdecay appears similarforalljets.

However forryç¡¡>2\Vo (fcÁl>O. ll) the CAJ begins to dominate the flow features and the rate of decay tends

towarcls that of the CAJ on its own. The decay constant for yç¿7=1007o (CAJ only), when normalised to the CAJ

exit cliameter is Kr=J.Ç5, well within the range reported for simple jets in Table 6-6. Generally the yrç¡¡=257o

(TC¡f1.17) case has the lowest inverse concentration value at a given axial position for the experiments conducted

in each duct. It is interesting to note that this CAJ proportion corresponds to the configuration in the pilot-scale

experiments with the highest measured heat transfer, see Section 5.3.1.

Perhaps the most noticeable feature of Figure 6-34 is that, as Vc¿"¡ is increased, the rapid decay in concentration

on the jet axis in the near-field gradually diminishes until there is no longer a visible "elbow". Hence the presence

of the "elbow" may relate to the presence of the dominant near field precessing jet flow regime postulated in

Section 3.3. Calculation ofthe rate ofconcentration decay and the location ofthe virtual origin provides further

evidence for the existence of two dominant flow regimes. As Vc¿¡ is increased to an amount greater than 25Vo, a

step change occurs in the concentration decay rate and the location of the virtual origin. For the present experi-

ments, ì{CAF25Vy conesponds to a momentum ratio of lcu=0.17. The critical momentum ratio reported in

Section 3.5 for the transition from PJ to CAJ dominated flow regime is in the rangel¿¿¡=0.2-0.23.
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It is also interesting to note that the relative values of inverse jet concentration on the jet axis for theVCAJ=|íEI

(lc¿"¡=0.05) andtyç¡¡=25% (lror=9.17) cases are difÏerent for each confinement ratio investigated. This is con-

sistent with the raw image sequences, and the observations noted in Section 3.3 which indicate that, in between the

extremes of precessing jet only flow and completely CAJ dominated flow (yrçay4jVo,lc¡r0.45), the cl.raracter-

istics of tlre dominant flow regime are not always present. Hence for -57o<tysAJ <40Vo the jet behaviour switches

modes between the characteristics of a PJ or CAJ dominant regime. For the D¿ur/dp¡=1.6 and D¿rr,ldp¡=I2.9

experiments, in which only 152 images were collected at each CAJ setting, one mode mây be favoured in the image

sequence and more images are required for a more accurate average. For the Dr¡r"/tlp¡|}'3 experiments' 608

images were obtained at the same CAJ proportions, reducing the experimental uncertainty and ensuring the full

range of flow characteristics is captured.

The presence of a dominant flow regime in the near field is also suggested by the jet axis concentration fluctuation

intensity results. Figure 6-35 shows that as the CAJ proportion is increased, the peak fluctuation intensity close to

the nozzle gradually diminishes, until at the same flow proportions corresponding to a CAJ dominated flow, it is

no longer present. Increasing y6,¿7 also moves the location of the peak fluctuation intensity further downstream of

the nozzleexit and results in a slight decrease in the asymptotic value. The asymptotic value of concentration fluc-

tuation intensity for the CAJ on its own is 0.204, which is very similar to the results obtained for other types of

simple jet, see Table 6-6, and the present measurement from a pipe jet of 0. 194. The asymptotic CAJ fluctuation

intensity is less than that of any of the combined CAJ and PJ flows, even for very high r¡16¿7.

The effect of CAJ proportion on the jet concentration half-width is illustrated in Figure 6-36. As for the inverse

concentration and the concentration fluctuation intensity plots, the effect of y6,¿7is very clear and there is evidence

of two different flow regimes depending on the CAJ proportion. At low ìÍC/"r, there is a very rapid increase in jet

spread in the near-held, indicative of a PJ clominated flow, while at higher {647, the absence of the rapid rise is

indicative of a CAJ dominated flow. In the far field of a jet in the PJ dominated flow regime, increasing the CAJ

proportion reduces the jet spreading rate, with the minimum spreading rate occurring at\[ç¡¡=2OVo (fc¡y=O.11).

Further increasing r¡6¿7 increases thejet spreading rate for the range of conditions investigated. The spreading rate

of the CAJ only case (tyç¡¡=l\\Vo) is quite low when normalised by the PJ nozzle chamber diameter, dp¡, just

above the minimum level measured for the PJ nozzle. However, when normalised by the CAJ exit diameter, dç¡¡,

the spreading rate is Kr=Q.Q90, well within the range reported for simple jets, see Table 6-6. Similar behaviour is

also observed for the far field virtual origin, which initially moves downstream as yg¡7 increases, until reaching a

peak at {6¿7=20Vo. Further increasing ry¿47 leads to a step change in tl.re location of the virtual origin, which then

moves upstream.
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Figure 6-32. False colour images of the spatial distribution of instantaneous, mean and RMS jet co_ncentration, 5,
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6.5.6 The Probability Distribution of Jet Concentration

The effect of co-flow, confinement and the proportion of central axial jet on the distribution of concentrations in a

precessing jet flow can be assessed further by calculating the probability distribution function (p.d.f.) of the jet con-

centration, pdÍ(E),on the jet axis. At a given point, the p.d.f. corresponds to the distribution of probabilities that the

instantaneous concentration falls within a given range, ( I Ä(. Following the procedure of Newbold (1997), bins

of A(=g.gg5 were used for the present calculations, so that "pure" ambient fluid corresponds to (=g-9.695 ond

"pure" jet fluid corresponds to l=Q.995- 1 . Normalisation of the p.d.f. at each measurement point implies that:

Jrar(Ë)aÉ = t Equation 6-22.

0

P.d.f.s have been calculated fbr a select number of cases. The accuracy of pdÍ(\) is dependent on the spatiaì reso-

lution, the probability "bin" size used for the calculation and the number of data points in the data set. The poor

spatial resolution relative to the Batchelor scale of the present technique, see Section 6.3.l, suggests that the p.d.f.s

of t¡e measured data will differ from the actual distribution of concentration on the jet axis. However, a qualitative

description of the effect of co-flow, confinement and CAJ on pdf\) can still be made by comparing the relative

clistribution of concentration. The selection of data sets for analysis was based primarily on the requirement to have

enough data to achieve a smooth distribution and to illustrate the effect of co-flow velocity ratio, confinement and

the proportion of CAJ, y¿,a7. The number of data points used to calculate the p.d.f.s has also been increased by

incorporating the data within a span of approximately 5mm (10 pixels) upstream and downstream of each axial

position. This has been shown to provide smooth distributions as shown in Figure 6-37 and Figure 6-38.

6.5.6.1 The Effect of Jet Tlpe

Profiles of jet concentration p.d.f.s along the jet axis for the validation pipe jet are shown in Figure 6-37a, while

the concentration p.d.f. for the jet from the 38mm PJ nozzle att{çot=Q/6, D¿u"/dp¡=10.3 and UulU"-p"/=0.055

(Ur,=O.06mis) case is shown in Figure 6-37b. The same number of images and data points was used to calculate the

p.d.f. for each jet case. The pdf(\) for the pipe jet is compared in the far field with the pdf(\) for the PJ only case

in Figure 6-40. Dowling and Dimotakis (1990) have shown thaitfl|is the proper similarity variable for jet concen-

tration statistics and hence the p.d.f. of (/f should be self-similar when the jet flow is fully developed. The far field

p¿fÉf] is shown in Figure 6-39 using the appropriately normalised co-ordinates. The far field p.d.f.s displayed are

taken at tlre same axial position, corresponding to the maximum downstream location of all conditions not affected

by optical distortion or laser sheet intensity correction errors. This position is at 50 diameters from the pipejet exit

and 12 chamber diameters for all the PJ nozzle conditions from the nozzle exit.

The p.d.f. distributions shown in Figure 6-37a and Figure 6-37b reveal significant differences in the mixing char-

acteristics of a simple jet and a precessing jet. Figure 6-40 shows that low concentration fluid is drawn on to the jet

axis closer to the nozzle exit by tlre action of the precessing jet than occurs with the simple jet. Figure 6-39 dem-

onstrates that the shape of the far field normalised pff((/Ç) is generally symmetric about ({ for both jets, but the

average p.d.f. of the PJ flow is much broader indicating a wider distribution of jet concentrations. This is also
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shown in the non-normalisedpdf(\), which also indicates that in the far field the probable jet concentrations at the

same axial location are much lower for a precessing jet flow. These observations are consistent with the results of

Newbold (1997) and demonstrate that a broader, more diluted distribution of jet concentrations exists on the jet

axis of the PJ flow than in a simple jet flow. It also agrees with the present finding of increased concentration fluc-

tuation intensity on the jet axis of aPJ nozzle, see Section 6.5'2'

6.5.6.2 The Effect of Co-Flow Velocity

The effect of the ratio of co-flow velocity to jet exit velocity on the distribution of concentration on the jet axis of

the 38mm PJ nozzle is well illustrated by the data set obtained using co-flow velocity ratios of UolU"-rt=O.935 un¿

Uol[J"-p¡=0.098 at a confinement of D¿ur/dp¡=l0.3, see Figure6-38a and Figure6-38b. The effect of co-flow

velocity ratio on the average far field pdf(\ ) and normali sed pdf(UÐ are illustrated in Figure 6-41 and Figttre 6-42.

Tl1e results show that the change in concentration distribution along tlre jet axis with co-flow velocity is not large.

Tlre normalised profiles, pd/(ll\),indicate the range of concentrations on the jet axis in the far field are comparable

for all co-flow velocities. However, fhe non-norm alised pdf(\) profiles reveal a shift towards lower concentrations

as the co-flow velocity increases. This is consistent with the higher mass flow of ambient fluid with increasing

velocity. Comparison of Figure 6-38a and Figure 6-38b indicates that this effect is not isolated to just the far field

ofthe PJ nozzle but also occurs near the nozzle tip'

6.5.6.3 The Effect of Confinement

The effect of confinement on jet concentration distribution along the jet axis is illustrated by the p.d.f.s calculated

Tor D¿ur¡ldp¡=1.6 and D¿rr/dp¡=I2.9 at constant velocity ratio and nozzle conditions, see Figure 6-38c and

Figure6-38d.RefertoFigure6-37bforthep.d.f. atD¿r"/dp¡=l0.3.Theeffectof confinementontheaveraget'ar

field pdf(\) and normalised pdf(\l\) are shown in Figure 6-43 and Figure 6-44. The results demonstrate that the

ratio of duct diameter to PJ nozzle chamber diameter does not significantly atfect the probability distribution in the

near field. However confinement does act to change the distribution of jet concentrations and the most probable

concentration found on the jet axis in the far field. The normalised pdl((/() reveals that the range ofjet concentra-

tions relative to the mean concentration remains approximately the same with increasing confinement ratio, or may

decrease slightly. However, Figure 6-43 and Figure 6-44 show that confinemenf causes a significant change in the

non-normalisedpdf(\). The range of actual concentrations in the far field broadens and the peak of the p.d.f. (max-

imum probability) increases with increasing confinement ratio. This highlights the important differences between

pdfl\) and pdf(U\), particularly as the jet concentration distribution within the flammability limits for a given fuel

is crucial for accurate modelling of combustion processes.
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6.5.6.4 The Effect of Central Axial Jet Proportion

The effect of the flow regime (PJ or CAJ dominated) on the mixing from the PJ nozzle is highlighted by the distri

bution ofjet concentrations on thejet axis. Figure 6-37b to Figure 6-37fshow thejet axis concentration distribu-

tions for PJ only, \{ç¡¡=157o, tyç¡¡=25%, yc¡F4\%PJ and CAJ only at the same co-flow velocity ratio and

confinemenr. The effecr of CAJ proportion on pdf(E) and pdf(\/\) is illustrated in Figure 6-45 and Figure 6-46. For

thet4t ç¡¡=\Vo andty ç¡¡=l5To (fc¿"¡=0.06) a wide range of concentrations is observed in the far field as is the rapid

concentration decay in the near-field, which is manifested as an increased probability of low concentration fluid

very close to the nozzle exit. However, the probability distributionfor\ç¡¡=257o (lç¡t=Q.17) andyrrot={gqo

(fc¡"¡=0.45) are significantly different, particularly close to the nozzle exit, where the probability of hnding low

concentration fluid on the jet axis is close to zero.

The average far field profile of pdf(UE) shows that the range of jet concentrations relative to the mean concentra-

tion is not significantly affected by CAJ proportion. The peak value oT pdf(\[) aoes change with CAJ proportion

tlrouglr, with the minimum value occurring for r¡¿¡7=25%. Thís is more clearly demonstrated by the non-norma-

lised distribut ion of pdf(\), in which it can be seen tlìat the tyror=)5a7o case covers the widest range of actual con-

centration values. Figure 6-46 indicates that as y6,¿7 is increased from \Vo to 25Vo (momentum ratio increased from

lc¡-.1 to l¿¡¡=0.17), the distribution of concentrations found in the jet far field increases, however, further

increases in the CAJ proportion into the CAJ dominated regime beyond \ç¿¡=25Vo cause a reduction in the range

of jet concentrations. Similarly the most probable concentration also increases with CAJ proportion until it reaches

a maximum attyç¡¡=25Vo (f cl-\.l7), after which the most probable concentration decreases in value. This result

is consistent with the observation in Section 6.5.5 that the inverse centreline concentration is minimised at

tlrs¡¡=25%.It is also important to note that this condition produced the maximum heat release in the pilot-scale

experiments described in Section 5.3 . I and corresponds closely to the momentum ratio found to have the minimum

global strain rate and maximum flame volume in Section 4.3.3 (f cAJ=0.19).

The distribution of concentration on the jet axis of the central axial jet only flow is very different to that of the PJ

cases and is consistent with the p.d.f. of a simple jet. The p.d.f. has a very narrow, sharp peak which covers a

smaller range of concentrations than the precessing jet flow and has a much lower value for the most probable jet

concentration.
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Figure 6-40. Comparison of the probability distribution function of local jet concentration on the jet axis in the

farfield ofthe pipejet and PJ nozzle. Conditions as forFigure 6-39.
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Figure 6-42.The effect of co-flow velocity on the probability distribution function of the localjet concentration
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Figure 6-44. The effect of confinement on the probability distribution function of local jet concentration on the
jet axis in the far field of the PJ nozzle. Conditions as for Figure 6-43.
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6.6 Scaling of a ConfTned Precessing Jet Flow

6.6.'/, Description of the Scaling Mode

The observations and results described in Section 6.5 demonstrate that the effects of confinement and co-flow on

the scalar mixing field from aPJ nozzle are different depending on the axial distance from the nozzle exit. The

different regions in the jet and duct are summarised in Figure 6-47'

The identification of dominant flow regions in the jet and duct flows can assist in the development of a semi-empir-

ical model of the confined PJ flow. These regions, illustrated in Figure 6-47 , are the jet mixing dominated, inter-

action and duct mixing dominated regions. The interaction region is of most importance as it is in this zone that the

jet conditions, co-flow and confinement interact to determine the nature of tlre mixing of the jet and co-flowing

fluid and if recirculation is important. In most rotary kiln geometries the jet mixing dominated and duct mixing

¿ominated regions are expected to overlap significantly with the interaction region, depending on the precise kiln

geometry and conditions.

As outlined in the introduction to this chapter and highlighted by the instantaneous images shown in the previous

section, it is not yet possible to mathematically model the scalar mixing from a confined precessing jetnozzle.

Hence the scaling model proposed here is based on dimensional arguments and an empirical correlation with the

results outlined in Section 6.5 and Appendix C. The fundamental assumption of the proposed model is that' if the

inverse concentration decay along the jet axis and the jet half-width can be estimated in the jet far held for any

given co-flow velocity ratio and confinement, the mean jet concentration at any location within the duct can be

calculated by assuming the radial distribution of concentration is Gaussian. The model is applied only up to the

point where the jet reaches the duct walls, which is generally also the limit of the imaged region of tlìe present

experiments.

6.6.2 Development of the Scaling Parameters

The characteristics of the jet concentration decay along the jet axis noted in Section 6.5.4 indicate that the duct

diameter is the most appropriate dimension for the normalisation of the axial distance and decay rate. The results

for the concentration half-width indicate the PJ chamber diameter is the most appropriate length scale for calculat-

ing the jet spreading rate. Hence, following Mt et al. (2000b) for a simple jet, the far field inverse concentration

decay along thejet axis can be described by the linear equation:

xo.r\
D.,'J

Equation 6-23.

Similarly, the concentration half-width in the precessing jet far field can be expressed as

*r(- - Itur)

I
¿I

I
Kt G-

r l/z
dp¡
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The radial mean concentration profiles of the PJ nozzle is approximately a Gaussian distribution, as shown in

Figure6-23.Henceif theparameters Kl,xo,l,K2andxs,2cãîbecalculatedforagivengeometryandflowcondi-

tion, the concentration at any point (x,r) in a confined precessing jet flow field can be expressed as:

((x, r) =
"-o(-o.unr(1ç¡-_ror,_-o,r)) Equation 6'25.

x
,)Kl duct

xo,

The results of Section 6.5.4 indicate that the concentration decay constant, K7, is significantly influenced by the

confinement ratio and that the virtual origin, xs,1, is dominated by the effects of the co-flow velocity ratio. The vari-

ation in K7 is plotted against the confinement ratio, D¿rrf dp¡, in Figure 6-48, for constant co-flow velocity ratio.

It can be seen that, for all data sets except IJ ulU n-p¡=0.Q55, the data collapses reasonably well to a linear relation-

ship which is given by:

K, = 0.00774(PO:-'¡+0.0948 Equation6-26., ldeJ/

Tlre location of the jet virtual origin, xs,/D¿r.¡ is plotted against the co-flow velocity ratio, U olU 
"-p¡, 

for constanf

confinement ratio in Figure 6-49. The results demonstrate that there is a good collapse of data onto a single, linear

profile, with an exception for the values of x¿,7/D¿u"¡atUulU"-p¡=Q.Q55. The departure of the point at a velocity

ratio of U olU 
"-p¡=0.055 

from a linear trend is consistent with the variation in K7 compared to other co-flow veloc-

ities. It is considered an aberration since no physical reason for the point of inflection can be found' The aberration

may possibly be explained by measurement errors of xs,¡/D¿ur¡ atU olU 
"-p¡0.035, 

in which condition confinement

effects are more likely to contribute to changes in thejet behaviour, although this is not consistent with the variation

in K7. Based on a line of best fit through all the data points, the linear relationship between the velocity ratio and

virtual origin location is specif,red by:

Equation 6-27.

The results in Section 6.5.3 and Section 6.5.4 indicated no consistent effect of confinement rÂtio or co-flow veloc-

ity ratio on the jet half-width slope and virtual origin. However, it was found that the variation in K2 and xo,y'dpt

collapsed reasonably well to a linear profile if plotted against the ratio of the volumetric flow rate of the co-flow

and tlre volumetric flow rate of the PJ nozzle, Q/Qo.In the current isothermal experiments, the volumetric flow

rate ratio is the same as the mass flux ratio, m,/m,,. Figure 6-50 demonstrates tþt an inverse proportionality exists

between the jet spreadin¡1 rate and the mass flux ratio, so that the relationship is given by:

# = -3386(úll-l-o'3e03

| 
= o. t l3sl1l + 4.831 IK2 r-/
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Figure 6-51 demonstrates that the relationship between the jet concentration half-width virtual origin and mass flux

ratio is linear and is given by:

Equation 6-29.

6.6.3 Modelling the Effect of the Central Axial Jet

A full model of the concentration field of a passive scalar issuing from a PJ nozzle must also incorporate the effects

of central axial jet proportion, \tc¡r on the flow field. It is assumed in the present section that the effects of the

CAJ can be modelled independently of the effects of co-flow velocity and confinement.

The results of the two-colour PLIF experiments reported in Section 3.4.3 demonstrate that the mixing characteris-

tics of the combined PJ and CAJ flow field are characterised by the momentum ratio between the CAJ and the sum

of the momentum of the PJ at the inlet orifice of the nozzle chamber and the CAJ momentum, 16'47. Hence the

mean concentration distribution parameters K7, x6,/D¿ur¡, K2and xg,2/dp¡ of the present combined CAJ and PJ

nozzle measurements are plotted against the CAJ momentum ratio in Figure 6-52 to Figure 6-55 for three different

confinements and co-flow velocities but constant mass flux ratio of co-flowing fluid to jet fluid. The results of the

Dr¡u"/d.p¡=10.3 (390mm duct) measurements are considered the most accurate representation of the effect of the

CAJ as more images were captured at CAJ proportions of ry6¿y=15%,tyç¡¡=25Vo andt4tg¡¡=40%o and intermediate

proportions between these settings were also investigated. The measurements of K1, x6,¡/D¿ur¡, K2and xs,2/dp¡

from the D¿ur/dp¡=1.6 (Uo=O.108m/s) and D¿ur,ldpFl29 (Ur=0.038m/s) experiments are corrected for the

effects of conhnement and co-flow relative tofhe D¿rr/dpFl\.3 (Uu=0.06m/s) measurements by applying the

model equations derived in the previous section. This conection assumes the effects of the CAJ are independent

of other factors. The effects of the CAJ proportion are quantified by normalising the measurements of K7, xo,l, Kz

and x6,2 at each lç4¡ to the value at lcAJ=0 (tlrç¡¡=\Vo) of each experimental configuration. The duct diameter is

used as the characteristic length scale for the jet axis concentration constants and the nozzle diameter is used for

the jet concentration half-width normalisation, following the derivation of the scaling parameters in Section 6.6.2.

The results shown in Figure 6-52 to Figure 6-55 generally reflect the analysis presented in Section 6.5.5. The main

observation that can be made from these figures is that the major mixing characteristics of the combined PJ and

CAJ flow depend significantly on the dominant flow regime and hence the momentum ratio. The present results

indicate that the PJ dominated flow regime occurs for f ça¡<0.2 and the CAJ dominated flow regime occurs for

approximately l¿¡¡>0.25, consistent with the results of Section 3.5.

Figure 6-52 demonstrates that the concentration decay constant, K7, normalised to the value at lc¡"¡=O, can be

modelled reasonably well by a linear relationship with the CAJ momentum ratio. Hence the concentration decay

rate is not altered by the dominant flow regime. The linear relationship derived for the present model does not

include the measurements from the D¿u"/dp¡=7.6 experimental configuration as the trend for this configuration is

different from the trends for D¿u,.¡ldp.¡|O.3 and D¿ur/dpJ=L2.g. Most rotary kilns also do not operate at this con-

*o'' 
= -o.z24o(\\ -s;s47dp¡ r*/
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finement ratio. The normalised far field jet spreading rate, K2, changes signifìcantly depending on the dominant

flow regime. It is difficult from Figure 6-53 to determine what relationship best describes the effect of CAJ

momentum ratio on the jet spreading rate. Hence the measurements from the dpFlÙ.3 (Uo=0.06m/s) experimental

configuration are used to derive a model based on a quadratic expression in the PJ dominated flow regime and a

Iinear expression in the CAJ dominated flow regime. The equations to predict the effect of CAJ proportion on the

far field concentration decay constant and spreading rate are therefore given by:

For 0<lç¡7<l j.- = -o.76ss..o,+ r.lr36
Àl,f=o

K^- .
î^, _^ = I I '028 I-"cnr- 1.9294 I-cAJ+ 0.9909

Equation 6-30.

Equation 6-33.

For 0.23< lcu<l Equation 6-31.
Kz, r

Kz,r=o = - 0.8599 I.cAr+ 1.557

The location of the inverse jet concentration decay and jet spreading rate virtual origins, x¡,llDrturtand xg,2/dp¡,

normalised to the values a[ fg¡7=0, are approximately linearly proportional to the momentum ratio in the PJ dom-

inated flow regime, as shown in Figure 6-54 and Figure 6-55. In the CAJ dominated flow regime however, the loca-

tions of the virtual origins are almost independent of the effect of CAJ proportion and there is therefore no need

for these values to be normalised to the value atlç¡¡0 in Figure 6-54 and Figure 6-55. Hence in the present

model, forlç¡¡>0.23,x6,11D¿r"randxg,2ldp¡aretreatedasaconstantvaluebasedonthemeanof themeasurements

in the CAJ dominated flow regime. Therefore the equations to model the effect of the CAJ on the virtual origin

locations are:

For 0< lcAJ<0.2 xo, r, r
xo,r,f=o = -4.734lfcAr+ 1.0753

Equation 6-32.
For 0.23< lc,qt <7

For 0< ICAJ<O.2

For 0< lç¡¡<0.2:

For 0.23< lcu<l

xo, t, f
Ddu"t

- -0.1l8

-!.?.L - -4.5574 t-"or+ t.l2ol
^0,2, 1 = 0

xo,z,f _ xo,z,r=o 
= _0,4

d"¡ dp¡
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6.6.4 Apptication of the Proposed Model to the Scaling of Operating Rotary

Kilns

Tlre proposed model outlined in Section 6.6.2has been developed based on jet concentration measurements rela-

tively close to the exit of a pJ nozzle in an isothermal facility. The ultimate aim of this model however is to develop

a criterion for the prediction offlame characteristics in an operating rotary kiln. This requires an understanding of

t¡e dominant physical mechanisms in order to allow the results from a small scale isothermal facility to be usefully

related to a large-scale facility in which combustion occurs. The reader is referred to Section 1 .3.4, which discusses

the power of isotl.rermal modelling as a useful design tool even though an isothermal model can never provide an

exact representation of a reacting system.

Equation 6-24 to Equation 6-29, developed from an analysis of the present experimental results, contain fhe con-

trolling non-dimensional parameters necessary to clescribe the concentration on the jet axis and the jet half-width

and in turn the entire mean concentration field of the PJ nozzlein the far field of the jet. They reveal that the jet

half-width contour is controlled, to a first order, by the mass flux ratio. The rate of concentration decay on tlre jet

axis is controlled, to a first order, by the confinement ratio while the location of the virtual origin of the concentra-

tion decay is controlled by the velocity ratio. This combination of scaling relationships reveals the most important

dimensionless ratios that should be maintained to enable the accurate modelling of the precessing jet burner to

maintain reasonable similarity between the mixing characteristics at the laboratory scale and the industrial scale.

Mixing similarity, at least close to the nozzle exit, is achieved by maintaining the momentum ratio of the co-flow

(secondary) fluid to jet fluid, G.lGs,the same in the model and combustion facility. As a consequence of this, the

massfluxratio,m,,lm6,anclvelocity rafio,UolU"-p.¡,mustbeconstant.However,forthemassfluxratioandvelocity

ratio to be constant w¡en density ratios are different, the geometric confinement ralio, D¿,r"/dp¡, must be distorted

in the model. It can hence be shown that for constânt mass-flux and velocity ratios, the geometric distortion is

equivalent to the density correction of the modified Thring-Newby criterion proposed by Nathan et al. (1995).

Hence the distorted nozzle diameter in the isothermal model is the diameter of anozzle through which fluid of the

density of the co-flowing fluid would flow, but with the same mass flow rate and the same momentum as that of

the jet. The modified Thring-Newby scaling can be applied with reference to the PJ nozzle inlet diameter or the

chamber diameter, but as the conditions are more clearly defined at the jet inlet chamber, in particular the jet den-

sity in a burner, and the pJ nozzleis sized on the basis of the required flow rate througl.r the inlet diameter, this is

considered the most appropriate location to apply the density correction, see Equation 6-34. The PJ nozzle chamber

diameter, dp¡, can then be calculated based on the optimal geometric ratio specified by Hill et al. (1992)' see

Table 2-1.

Equation 6-34.
model pìont

wltere d,,ris the PJ nozzle inlet diameter, p, is the density of the secondary air in the plant and p¿ is the density of

the fuel at the inlet orifice of the PJ nozzle.

/il/D¿u.ù
,Jor(-r", /
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A change in confinement ratio implies, via Equation 6-26, that the concentration decay rate also changes. The

dimensionless concentration decay virtual origin, xo,lDrturt, will be maintained between the model and combustion

facility if the velocity ratio is maintained, as shown by Equation 6-27.For a constant mass flux ratio, the present

model demonstrates that the jet half-width contour, as defìned by the parameters K2andx6,2ldp¡, is constant (see

Equation 6-2g and Equation 6-29). Hence, similarity in the mean concentration field reduces to ensuring the con-

centration on the jet axis is identical at the same axial distance, normalised to the duct diameter, in the full-scale

plant and model cases. The concentration on the jet axis in the isothermal model is given by Equation 6-35, and the

concentration on thejet axis of the reference is combustion case is given by Equation 6-36:

Note that the present assessment does not consider the effect of combustion itself on the decay rate or mixing rate

of a flame. This is beyond the scope of the present study. However, Jenkins (1998) has shown that a linear correc-

tion can be made to isothermal calculations of flame length based on a mean flame density, which is sufficiently

accurate to solve most industrial problems and provide useful prediction of heat flux. Extending the present work

to provide an analogous correction is recommended as useful future work.

As outlined above, based on Equation 6-24 to Equation 6-29 the virtual origin location, x6,1lD¿rr¡, is identical in

the combustion and isothermal facilities as the velocity ratio is scaled to be constant in both cases. Hence equating

Equation 6-35 and Equation 6-36, it can be shown that the concentration on the jet axis in the isothermal facility

can be related to the concentration on thejet axis in the large-scale combustion facility by the expression:

" 
Kl, model¿

Srnodel = ;:---Splrnt
"1, Plant

Equation 6-35.

Equation 6-36.

Equation 6-38.

Equation 6-37

Equation 6-37 suggests that while alteration of the confinement ratio will maintain mixing similarity close to the

nozzle exitwhere wall effects are not significant, it will not, on its own, be sufficient to ensure similarity in the

mean concentration at a given location. To achieve complete similarity it is necessary to also distort the mixture

fraction or the air-fuel ratio in the model. This can be achieved by changing the reference concentration used in the

normalisation of the present pLIF experiments (i.e. normalising to a value other than E=1), or the stoichiometry in

an acid-alkali simulation, as originally suggested by Hill (2000b), by an amount, x, which is given by:

Kt, rnodet

Kl, ot"n,

For flow only through the pJ nozzle in the plant and model, the modelling equations derived in Section 6.6.2 show

tlrat the concentration decay constan ts K 1,r¡ur,and K l,mr,."tcÃî be calculated from the confinement ratio' Dr¡u"r/dp¡'
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using Equation 6-26. For flow through the precessing jet and central axial jet at a momentum ratio 16'¡¡ the con-

centration decay constant must be modihed using Equation 6-30.

Hence the scaling proceclure to allow simulation of the mixing characteristics of a PJ nozzle in a full scale rotary

kiln using a small-scale isothermal model is as follows:

L Calculate the mass flux ratio of secondary fluid to jet fluid, mJmo, in the combustion facility.

2. Calculate the density ratio of secondary air to fuel, polps,in the combustion facility.

3. Calculate the confìnement ratio, D¿u,'/dp¡, in the combustion facility'

4. Calculate the predicted jet axis concentration decay constant in the combustion facility, K1,r¿r, using

Equation 6-26.

5. If a central axial jet is used, calculate the momentum ratio 16,4y and hence the modificationto K1,r¡on using

Equation 6-30.

6. Calculate the confinement ratio, Drtur/do, in tbe model using the modified Thring-Newby criterion,

Equation 6-34.

7. Either specify the size and flow conditions of the PJ nozzle in the small scale model and hence calculate the

duct diameter and co-flow velocity based on maintaining the mass flux ratio constant.

8. Or, alternatively to (7) specify the duct diameter and co-flow velocity in the small scale model and hence cal-

culate the size and flow conditions of the PI nozzle to satisfy the scaling criterion'

9. Calculate the concentration decay constant in the small scale model, K t,ru,¿et, using Equation 6-26-

l0.If a central axial jet is used, calculate the momentum ratio f6¿7 and hence the modification to K1,^,,¿r¿ using

Equation 6-30.

I l. Calculate the reference concentration ratio in the model, r, using Equation 6-38

12. Correct the measured concentration in the small scale model by r and hence determine the concentration in the

combustion facilitY.

The scaling procedure above has been used to calculate the geometry of a small-scale isothermal model to simulate

the pilot-scale cement kiln presented in Table 6-8 and the industrial installations of the PJ burner presented in

Appendix B as a sensibility check. The results, presented in Table 6-9 for the pilot-scale kiln and Appendix B for

the industrial installations, show that the present experiments using the 38mm PJ nozzle in the 390mm duct

(D¿ur/dp¡=10.3) and the 28mmPJ nozzle in the 290mm duct(D¿r,/dp¡10.4) match the scaled conditions for the

pilot-scale facility, which is to be expected as they were designed using the modified Thring-Newby criterion. The

confinement ratio is reduced in all of the facilities, except the kiln at QAL. This is attributed to the very low sec-

ondary air temperature and velocity in this installation. The concentration reference ratio, r, is reasonably close to

I in most cases, indicating that the required correction for stoichiometry is not overly large. The moderate reduction

in conhnement for most of the facilities also implies that the aerodynamics are not significantly different at the

different scales. The fact that K is less than I in most cases suggests that thejet spread is wider in the reacting envi-
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ronment, consistent with the effect of density differences between the fuel and air and with the results presented in

Section 6.7.

Tabte 6-9. The results of applying the present scaling procedure to the pilot-scale cement kiln simulator. The duct

diameter for the model is calculated for a dpr=38mm PJ nozzle as used in the present experiments. Refer to

Appendix B for details on the application of the scaling procedure to industrial installations of the PJ nozzle.

Combustion
Facility

Mass Flux
Ratio

(m/m6)

Geometric
Ratio

(D¡¡¡oldp¡)

Velocity
Ratio

(Uo!U"-p.¡)

Predicted
concentration
decay constant

(Kì

Model

D¿rr¡ldp¡
Dduct
(mm) K1 K

IF'RF' 18.1 13.8 0.051 0.202 10.7 40r.6 0.178 0.88
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6.6.5 Application of the Proposed Model to the Prediction of Impingement

The location at which a flame impinges upon the walls of a rotary kiln is an important operational consideration in

mineral processing industries as reducing conditions at the surface of the raw material can lead to severe reductions

in product quality. It can also reduce the life of refractory bricks. Due to the rapid spread of the flame from a PJ

burner, preventing flame impingement is a major concern in industrial installations and was the original motivation

for incorporating the central axial jet into the burner design. To assess the ability of Equation 6-24to Equation 6-

29 to predict the location of impingement, measurements of the location of impingement in the cunent experimen-

tal facility are compared with the calculated locations based on applying the model equations to the flow conditions

and geometry.

Tlre proposed model, consisting of Equation 6-24 to Equation 6-29, can be used to predict the mean jet concentra-

tion in a given confined PJ flow configuration at any point if the radial distribution of mean concentration is known.

An obvious starting point is to assume that it follows a Gaussian profile. Figure 6-23 demonstrates that, in general,

this is an appropriate assumption. However, the assumption of a Gaussian distribution of concentration breaks

down where wall effects become important. Hence to assess the ability of the present model to predict impinge-

ment, the "break point", the location where the jet edge departs from the free path jet due to the influence of the

walls on the mixing, is examined. The "break point" was determined from the present experimental results by

inspection of the jet edge, which was somewhat arbitrarily defined as fhe 27o concentration contour' In general, at

low co-flow velocity ratios, the 2Vo contour breaks from the normal path of the jet some distance away from the

wall which, from observation of the raw image sequences, appears to be due to recirculation bringing jet fluid

upstream along the duct wall. As the co-flow velocity ratio increases, the location of the "break radius" gradually

approaches the wall of the duct. The recirculation zone also diminishes in sizeuntilitdisappears and the jetedge

barely impinges on the duct wall in the imaged region, if at all. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the 27o con-

centration contour and the location of the break points is illustrated in Figure 6-56, for flow through the PJ nozzle

only (y6'¡7=0Vo) at a confinement ntio of D¿rr¡ldpt=1}.3.

Within the imaged region of the present experiments, the radial location of the break point, normalised by the half-

widtlr of tlre duct, r¡rr"oy'0.5xD¿u,, wâs found to correlate best with the reciprocal of the mass flux ratio, see

Figure 6-57. A line of best fit through the data gives the relationship as:

+ 0.9816 Equation 6-39.

The proposed moclelling equations were assessed using the conditions in which flow was introduced through the

pJ nozzle only (ry6,a7=0%) ancl in which impingement on the duct walls was observed within the imaged region'

The jet axis bias from the nozzle centreline and any other slight imperfections in the experimental geometry such

as deviations from concentricity were included in the model. The location at which the model 2Eo concenÍralion

contourreachedthe"breakradius", r6r"u¡,wàsdefinedasthe"breakaxialdistance",xhr"uk Thevalidityof using

the model to calculate impingement was then tested by plotting the predicted axial break location against the mea-

rbrerk _ _2.0761l3lD/Z \rñc,/
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sured break location, see Figure 6-58. Perfect correlation between the model and experiments would mean all data

points collapsed onto the line y=¡, indicated with the dashed line'

Figure 6-5g indicates that there is a discrepancy between the predicted location of the break axial distance and that

measured in the present experiments. The deviation from perfect correlation is possibly due to incorrect incorpo-

ration of jet bias effects into the model and errors in determining the location of the measured break point, which

was a subjective process in some cases. However, the most likely explanation for the difference is the departure of

the radial mean concentration profile from a Gaussian distribution near the wall. This is also suggested by the radial

profiles of mean concentration shown in Figare 6-23. Hence although the far field effects of co-flow' confinement

and central axial jet are well described by the proposed modelling equations, the local effects of the duct walls on

the jet concentration distribution are significant, so Equation 6-24 to Equation 6-29 should only be applied to pre-

dict the mean concentration upstream of the "break point", i.e. where wall effects are not significant' This implies

tlrat impingement is non-linear and not well described by Equation 6-24 ro Equation 6-29, and hence accurate pre-

dictions of impingement should instead be made by physical modelling in a small-scale model designed according

to the procedure outlined in Section 6.6.4. Equation 6-39 provicles an easy and effective method of determining the

break radius. Importantly it also indicates that the degree of recirculation and impingement induced by the flow

from a PJ nozzle in a confined environment is controlled by the mass flux ratio.
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6.7 Comparison with Combustion Results

The main aim of the present experiments was to develop a scaling methodology for the confined combustion case

of a precessin g jet nozzle. Unfortunately, it is difficult to fully assess the validity of the present isothermal mea-

surements by comparing them with the pilot-scale rotary kiln simulator measurements as the non-reacting experi-

ments were a fundamental examination of the effects of co-flow and confinement with well defined boundary

conditions which did not replicate the non-uniform co-flow conditions of the pilot-scale facility. In addition, the

present experiments intentionally examined only the mixing close to the nozzle exit, while the pilot-scale combus-

tion experiments examined the whole flame length in order to simulate the entire enclosed flame in a full scale

industrial kiln. The pilot-scale simulator has limited measurement ports in the near-burner region, so the closest

upstream in-flame measurement was located 0.82 kiln diameters downstream from the burner tip and the second

closest port was at xlD¿u"r-l.76. The isothermal experiments were designed to investigate the effects of co-flow,

confinement and central axial jet proportion and to ensure reasonable spatial resolution of each measurement vol-

ume. Hence the furthermost measurement location in the quantitative PLIF experiments is at xlD¿,,r¡1.3 for the

390mm duct, which has been shown, using the proposed scaling procedure, to correspond rnost closely with the

conditions required for an accurate, reduced scale isothermal rnodel.

Tlre pilorscale combustion experiments described in Section 5.3.2 measured the in-flame species concentration of

02, CO, CO2 and NOr. From these measurements alone it is not possible to determine accurately the concentration

of a conserved scalar, e.g. the mixture fraction of fuel Therefore, while a quantitative comparison of the isothermal

mixture fraction measurements and the pilot-scale combustion data is not possible, no quantitative comparison can

be made. Since the traverse performed al xlD¿ur¡0.82 is well within the main volume of the flame, see

Section 5.3.2, where the in-flame temperatures are typically over 1700'C and the reaction rates are rapid, we would

expect the mean concentration of CO to scale roughly with the mean fuel mixture fraction, if it is assumed that

there is minimal transportation. Thus we would expect the "edge" of the flame to correspond roughly [o the "edge"

of the colcl jet if the proposed scaling criterion is valid. For this reason the radial profiles ofjet concentration mea-

sured in the isothermal quantitative PLIF experiments are compared with the radial profiles of CO from the in-

flame measurements in Figure 6-59 and Figure 6-60.

One of the conditions for which CO profiles are available for comparison with isothermal results is that with all

flow tlrrouglr the pJ nozzle (t[ç4¡=0Vo), aTxlDr¡u"¡}.82. This data is presented in Figure 6-59. Figure 6-60 presents

the rneasurements in the isothermal ancl pilot-scale combustion facilities for the same CAJ flow rate proportion,

t[6¡¡=25Vo,but slightly different momentum ratios, I-64y=0.17 for the isothermal jet and lç¡¡=0.25 for the pilot-

scale flame. The CO measurements at different secondary air pre-heat temperatures and hence different co-flow

velocity ratios are shown for the combustion experiments. The isothermal concentration measurements are shown

at two dift'erent duct diameters and hence confinement ratios. The nozzle configuration and mass flux ratio of the

isothermal experiments was constant and approximately the same as in the pilot-scale facility. Hence the co-flow

velocity ratio is different for each of the duct diameters investigated. Of most interest are the CO measurements at

640.C secondary air pre-heat and the concentration measurements in the 390mm ducf (D¿,rr/dp¡=10.3)' These con-

clitions correspond to the same modified Thring-Newby parameter and hence satisfy the similarity conditions
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described in Section 6.6.4.The isothermal measurements in the 490mm duct(D¿rr¡klp¡=I0'3) are also included as

this condition maintains geometric similarity between the different scales.

Figure 6-60 shows there is remarkable similarity in the overall shape of the radial jet concentration and CO con-

centration profiles for the {¿¿7= 25% PJ nozzle configuration. Both sets of curves show comparable spread and are

approximately Gaussian in shape. The combustion profiles are reasonably similar at the different secondary air

temperatures and also follow an approximately Gaussian distribution. Figure 6-59 shows that for the case of PJ

flow only, the isothermal jet concentration prohles agree reasonable well for the different confinements' However,

there appears to be a significant change in the combustion experiments due to the effect of secondary air tempera-

ture, although there is only limited data available to make this comparison. The effects of asymmetry in the co-flow

velocity profile on Co measurements are also considerably more pronounced for this flow condition, although it

is not clear why this should be detected at\tcAJ=\Eo and not also at'4rçot=25qo'

Figure 6-59 and Figure 6-60 suggest that the spreading rates of the reacting and isothermal experiments are signif-

icantly close for the model to be used as a useful predictor of impingement effects. The main difference between

the reacting and non-reacting experiments appears to be a slightly increased jet spreading rate in the reacting envi-

ronment compared with the isothermal experiments. The reference concentration ratio, x, described in the scaling

procedure in the previous section, was calculated to have a value of r=0.88 for scaling of the pilot-scale combustion

facility. The data, corrected for r, in the 390mm duct is also shown in Figure 6-59 and Figure 6-60. This correction

increases the jet spread in the isothermal facility slightly, but not enough to account for the observed difference

with the combustion measurements. The remainder of this difference can be deduced to be attributable to the effect

of density changes due to heat release with the flame, which reduces entrainment and increases the spreading of

t¡e flame, and are not included in the present form of the scaling procedure. Therefore, from the limited comparison

possible of the present measurements, it appears that the isothermal experiments model the conditions in the con-

fined, pilot-scale experiments reasonably although they appear to slightly under-estimate the spread.
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6.8 Conclusions

A novel planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence technique using a Nd:YAG laser with carboxy-dichlorofluorescein

fluorescent dye has been used to investigate the effect ofco-flow and confinement on the combined precessingjet

and central axial jet flows. The pLIF technique has been validated by comparing the centreline and radial statistics

of the concentration of dye issuing from a pipe jet with results reported in the literature for other passive scalar

investigations. Analysis of the centreline concentration decay constant, K7, and jet spreading rate, K2, compared

with previous simple jet measurements provides strong evidence that the Schmidt number is important in compar-

ing the results ofjet experiments conducted in gas or liquid phases. The difference between the validation pipejet

measurements and previous pipe jet measurements are hence attributed to Schmidt number effects and the effect

of the ambient surrounding environment on entrainment. Overall, the pipe jet measurements are satisfactory com-

pared with the previous data and therefore demonstrate the laser-dye system is appropriate for the quantitative mea-

surement of passive scalar concentration from ajet.

Tlre mixing from a pJ nozzle was investigated at constantnozzle conditions for a range of co-flow velocities, con-

finement ratios and central axial jet proportions. The respective effects are compared qualitatively using the instan-

taneous images and quantitatively using the inverse concentration on the jet axis, concentration half-width and

intensity ofjet concentration fluctuations on the jet axis. The instantaneous distribution ofjet concentration from

the pJ nozzle is characterised by the formation of large-scale flow structures which dominate the mixing field and

have been observed previously in precessing jet flows. The quantitative measurements on the jet axis show that the

pJ nozzleis characterised by a rapid decay injet concentration within the ltrst nozzle diameter downstream of the

nozzle exit,followed by a more gradual and also approximately constant rate of decay. The PJ nozzle is also char-

acterised by concentration fluctuations of almost the same magnitude as the mean concentration on the jet axis at

a point close to the location where the decay rate changes abruptly, termed the "elbow point". Most of these results

are similar to the observations of Newbold (1997). Comparison of the jet mixing statistics of the present measure-

ments with those of Newbold (1997) suggests that differences in the nozzle inlet conditions are significant in the

flow downstream from lhe nozzle chamber. The relative difference in mixing between the PJ flows and that of the

jet t¡rough the inletjet alone is consistent for the two experiments, although the absolute values differ significantly.

overall, the present results are consistent with those of Newbold (1997) and highlight the significantly different

mixing characteristics of a PJ flow compared to that of a simple jet'

The effect of increasing the ratio of co-flow to the estimated PJ nozzle exit velocity is shown in the present inves-

tigation to result in a "stretching" of the "helical" flow structure created by the precessing motion ofthejet exiting

from the PJ nozzle. This acts to:

. reduce the mean concentration measured at a given point along thejet axis, but to have no effect on the rate of

concentration decay in the far field;

. have only a slight effect upon the spreading rate of thejet, which is to reduce the spreading rate in the far field

and move the virtual origin upstream;

. increase the peak and asymptotic value ofthe concentration fluctuation intensity along thejet axis, but to have

no effect on the location ofthe peak; and to
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have minimal effect upon the distribution of concentrations along the jet axis in the far field, with a slight shift

towards lower concentrations.

The effects of confinement on the scalar mixing from a PJ nozzle arc demonstrated by increasing the duct diameter

relative to the nozzle diameter. The effects of confinement are hence shown to:

. appear significant in instantaneous images only in the local region where the jet actually impinges on the duct

wall, although the quantitative jet statistics indicate that the effect of confinement is more far reaching than

this;

. have no efl-ect upon the mean concentration along the jet axis if the axial distance is normalised by the diame-

ter of the duct indicating that the duct diameter is the most appropriate length scale for the mean concentration;

. have no clear efl-ect on the jet spreading rate at low co-flow velocity ratios, while at high co-flow velocity

ratios the contours defining thejet spread at different confinements collapse onto a single profile;

. have no eff-ect upon the intensity ofjet concentration fluctuations along thejet axis, if the axial distance is nor-

malised by the nozzle diameter, which is the appropriate because the main feature, the peak, is a function of

the nozzle characteristics ; and

. increase the range of concentrations measured along the jet axis in the far field and increase the value of the

most probable jet concentration.

The proportion ofjet flow through the central axial jet is shown to greatly influence the flow characteristics and so

provides a wide degree of control over the mixing characteristics from a precessing jet nozzle. The qualitative

observations and quantitative statistics of the effect of central axial jet proportion are shown to reflect the results

of Clrapter 3, in particular that at low momentum ratios, I ç¡¡<0.2 (CAJ proportions ry6'¡f25 Vo), the combined

flow is in the precessing jet dominated regime and for lcAJ>o'z3 (tyç¡þ307o) the flow is in the cAJ dominated

regime. Increasing Vc¿y is shown to:

. reduce the mean concentration measured at a given point on the jet axis for 0< y¿'¡7 <25Vo and increase the

m ean concentration for \r ç¡¡>30Vo,

. increase the rate of mixing on the jet axis in the far field only slightly in the PJ dominated flow regime, and

more dramatically in the CAJ dominated flow regime, which is manifested as a decrease in the concentration

decay constant, K7, in direct proportion to the momentum ratio;

. reduce the mean concentration at the elbow point (the location of the change from rapid to gradual decay rate)

until this feature disappears in the CAJ dominated regime and the concentration decays at a single, constant

rate;

. have no clear or appreciable effect upon the asymptotic value ofthe intensity ofjet concentration fluctuations;

. decrease the combined jet spreading rate in the far field in the PJ dominated regime with a minimum at

tyç¡¡=Z\Vo (lc¡f0.12) and cause a step change in the spreading rate in tl.re transition to the CAJ dominated

regime at I ç¡y0.2-0.23;
. clecrease the magnitude of the characteristic peak in the intensity of jet concentration fluctuations for

o3r4t¿¡¡l25To until in the cAJ dominated regime the peak is no longer present; and

. have a significant effect upon the distribution of concentration values on the jet axis in the far field, dependent

on the dominant flow regime'
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Hence the highest concentration at a given point on the jet axis and broadest range ofjet concentration values in

the far field are found to occur att[¿4¡=257o, which corresponds to a momentum ratio of lç¿,=6.17. This config-

uration corresponds to a similar momentum ratio to that found to produce the highest heat release in the pilot-scale

combustion experiments and the minimum inferred global strain rate in the unconfined combustion experiments'

The separate effects of co-flow, confinement and central axial jet on the mixing from a PJ nozzle have been com-

bined to form an empirical model for the mean distribution of jet concentration from a PJ nozzle' The derived

model is based on correlating the jet axis concentration decay constant, K7, virtual ori gin, x6,1lD¿u"r, spreading rate,

K2,andvirtual origin, xs,2ldp¡,with non-dimensional parameters relating to the co-flow, confinement and CAJ pro-

portion in the far field of the jet. Following the findings outlined above, the model for PJ only flow (y6ar=97¿¡ ¡5

based on the following linear relations:

K, = 0.007741P4*l +0.0948 Equation 6-40.
, lclpJ/

*0,, 
= _3 3s6l-]:L-l -o.3eo3Ddu"t \U.-pJl

Equation 6-41

I = o.rt¡sl5l ++.s¡rrK2 \m/
Equation 6-42.

Equation 6-43.

The effects of the central axialjet on the mixing from a PJ nozzle are assumed to be independent ofthe effects of

co-flow and confinement in the present model. Hence K7, x0,1lD,1u"u K2, and xs,2ldp¡ are correlated with the

momentum ratio f6X7 and the dominant flow regime by the following relations:

For 0<16'a7<1

*o,t 
= _0

dp¡

xo, l, r
xo,t,t=o

zz+o(\-\ -s;s4i.md

{* 
- -o.76ssrcAr+ l.1136 Equation 6-44.

Equation 6-45.

Equation 6-46.

For 0< I ç¡¡ <0.2:

For 0.23< lc¡t<l

For 0< lç¡¡<0.2;

= -4.734lfcAr+ 1.0753

xo, r, f
Dd,r"t

xo,l,f=o 
= _0.11g

Dduct

==*''' - 11.028 l2cA¡- l.9294fcAr+ 0.9909
Kz,r=o

For 0.23< lcu<7 Kz, r
Kz,r=o

- -0.8599 fcAr+ 1.557

For 0<ICAJ<0.2'. xo,2,r - _4.5574 I-cAr+ 1.1201
xo,z,f=o

xo,z,r _ xo,z,r=o 
= _0.74

dp¡ dp¡
For 0.23< fce"¡ <l
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The modelling equations that describe the effects of co-flow and confinement on the mixing from a PJ nozzle, as

outlined above, have been extended to the scaling of large-scale combustion installations of the PJ nozzle. The

extension of the model is based on maintaining similarity of the jet mixing characteristics in the large-scale and

laboratory isothermal facilities. This is achieved by maintaining the mass flux ratio of co-flowing fluid to jet fluid

and distorting the geometric ratio of duct diameter the nozzle diameter according the density correction factor of a

modified Thring-Newby criterion. However, due to the change in confinement ratio, a further correction is also

required [o conecf for the different concentration decay constants, i.e. Kpin the large-scale and laboratory isother-

mal facilities. The difference in decay rate is corrected for by a concentration reference ratio, r, based on the ratio

of Ki in the model to K7 in the combustion facility, which are both calculated according to the expression derived

from the present experimental results, Equation 6-40 (with Equation 6-44 to account for the CAJ). The concentra-

tion reference ratio effectively distorts the stoichiometry in the model from that in the actual combustion plant'

Hence, based on the empirical model derived from the present experiments, the procedure to accurately model the

characteristics of a PJ nozzle in an operating rotary kiln using a small-scale isothermal facility is:

L Calculate the mass flux ratio of secondary fluid to jet fluid, molm6, in the combustion facility.

2. Calculatethedensityratioofsecondaryairtofuel(attheinletorificeofthePJnozzle)'p/po'inthecombus-

tion facility.

3. Calculate the confinement ratio, D¿u"/dpl, in the combustion tacility'

4. Calculate the predicted jet axis concentration decay constant in the combustion facility, Kt,ptort,ssing

Equation 6-40.

5. If a central axial jet is used, calculate the momentum ratio f647 and hence the modihcation to K1,,r¡ur,using

Equation 6-44.

6. Calculate the confinement ratio, Drtur/do, in the model using the modified Thring-Newby criterion:

fPqgl = Ef?g*l Equation 6-48.
\-doJ,no¿.r - ,jp.\ do, /plnn,

7. Either specify the size and flow conditions of the PJ nozzle in the small scale model and hence calculate the

duct diameter and co-flow velocity based on maintaining the mass flux ratio constant, or

g. Alternativety to (7), specify the duct diameter and co-flow velocity in the small scale model and hence calcu-

late the size and flow conditions of the PI nozzle to satisfy the scaling criterion.

9. Calculate the concentration decay constant in the small scale model, K l,mrxl¿', using Equation 6-40'

10.If a central axial jet is used, calculate the momentum ratio f6.¿7 and hence the modificatíon lo K1,^u¿¿l using

Equation 6-44.

11. Calculate the reference concentration ratio in the model, r, using the expression:

K

" = # Equation6-49'
'1, plant

12. Correct the measured concentration in the small scale model by r and hence determine the concentration in the

combustion facilitY.
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This scaling procedure was used to calculate the geometry and flow conditions required to model the pilot-scale

combustion facility used in Chapter 5 and industrial installations of the PJ nozzle. The results are consistent with

the observations of the present experiments and within the range of reasonably expected values, suggesting the

scaling procedure is appropriate for the modelling of precessing jet burners in large-scale rotary kilns with a small-

scale isothermal experimental facility. A comparison of the mean jet concentration in the present experiments with

the profiles of Co concentration measured in the pilot-scale kiln simulator test facility at the same axial location

indicates remarkable qualitative agreement between the present isothermal measurements and the combustion

measurements, providing more evidence for the validity of the proposed scaling procedure'

'While the proposecl scaling procedure provides a lneans to calculate the conditions of reduced scale experiments,

the modelling equations have limited validity when applied to the mathematical prediction of jet impingement on

the duct walls. This was demonstrated by comparing the measured location where wall efTects become important

from the pLIF experiments with the location calculated by the modelling equations. The radial location where wall

effects on the jet become significant was found to correlate with the mass flux ratio, indicating this also controls

the degree ofrecirculation induced by the flow from a PJ nozzle. The poor correlation between the predicted and

rneasured locations is attributed to the radial mean concentration profìle departing fìom the assumed Gaussian dis-

tribution close to the wall. Hence the accuracy of the moclelling equations are not suitable for mathematically pre-

clicting local effects close to the duct walls and shoulcl only be applied within the region upstream of the point of

impingement. This implication has no effect upon the validity of the physical modelling procedure for the precess-

ing jetnozzle. Indeed, accurate prediction of impingement must be determined instead by physically modelling the

kiln geometry and conditions in a small-scale model designed according to the procedure outlined above'

T¡e present quantitative pLIF technique has enablecl the effects of co-flow, confinement and central axial jet on

tlre mixing from a pJ nozzle to be determined. The effect of the central axial jet has shown that, consistent with

previousexperiments,themomentumratio,lcu=Gcu|(Gp¡+Gcu),controlsthemixingcharacteristicsofthe

combined flows and that two broad types of flow regime exist depending on the momentum ratio and hence tlle

proportion of flow through the CAJ. The CAJ experiments have also shown that unique mixing conditions are asso-

ciated with the momentum ratio corresponding to tl.re maximum heat release measured in the combustion experi-

ments. T¡e open flame experiments suggested that the maximum heat release and minimum emissions occurred

for a flow configuration with a momentum ratio in the range 0.19< lcAJ <0.36. The confined pilot-scale combus-

tion experiments demonstrated that the maximum heat transfer occurs for a momentum ratio in the range

0.11<f6,47<0.25. The present isothermal experiments demonstrated that a flow configuration with fc/J=O'17 has

the highest mean jet concentration and broadest range of concentration values on the jet axis in the far field of any

pJ-cAJ combination investigated. This suggests that these mixing conditions are associated with the maximum

heat release and minimum NOr emissions.

Based on Equation 6-40 and Equation 6-4l,itcan be shown that the maximum mean concentration on the jet axis

of tlre pJ nozzle is achieved at the momentum ratio that dehnes the transition of the virtual origin location, x6,1t

from being linearly proportional to 16¿7 to a constant value. This corresponds to a momentum ratio of I çot=Q))l '

The momentum ratio defining the virtual origin transition is similar to the value determined from the flow visual-
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isation experiments that defines the transition from PJ dominated flow regime to CAJ dominated flow regime,

f 6¡y0.2-0.23. Hence for the present nozzle configuration, the mixing conditions that optimise the combustion

characteristics of a combined precessing jet and central axial jet burner occur at the maximum momentum ratio

that still produces a flow that can be characterised as precessing jet dominated, which is estimated to be within the

range 0.171lcAJ<0.23.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Work

7.1 Conclusions

The flow from a novel, self-excited precessing jet flow, in combination with a simple jet flow, has been examined

under reacting and non-reacting conditions to further the understanding of the physical mechanisms by which the

control and optimisation of heat transfèr and pollutant emissions from natural gas burners for rotary kilns can be

achieved. The precessing jersimple jelnozzlehas been shown to provide continuous control of mixing character-

istics such as the spread angle, decay rate and probability distribution of concentration. The wide variation in

mixing conditions has been found to correspond to a wide variation in combustion characteristics such as radiation,

heat transfer and pollutant emissions. The effects of co-flow and confinement on the mixing and combustion char-

acteristics of the precessing jet flow have also been examined in detail. Hence the mixing characteristics corre-

sponding to the maximum heat transfer and minimum emissions of gas-fired burners for rotary kiln applications

have been cletermined, the conditions under which the precessing jetnozzle produces such mixing characteristics

have been quantified and a scaling procedure to relate the results of small-scale isothermal mixing experiments

using a precessing jet nozzlelo operating rotary kilns has been developed. High quality quantitative measuretnents

of the scalar concentration field fiom a pJ nozzle have also been obtained which can be used to validate a numerical

rnethod for simulating the flow from precessing jet, if and when developed in the future. The overall conclusions

of the research program are presented in the context of these outcomes.

7.1.1 Control of Mixing and Combustion by Combined Precessing and

Shaping Jet Flows

7.l.l.l Qualitative Description of the Control of Mixing Characteristics

The control of mixing characteristics from a combined Precessing Jet (PJ) and shaping jet nozzle was investigated

by conducting isothermal experiments in water. Isotherrnal techniques were used to allow a more detailed exami-

nation of the interaction between a shaping jet and a precessing jet than is possible in flames. A two-colour Planar

Laser-Induced Fluorescence (pLIF) flow visualisation technique was used to investigate the effectiveness of dif'-

ferent shaping jets in controlling the mixing characteristics. A quantitative PLIF technique was used to measure

the concentration ofjet fluid and quantify the separate effects of co-flow, confinement and a specific type of shap-

ing jet, the Central Axial Jet (CAJ), on tlre mixing from a precessing jet nozzle'
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The two-colour flow vjsualisation experiments showed clearly that the two jet flows interact strongly and merge'

T¡e initial scale of the largest turbulent motions in a combined precessing jet and axial jet flow can be controlled

by altering the proportion of flow through the PJ and shaping jet. The proportion of mass flow rate througl.r the

slraping jet, relative to the total flow through both jets, has been denoted Y:thaping' However, a semi-quantitative

technique for determining the spread angle of the combined flows within the first 3 chamber diameters of the nozzle

exit demonstrated clearly that the jet spread, and hence the size of the largest scale motions, is controlled by the

ratio of shaping jet momentum to combined jet momentufi,lrhurrin.=Grnopirul(Gricthapirs)' The flow visualisa-

tion results indicate that within the range 011¡hupin|,<O.6, to a first order, the jet spreading rate decreases in direct

proportion to this momentum ratio. For momentum ratios greater than 0.6 the jet spreading rate is approximately

constant and is about the same as that of the shaping jet on its own'

As a source of high momentum, an axisymmetric simple jet is shown to require a much smaller proportion of the

total flow to produce a significant change in the flow characteristics of the precessing jet compared to an annular

shaping jet of typical dimensions. Therefore a simple jet is considered the most effective form of shaping jet' The

flow visualisation results also show that the eff'ectiveness of the simple shaping jet depends upon the relative loca-

tions of the simple and precessing jet exit. Hence it is demonstrated that a central axial jet located in the centre-

body of the pJ nozzle with a relatively protrusion length from the centre-body of one CAJ diameter or less is the

most effective means for controlling the mixing characteristics of the combined flow from aPJ nozzle.

The flow visualisation image sequences of the combined PJ and CAJ flows show that a broad spectrum of flow

characteristics can be generated, from those typical of a precessing jet flow to those typical of a simple jet flow'

For momentum ratios in the range 0<lcn <0.2 (corresponding to low y6¡7), the combined flow field visually

appears to have the same characteristics as the flow from the precessing jet on its own. Hence the flow field is

described as "precessing jet dominated". For momentum ratios in the range 0.23<lcAJ <1, the flow visually

appears dominated by the features of the central axial jet'

7.1.1.2 Statistical Quantification of the Control of Mixing by a Central Axial Jet

The quantitative pLIF experiments were used to determine the effect of variation in f6,47 on the mixing of a con-

served scalar by the combined flow. The results of these experiments are consistent with the results of the flow

visualisation experiments. In particular, the effect of the CAJ was quantified in the far field of the jet, where the

normalised radial profiles of mean concentration have become self-similar, by calculating the line of best fit

between the inverse concentration and the normalised axial distance from the jet exit, expressed in general form in

Equation 7-1, the line of best fit between the concentration half-wiclth or jet spread and normalised axial distance'

Equation I -2, and the intensity of concentration fluctuations, (r.-/('

1= -.Lf--þrl EquationT-l.
F K,\ d/
5l

trzz 
- *^(* _ 19{ Equation 7-2.

d '-¿\'- d )
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Here ¡ is the distance from the nozzle exit, ¿/ is a characteristic length scale, ( is the mean concentration , r 1¡2 is t\e

radial location at which the mean concentration is half the centreline value and K t, Kz, xg, ¡ and xs,2 rfè constants

that depend on the mixing characteristics of the jet'

For flow only tfuough the PJ nozzle, the instantaneous distribution of jet concentration is characterised by the for-

mation of large-scale structures which dominate the mixing field. The mixing on the jet axis is characterised by a

rapid decay in jet concentration in the first nozzle chamber diameter downstream from the nozzle exit. The rate of

concentration decay then changes abruptly at a location termed the "elbow point". After the elbow point the con-

centration decay rate is constant and significantly lower than that upstream from the elbow point' The concentration

decay constan t, K ¡, isapproximately double the value of the decay constant of the jet from the inlet orifice with the

chamber removed, indicating the concentration decay rate is halved. The spreading of the precessing jet only flow,

as defined by the concentration half-width, follows a similar trend of a rapid increase in the first chamber diameter

and a more gradual fate of spreading in the jet far field. Although the jet spreading rate, K2' is only slightly greater

than the value of the jet corresponding to the inlet orifice of the PJ nozzle with the chamber removed, the jet half-

width contour is much larger than the simple jet flow as the location of the virtual origin is much further upstream.

For precessing jet flow only, the mixing is characterised by concentration fluctuations of almost the same magni-

tude as the mean concentration on the jet axis close to the "elbow point". In the far field of the jet the concentration

fluctuation intensity on the jet axis, \r,r.-rl\r, asymptotes to a value of approximately 0'3' about 50Vo greater than

tlre inlet jet on its own. Comparison of the jet mixing statistics of the present measurements with those of Newbold

(1997) indicates that the inlet orifice conditions of the PJ nozzle are signihcant in affecting the mixing outside the

nozzle chamber.

Consistent with the qualitative effect of the CAJ on the mixing of combined flow, the concentration decay constant,

K7, jet spreading rate, K2 andvirtual origin locations, x6,1 and xg,2in the Equation 7-l and Equation 7-2 are shown

to controlled by the momentum ratio, f6¡7, and change significantly in the PJ dominated flow regime and CAJ

dominated flow regime. The quantitative PLIF experiments demonstrate that the effect of the CAJ on the mixing

is approximately independent of the effects of co-flow and confinement. Hence increasing the momentum ratio and

the proportion of flow through the CAJ, VcA"¡, produces the following effects on the mixing of the combined jets:

The concentration decay rate on the jet axis, measured downstream from the elbow point, increases in direct

proportion to the momentum ratio. This translates to an increase in the concentration decay constant, K/, with

momentum ratio defined by the same relationship in both the PJ and CAJ dominated flow regimes, when nor-

malisedtothevalueforPJflowonly(fc'¡7=0,ì{ç¡¡=07o),seeEquationT-3.ThemaximumvalueofKTis

shown to occur at the smallest proportion of CAJ flow investigated in the quantitative PLIF experiments,

16,¡7=0.01 and is a factor of 1.31 greater than that of the PJ on its own. The minimum value occurs for flow

only through the cAJ, t{¿¡¡=1007o (fc¿¡= l) and is a factor of 0'44 times that of the PJ on its own'

#',',.- = -o'7699F"o,+ I'1136
For 0(f¿'47<l
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The location of the far field concentration decay virtual origin, normalised to the diameter of the confining

duct, x6,1lD¿¿¿¡, rTtoves upstream in direct proportion with the momentum ratio in the PJ dominated flow

regime. In the CAJ dominated flow regime the virtual origin location is approximately the same as that of the

central axial jet on its own. Hence, the location of the inverse concentration virtual origin, in a confined envi-

ronment, relative to the value for PJ flow only (16'¡7=0 , { ç¡¡)Vo) is given by:

For 0< I ç¡¡ <O.2: xo, l, I
xo, l,t=o

- - 4.7341f"or+ 1.0753

Equation 7-4.

For0.23<lç¡¡11:. x0, l,r _ x0, l,r=o _ _0.llg
Ddu", - Ddu",

. The change in concentration decay rate and virtual origin location associated with an increase in the momen-

tum ratio, f6,¿¡ causes the mean concentration measured at a given point on the jet axis to increase in the PJ

dominated flow regime, with the maximum value measured at 16¿r=0.17. The maximum mean concentration

on the jet axis of the pJ nozzle is shown to occur at the momentum ratio that defines the transition of the vir-

tual origin location, r¿,7, from being linearly proportional to 16'¡7to a constant value' f647=0'227'Furthet

increases in the momentum ratio in the CAJ dominated flow regime cause the mean concentration on the jet

axis to decrease.

. The change in concentration decay rate and virtual origin location also causes the mean concentration mea-

sured at the elbow point to decrease with momentum ratio in the PJ dominated flow regime' In the CAJ domi-

nated regime the elbow point is not observed and the concentration decays at a single, constant rate' Hence the

pJ and CAJ dominated flow regimes can be distinguished by the presence of two distinct decay rates or a sin-

gle decay rate resPectivelY'

. The far field spreading raïe, K2, of the combined flow changes significantly depending on the dominant flow

regime. The relationslrip between spreading rate and momentum ratio is approximately quadratic in the PJ

dominated flow regime, with a minimum spreading rate at approximately lcu=0'12' A step increase in

spreading rate occurs at the transition from PJ to CAJ dominated flow regime atlç¡¡=Q)-Q'23, after which

the jet spreading rate decreases in proportion to the momentum ratio. Hence, the jet spreading rate, relative to

thevalueforPJflowonly(fç47=0'\tç¡¡=07o)isgivenbyEquationT-5.(Notethattherelationshipin

Equation 7-5 is significantly different to that deduced from the flow visualisation experiments, principally

because the quantitative PLIF experiments extended into the far field of the jet flow, while the region investi-

gated in the flow visualisation experiments was limited to the near field of the combined flow).

For 0< lç4¡<0.2; Kz,r _ 11.028 f2cnr_ Lgzg4- c,.r+0.gg0gKz'r=o 
EquationT-S'

For 0.23< lcu<7 Kz, r
Kz,r=o - - 0.8599 fcAJ+ 1.557
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The location of the far field jet spreading rate virtual origin normalised to the diameter of the PJ nozzle cham-

ber, xg,2ldp¡, moves upstream in direct proportion with the momenfum ratio in the PJ dominated flow regime.

In the CAJ dominated flow regime the virtual origin location is approximately the same as the central axial jet

on its own. Hence, the location of the jet spread virtual origin, relative to the value for PJ flow only (f¿¡7=0,

tYç¡¡=oVo) is given bY:

For 0< l¿¡¡ <0.2: _I!¿i_ = _4.5574 fcAr+ t.l20r
x0,2, r = o

For0.23<lç¡¡11: x0,2,F _ xo,z,t=o 
= _0.74

dpr dp¡

Equation 7-6.

The peak magnitude of tl.re intensity of jet concentration fluctuations, \r^,r-"ßr, decreases with increasing

momentum ratio and ,ltcu in the PJ dominated flow regime, from a maximum value of about 0.7' In the CAJ

dominated regime the peak in the concentration fluctuation intensity is not detected.

The asymptotic value of the intensity of jet concentration fluctuations in the far field does not change signifi-

cantly with central axial jet momentum ratio and remains approximately constant at\r^--rl\r=0.3.

The distribution ofjet concentrations measured on the jet axis in the far field changes significantly depending

on the dominant flow regime, from a maximum of 0'03751 E, <0.+eZS for f¿'¿7=0.17 to a minimum of

0.0375< \, <O.ZZZS for lç¡"¡=1 . The range of jet concentrations appears to increase with momentum ratio in

the pJ dominated flow regime and decrease with momentum ratio in the CAJ dominated flow regime.

7.1.1.3 Control of the Combustion Characteristics

The control of combustion characteristics from a PJ nozzle by a central axial jet has been examined in small-scale

unconfined flame experiments and in a 2MW pilot-scale cement kiln simulator facility. The unconfined flame

experiments were intended as a relatively quick and easy method to measure the effect of central axial jet propor-

tion, y6,¡¡ and hence momentum ratio,lg¡¡, on the flame dimensions and so deduce implications regarding the

expected effect on the radiant fraction, global residence time, global strain rate and thermal NOr emissions of com-

bined pJ and CAJ flames. Experiments in the pilot-scale cement kiln simulator were conducted to quantify the

flame shapes, heat flux and NO" emissions of the PJ nozzle with CAJ in a well controlled confined facility and

compare their performance with that of a conventional burner. The issue of thermodynamic similarity between the

experimental and t¡e industrial scales was also addressed by comparing the results from the pilot-scale kiln simu-

lator with those obtained in operating rotary kilns'

The results of the unconhned flame experiments demonstrate that the combined precessing jet and central axial jet

flows allow a wide range of heat transfer and emission characteristics to be produced. Consistent with the isother-

mal mixing experiments, the results indicate that the momentum ratio, f64¡ controls the combustion characteris-

tics of the combined precessing and central axial jets. In particular, the relationship of flame volume, length, widtlt

and intensity with momentum ratio is different for I.¿,¡y<0.2, the precessing jet dominated flow regime, and

ICAJ>g.Z3,the CAJ dominated flow regime. Photographs of the base of the entire flame demonstrated that the lift-

off height and hence flame stability is not affected significantly by the change in dominant flow regime and is

approximately constant for 0< 16¿7 <0.57.
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In general, increasing the momentum ratio, I ç¡¡, tn the PJ dominated flow regime increases the spread and size of

the structures within the flame, while in the CAJ dominated flow regime the spread and size of the structures

decrease with increasing momentum ratio. Hence the spread and size of the flame are a maximum at a momentum

ratio within the range O.l9< ICAJ <0.36. This trend is observed to be the case for the mean flame volume, flame

length, width and signal intensity. Based on scaling relationships described in the literature, the measured variation

in flame volume, length and width with momentum ratio were correlated with other properties of unconfined

flames. Hence the radiant fraction and global residence time are expeoted to fbllow the same trend with momentum

ratio as the flame volume and signal intensity. The emissions of thermally generated oxides of nitrogen are pre-

dicted to follow an inverse trend. Hence the radiant fraction and global residence time are expected to be a maxi-

mum at lcx=g.19 and decrease with a further increase in momentum ratio. The emissions of thermally generated

nitrogen oxides are predicted to follow an inverse trend such that the minimum thermal NO" emissions occur at

lc¡,-}.lg and further increasing the momenhrm ratio increases the NO, emission index.

The pilot-scale confined combustion experiments also demonstrated that varying the proportion of central axial jet

fuel flow rate to total fuel flow rate provides good control of the flame characteristics. Increasing {ç¿7 over the

range 0-317o and hence f6¡7 from 0 to 0.32 pushes the peak heat flux further down the kiln by approximately one

kiln diameter and also broadens the profile so that the peak heat flux is slightly reduced. The total heat release

varies by approximately 3Vo, clepending on ryç4¡ with the highest total heat flux appearing to be produced from

flames with yaor=15 -25Vo (l¿a¡=0.11-0.25), consistent with the results of the unconfined flame experiments. The

trends in the high momentum, multi-channel burners are consistent with previous predictions based on the Craya-

Curtet parameter: the high momentum, low recirculation flame (Craya-Curtet parameter of 0.6, MCB-CC0.6) has

poor heat transfer, low NO" and high CO emissions and the high recirculation flame (Craya-Curtet parameter of

2.7, MCB-CC.7) has good heat transfer characteristics and good burnout. The general shape of the heat release pro-

file of the ¡¿1CB-CC}J flame is comparable with those of the PJ burner flames. However the shape of the heat

release profile from the MCB-CC0.6 flame is significantly different, peaking some two kiln diameters further

downstream. The peak heat flux from the MCB-CC2.7 flame wasiVo lower than that of the PJ burner flames. Based

on the measured wall surfàce femperatures, the heat transfer through the kiln walls shows that the PJ burner flames

also typically produce 3Vo more total heat release than the MCB-CCZ.I flame over the first ten kiln diameters, and

8%o more total heat release than the MCB-CC0.6 flame. Using the radiation measurements, the PJ burner flames

produced l2Vo more total racliation heat release than MCB-CC2.7 flame and 20Vo more than the MCB-CC0.6

flame.

The raw measurements in the pilot-scale facility suggest, at first sight, that the PJ burner flames produce NO, emis-

sions comparable with those of the high recirculation conventional burner flame, MCB-CC2.7. When considered

in isolation, this trend appears to be irreconcilable with the trends obtained in full scale operating rotary kilns,

which have demonstrated a significant reduction in NO" emissions with the installation of a PJ burner. However,

a comparison of the relationship between the heat flux and NO" emissions has demonstrated reasonable agreement

to be found in the trends of the performance of the different burner systems when compared in the different facil-

ities. A crude method of describing the relationship between heat flux and NO" emissions is proposed by plotting

total heat flux through the walls against total NO, ernissions. Extrapolation of the heat flux from the PJ bumer to
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equal that from the comparable typically good multi-channel burner flame, MCB-CC2.1, results in an apparenf

reduction in NO, emissions of 35-50Vo, the same order as those measured in full-scale plant. This result demon-

strates that different types of mixing within the flame can result in a different relationship between NO, emissions

and heat flux with all other parameters held constant, for both the pilot facility and the operating plant. This result

also highlights the difficulties in maintaining thermal similarity between experimental fàcilities and operating

plant. This is particularly true when comparing either different combustion systems, for example those with differ-

ent mixing characteristics, or when the control of heat flux in the pilot facility is different fiom that in the operating

plant.

7.1.2 scaling of a confined Precessing Jet Flow in a co-Flow

The results of the present isothermal mixing investigations have illustrated that the flow from a PJ nozzle is com-

plex, three-dimensional and transient in nature. This means it is not yet possible to mathematically model the scalar

rnixing from a confined precessing jei.nozzle. Hence a scaling criterion for the PJ nozzle is required to relate small-

scale model results to industrial rotary kiln applications so that the combustion characteristics can be optimised

prior to installation. The most suitable pre-existing methods for scaling enclosed flames from conventional,

momentum dominated burners, the Craya-Curtet and Becker parameters, assume the burner can be treated as a

point source of momentum, based on the far field similarity of a simple jet. However, the results of the isothermal

experiments have demonstrated that the nature of the mixing from a PJ nozzle is fundamentally different to that of

a simple jet and does not depend solely on axial momentum to mix the jet and ambient fluids. Hence a different,

validated scaling criterion for the PJ nozzle is necessary for the accurate prediction of combustion performance'

The proposed scaling model was developed based on dimensional arguments and an empirical correlation with

measured results of the mixing of a passive scalar from a PJ nozzle.To assess independently the effects of confine-

ment and co-flow for the development of a potential scaling model, the eft'ects of different confining duct diameters

and co-flow velocities on the mixing from a PJ nozzle operated at constant conditions were compared qualitatively

using instantaneous images and quantitatively using the inverse concentration on thejet axis, concentration half-

width and intensity ofjet concentration fluctuations on the jet axis measured using the quantitative PLIF technique.

The effect of increasing the ratio of co-flow to the estimated PJ nozzle exit velocity is shown in the present inves-

tigation to result in a "stretching" of the "helical" flow structure created by the precessing motion of the jet exiting

tiom the PJ nozzle. This acts to:

. reduce the mean concentration measured at a given point on the jet axis, but to have no effect on the rate of

concentration decay in the far field;

. have only a slight effect upon the spreading rate of thejet, which is to reduce the spreading rate in the far field

and move the virtual origin upstream;

. increase the peak and asymptotic value ofthe concentration fluctuation intensity along thejet axis, but to have

no effect on the location ofthe peak; and to

. have minimal effect upon the distribution of concentrations along the jet axis in the far field, with a slight shift

towards lower concentrations.
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The effects of confinement on the scalar mixing from a PJ nozzle are investigated by increasing the duct diameter

relative to the nozzle diameter. The effects of confinement were shown to:

. have tl.re most significant effect on the instantaneous flow in the local region where the jet actually impinges

on the duct wall, based on qualitative comparison of the PLIF images;

. have no effect upon the mean concentration along the jet axis if the axial distance is normalised by the diame-

ter of the duct indicating that the duct diameter is the most appropriate length scale for the mean concentration;

. have no effect upon the fluctuation of jet concentration along the jet axis normalised to the mean concentra-

tion, if the axial distance is normalised by the nozzle diameter, wllich is appropriate because the main feature,

the peak, is a function of the nozzle characteristics;

. lrave no clear effect on the jet spreading rate at low co-flow velocity ratios, while at high co-flow velocity

ratios the contours defining thejet spread at different confinements collapse onto a single profile; and

. increase the probability distribution of concentration along thejet axis in the far field and increase the value of

the most probable jet concentration.

The separate effects of co-flow, confinement and central axial jet on tl.re mixing from a PJ nozzle have been com-

bined to form an empirical model for the mean distribution of jet concentration from aPJ nozzle. The derived

model is based on correlating the jet axis concentration decay constant, K7, virtual origin, xs,/D¿lacr, spreading rate,

K2, andvirtual origin, xs,2ldp¡, with non-dimensional parameters relating to the co-flow, confinement and CAJ pro-

porrion in the far fietd of the jet. Following the findings outlined above, the model for PJ only flow (VcÁ"¡=07o) is

based on the following linear relations:

K, = 0.007741og- 'l + 0.0948 Equation 7-7.
, 1 detl

xo, l
Dd u"t

tU\
= -r.:sólurJ-o.rlo:

I = o.n3sl1l +4.8311K2 \./

Equation 7-8.

Equation 7-9.

xo,z

dpl = -0.2240(Aì -s.7s47 Equation 7-10.

The modelling equations that describe the effects of co-flow and continement on the mixing from a PJ nozzle, as

outlined above, have been extended to the scaling of large-scale combustion installations of the PJ nozzle. The

extension of the model is based on maintaining similarity of the jet mixing characteristics in the large-scale and

laboratory isothermal facilities. This is achieved by maintaining the mass flux ratio of co-flowing fluid to jet fluid

and ¿istorting the geometric ratio of duct diameter the nozzle diameter according to the density correction factor

of a modified Thring-Newby criterion. However, due to the change in confinement ratio, a further correction is also

required to correct for the differentconcentration decay constants, i.e. Kp in the large-scale and laboratory isother-

mal facilities. The difference in decay rate is correctecl for by a concentration reference ratio, r, based on the ratio

of K7 in the model to K.¡ in the combustion facility, which are both calculated according to the expression derived
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from t¡e present experimental results, Equation 7-7. Equation 7-3 must also be applied to account for the effect of

the central axial jet, if used. The concentration reference ratio effectively distorts the stoichiometry in the model

from that in the actual combustion plant. Hence, based on the empirical model derived from the present experi-

ments, the procedure to accurately model the characteristics of a PJ nozzle in an operating rotary kiln using a small-

scale isothermal facilitY is:

l. Calculate the mass flux ratio of secondary fluid to jet fluid, mJmo' in the combustion facility'

2. Calculatethedensityratioofsecondaryairtofuel(attheinletorificeofthePJnozzle),polpo,inthecombus-

tion facility.

3. Calculate the confinement ratio, D¿ur/dpl, in the combustion facility.

4. Calculate the predicted jet axis concentration decay constant in the combustion facility, K1,r¡or, using

Equation 7-7.

5. If a central axial jet is used, calculate the momentum ratio f6¡7 and hence the modihcationto K1,r¡o,,, using

Equation 7-3.

6. Calculate the conhnement ratio, D,lu"/don in the model using the modified Thring-Newby criterion:

/!3!sì = Elo*rl Equation 7-11.l.ì;/,n"d"r = 
{¡o\-a". /0r"",

7. Eitlrer specify the size and flow conditions of the PJ nozzle in the small scale model and hence calculate the

duct diameter and co-flow velocity based on maintaining the mass flux ratio constant, or

g. Alternatively to (7), specify the duct diameter and co-flow velocity in the small scale model and hence calcu-

late the size and flow conclitions of the PJ nozzle to satisfy the scaling criterion'

9. Calculate the concentration decay constant in the small scale model, Kt,ru,rleþ using Equation 7-7.

10.If a central axial jet is used, calculate the momentum ratio I ç4¡ and hence the modification to K 1,^r,¿n¡ using

Equation 7-3.

1l. Calculate the reference concentration ratio in the model, x, using the expression:

Kl, rnodel

Kl, ptnn,
Equation 7-12.

12. Correct the measured concentration in the small scale model by r and hence determine the concentration in the

combustion facility.

This scaling procedure was used to calculate the geometry and flow conditions required to model the 2MW pilot-

scale combustion facility and industrial installations of the PJ nozzle. The results are consistent with the observa-

tions of the present experiments and within the range of reasonably expected values, suggesting the scaling proce-

dure is appropriate for the modelling of precessing jet burners in large-scale rotary kilns with a small-scale

isothermal experimental facility. A comparison of the mean jet concentration in the present experiments with the

profiles of CO concentration measured in the pilot-scale kiln simulator test facility at the same axial location indi-
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cates remarkable agreementbetween the presentisothermal measurements and the combustion measurements, sug-

gesting that tl.re spread of a flame is not very different from the spread predicted by the isothermal model.

While the proposed scaling procedure provides a means to calculate the conditions of reduced scale experiments,

the modelling equations cannot be applied to the mathematical prediction of jet impingement on the duct walls.

This was demonstrated by comparing the measured location where wall effects become important from the PLIF

experiments with the location calculated by the modelling equations. The radial location where wall effects on the

jet become significant was found to correlate with the mass flux ratio, indicating this also controls the degree of

recirculation induced by the flow from a PJ nozzle. The poor correlation between the predicted and measured loca-

tions is indicative of the radial mean concentration profile departing from the ideal Gaussian distribution close to

the wall. Hence tl.re accuracy of the modelling equations are not suitable for mathematically predicting local effects

close to t¡e duct walls and should only be applied within the region upstream of the point of impingement. This

implication has no effect upon the validity of the physical modelling procedure for the precessing jet nozzle.

Indeed, accurate prediction of impingement must be determined instead by physically modelling the kiln geometry

and conditions in a small-scale moclel designed according to the procedure outlined above'

7.1.3 Optimisation of the Combined PJ-CAJ Flows for Rotary Kiln Flames

The results of the isothermal and combustion experiments are consistent and demonstrate that the momentum ratio

of slraping jet to the combined jet momenturî,1,rhupittg=G.rnop¡nsl(GpÈGrnopinu,), controls the combined jet mixing

ancl combustion characteristics. In particular, for the central axial shaping jet, the mixing field is characterised by

two flow regimes in which the relationship between fhe momentum ratio, 16¡7, and mixing and combustion prop-

erties is significantly different. The flow visualisation experiments indicated that for momentum ratios in the range

lç¡¡<0.2 (corresponding to low Vc¿¡), the flow field can be characterised as precessing jet dominated, while at

momentum ratios of approximately lç¡¡>0.23 the flow appears visually dominated by the features of the central

axial jet.

The results of the unconfined combustion experiments suggest that the maximum global residence time and radiant

fraction and minimum NO, emissions of the combined PJ and cAJ nozzle occur at a momentum ratio in the range

0. l9< ¡-cÁ"r <0.36. The maximum ratio of flame width to length also occurs for the same conditions, implying that

the strain rate at the flame tip is minimised at a flow condition within this momentum ratio. The confined, pilot-

scale combustion experiments demonstrated that the total heat release was maximised at CAJ proportions of

vcu=15-Z5E^ corresponding to momentum ratios of farr=O.11-0.25. The results of the pilot-scale experiment

did not allow the effect of the central axial jet on NO" emissions to be fully quantified because of the interrelation-

ship between the heat flux, wall temperatures and NO, emissions. Nevertheless a relationship which accounts for

tlre trend of increasing NO, emissions with increasing heat flux suggests that the maximum heat flux and minimum

NO" emissions also occur at about the same momentum ratio. This finding is consistent with trends in operating

plants in which increased heat flux is compensated by increased throughput to maintain similar product and wall

temperatures.
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The quantitative pLIF experiments showed that distinctive mixing characteristics are associated with the PJ and

CAJ dominated flow regimes and the flow condition within the range of momentum ratios associated with the opti-

mal combustion characteristics' At a momentum ratio of I-6¿7=0' 17' the measured concentration on the jet axis at

a given point is the highest and the range of concentrations on the jet axis was the largest of any jet from the com-

bined flows investigated. At this condition, the profile of concentration fluctuation intensity profile does not peak

close to the rrczzleexit, characteristic of a CAJ dominated flow condition, but approaches the asymptotic concen-

tration fluctr¡ation intensity value more rapidly than any of the CAJ dominated flow conditions' This suggest that

such mixing characteristics are desired from any natural gas burner for the maximum efficiency and lowest emis-

sions in a rotarY kiln.

For the precessing jet burner, the maximum mean concentration on the jet axis of the PJ nozzle is shown to occur

at a momentum ratio of lror=g.227, as this dehnes the transition of the virtual origin location, x0,1, from being

linearly proportional to f 647 to a constant value. This momentum ratio is similar to the value determined from the

flow visualisation experiments that dehnes the transition from PJ dominated flow regime to CAJ dominated flow

regime, lc¡=0.2-023. Therefore the mixing conditions that produce the maximum heat transfer and minimum

emissions from the combined precessing jet and central axial jet burner occur for the maximum momentum ratio

within the PJ dominated flow regime, which is estimated to be within the range 0'17<f cAl <0'23'

The mixing characteristics of the flow from the PJ-CAJ nozzle ala momentum ratio of lç¿r=0'17, at the lower end

of the range associated with the optimal combustion characteristics, have been measured in the quantitative PLIF

experiments. The mixing statistics in the far field of the flow at this jet condition, scaled to simulate the mixing

conditions in the pilot-scale experiments (total jet flow rate of 1400l/hr through a dp¡=J$1¡ chamber diameter

pJ nozzle with a co-flow velocity of Uo=Q.QS¡1rs and a confining duct cliameÍer oT D¿ur¡390mm) for the maximum

heat transfer and minimum NO* emissions are hence:

. Centreline concentration decay constant normalised to the chamber diameter, KF}.lsl (normalised to the

inlet orifice diameter, K Fi .83)

. Centreline concentration decay virtual origin relative to the PJ nozzle exit, xs,y'dpy-|-68 (normalised to the

inlet orifice and inlet location, x6,1/d,,=4.82)

. Jet spreading rate, Kz=0.128,

. Jet spreading rate virtual origin relative to the PJ nozzle exit xs,2/dpt=-3.56 (normalised to the inlet orifice and

inlet location, x 6, 2/d,, ¡-4.7 0)

. Centreline concentration fluctuation intensity asymptote, \r*r-rlE r=0.279, with no peak in the near field,

. Range of concentrations on the centreline in the far field, normalised to tl're mean concentration, of

0.164< Ecl\,<2,048,

. Range of concentrations on the centreline at a distance of 12 chamber diameters from the PJ nozzle exit of

0.0375< \,,<0.4625

Tlre optimal conditions shown above indicate that the concentration decay rate, K7, and jet spreading Í^te, K2, arc

not too dissimilar from typical simple jet values. Hence, the main effect of the optimal precessing jet-central axial

jet combination relative to the jet at the inlet to the nozzle chamber is to shift the location of the virtual origin loca-
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tions, x¿,7 rnd xg,2and to increase the concentration fluctuations, which results in a higher mean concentration and

a broader range of mixture fractions at a given axial location in the far field.

7.L.4 The Effect of Schmidt Number on Jet Mixing

A simple jet was also investigated in the isothermal quantitative PLIF experiments, principally to validate the tech-

nique by comparing the centreline and radial statistics of the concentration of dye issuing from a pipe jet with

results reportecl in the literature for other passive scalar investigations. Separating the results of previous simplejet

investigations according to the nozzle type (smooth contraction or pipe jet) and phase (liquid or gas) was shown to

provide strong evidence that the schmidt number (the ratio of the relative importance of turbulent transportation

and moleculardiffusion) has a significant, albeit secondary, effect on the mixing from a jet. Hence the results of

the present pipe jet experiments, which indicated the jet is narrower and the concentration decay rate lower than

previous pipe jet investigations, is attributed, at least in part, to the significant difference in Schmidt number when

comparing mixing experiments conducted in water and in gases. The disparity between the present quantitative

pLIF simple jef measurements and those of comparable investigations of pipe jets in water using a PLIF technique

are attributed to real differences in the experimental arrangements, in particular to different boundary conditions

of the sunounding ambient environment.
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7.2 Recommendations for Further Work

7.2.LModelling the Confined PJ Nozzle

The present work has resulted in the development of a procedure for modelling the mixing characteristics of large-

scale industrial installations of the PJ nozzle by use of reduced scale isothermal facilities. However, this study

intentionally only investigated the region close to the nozzle exit in order to examine the effects of confltnement'

co-flow and central axialjet proportion on the mixing from a PJ nozzle at a fundamental level. Hence further exper-

iments tl.rat examine a region corresponding to the entire flame length are required to test the validity of the pro-

posed scaling procedure for modelling the entire flame. Experiments that investigate the entire flame length and

accurately replicate the co-flow conditions would also provide the data necessary to compare the proposed scaling

procedure with the in-flame and heat flux measurements from the pilot-scale rotary kiln simulator. A suitable tech-

nique for performing such an investigation is the acid-alkali flame modelling technique, as variation in the concen-

tration reference ratio, r, can be achieved by altering the stoichiometry ofacid to alkali in the secondary fluid and

jet fluid respectively. Such experiments could also investigate any correlation between the effects of heat release

and the simulated flame length, as this is not incorporated into the present scaling procedure.

The equations that form the basis of the model proposed here imply that it is possible to calculate mathematically

the mean concentration distribution from a PJ nozzle in a confined environment, given the flow conditions and

geometry. The mathematical description of the mean concentration from aPJ nozzle could also be rehned so that

it can be incorporated into the heat transfer model of Jenkins and Moles (1981). The successful integration of the

model equations into this heat transfer model would enable, for the first time, the mathematical prediction of heat

flux profiles from a pJ nozzle in a rotary kiln installation. However, the present experimental work has shown that,

in the region near the wall, the assumption of a Gaussian distribution of mean concentration is not appropriate, so

the current modelling equations cannot be applied to predict concentration near the wall. Hence, if a mathematical

prediction of impingement is desirable, further work or analysis of the present results is required so that the mean

concentration can be accurately predicted in the region where wall effects are significant. This would enable the

accurate calculation of the point of impingement and the mean concentration downstream from the location of

impingement.

T¡e present results demonstrate that the instantaneous flow from the PJ nozzle can depart significantly from the

mean. This departure has been quantified by measurement of the concentration fluctuations. Hence a complete

model of the mixing from the PJ-CAJ nozzle in a confined, co-flowing environment would benefit from including

the fluctuating component of concentration into the present model. This is likely to have a significant effect upon

heat transfer modelling and the prediction of impingement effects. Hence further work is required to correlate the

concentration fluctuation intensity with co-flow, confinement and central axial jet proportion.
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7.2.2 Optimising the PJ Nozzte combustion characteristics

The present work has shown that the optimal combustion characteristics from the PJ-CAJ nozzle are obtained with

the maximum momentum ratio that generates a flow that can be characterised as precessing jet dominated, i.e'

within the range 0. l?l I CAJ <0.23. The present work has investigated the effect of f6'¡7 on the concentration field

from the pJ nozzle. Further work is recommended to measure the effect of 16'¡7 on the velocity field from the PJ

nozzle.This would provide information on strain rates and residence times within different regions of the combined

flow field and hence lurther examine what unique mixing features are associated with a CAJ momentum ratio of

0.7: <l cAJ<0.23. Velocity measurements in a laboratory scale flame would also be extremely valuable to correlate

the mixing characteristics with the optimal combustion characteristics. Due to the transient and highly three dimen-

sional nature of the flow from the pJ nozzle,a particle image velocimetry technique which instantaneously resolves

the spatial distribution of two velocity components would be the most appropriate technique to pursue this goal' A

characteristic global strain rate can also be measured using volume rendering, following Newbold et al' (1997),

who adopted the technique of Mungal et al. (1991)'

A basic form of swirl nozzle was included in the present quantitative PLIF research program. However' the results

of this investigation, in which the swirl number was varied at constant confinement and co-flow velocity, have not

been processed. It is highly desirable that these results be analysed with respect to the relevant scalar statistical

information to compare the mixing characteristics with the precessing jet, and hence if similar optimal mixing char-

acteristics to those determined for the PJ nozzle are detected in the swirling flow. These mixing characteristics

should also be compared with the pilot-scale combustion results for further investigation of the correlation between

mixing conditions and the optimal combustion requirements'

The present form of the cAJ momentum ratio, velocity ratio and rhring-Newby scaling are referenced to the inlet

orifice ofthe pJ nozzleas the conditions are well defined at this point, while they are not at the exit of the nozzle.

phenomenologically, these ratios should be referenced to the exit conditions as it is physically more relevant to the

interaction of with the cAJ. velocity measurements to characterise the PJ nozzle exit conditions and derive a more

appropriate form of the present momentum ratio and velocity ratio would improve the understanding and modelling

of these processes greatly. (It is noted that the Ph.D. program of Mr. Chong Wong should provide such informa-

tion.)

Comparison of the present experiments with the concentration measurements of Newbold (1997) has indicated the

inlet conditions of tl.re pJ nozzlemay be significant on the downstream mixing. Further work is recommended to

assess this effect for the optimisation of downstream mixing conditions for combustion and hence the desired inlet

conditions to the PJ nozzle fot the maximum heat transfer and minimum emissions.
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Appendix A
Pilot-Scale In-Flame Species Concentration
Measurements

A.L Precessing Jet Only Flames (Vca F07o)

4.1.1 640'C Secondary Air Pre-Heat Temperature
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^.1.2 
840"C Secondary Air Pre-Heat Temperature
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4.2 Precessing Jet with CAJ Flames (Yc¿,1=257o)

L.2.1 420" C Secondary Air Pre-Heat Temperature
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Figure A-5. Concentration contours of carbon monoxide measured in the pilot-scale kitn for the prece_ssin^g^jet

btirner with central axial .iet (\ltctF257o,lc¡.l,=0.25) at a secondary air pre-heat temP-eratu_re of 420"C
(|I-VZS-+ZO flame). Contouré ar" ìnitépr of 0.54"'änd the colour map is identical to that used for all the in-flame

òO r'esutts. The daéhed line indicates thè boundary of the in-flame measurement region.
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Appendix C
Additional PJ No zzle Concentration
Statistics

C.L The Effect of Co-Flow Velocity on PJ mixing

3.1. 1 Confïnem ent of D ¿u"/ dp¡=7 .6.
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Figure C-l. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio. on the inverse mean jet concentration o¡ the jet a¡r.s, €;o, of the

ã"1=ãS-rn fJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (t¡tç¡¡=07o), Reynolds number=66,100, D¿ur/d.p¡=1 '6. 
-

- U"/U"-r.,=g.634

- U./U"-rr=6.955

- U"/U"-rr=6.699
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Figure C-2. The effèct of co-flow velocity r{i_o_on the concentration fluctuation intensity',\r*o¡olþo' 9i ,tt."J:,

ãä, .itñ"7#38mm pJ nozzle. Conditiois: PJ flow only (y¿47=07o), Reynolds number=66,10Õ, D'¿ur/dp¡=1 '6.
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Figure C-3. The effect of co-flow velocity ralio on the concentration half-width, r1¡2ldp¡, of the dp¡3ïmm PJ

nlzzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y6'47=0%), Reynolds I umber=66,10o, D¿ur/d'p¡=1 '6'
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3.1.2 Confinem ent of D ¿ur/dpfl2S -
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Figure C-4. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio.on the jnverse mean jet concentr-ation o-n the jet 1x1s^Ç'o, of the

ãfl=ãt.trfJ Ãozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (r{ç¡¡=O%o),Reynoldsnumber=66,100, D¿u,/d.p¡=12-9.'
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Figure C-5. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentration fluchration intensity, (rr, ¡tlÇtf, "l
axi"s of the 38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (ty6'¿¡07o), Reynolds number=ó6'l0O' D¿u"/dp¡=l
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Figure C-6. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentration half-wilt!, rpllnt, of the dp¡38mm PJ

nlzzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (y¿a7=0%), Reynolds I umber=66,10o, D¿ur/dp¡=12'9'

3.1.3 Confinem ent of D ¿ur/ dp¡=10 -4.
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Figure C-7. The effect of co-flow velocity ¡atio on the inverse mean jet concentration on- the jet axis, 67'o, of the

ãs"-ãpi nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (ryc'¿7=07o), Reynolds number=ó2,4oo, D¿ur/dp¡=10'4'
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Figure C-8. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentration fluctuation, intensity, É4zs ¡"tÇ0, oY th9 
jet

axis of the 28mm PJ notil". Conditions: pi now only (ryc'a¡0%), Reynolds number=62,400, D;r./¿JPJ=10'4'
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Figure C-9. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentration half-width,.rpldp¡, of the 28mm PJ ¡ozzle
Coîditions: PJ flow only (y¿'¡rr=O7o), Relnolds numben 62,400, D¿r"/dp¡=l0'4'
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3.1.4 Confinem ent of D ¿u" / d' p¡=13.9 -
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Figure C-10. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the inverse mean jet concentration on the j^et^axis, 6.¡'r, of the

ãs-** pl nozzle.Conditions: PJ flow only(y6'ry=07o), Reynolds number=62,400, D¿r"/dp¡=13'9'
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Figure C-11. The eff-ect of co-flow velocity_ratio on the concentration fluctuation inten^sity,^E ,gln¡olF¡o, on^the jet

axis of the 28mm PJ norrl". Conditions: pÍ flow only (y¿'a7=07o), Reynolds number=62,4oo, D¿ir/dp¡--13'9'
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Figure C-12. The effect of co-flow velocity ratio on the concentration half-width, r12ldp¡, of the 28mm PJ

noJzzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (ry¿4..¡r=07o), Reynolds bet62,400, D¿u"/dp¡=I3'9'
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C.2 The Effect of ConfÏnement on PJ mixing

3.2.1 Co -flow Velocity Ratio of U ol U r -p ¡=0.035
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Flgure C-13. The effect of confineme¡t on the inverse mean ¡e^t

ã"1=¡S-- PJ nazzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (tyçot=O%) 00'

1Ûr=O.Of SnVs). Axial distance from the nozzle exit is normalised
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Figure C-15. The e ation half-width,rUy'ie¿2f *"^/¡r-3.8n1- PJ nozzle'

co:nditions: PJ flow 66'100' ud/ue-PJ=0:o35 (uo=9'933m/s)' Axial distance

is normalised to the
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3.2.2 Co-flow Velocity Ratio of UolUr-p¡=0.098
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Figure C-16. The effect of confinement on the inverse mean j^e^t a¡¡s,-lr7' o^f 
^t!9ã"ï¡Stn- PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (tyç¡¡=\Vo) 0O, U//U;-PJ=O'æ9

(Ûi=0.108m/s). Axial distance from the nozzle exit is normalised
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(Ur=Ói0gm/s). Axial distance is normalised to the PJ nozzl
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Figure C-18. The e concentration half-width, r12/^dp¡, of 4: lfr:3.8nÌ- PJ nozzle'

Co"nditions: PJ flow number=66,10}, Uo/U"-p¡=ö'398'1uo=g'1g8mis)' Axial distance

is normalised to the , dpl'

3.2.3 Co-tlow Velocity Ratio of UolUr-p¡=0.147
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Figure C-19. The effect of conhnement on the inverse mean l"l u4t:,Ft' oiil9
do¡=38mm PJ nozzle. Conditions: PJ flow only (ryç¡¡\Vo) OO, U¿/Ui-p¡O'147
(Uo=O.l62rís). Axial distance from the nozzle exit is normalised
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Figure C-21. The effect of confinement on the concentration half-w\drh, ryy'dp¡,-gf *: /f, ,3,8mm 
PJ nozzle'

õàï¿itlon$ pJ flow only (y¿a¡o%), Reynolds number=66,10o, uo/u" p¡=0:141-(uo=o-162mls). Axial distance

is normalised to the PJ nozzle chamber diameter, dp¡'
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3.2.4 Co-flow Velocity Ratio of UolUr-p¡=0.196
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Figure C-22.T\e effect of confinement on the inverse mean ie^t a¡¡st--Ë¡' o^f 1þ9
do¡=38mm PJ nozzle. 

-Cón¿ition*' 
PJ flow only (\tcAJ=OVo) 00, U¿/Ui-p¡=o'196
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Figure C-23.T nt on the conce n the jet axis, Ettn¡olE¡oz9!
lftã7"r=fA.- : PJ flow only r=66,1ü), U¿/Ar'þ¡=0'196
(Uo=O.Zt6mts). alised to the PJ
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Figure c-24.The e concentration half-width, ,tlrllt\yf *"^/rc3.8tì- PJ nozzle.

Co"nditions: PJ flow number=66,10}, U¿/U" p¡O'196 (tLo=0'Zl6mls)' Axial distance
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C.3 The Effect of the Central Axial Jet on PJ mixing

3.3.1 Confinement of D¿u"/dp¡=7.6, Co-Flow Velocity of Uo-0.108m/s.
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Figure C-25. The effect of CAJ l¡op9rti9-n, Y ÇAt: oîthe mean jet concentration-"" tttgj:! Tis,.(¡ of the 38mm
pJ nozzle. Conditions: .o-nõ* uätoôity Uo=o.Töimls, confinenient D¿u",/dp¡=1.6, mass flux rati<í mo/m6=18.4-
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Figure C-26.Theeffect of CAJ proportion, Vc¿"¡, on the concentration fluctuation intensity' \¡ , i/þ* l\¡heler
axi-s of the dp7=lg6¡¡ PJ nozzle. Conditions:-co-flow velocity Uo=O.108m/s, confinement D¿u"y'dp¡=l'þ, 1¡tsg

flux ratio m¿/mo=19.4.
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Figure C-27.Tl:re effect of CAJ proportion, V-c¿¡. on the concentration hall-width, r1p/dp¡, of the dp¡=3^8mm PJ

nozzle. Conditions: co-flow vetoòity Ur=O.iCj8;'ils, confinement D¿u"r/dp¡7.6, mass flux ratio mo/nt618.4.
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g.3.2 Confînem ent of D ¿u" / d p ¡=12.9, Co'Flow Velocity of Uo=0.$38m/s'
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Figure C-2E. The effèct of CAJ proportio:r, VÇ4¡ on the mean jet concentration-on the jet axis ,Et* of the 38mm
pJ nozzle. Conditions:."-fl;;u;1"öity Ur=0.õîifimls, confinenientD¿r"/dp¡=10.9. mass flux ratío m¿/m6=19.4.
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Figure C-29,Theeffect of CAJ proportion, VC¡¡ on the concentration fluctuation-intensity,-Em u¡/Çoton the jet

;ï;i thJ;lS;t" pi nozztJ. Cònditionsiîò"-fiow velocity Uø=0.038m/s, confinement Diu,/dpi=10.9, mass

flux ratio m¿/m6=l$.!'
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